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You can design and create, and build the most wonderful place in
the world. But it takes people to make the dream a reality.
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Introduction
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CHAP

1. General introduction

The climate targets of the European Union (EU) for the year 2030 include,
amongst other targets, a decrease of greenhouse gas emissions of 40 %
and an improvement in energy efficiency of 27 %.1 Since in 2016 roughly
25 % of the total energy used in the EU was used for industrial purposes,2
reducing the industrial energy demand is necessary to reach the goals for
2030. Industrial separation processes account for 50 % of the total energy
consumed in industry and globally, their share of the energy consumption
is up to 15 %.3 In bio refineries separation processes even account for up to
80 % of the energy consumption and the processes contain various mixtures
that are to be separated. These mixtures may either be dilute aqueous
streams or complex multi-component mixtures with valuable components
that are difficult to separate.4 Thus, for significant reductions in energy
consumptions alternatives to the energy intensive distillation process should
be further developed, for example for the separation of trace contaminants
from water, as suggested by Sholl and Lively.3 Not only from an energy
point of view there is an incentive to improve industrial processes, also
the demand for green chemistry is increasing. For the implementation of
green chemistry in the sector of chemical manufacturing industrial wide
collaboration is required to be successful. Moreover, several challenges need
to be faced regarding implementation in cost-effective and safe technologies.5
The use of renewable feedstock and the design for energy efficiency are two
of the 12 principles of green chemistry that were already published in 1998.6
For many bio-based plastics and other chemicals in the pharmaceutical,
food and chemical industry,7-10 carboxylic acids are raw materials and
building blocks in the production and as a consequence there is a growing
desire to produce these acids through fermentation. The incentive to
produce carboxylic acids via green routes and fermentation is also growing
as greenhouse gas emissions are a strongly negative side-effect of the
petrochemical based process and currently most volatile (C2-C4) carboxylic
acids are produced based on these non-renewable petrochemical sources.11
Acids such as lactic acid and succinic acid are already mainly produced
through fermentation processes.8-10 Other acids can also be obtained from
biomass hydrolysates, and are typically present in dilute aqueous streams,
e.g. levulinic acid,12 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA) that can be used for
production of polyethylene furanoate (PEF) as an alternative to polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) 13 and biobased adipic acid for production of nylon.14
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Acids produced by fermentation are present in aqueous streams. Also
in other industrial (waste) streams either valuable polar components or
contaminants are present in diluted aqueous streams that need to be removed
or recycled. For example, volatile fatty acids can be obtained from fermented
wastewater.15,16 It is estimated that 9 Mton acetate, 5 Mton butyrate and
6 Mton propionate could be recovered annually from wastewater of the
dairy industry.7 As the total global market demand for the C2-C4 acids is
predicted to be 18 Mton in 2020 (97 % of acetic acid, 0.5 % butyric acid
and 2.5 % propionic acid),7 this is a strong opportunity. An example of
separation of contaminants is that low concentrations of pyridines are to be
removed from industrial streams because of their toxicity.17,18
Thus, separation techniques are required to separate these components
that have in common that they are all polar and are all present in low
concentrations in aqueous streams. Distillation of streams containing
large water fractions is inefficient as it would require evaporation of large
amounts of water. Furthermore, some acids may even decompose at elevated
temperatures. Separation of polar components by affinity separations can
also be of interest in non-aqueous streams in industry, e.g. for mixtures
with very low relative volatility or thermal instability, as in those cases
distillation is intrinsically not feasible.19,20
Affinity separations are promising alternatives to ordinary distillation in
these cases, as they improve or enable the separation by adding an affinity
agent. The general scheme for affinity agent based separation processes is
shown in Figure 1, where it can be seen that next to the initial separation
column there is a second column in which the regeneration of the affinity
agent takes place. Because this regeneration is an important step for the
feasibility of the process, it should always be taken into account in the
design of affinity separation processes. An optimal affinity agent induces
a large distribution of solutes (KD) in the first step and a low KD in the
regeneration step.
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Figure 1 Affinity separation process where the solvent S is added in
the first process step to improve the separation of A and C. In a second
regeneration step the solvent S is separated from component A in order
to recycle the solvent.
To evaluate and compare separation processes, the ratio of the concentrations
of A in the product stream of the overall process, including the separation
step and the regeneration of the affinity agent, and the feed stream is defined
as the concentration factor CF in eq (1).

CF =

 A 
product
 A 

(1)

feed

HA  are adsorption, where target
Examples of affinity separation processes
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K
molecules are adsorbed from aD feed stream onto a (solid) surface, and
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example a swing in temperature is applied to regenerate the solvent.30 The
distribution ratio KD of an acid HA is defined as the ratio of concentration
of acid in the organic solvent phase [HA] and aqueous phase [HA], see eq
 A 
(2). The selectivity of a solvent CF
Sa towards
component a relative to b is then
=  Aproduct

 product
=
CF
defined as the ratio of their distribution A
coefficients,
see eq (3).

 Afeed

HA  feed
KD =  HA 
KD =HA 
HA 

(2)

K
Sa = KD,aD,a
Sa =KD,b
(3)
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1.2 Extractive distillation (XD)

Extractive distillation processes are promising when application of
conventional distillation is limited as a result of non-ideal behavior of
the mixture components, in the case of an azeotrope or when they are
close-boiling.20 In these cases XD can be performed by adding a solvent, in
most cases high-boiling, to the distillation column in order to increase the
relative volatility of the mixture components, see the schematic overview in
Figure 2. Consequently, the energy usage of the process is decreased.
Figure 2 also shows the solvent recovery column in which product A is
obtained and solvent S is recovered and recycled to the XD column.
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Figure 2 Extractive distillation of feed composed of A and B with solvent S.
In an XD column vapor and liquid flows are contacted with each other and with
the aid of a solvent the mixture is separated. The effectiveness of the process
and choice of solvent is determined by the vapor-liquid-equilibrium (VLE)
behavior and the composition of the liquids and vapors at the temperatures
and pressures of the process. From the composition of the phases the relative
 A 
volatility α can be calculated
eq (4) (Pisat is the saturated vapor pressure
CF = usingproduct
 A 
of a component at a given temperature,
yi is the vapor mole fraction and xi is
feed
the liquid mole fraction) and the existence of an azeotrope can be determined.
HA 
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 for a conventional distillation process is
KD = 
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Figure 3 Theoretical solvent effect on vapor-liquid equilibrium of system
with minimum-boiling azeotrope (dashed line that crosses line y = x) or low
relative volatility (dash dot line). The arrow indicates the solvent effect.
The solvent selectivity, see eq (5),20 can be written as the ratios of the
activity coefficients of both components with and without the presence of
the solvent, assuming that the presence of the solvent in the liquid phase
does change the boiling point of this phase, but has no (significant) influence
on the saturated vapor pressures of the components. Because in most cases
high-boiling solvents are applied, the liquid phase is where the interactions
between the solvent and mixture components occur.

(5)

1.2.1 Application of extractive distillation

In the case of an azeotrope, α equals 1, which means that the ratio of
activity coefficients is inversely proportional to the ratio of the saturated
vapor pressures (eq (4)). Since the close-boiling mixtures applied in this
research will have a similar vapor pressure, azeotropes can already form at
small deviations from ideality.20
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There are two major types of azeotropes, i.e. heterogeneous azeotropes in
which two distinct liquid phases are formed (as a result of both activity
coefficients being significantly larger than 1) for which additional process

equipment is required and homogeneous azeotropes consisting of one liquid
phase. Homogeneous azeotropes can be subdivided into minimum boiling
azeotropes and maximum boiling azeotropes, that each require a specific
type of interaction with the solvent that is applied in XD. Minimum
boiling azeotropes are formed in mixtures with positive deviations from
Raoult’s law (i.e. both activity coefficients greater than or equal to 1) and
the ratio of activity coefficients is larger than the ratio of saturated vapor
pressures. These azeotropes require a solvent that interacts less non-ideal
with the high-boiling component than it repels the low-boiling component
(or interacts less strong with the low-boiling component than it attracts the
high-boiling component).20
When there is no azeotrope in the case of a close-boiling mixture, the
separation may still be complicated due to α being close to unity. In those
cases, XD with a solvent that has a higher affinity for one of the mixture
components can improve the separation process. Pseudo-binary VLE data
show the compositions of the liquid and vapor phases in the system based
on only the fractions of the mixture components, not the solvent, and can
be measured experimentally. From these data activity coefficients and the
α in the presence of the solvent can be calculated.

1.3 Key issues in affinity separation
processes
1.3.1 Solvent selection

The development of new solvents and new types of solvents is an ongoing
process. In the last few decades the solvent class of ionic liquids (ILs) was
developed and received a lot of attention.42-45 More recently there is focus
on a solvent classes where different components are mixed in one solvent,
e.g. deep eutectic solvents (DESs)46,47 and also aqueous two phase systems
(ATPSs).48-50 Solvents that are tunable by CO2 or other external factors have
also been developed.51 An extensive review on solvent classes and solvent
developments for acid extractions is given in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
With the increasing number of available solvents, there is a widespread
attention in literature for solvent selection criteria and methods. The first
requirements a solvent should fulfill are related to practical considerations,
such as availability, viscosity, density, toxicity, miscibility, interfacial
tension, wetting characteristics, (minimal) solubility in the feed stream,
reactivity and thermal stability.20,40,52,53 Next to these considerations,
the solvent should have sufficient capacity and regeneration should be
feasible. In case of XD, next to an increase of relative volatility of the
binary mixture, sufficient relative volatility with the solute and a low heat
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of vaporization is required, and no azeotropes should be formed with the
mixture components.20,40,52,53 A sufficient difference in boiling point between
solvent and components also implies that the solvent is present in the liquid
phase, which is more effective as it can influence activity coefficients in
that phase.20 In case of LLX, the solvent should show a miscibility gap with
water, which is strongly related to the solvent polarity, and the solvent
should have sufficient selectivity and capacity. For the regenerability of the
solvent mainly the boiling point and heat of vaporization are determining
as solvents are mostly recovered by distillation. In the design of an LLX
process, the choice of the dispersed phase is also related to solvent selection,
as well as the coalescence behavior of the solvent.54
For XD initial solvent selection can be based on functional groups and expected
interactions or empirical data,55 which is generally followed by predictions
based on infinite dilution activity coefficients that are calculated with for
example UNIFAC or COSMO-RS.53,56,57 For LLX, there are also numerous
methods for solvent selection,54,58-60 which were initially more empirical but
became more based on data banks or group-contribution and quantumchemical methods such as UNIFAC and COSMO-RS.54,61 More and more, the
regeneration of the solvent is included in the solvent selection procedure.59,62-64

1.3.2 Solvent regeneration

Although LLX processes may require less energy input for the separation,
additional energy is required in the regeneration. This results in a trade-off
between the extraction step and the regeneration step. High capacity solvents
with low selectivity may require more energy in the regeneration step, as raffinate
impurities are usually recovered as the distillate, whereas high selectivity and
low capacity solvents may result in larger solvent-to-feed ratios, recycles and
therefore increased cost of equipment.65 For LLX processes, the most simple
and straightforward method of solvent recovery is by distilling or evaporating
either the solute or the solvent. However, in the case of thermally unstable
components, other techniques are required, such as chemical regeneration
in which often byproducts are formed, or regeneration based on a swing in
temperature or diluent.30 Most of the characteristics of an ideal solvent are
related to the regenerability. For example, a solvent is more easily regenerable
when it has a low solubility for the carrier and also shows a low solubility in the
carrier. Solvents can be screened based on activity coefficients, as large activity
coefficients of the solvent in the carrier phase are favored for low leaching, and
low activity coefficients for the solute in the solvent for a high capacity.40 For
XD processes, generally the solvent is distilled in the regeneration step, thus the
main solvent specifications required are a boiling point sufficiently above those
of the mixture components and that no azeotrope is formed.20
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1.4 Scope and outline of this thesis

The prediction of solvent effects is a challenging task. Although several
scales and parameterizations based on solvent properties are available to
ease solvent selection,66-68 these do not cover the whole range of solvents and
mixtures in separation processes. The direct prediction of solvent effects
based on activity coefficients or group contribution methods does also not
always lead to the right solvent as the selectivity may be concentration
dependent and regeneration of solvent is not included. For the close-boiling
polar mixtures that are central to this thesis, and in which specific and
strong interactions, azeotropes and non-ideality are all common, these
predictions of solvent effects are even more challenging.
Ideally, solvent selection not only focuses on the initial separation step, but
also on the regeneration step. Moreover, the procedure for prediction of
solvent effects and testing of solvents should be simple and time-efficient, and
preferably also allow for the design of new solvents. The selection procedure
can include several techniques, both theoretical and experimental, as long
as extensive experimental work is avoided. To develop such a procedure,
a fundamental understanding of the mechanisms and interactions involved
in LLX and XD is required. Therefore, mechanisms, interactions and the
effect of extractant and solvent composition were studied in this thesis using
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC, see Chapter 2), in combination with
VLE/LLE measurements and supported by molecular modeling (MM, see
Chapter 3) calculations. Based on the improved insights and understanding
of mechanisms predictive methods were developed.
This thesis consists of two parts that have in common that they each deal
with affinity separations of close-boiling polar compounds and that ITC and
MM are applied to study phenomena and mechanisms involved in these
processes. The first part (Chapters 4-7) focusses on LLX of acids and the
second part (Chapters 8-9) the work focusses on XD processes.
Chapter 2 presents a thorough analysis of the accuracy of ITC applied in
the molar concentration domain that is applicable to LLX, as concentrations
applied in LLX are up to a factor thousand higher than those applied
in the field of biochemistry and biotechnology where ITC is commonly
applied. A single and a sequential reaction model were compared for their
applicability in acid-base interactions in LLX, and standard deviations
for the thermodynamic parameters were determined. In Chapter 3, the
available methods and calculation options for MM with Spartan’16 Parallel
software are discussed.
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The part of this thesis focusing on liquid-liquid extraction starts with
Chapter 4, in which solvents applied in LLX are reviewed. For each of the
three groups, i.e. nitrogen based extractants, phosphorous based extractants
and ionic liquids, effects of extractant type and solvent composition are
studied and related to the extraction mechanism. Strategies for regeneration
of the solvent are evaluated based on a typical process in which a diluentswing based process appeared to be most feasible.
To improve the understanding of mechanisms involved in LLX and study
implications thereof on the molecular structure of suitable extractants, ITC
is applied - supported by MM - on various acid-base interactions directly
related to LLX in Chapter 5 and 6. Chapter 5 focusses on the role of the
diluent in the extraction mechanism based on two cases. In the first case the
interaction between acetic acid and tertiary amines and phosphorous based
extractants is studied in various diluents. The second case involves the weaker
acid phenol, also in interactions with tertiary amines and phosphorous based
extractants. The method of ITC is validated with liquid-liquid equilibrium
(LLE) experiments and supported by MM. In Chapter 6 the focus lies on
the interplay between the molecular structure of the extractant and the
temperature sensitivity of the complexation reaction. One case of interaction
of acetic acid with tertiary amines and aminopyridines was studied, as well
as a case of interaction of 4-cyanopyridine with different types of substituted
phenols. The phenomenon of enthalpy-entropy compensation was observed
for different sets of extractants and implications thereof on the design of
solvent molecules are given.
The effect of a swing in diluent on the complexation reaction was studied
in Chapter 7, for the specific case of LLX of succinic acid with solvents
composed of either trioctylamine (TOA) or trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO).
A temperature-swing based process and diluent-swing based processes where
either a part of the (active) diluent is evaporated or an anti-solvent (either a
liquid or a gas) was added before the regeneration column were compared. A
cost evaluation was performed using Aspen Plus in which capital costs and
the required energy input for operation were included.
As prediction of VLE is not always straightforward, especially when strong
interactions or azeotropes are present in the mixtures, defining heuristics for
a first selection of solvents would be beneficial. In an attempt to find such
heuristics for solvent selection, Chapter 8 studies on the effect of solvents
for three different mixtures of close-boiling polar compounds, i.e. a mixture
of diethylmethylamine and diisopropylether, a mixture of valeric acid and
its isomer isovaleric acid, and a mixture of 2-butanol and 2-butanone.
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To avoid extensive experimental screening of solvents for application in XD
processes, a method was developed in which MM and ITC are combined
to predict the solvent effect on the relative volatility. Chapter 9 focusses
on the application of this method based on calculated and measured
interaction energies. The method is applied to three different separation
cases: a) a mixture of octanoic acid and levulinic acid, b) the mixture of
diethylmethylamine and diisopropylether already used in Chapter 8, and c)
the mixture of 2-butanol and 2-butanone also used in Chapter 8.
Chapter 10 contains the general conclusions based on the work presented
in this thesis and also contains recommendations and directions for further
research. An outlook regarding the opportunities for affinity separations of
close-boiling polar compounds by LLX and XD forms the final part of this
chapter.
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2

Accuracy analysis of isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC) for measurement of
thermal activity in liquid-liquid extraction

Abstract

The applicability and accuracy of isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
to investigate intermolecular interactions in a high concentration domain
applicable to liquid-liquid extraction (LLX) was studied for acid-base
interactions. More accurate fits can be obtained using a sequential binding
mechanism compared to a single reaction model, at the risk of finding a
local minimum. Experiments with 0.24 M TOA resulted in a residue of fit of
4.3 % for the single reaction model, with a standard deviation σ of 1.6 % in
the stoichiometry parameter n, 12 % in the complexation constant Kn,1 and
2.5 % in the enthalpy ΔHn,1. For the sequential model, σ was higher, 11 %
in K1,1, 26 % in Kn+1,1 and 12 % in ΔHn+1,1. This study clearly showed that
at higher concentrations (order of mol/L), accurate parameter estimation
is possible and parameter values are concentration dependent. It is thus
important to do ITC at the application concentration.

This chapter has been published as: Lisette M. J. Sprakel, Boelo Schuur,
“Thermal activity in affinity separation techniques such as liquid–liquid
extraction analyzed by isothermal titration calorimetry and accuracy analysis
of the technique in the molar concentration domain”, Ind. Eng. Chem. Res.,
pp. 12574-12582, 2018.
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2.1 Introduction

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), a technique to measure thermal
effects of intermolecular interactions, has been used in several fields,
most of them related to biomolecular research or biochemistry.1-9 Protein
related interactions have been studied in the majority of the published
work,10-14 followed by synthetic compounds, lipids/micelles, nucleic acids
and carbohydrates.2 Although ITC was already applied in the 1970s to
study interactions and hydrogen bonding between (substituted) phenols
and pyridine or picoline,15-18 wide application of ITC to study binding
interactions started with the publication of Freire et al.19 in 1990, in which
they introduced ITC as an accurate method for this purpose. Ghai et al.20
published in 2012 the last review in a yearly series covering both ITC
techniques and applied methods and data analysis. Between 2011-2015, the
developments mainly comprise of interpretation and analysis of ITC data,
focusing on important assumptions and possible errors using both single
binding and multiple binding models.2 Although most of the work published
on ITC focuses on binding of biological macromolecules, Falconer et al.2
also reviewed research on synthetic molecules with more defined and less
complex interaction sites with e.g. π-π interactions, cation-π interactions or
anion-π interactions.2 All interactions were measured at low concentrations
ranging from micromoles per liter up to a few millimoles per liter.
In essence, in all reported application fields of ITC, it is key to apply
complementary techniques to analyze the nature of the interactions
responsible for the thermal effects measured in ITC to fully interpret the data,
e.g. interactions between proteins and nanoparticles,11,12 where structural
changes of proteins are of importance to study toxicity and to understand
the effect of nanoparticles on the proteins. By using ITC in combination
with other analytical methods (e.g. dynamic light scattering (DLS), zetapotential measurement, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), fluorescence
spectroscopy, dynamic force spectroscopy, quartz crystal microgravimetry),
conformational changes in the protein can be studied.11,12 The interactions
of proteins with nanoparticles are often a combination of effects, such as
hydrogen bonds, Van der Waals interactions and electrostatic interactions.11,12
Fox et al.13 used ITC in combination with X-ray crystallography to show
that the interaction mechanism of anions with the binding pocket of an
anhydrase protein is based on ion-pair formation. The combination of ITC
with complementary techniques to study the molecular nature of the effects
that are directly measured by ITC was also suggested by Loh et al.21 for
surfactant aggregation and micelle formation.
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Aggregation and micelle formation are also important interactions when
ionic liquids (ILs) are considered,14 and the stability of the proteins in the
presence of ILs could be determined using ITC. However, the thermodynamic
models used for fitting of the data of ITC are not fully developed for this
field, due to a complex system of agglomerates that is present in these
systems. Similar challenges occur for the study of ion-coupled transport
through membranes, in which the membrane proteins are highly dynamic.
Next to the dynamic nature, complex allosteric interactions may occur.22,23
Allosteric effects are the responses of enzymes to interactions at sites
other than their active site, changing their structure,24 and adjusting their
binding ability. Positive cooperative allosteric effects facilitate binding
of more components,24 while negative cooperativity decreases the ability
to bind more components.24 Freiburger et al.25 developed an approach
based on ITC, NMR and circular dichroism by which the mechanisms of
allosteric effects of dimeric enzymes could be studied in detail, focusing
on simultaneous changes in the conformation, folding and binding of the
enzymes, and they suggest to always combine ITC with supplementary
techniques such as NMR or circular dichroism spectroscopy.26 For the fitting
model, it has been suggested to obtain data over a range of temperatures
to improve accuracy. There is analogy between the allosteric effects in
proteins and the interactions of small molecules and complexes in liquidliquid extraction, since in both cases, multiple effects are responsible for
the measured heat effects in ITC, and also for liquid extractions it is
possible that binding of one molecule to an extractant affects the binding
of a second molecule to the complex. Therefore, also for the systems with
much higher concentrations, as studied for liquid-liquid extraction (LLX),
it is to aid the model development with complementary techniques. Here,
well known systems have been selected for which the types of interaction
have been reported.27,28
ITC analysis for higher concentration domains was shown by Cuypers et
al.,29,30 who studied interactions of phenols and thiophenols with phosphine
oxide and phosphate extractants,29 and N-oxides.30 The concentrations
applied by Cuypers et al.29,30 were approximately 1 mM for the phenols
and 10 mM for the phosphine oxides,29 and no sensitivity or accuracy
analysis was performed. The use of ITC in this field enabled direct analysis
of the interactions, whereas interactions between extractants and solutes
otherwise are typically indirectly derived, and model parameters are
obtained from a fit on data from measurements in heterogeneous systems.
The advantage of a direct analysis of the interactions in the organic phase
is that the mechanism of interaction can be studied precisely instead of
studying the net effect of a combination of interactions. Other research
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focusing on the mechanism of extraction focused on IR spectroscopy and
NMR analysis.28,31-33 However, based on these techniques a quantitative
analysis of the different equilibria in the organic phase is challenging. For
these purposes ITC is a promising complementary technique.
In this study, using acetic acid (HAc) and tri-n-octyl amine (TOA) as a wellknown extraction system,34,35 ITC was studied at even higher concentrations
to improve the shape of the isotherms, and the fitting accuracy of parameters
such as binding constants was determined for an extractant concentration of
0.12 - 0.48 M in the sample cell and an acid concentration of 9 - 18 M in the
titrant. These concentrations result in complex formation relevant for LLX
applications. Due to the small size of the complexes formed in these systems,
and their geometrical degrees of freedom, numerous types of complexes may
be formed, in contrary to enzyme - ligand interactions that are geometrically
typically highly defined. As a result of the geometrical degrees of freedom for
small complexes, also interactions of multiple molecules with the complex
are possible, not necessarily identical to the interaction of a first molecule
with the extractant. It is essential to study these interaction effects in the
concentration domain corresponding to the application.
In the theory section, the models and conditions used in literature focusing
on ITC are discussed, as well as their applicability to describe solventsolute interactions in liquid-liquid extraction. The accuracy under typical
conditions for liquid-liquid extraction was studied with series of experiments
at different sample concentrations and for varying experimental variables
such as injection volume (5 - 20 µL) and titrant concentrations (9 - 18 M).
A phenomenological description of isotherms obtained from ITC of the acidbase interactions is combined with a quantitative evaluation of the accuracy
and reproducibility of ITC and the influence of experimental conditions.

2.2 Materials and methods
2.2.1 Chemicals

All chemicals were used without further purification and commercially
obtained from Sigma Aldrich (acetic acid (>99.7 %), trioctylamine (98 %),
1-octanol (>99 %), heptane (99 %), methylisobutylketon (MIBK, 99 %)),
and from VWR International (toluene (>99.5 %)).

2.2.2 Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
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The ITC experiments were performed using a TA Instruments TAM III
Microcalorimeter operated based on dynamic correction. Experiments with
0.12 M and 0.24 M TOA in toluene were carried out in a 4 mL sample
vial, the experiment with 0.48 M TOA in toluene in a 1 mL sample vial.

A reference cell was used in each experiment containing water with a heat
capacity equal to the contents of the sample cell. The syringe is connected
to the sample cell through a cannula and was filled with 300 µL of titrant.
A stainless steel stirrer was operated at 1.33 Hz. There are two types of
injection, i.e. a continuous injection of titrant and a series of periodical
injections. For the experiments with periodical injections an injection
interval of at least 60 minutes was applied. All experiments were performed
at 20 °C, and the first injection of 3 µL was not taken into account for
data fitting, to account for diffusive loss of titrant.36 The experiments are
corrected for the energy of dilution of the titrant, calculated based on a
blank measurement, see the Appendix.
Three types of experiments, listed in Table 1, were each performed six times,
a) titration of pure acetic acid (HAc) into 0.48 M trioctylamine (TOA) in
toluene, b) titration of pure acetic acid into 0.24 M TOA in toluene and
c) titration of 50 vol% acetic acid in toluene into 0.12 M TOA in toluene.
The sample concentrations were chosen based on the Wiseman c-value,37
and the injection volume scheme to maximize accuracy, see the Appendix.
At the end of the experiment, the final ratio of acid titrant concentration
[A]tot,final (free acid and complexed acid) in the sample cell over the total
amine concentration [B]tot,final (free and complexed) in the sample cell is
 [A] 
defined as R m =  tot  . [B]tot,final is different from [B]0 because of the change
 [B]tot final
in volume.
Table 1 Overview of experiments each performed six times for the
reproducibility test of ITC. Acetic acid (HAc) is titrated into TOA
dissolved in toluene at 20 °C.
Titrant

[TOA]

Injections

Rm

A

Pure HAc

0.48 M

2 x 3 µL, 5 x 5 µL, 15 x 10 µL, 13 x 15 µL

7.3

B

Pure HAc

0.24 M

3 µL, 5 x 5 µL, 15 x 10 µL, 7 x 15 µL

7.5

C

50 vol% HAc in
toluene

0.12 M

3 µL, 2 x 5 µL, 11 x 10 µL

9.5
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2.3 Theory

This section gives an overview of the methods and errors of ITC analysis
that have been reported in literature, presents the calculation method for
the thermodynamic parameters, and discusses different reaction mechanisms
and models of fitting.

2.3.1 Fitting of ITC data

The fitting models described in literature on ITC data fitting include a
1:1 complexation,36,38 a single set of identical sites yielding a similar fit to
1:1 complexation,29,39 or sequential binding of the ligands to the complex.40
Some authors used customized scripts,41 including also agglomeration of
specific complexes or the effect of competing ligands. In this work, only
basic models based on a single set of identical sites (with the possibility to
vary the stoichiometry) and based on sequential binding will be compared
for the fitting of acid-amine complexation in toluene.
The sequential reaction model starts with the formation of (1,1)-complexes
according to eq (1) and the equilibrium constant of this complex formation
K1,1 is defined in eq (2).
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 AB
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the theoretical ITC-curves
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2.3.2 Error in the parameters

Under ideal conditions, the main source of error is the error in volume and
this results in a statistical error of approximately 1 % for ΔH and K. In
actual experiments in an ITC machine errors of around 1 % for ΔH and
5 % for K were found.43 Based on a comparison of results from different
laboratories the calculated error in ITC experiments appeared to be even
larger. Errors were reported43 in both ΔG and ΔH of 3-4 kJ/mol and since
A + B  AB
ΔS is derived from these parameters, the error is 6-8 kJ/mol in TΔS, where
 for ΔG are around -50 kJ/mol, for ΔH between
in this case typical AB
values
K1,1 =
+20 kJ/mol and -20
kJ/mol and TΔS around 50 kJ/mol.43 There are very
 A  B
large differences in the reported accuracy of the parameters obtained,
∆G =
−RT ln K1,1
e.g. very large1,1errors for thiophenol
were found as result of a low heat of
29
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and n for errors in experimental data under the conditions applied in this
study, an analysis was performed making use of a Monte Carlo simulation.
An ideal set of data points was generated based on fixed values for the
parameters K, ΔH and n, for the sequential reaction model and a normally
distributed random error with a standard deviation of 1 % in the heat of
injection was added as noise. From eq (10)-(11), it can be concluded that
a simulated random error in other variables such as the sample volume or
injected volume will also directly result in an error in the heat of injection.
Data sets were simulated based on the following assumptions: initial volume
(Vtot) is 2.72 mL, amount of extractant (nbase) is 6.6·10-4 mol (corresponding
to an initial concentration of 0.24 M), K1,1 = 12, ΔH1,1 = -28 kJ/mol,
Kn+1,1 = 118, ΔHn+1,1 = -15 kJ/mol and n = 1.6. These values are similar to
parameters obtained from a fit on experimental data.
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2.4 Results and discussion

Two injection procedures for ITC experiments have been studied, i.e.
through a series of periodical injections, including a study of the accuracy of
the derived parameters and the effect of measurement data on the parameter
fitting, and through continuous injection, which may reduce analysis time.

2.4.1 Periodical injection

In a typical ITC experiment with periodical injection, in which pure acetic
acid was titrated to a mixture of 0.24 M TOA in toluene, the first six
injection volumes were smaller (injection 1: 3 µL, injection 2-6: 5 µL) than
the following injections (10-15 µL) to obtain a higher data density in these
regions of the S-curve, which eases the fitting of the experimental data. The
direct experimental results for this experiment are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Raw data for ITC analysis of titration of pure acetic acid into
0.24 M TOA in toluene at 20 °C.
In Figure 1, initially the signals with the same injection volume (injection
2-6) have a comparable signal. The very first point shows a small signal,
even if the smaller volume of 3 µL instead of 5 µL is taken into account. It
is common that the first point is off, and this is due to loss of the titrant
by diffusion.36 The signal is positive, which means that the interaction is
exothermic and up to 20 kJ/mol acid is released, which is a value that is in
agreement with literature on amine-carboxylic acid interactions.27,34 Above a
molar ratio of approximately two, the intensity of the heat release reduces,
until after a ratio of more than 5.5 only the enthalpy of mixing is measured.
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2.4.1.1 Blank measurements

Next to extractant-solute interactions, also the heat of interaction with the
diluent might affect the results, and to investigate on the thermal effects
due to diluent interactions, blank measurements for titration of acetic acid
into several diluents have been performed, shown in Figure 2. For some
of the diluents, such as toluene, there is a strong change in the heat of
injection in the first few injections. For other diluents, such as 1-octanol,
the heat of injection is similar for all injections (excluding the first data
point). The heat effects are a combination of the heat of dilution of the
titrant and the heat of dilution of the diluent. If a diluent is very apolar and
inactive, e.g. heptane or toluene, the (endothermic) heat effect of the first
few injections of the highly polar and active acid can be very strong, which
is primarily due to breaking of hydrogen bonds between the acid molecules
that are diluted into an apolar environment. With addition of the acid, the
environment becomes more polar and the heat effect of future additions
decreases. For the active diluent 1-octanol, the heat effect of most injections
is similar, and upon injection of acid there are no significant net hydrogen
bonding effects, due to the hydrogen bonding ability of 1-octanol. For all
parameter fits, ITC raw data were corrected with the blank measurement
data to correct for the heat effects due to diluent effects, assuming that the
heat of dilution is equal for pure diluent and for the solvent mixtures used
in the actual experiments.43

Figure 2 Blank experiments for titrating acetic acid into the pure diluent
(no extractant) at 20 °C, for
heptane,
MIBK, 1-octanol (50 vol%
acid), toluene and 1-octanol (pure acid).
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2.4.1.2 Diluent effects

Before quantitatively discussing the fitting results for one type of diluent, a
set of experiments with different diluents is presented here and the shapes
of the integrated and diluent effect corrected experimental ITC results are
compared phenomenologically. Among the results in Figure 3a is the curve
corresponding to the experiment with acetic acid and TOA in toluene that
was shown in Figure 1, as well as an experiment with MIBK and one with
heptane. For the diluent toluene, the heat released as a result of the first few
injections is large compared to the following injections. The graph shows
a double S-shape, also shown in Figure A1b, implying that the enthalpy
of complexation of the first acid is larger negative than that of the second
and following acids. For all three diluents the intensity of the heat release
reduced after a stoichiometry of approximately 2. The MIBK-graph shows a
low energy release as a result of the first few injections, which then increases
first before reducing again at stoichiometry > 2, indicating that here the
presence of the first acid promotes the subsequent acid - complex binding.
For heptane there is no remarkable high or low heat released for the first
injections and the graph shows a plateau.
Figure 3b shows the results when 1-octanol was applied as the diluent.
In this case, the energy released in the first injections is higher and the
energy release already reduces at a stoiciometry > 1. This indicates that
interaction with the first acid is stronger and that the (1,1)-complex is the
main complex formed. This is a result of competition between 1-octanol and
acetic acid for binding with the extractant molecule.28

a

b

Figure 3 Differences in the shape of isotherm (S-curve) for titration of
pure acetic acid to 0.24 M TOA at 20 °C in a) toluene,
MIBK and
heptane, and b) 1-octanol.
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To compare the two types of models, it was attempted to fit the characteristic
result obtained with toluene both with the single reaction model using an
average stoichiometry (eq (8) and (9)), and with the sequential reaction
model (eq (1), (2) and (7)). The best-fit isotherms are shown in Figure 4.
For the major part of the curves, both models fit (almost) similar and the
residuals of the fits are 3.2 % for the sequential model and 4.8 % for the
single reaction model. However, especially at the first part of the curves,
the sequential reaction model gives a much better fit for the experimental
data, see Figure 4. The lower heat release in the first injections for MIBK
may be a result of a similar enthalpy of complexation for the first and
following acids and a lower complexation constant of the first complex in
MIBK, see Table A1 in the Appendix for details on the fit parameters.
For heptane, the plateau indicates similar enthalpies of complexation for
the acids interacting with the amine in combination with a moderate K1,1.
Because of the plateau, the single reaction model is a better fit for heptane
compared to toluene and MIBK.
Without going further in depth on why these diluents induce these differences,
it is clear that these differences are important for the proper fitting of
the thermodynamic parameters to the experimental data. For a proper fit
with the model based on a single set of identical sites, either very similar
values for the complexation enthalpy of the different acids are required, or
a 1:1 stoichiometry of the complexation. When larger complexes are formed
with different enthalpies of complexation of the acids the sequential binding
model is more applicable.
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Figure 4 Fit of experimental data obtained with titration of acetic acid to
0.24 M TOA in toluene at 20 °C. The model lines represent the sequential
reaction model (dotted line) and the single reaction model (dash-dot line)
described in eq (1), (2) and (7), and eq (8) and (9), respectively. The
parameters obtained from the data fit are shown in Table A1 in the
Appendix.

2.4.1.3 Accuracy of parameters from ITC experiments

To investigate the accuracy and reproducibility of ITC experiments and to
study the effect of the concentration of the titrant and the concentration of
extractant in the sample mixture, the experiments from Table 1 were each
performed six times. For each of the experiments, the parameters were fit
to the experimental data, and then the average values of the parameters
and their corresponding standard deviation were calculated. Because the
K-values are dependent on n, (eq (9)) they cannot be directly compared with
each other and the resulting averages should only be used for determining
the sensitivity of the parameter on experimental errors. The parameter
values as well as the fitting statistics for the single reaction model are
given in Table 2, and in Table 3 the results for the sequential reaction
model with the same experimental data are given. For both models, the
stoichiometry of the amine is assumed to be m = 1, because overloading of
a single amine is expected.27,28 A very important observation from Table 2
and Table 3 is that the values of the equilibrium constants are dependent on
the concentration of amine. This is a logical result, since the amine affects
the properties of the solution (e.g. polarity, availability of hydrogen bond
donating and accepting groups), and it shows that it is very important to
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study interactions at the same concentration as those used in the practical
application such as LLX. The standard deviation of Kn,1 and ΔHn,1 is
lower using the third experimental method with a lower concentration of
0.12 M TOA. This is most likely a result of the lower concentration of acid
in the titrant, allowing for a larger number of injections and larger injection
volumes per mole of titrant and therefore less error in injection volume. For
fitting of the stoichiometry n, the first method with 0.24 M TOA shows a
lower standard deviation, however, the relative standard deviation in ΔHn,1
and n is for all three methods less than 3.5 %. With a relative standard
deviation of up to 13 %, the accuracy in Kn,1 is lower.
Table 2 Calculated values for Kn,1, n, ΔHn,1 and fit residue for fitting of
the experimental data for three experimental datasets (see Table 1) with
the single reaction model of eq (8), (9) and (10).
Kn,1

n

ΔHn,1 (kJ/mol)

Residue of fit (%)

average

23.6

2.96

-19.8

4.3 %

standard deviation

3.11

0.1

0.65

1.3 %

relative standard
deviation (%)

13

3.5

3.3

average

35.6

2.8

-20.8

4.3 %

standard deviation

4.39

0.045

0.52

1.1 %

relative standard
deviation (%)

12

1.6

2.5

average

38.8

2.79

-22.7

4.4 %

standard deviation

0.5

0.09

0.17

0.4 %

relative standard
deviation (%)

1.29

3.34

0.76

Dataset
Pure HAc to
0.48 M TOA in
toluene

Pure HAc to
0.24 M TOA in
toluene

50 vol% HAc
to 0.12 M TOA
in toluene

.
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Table 3 Calculated values for K1,1, ΔH1,1, Kn+1,1, ΔHn+1,1, n and fit residue
for fitting of the experimental data for three experimental datasets (see
Table 1) with the sequential reaction model of eq (1), (2), (7) and (11).
ΔH1,1

ΔHn+1,1

K1,1

(kJ/mol)

Kn+1,1

(kJ/mol)

n

Residue
of fit (%)

average
Pure HAc to
standard deviation
0.48 M TOA in
relative standard
toluene
deviation (%)

16.7

-25.3

53.8

-18.3

1.73

5.6 %

6.14

1.26

15.4

0.93

0.08

1.5 %

37

5

29

5.1

4.7

average
Pure HAc to
standard deviation
0.24 M TOA in
relative standard
toluene
deviation (%)

12.7

-30

97

-15.6

1.58

3.6 %

1.46

1.25

25.2

1.95

0.02

0.9 %

11

4.2

26

12

1.4

average
50 vol% HAc
standard deviation
to 0.12 M TOA
relative standard
in toluene
deviation (%)

18.5

-34.6

168

-14.9

1.59

4.1 %

1.1

0.94

38

1.83

0.03

1.3 %

6

2.7

23

12

1.9

Dataset

Also, K1,1 shows a very high standard deviation of 37 % when 0.48 M TOA
is used, compared to 11 % for the method with 0.24 M TOA and 6.0 % for
the method with 0.12 M TOA. Apparently, fitting of the first K-value is
more difficult at the higher concentration of TOA or the lower number of
injections, which can also be seen in the low (relative) standard deviation
in both K-values (6.0 % in K1,1 and 23 % in Kn+1,1) in the case of 0.12 M
TOA. Next to the effect of more injections or a larger injection volume with
50 % acetic acid, at a lower concentration of TOA the maximum slope of
the titration curve is less steep, allowing for more data points in the steep
part of the curve, which may decrease the error in the obtained -parameters.
For the other two methods, the relative standard deviations in Kn+1,1 are also
large, with 26 % for 0.24 M TOA and 29 % for 0.48 M TOA. Similar to the
results in Table 2, the relative standard deviation in the values of n and
ΔH1,1 are very low, especially in the case of 0.12 M TOA (1.9 % in n and
2.7 % in ΔH1,1) and 0.24 M TOA (1.4 % in n and 4.2 % in ΔH1,1), and with
0.48 M TOA at 4.7 % in n and 5.0 % in ΔH1,1 still acceptable.
When the results of the single reaction model are compared with those of
the sequential reaction model, it can be seen that overall the residue of
fit of both models are comparable and have reasonable values, < 10 %.
However, it should be mentioned that as shown in Figure 4, the much better
fit of the sequential reaction model in the first part of the curve does not
strongly affect the overall residue of fit. Nevertheless, to properly describe
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this phenomenological effect, the sequential reaction model is much better
suited. For the second method with 0.48 M TOA, the residue of fit and the
standard deviation of the K-values are larger for the sequential reaction
model. This increased fitting error is probably due to the lower ninj that was
applied in this method. For one of the experiments with 0.24 M TOA, the
95 % confidence intervals of the parameter fit were also determined. For
ΔH1,1 (-28.8 kJ/mol) the interval ranged from -33.7 kJ/mol to -24.0 kJ/mol,
for K1,1 (11.7) the interval was only very small and ranged from 11.70 to
11.71. For the parameters of the second reaction the intervals were larger,
for ΔHn+1,1 (-16.8 kJ/mol) the interval ranged from -21.0 to -12.6 kJ/mol,
for Kn+1,1 (96.7) the interval ranged from 76.4 to 117 and for n (1.55) the
interval ranged from 1.45 to 1.64.
When the three experimental methods are compared for the sequential
binding model based on their c-value and number of injections ninj, see
Table 4, it can be seen that all the c-values are in the ‘ideal’ range between
10-100. Comparing the methods and assuming that increasing the TOA
concentration does not strongly increase the measurement accuracy, there
is no clear advantage of the increased ninj or c-value for fitting of the single
reaction model. However, for the sequential reaction model, the fit residues
are smaller when a higher number of injections was applied in the analysis.
The increased number of injections increases the data density, thereby
enabling a better parameter fit.
Table 4 c-values and number of injections for the three experimental data
sets applied (see Table 1).
Residue single Residue sequential
reaction fit (%)
reaction fit (%)

Titrant

[TOA]

c-value

ninj

A

Pure HAc

0.48 M

34

14

4.3 %

5.6 %

B

Pure HAc

0.24 M

24

28

4.3 %

3.6 %

C

50 vol% HAc in toluene

0.12 M

13

34

4.4 %

4.1 %

2.4.1.4 Comparing the errors based on experimental
data fitting with theoretical errors based on simulation
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To determine the theoretical effect of errors in the measurement data on
the fitting of the parameters, Monte Carlo simulations were run with series
of simulated data. For simulations on the sequential reaction model a noise
with a standard deviation of 1 % was added to simulated data, and these
data were used to fit the model parameters, see Table 5 (top row). Detailed
and additional results for a lower concentration of extractant are shown in
the Appendix. The K-values are more sensitive to errors in the experimental

data than the other parameters. However, comparing with the original
values for the parameters, it appears that a local minimum is reached. The
possibility of a local minimum for the parameter fit was also suggested by
Brautigam42 and Le et al.,44 which means that the fit depends on the initial
values (K1,1 = 10, ΔH1,1 = -30 kJ/mol, Kn+1,1 = 80, ΔHn+1,1 = -12 kJ/mol and
n = 1.8). Because of this local minimum, the data fitting was repeated using
the original values for the parameters as initial values, see Table 5 (bottom
row). This does result in average values of the parameters that are around
the original values, and smaller standard deviations in the parameters of
0.5 - 2 %. The single reaction model results are presented in the Appendix,
and do not show dependency of initial estimates. Comparing the theoretical
fit accuracy based on the Monte Carlo simulation on simulated data (Table
5) with the fit on experimental data (Table 3), shows that the fitting on
experimental data results in significantly less accurate parameter fits.
This indicates that either the error in the heat measured is significantly
larger, also possibly not normally distributed, or other errors (e.g. volume,
concentration) play a significant role.
Table 5 Parameter fit for K1,1, ΔH1,1, Kn+1,1, ΔHn+1,1, n and fit residue
for fitting 170 series of simulated data with the sequential reaction model
of eq (1), (2) and (7) for a 0.24 M TOA system.

Simulated dataset
σ = 0.01

ΔH1,1

ΔHn+1,1

K1,1

(kJ/mol)

Kn+1,1

(kJ/mol)

n

Residue
of fit (%)

Average

7.92

-32.6

162

-11.4

1.65

2.8 %

standard deviation

0.44

0.72

22

0.56

0.05

2.0 %

relative standard
deviation (%)

5.6

2.2

14

4.9

3

12

-28

118

-15

1.6

0.90 %

0.12

0.142

2.5

0.13

0.010

0.20 %

0.99

0.51

2.1

0.87

0.62

Dataset

Average
Simulated dataset
σ = 0.01
standard deviation
Original values used relative standard
as initial value
deviation (%)

To study the dependency of the derived parameters on each other, the
value for n was fixed and data fitting was performed using only the other
two parameters as variables. The initial values applied were the same as
those mentioned above for the results in the top row of Table 5. Although
the residue of the fit increased from 2.8 (top row of Table 5) to 3.2 %, the
only parameter that changed significantly in average value and confidence
interval is Kn+1,1. The value decreased to 121 with a new 95 % confidence
interval from 115 to 128. Apparently only Kn+1,1 is dependent on n and these
parameters are able to (partially) compensate each other in the fitting.
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2.4.2 Continuous injection

Next to injecting periodically, continuous injection of the titrant into the
sample cell is also possible.45 A comparison between periodical injection
and continuous injection is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the
experiment with heat-flow correction results in a large noise in the curve.
When dynamic correction was applied in the ITC experiment, the noise
was significantly reduced. The problem with continuous injection appears
to be the delay in the signal. For the faster injection (0.27 µmol/s, dotted
line) the curve is moved to the right compared to the periodical injection,
where there is enough time to reach equilibrium at each point. For the
slower injection (0.12 µmol/s, dashed line) this effect is only seen in the
first part of the curve (where the heat of injection has a larger negative
value). Decreasing the rate of injection even further, would lead to better
results but this also increases the experiment time to a longer time than
when periodical injections are applied, thereby making the application of
continuous injection less advantageous.

Figure 5 ITC-curve comparing the method of continuous injection (lines)
with periodical injection (titration) (black squares). Titration of acetic
acid to 0.24 M TOA in water-saturated 1-octanol at 20 ℃. Continous
injection was performed using dynamic correction at 0.12 µmol/s (dashed
line) and 0.27 µmol/s (dotted line), and using heat flow correction at 0.27
µmol/s (continuous grey line).
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2.4.3 Comparison with reported ITC accuracy
in literature

In this work, the accuracy of parameter fitting for the acid-base interactions in
the concentration range applicable to liquid-liquid extraction was determined.
To put these results into perspective, Table A5 in the Appendix shows
experimental specifications and a summary of the accuracy reported in this
work in combination with results published for other applications. Although
the concentrations applied in this work are higher, the standard deviation
obtained in the parameters for the single reaction model are comparable to
those reported in other sources for one set of site models and 1:1 reaction
models.29,36,38,39,46 No other source reported on the exact same sequential model.
Brautigam,42 however, reported a noise level of about 1 % for a two and threesite model, which is more accurate compared to the standard deviation for
ΔH1,1 in this work. Also, for a three site model Freyer et al.40 reported an error
of 0.5 - 6 % for ΔH which is similar to the standard deviation in this work and
they reported an error of 7 - 10 % for K, which is more accurate.

2.5 Conclusion

The use of ITC to analyze interactions in high concentration domains was
studied for acid-base interactions relevant for liquid-liquid extraction. The
parameter estimation accuracy was evaluated for acetic acid complexation with
TOA in toluene. Because it was found that the complexation constants are
extractant concentration dependent, it is key that ITC analysis is performed
at the concentration that is also applied in the liquid-liquid extraction process.
Furthermore, based on a phenomenological study, it was concluded that a
sequential reaction model is more suitable to fit ITC-results for acid-base
titration than a single reaction model. For the sequential reaction model, the
parameters ΔH, K and n were derived from a fit on experimental periodical
injection data with standard deviations of respectively 2.7 - 12 %, 6.0 - 37
%, and 1.4 - 4.7 %. Fitting of such multi-parameter models was found to be
sensitive to local minima, indicating the importance of good initial guess values.
In order to benchmark the accuracy of the parameter fit on experimental
data, also Monte Carlo simulations were done for simulated data to which
a 1 % noise was added. From these results, it was found that the error in
the parameters based on fitting on real experimental data is larger than the
theoretical 0.5 - 2.1 %, but still allows for accurate parameter estimation. The
accuracy of the derived parameters is the highest when a periodical injection
is applied in combination with a lower concentration of TOA and a higher
number of injections. Continuous injection posed no improvement compared
to periodical injection due to a delay in the obtained power signal that requires
a low rate of injection of titrant and therefore longer measurement time than
the periodical injection, instead of the anticipated shorter time.
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Appendix

Minimizing the error in experimental ITC results

To obtain the most accurate results with ITC, the experimental parameters
A + Bof
AB
that can be varied are the number
injections
ninj, the injection volume
AB
Vinj, the concentration of samples or extractant
in the measuring cell
K1,1 =
[B], the titrant concentration in the syringe
[A] and the final ratio of
 A  B syr
titrant concentration over sample concentration in the sample cell after
∆G1,1 =
−RT ln K1,1
 [A] 
the experiment R =  [B]  . Increasing
the number of injections does not


G1,1 =∆H
− Tare
∆S1,1important for volumes
always reduce the error, since∆volume
errors
1,1
47
under 7 µL and injection energies
become
A + may
AB 
A2B too small. In contrast to
earlier published values of ninj = 30, now values around ninj = 10 - 15 are
 A2B
recommended,36,43,48 taking into account
the integrated heat of injection
K2,1 = that
 in titrant concentration
A   AB
should be above 10 cal, or 42 µJ.49 The
error
36
can also be very significant. The number
is
 Anof+1Binjections

 Alimited
B by the
n +1 
=
K
=
syringe volume, sample cell volume,
n +1,1 titrant nconcentration n[A]
+1 syr and initial






 B
A
AB
A
K/[B]
1,1  should






concentration in the measuring cell [B]0, where in general [A]syr
0
nA + B can
An Bbe related to the equilibrium
be between 20-50.49 These concentrations
constant. Wiseman introduced a c-value
 An Bto describe the shape of the
Kn,1 = experimental conditions, such as the
binding isotherms of ITC and optimize
nA  B
concentration in the sample cell [B]. The
definition of the Wiseman c-value
 ABconstant.
is shown in eq (A1), where K =
isQthe
equilibrium
V
∆H1,1 + 50 An +1B (∆H1,1 + n∆Hn +1,1 )
tot
tot 
m

tot

tot

final

(

c =  B Kn

)

(A1)

Several guidelines can be found for the value of c, where c should in general
be between 1 and 1000,36 and more ideally between 10-100.49 For too low
c-values the calculation of n and ΔH becomes problematic, whereas for too
high c-values the calculation of K is problematic. When the stoichiometry
is known, experiments with c < 10 can also be very accurate.51 Although
multiple values for c are reported, successful analysis can be performed
even at c < 1 when the titration range is increased from the normal
Rm = 2, to Rm = (6.4/c0.2 + 13/c) with Rm ≥ 1.1.36,43,48 According to
Tellinghuisen48 successful analysis is less determined by the c-value itself than
by the total detectable heat and the maximal conversion of the complexation
reaction. Another advice is to remove the first (small) injection from the
data points, to account for diffusive titrant loss.36,48 In the fitting of the
data, a correction by a constant value can be applied to account for drift.43
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For the experiments with 0.12 M TOA a higher value for Rm was chosen
because the slope of the S-curve in the last part of the curve was steeper
than for the other two types of experiments. Because of the higher sample
concentration, for the experiments with 0.48 M TOA a smaller sample vial
was used to allow for sufficient Rm. The disadvantage of a smaller total

volume is that the number of injections could not further be increased
significantly without making concessions that could lead to a too small
injection volume.
Furthermore, important assumptions that are used in ITC analysis are that
binding is reversible and equilibrium is reached between injections. It is
therefore important to ensure that the signal is back to the baseline before
the next injection. Also the heat of dilution of the ligand and (macro)
molecule influences the measurements, for this blanks should be performed
of titrating ligand into the buffer solution and of the buffer solution in the
macromolecule.2 It should be taken into account that performing blanks
uses the assumption that the heat of dilution is equal for dilution into the
pure diluent and into the solvent mixture.43 Lastly, ΔH is not (necessarily)
constant with temperature, so experiments at different temperatures might
be required.52

Diluent effects

The parameter fitting of the experimental data in Figure 3 is performed
using MATLAB by a least squares minimization of the error between
experimental and calculated data based on the model equations. The results
are shown in Table A1. It can be seen that in the case of toluene for
the sequential reaction model ΔH1,1 is higher than ΔHn+1,1, indicating that
indeed the interaction with the first acid is stronger than with the following
acids in the diluent toluene. In the case of 1-octanol it is clear that the
(1,1)-complex is the main complex formed as K1,1 is high and Kn+1,1 is very
low for the sequential reaction model. This can also be concluded from
the low stoichiometry n = 1.2 in the fit of the single reaction model for
1-octanol.
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Table A1 Parameter fit for the ΔH, K, and n-values for interaction of
acetic acid with 0.24 M TOA in toluene, MIBK, heptane and 1-octanol at
20 °C, with both the sequential reaction model (top) and single reaction
model (bottom), described in eq (1), (2) and (7), and eq (8) and (9),
respectively. Isotherms are shown in Figure 3.
Sequential reaction
model

ΔH1,1

ΔHn+1,1

K1,1

(kJ/mol)

Kn+1,1

(kJ/mol)

n

Residue
(%)

Toluene

-32.4

10.7

-13

141

1.6

3.2 %

MIBK

-22.2

5.6

-20.4

47.5

1.5

4.5 %

Heptane

-17.9

22.5

-20.9

45.4

1.9

5.7 %

1-octanol

-28.8

90.7

-27.6

0.8

0.8

2.2 %

Kn.1

(kJ/mol)

n

Residue
(%)

Toluene

-20.6

37.7

2.8

4.8 %

MIBK

-16.7

28.4

3.4

4.0 %

heptane

-15.4

25.8

3.8

4.1 %

1-octanol

-31.8

28.7

1.2

8.9 %

Single reaction
model

ΔHn.1

Theoretical ITC curves for single site model and
dual site model

Figure A1a shows a theoretical isotherm for a system based on the one
reaction formation of the 1:1 complex (see eq (1) and (2)). Figure A1b shows
a theoretical isotherm for a reaction system based on two reaction equations
(see eq (1), (2), (5) and (6)) where the enthalpy of complexation is larger for
the interaction of the first ligand than for the second ligand. In this isotherm
a double S-shape is visible.
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a

b

Figure A1 Shape of theoretical isotherms for a) a single reaction model
with 1:1 stoichiometry (0.83 M extractant, 17.5 M titrant, K = 30, ΔH
= -35 kJ/mol) and b) a sequential reaction model with 1:1 and 2:1
stoichiometry of the complexes (0.59 M extractant, 17.5 M titrant, K1,1 =
1.0·104, ΔH1,1 = -35 kJ/mol, K2,1 = 200, ΔH2,1 = -18 kJ/mol).

Lessons from literature for fitting of multiple site
models

Brautigam42 studied the fitting of isothermal data based on a two-site and a
three-site model. In general both the two-site and three-site binding model
show good results. For the fitting a clear biphasic (clear S-shape) isotherm
was required for the two-site model and three distinct phases were required
for the three-site model.42 Monte Carlo analysis of the fitting of such a
three-sites model was performed by Freyer et al..49 Three K-values and
three ΔH-values were fit from a virtual set of 1000 simulated experiments in
which a noise of approximately 1 µJ was applied with injection heat ranging
up to 170 µJ. The average error in the resulting parameters was between
0.5 - 6 % for ΔH and 7 - 10 % for K. When the fitting of the different
parameters is compared, in this case the results were better for ΔH and n
than for K.49
Fitting an increased number of parameters may not always yield a single
solution to the parameter fit,42 and an appropriate starting position for
fitting is necessary to optimally determine the best-fit solution.53
Care should be taken to avoid local minima when fitting multiple site models,
which may be done through restricting the parameters to realistic values,
but should be performed very carefully. Fitting of a monophasic isotherm
with the three-site binding scenario for the reveal of two parameters was
successfully performed using strongly constrained parameters.42 Another
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option to improve fitting is a global fit on the basis of multiple experimental
data sets to derive one set of thermodynamic parameters. This is what
Freiburger et al.54 did in the analysis of ITC data on folding and unfolding
of allosteric enzymes based on a sequential two-site binding model. A global
fit was applied for different temperatures and combined with the van ‘t Hoff
equation, to improve accuracy.54

Fitting statistics of singlereaction model.

Fitting statistics were also determined for the single reaction model. For
the single reaction model it was assumed that Kn,m = 45, ΔH = -20 kJ/
mol, n = 2.8 and m = 1. For the single reaction model the parameter fit
was independent of initial guess values, see the results in Table A2. The
standard deviation in the parameter Kn,1 is 2.4 %, this implies that Kn,1 is
more sensitive to deviations in the data than the other parameters, with a
relative standard deviation of 0.24 % in n and 0.39 % in ΔHn,1. However,
even in this case the deviation in the parameter Kn,1is not excessively larger
than the standard deviation of 1 % in the data that was fit. The same
procedure was performed for simulated datasets with a normalized error in
the initial volume, in the amount of moles of extractant present and in the
concentration in the syringe. This resulted in similar standard deviations
in the parameter fits as those shown in Table A2, so the parameter fit is
not extra sensitive to any of these factors. Compared to the parameter fit
analysis based on experimental results, see Table 3, the results based on
simulated data with a 1 % normalized error show significantly lower relative
standard deviations. This supports the hypotheses that the error in the heat
measured is either larger, not normally distributed or that other factors
induce significant errors.
Table A2 Parameter fit for Kn,1, n, ΔHn,1 and fit residue for fitting 1000
series of simulated data with the single reaction model of eq (8)-(10).
Dataset
average
Simulated dataset standard deviation
σ = 0.01
relative standard
deviation (%)

Kn,1

n

(kJ/mol)

ΔHn,1

Residue
of fit (%)

45.03

2.8

-20

0.80 %

1.1

0.007

0.077

0.10 %

2.4

0.24

0.39

Effect of extractant concentration on data fitting
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The Monte Carlo analysis was also performed at a lower concentration of
extractant than that applied in in Table A2 and Table 5. For these simulated
data sets the amount of extractant (nbase) was 3.3·10-4 mol, corresponding
to an initial sample concentration of 0.12 M TOA. The results are shown in

Table A3 for the single reaction model and in Table A4 for the sequential
reaction model. Compared to the fitting for the 0.24 M TOA model of in
Table A2 and Table 5, the results are very similar regarding both standard
deviation and residue of fit, with the only exception that for the sequential
model in Table A3 the standard deviation in the residue of the fit is lower
as a result of the lower extractant concentration. This may be an effect
of the less strong steep part of the isotherm at the lower concentration.
Comparing the relative standard deviations of Table A3 and Table A4 with
the experimental results of the 0.12 M TOA system (see Table 2 and Table
3), it can be seen that for this system the differences are smaller for both
reaction models, implying that the experimental error is reduced in the 0.12
M TOA system with the 50 % acetic acid titrant.
Table A3 Parameter fit for Kn,1, n, ΔHn,1 and fit residue for fitting 1000
series of simulated data with the single reaction model of eq (8)-(10) for
an initial extractant concentration of 0.12 M.
Dataset
Simulated dataset
σ = 0.01

ΔHn,1
Residue
(kJ/mol) of fit (%)

Kn,1

n

average

44.99

2.8

-20

0.80%

standard deviation

0.98

0.009

0.098

0.10%

relative standard
deviation (%)

2.2

0.32

0.49

Table A4 Parameter fit for K1,1, ΔH1,1, Kn+1,1, ΔHn+1,1, n and fit residue
for fitting 170 series of simulated data with the sequential reaction model of
eq (1), (2), (7) and (11) for an initial extractant concentration of 0.12 M.

Simulated dataset
σ = 0.01

Simulated dataset
σ = 0.01
Original values used
as initial value

ΔH1,1

ΔHn+1,1

K1,1

(kJ/mol)

Kn+1,1

(kJ/mol)

n

Residue
of fit (%)

average

9.2

-31.7

229

-11.2

1.7

2.10%

standard deviation

0.53

0.95

22

0.6

0.02

0.30%

relative standard
deviation (%)

5.8

3

9.7

5.4

1.3

average

12

-28

118

-15

1.6

0.80%

standard deviation

0.14

0.17

3.3

0.14

0.011

0.20%

relative standard
deviation (%)

1.1

0.61

2.8

0.95

0.66

Dataset
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Comparison with reported ITC accuracy in literature

Table A5 shows experimental specifications and a summary of the accuracy
reported in this work in combination with results published for other
applications. In most of the systems in Table A5, either Origin or the
Omega software that was delivered with the Microcal machines was applied.
Other (free) software for ITC data analysis are NITPIC and SEDPHAT.2
NITPIC is a software program to process ITC data, that can fit parameters
based on multiple models and also calculates the errors in the experimental
data.55 SEDPHAT can apply several binding models and statistical tools in
combination with global fitting of parameters.42
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Up to 16
kJ/mol

(Thio)phenols with phosphine oxide and phosphate

20mM

Up to 80
kJ/mol

Up to 13
kJ/mol

Peptide-lipid

Cyclodextrin-heptanoate
system;

General

General

~0.1 mM

Up to 45
kJ/mol

Monte-Carlo analysis of
simulated data

104 107

~10-3

500 µM

Up to 4
kJ/mol

~103

103 105

107

102 104

Inclusion of cyclodextrin
and nicotinic/ascorbic acid
50 µM

Error

42

49

57

52

52

56

Error of 3 kJ/mol in ΔG and ΔH,
error in ΔS of 20-30 J/mol/K

Microcal VPITC

Microcal Omega

Microcal Omega

Microcal MC2

43

36

29

47

This
work

Ref

48

Three-sites

Origin 7.0, Microcal, one-site

Omega software,
one-set-of-sites

Omega software,
one-set-of-sites

Customized
model

Malvern VPITC

GE/MicroCal
VP-ITC

Microcal VP ITC

TAM III

Machine

5 % in K with 90 % conversion, for
10<K<108 1/M, when qtot/sigmatot ( σ =
standard deviation in q) ~ 700)

0.5 - 6 % for ΔH and 7-10 % in K

1-4 % in n, 9-10 % in K,
and 5-7 % in ΔH

0.3-1.1 % in n, 1.7-5.0 % in K
and 0.5-1.5 % in ΔH

0.3-0.7 % in n, 1.3-2.7 % in K
and 0.4-1 % in ΔH

2-10 % in ΔH

Two-site, three
site, SEDPHAT

Origin least
squares,
1:1 complexes

Relative standard error of ± 3 % in K
and 1 % in ΔH,
interlaboratory statistical error of ~20 %
Noise level 0.42 kJ/mol

Origin software,
one-set-of-sites

Least squares,
1:1 complexes,
Origin

Least squares,
MATLAB

Fitting

1-10 % in n, 8-46 % in K, 4-14 % in ΔH,
0-6 % in ΔG, 4-30 % in TΔS

Statistic error 0.2 % in ΔH
(ΔH = 42 kJ/mol),
<0.1 % in K (K = 107 M)

Standard deviation, single reaction: 1.313 % in K, 1.6-3.5 % in n, 0.76-3.3 % in
25-40 ΔH, sequential reaction: 6.0-37 % in K1,1,
2.7-5.0 % in ΔH1,1, 23-29 % in Kn+1,1,
5.1-12 % in ΔHn+1,1 and 1.4-4.7 % in n

K

~10-3

160.4 mM

200 µM

4500 µM

720 µM

10-100 mM

~42 mM

9 - 18 M

[A]

Heptanoic acid heptylamine system

9.76mM

190 µM

Up to 42
kJ/mol

10 µM
(c = 10)

Simulated data and data of
bio-molecular interaction

Carboxybenzenesulfonamide
CBS and bovine CAII

1.0 mM

Up to 40
kJ/mol

Ba2+ with 18-Crown-6
1-10 mM

0.12 - 0.48 M,
(c = 13-34)

[B]

Up to 20
kJ/mol

Energy

Acetic acid with TOA in
toluene

System

Table A5 Fitting procedures and accuracy reported for parameters obtained from ITC experiments.
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START
CHAP

3

Molecular modeling for interactions in
affinity separations

Abstract

The potential of application of molecular modeling (MM) for studies on
intermolecular interactions relevant for the fields of liquid-liquid extraction
and extractive distillation was examined. This resulted in an overview of the
various theoretical models, basis sets and solvation models that are available
and reported in literature. In this chapter, these models are briefly discussed
and compared for acid-base interactions using Wavefunction Spartan’16
Parallel software. Direct interaction energies as well as energy profiles with
varying intermolecular distances were computed. Diluent effects and the
effect of water molecules were modeled using different theoretical models
to compare the model results. Hartree-Fock (HF) and more advanced
and accurate quantum chemical calculations based on density functional
theory (DFT) were applied for energy minimization calculations. The more
advanced and accurate calculations have as a disadvantage that they are
also more computationally intensive. From the comparison of the results,
the use of HF was justified because it was found to give similar results
as calculations based on DFT. An important finding was that geometry
optimizations can result in local minima instead of global minima, which
can be addressed by applying a series of initial geometries. For a more
realistic representation of the interactions water molecules need to be added
to the model.
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3.1 Introduction

Originally, modeling for process and chemical engineering focused on the macroscale, but in the last decades there has been more focus on modeling at smaller
scales and even molecular-based scales.1-7 Incentives for this development include
the need for more defined material characteristics, required increased efficiency
of processes, required control over reactions, specific product development up
to a molecular scale and environmental restrictions.8 A better understanding of
processes, interactions and reactions at the molecular scale is of significant aid
in these cases.
Nowadays, the entire range of modeling from the molecular geometry
optimization using molecular modeling tools, via simulations of groups of
molecules with molecular dynamics simulations, up to macro scale modeling
of unit operations is available for chemical engineers. Even though the
macroscopic models are derived from fundamental physical phenomena, the
macroscopic models based on equations of state, and activity coefficient
models are typically of (semi-)empirical nature describing phase equilibria.
The molecular modeling simulations and molecular dynamics simulations are
ab initio or semi-empirical methods based on fundamental physical properties
of the atoms and molecules in the system. Where molecular modeling is
typically done with single molecules and small groups of molecules, molecular
dynamics simulations describe larger ensembles of molecules. For molecular
dynamics, software packages such as GROMACS, LAMMPS and AMBER
are used that describe virtual ‘boxes of molecules’ to study for example
extractant agglomeration behavior, third phase formation and the behavior
of molecules at the interface.1,2,9 As these molecular dynamics simulations
are based on force field methods, properties such as the molecular charges,
molecular conformations and geometry and proton charges need to be
defined upfront or predicted with quantum-mechanical molecular modeling
software.4 Results can also be (partially) validated through modeling of
binary mixtures and verifying this with experimental miscibility data.9
Molecular modeling (MM) includes all concepts related to the development
and application of theories (both physical and chemical) that are needed
for predicting phenomena at a molecular scale. Several properties can
be predicted and computed based on MM, including thermodynamic,
mechanical and transport properties and information on the morphology
and geometry of molecules and complexes.8 Combining and coupling of
different scales of modeling from molecular scale to macro or process scale
can be very powerful to address chemical engineering phenomena.8
The combination of molecular dynamics simulation of the larger scale
extraction system coupled with MM calculations at the molecular scale
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was, for example, successfully applied for nitric acid extraction by amides,
with GROMACS software coupled to Gaussian09 for the charges on the
extractant, by which aggregates of the amides were shown and phenomena
like co-extraction could be explained.4 Also, for extraction of uranyl by
tributylphosphate (TBP), LAMMPS molecular dynamics package was
successfully applied, for which the state of the proton was chosen upfront.10
When interface phenomena were studied with ABMER10 software for
the same system, molecular charges and conformations were obtained
from Gaussian09 at DFT or HF level.3 LAMMPS based on calculations
with molecular models was also used for the study on e.g. interaction of
trinitrophenol by a secondary amine;11 extraction mechanisms of picric
acid by a secondary amine, where interatomic interaction potential and
conformational energy calculated with GAMESS;5 and structure and
aggregation for interactions of an ionic liquid (IL) with polar covalent
molecules in solvents, to obtain insight on the molecular scale and relate the
results to experimental data.6 Lastly, AMBER03 was applied for the study
of interactions and equilibria of tryptophan and ILs, where the ILs were
calculated with GROMACS coupled with Gaussian for DFT calculations
of the molecules.7 Molecular dynamic simulations are computationally
intensive and the required input for these simulations is more extensive,
requiring a deeper understanding and expertise. The aim of this work is
to examine and develop a fast and easily applicable method that can also
be applied by a process engineer on a standard personal computer. Less
computationally intensive MM simulations with single molecules or small
sets are for practical reasons expected to be more suitable for this purpose,
but possibly at the cost of accuracy and therefore their applicability and
accuracy for predictions and interpretation of molecular interactions was
studied.
With MM the interactions, geometry and energies at the molecular level
can be calculated and predicted to determine and validate mechanisms
of interactions in complex formation.12,13 MM was also applied in the
solvent screening of liquid-liquid extraction (LLX) processes, e.g. for
extraction of metals,13 phenol14,15 and lactic acid.16 With MM also improved
understanding of the effect of molecular structure on the thermodynamics of
the complexation equilibrium and the structure of the formed complexes can
be obtained.12 MM is however mainly applied to compute the complexation
enthalpy related to extraction and thereby for example design and select
solvents, or study their interaction mechanisms.13-16 The aim of the work
in this thesis is to apply MM as a tool in combination with other methods
such as isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and measurement of liquidliquid and vapor-liquid equilibria to study molecular interactions related
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to LLX and extractive distillation (XD) processes. The goal is to not only
improve understanding of the interactions and mechanisms involved, but
also to study and predict solvent effects on the separation processes based
on calculated interaction energies.
When molecular modeling methods based on semi-empirical or ab initio
methods cannot be applied, e.g. in the case of large (sets of) molecules, there
is still a possibility to model the behavior. In this case molecular mechanics
can be applied, i.e. methods totally avoiding quantum mechanics, electron
densities and the wave function, that are instead based on classical physics.
The main advantage is the calculation speed and low computational force
required for these methods. In these models it is assumed that the nucleus
and the electrons around the nucleus are perfect spheres and intermolecular
bonds are treated as springs. Molecular mechanics methods compute the
potential energy based on classical physics equations, in which all constants
are to be experimentally obtained or obtained from ab initio calculations.
Sets of parameters and functions that are used are called force fields, which
are based on databases of compounds for the parametrization. The class of
molecules used for the parametrization determines the success in a specific
application, which is a strong disadvantage. The equations and calculated
potential function can only be used for comparison of configurations, not
for electronic properties and they do not have an absolute result that can
be interpreted.17,18

3.2 From Schrödinger equation to ab
initio calculations

The molecular modeling within quantum chemistry is in principle all based
on the time-independent Schrödinger equation. Since solving this equation
exactly is (practically) impossible for multiple particle systems, several
approximations and assumptions are generally made in order to be able
to approximate the solutions to this equation. Figure 1 gives a schematic
overview of these assumptions and approximations. The first assumption is
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation that assumes that electrons move in a
field of fixed nuclei. This results in the electronic Schrödinger equation. This
equation can provide the potential energy surface from which equilibrium
geometries and vibrational energies can be obtained.17
The electronic Schrödinger equation and the molecular orbitals can be
solved exactly for one-electron systems (hydrogen, He+). For multiple
electron systems, other approximations are applied to solve the electronic
Schrödinger equation, these approximations lead to the Hartree-Fock wave
function.19-21 First of all, it is assumed that each electron’s motion can be
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described with an orbital, or single particle function. This implies that all
Hamiltonians are separable and the total electronic wave function is the
product of the separate wave functions of particles. This is in line with the
identical nature of electrons. Secondly, it is assumed that each electron
moves independently but does feel Coulomb repulsion based on its average
position. Thus the particles are independent in a mean field. This implies
that there is an effective potential, that is spherically symmetric and an
average over the positions of all electrons.17-19
Schrödinger equation
•

Born-Oppenheimer approximation: electrons move in a field of fixed nuclei

Electronic Schrödinger equation

•
•

•
•
•

Electrons move independently and experience average Coulomb repulsion (mean field)
Each electron’s motion described with single particle function
Total electronic wavefunction is product of separate wavefunctions

Hartree-Fock wavefunction
•
•
•

Potential energy surface, equilibrium geometry,
vibrational energy
Only solved exactly for one-particle system

•

Also for multiple particle systems

Slater determinant applied to satisfy anti-symmetry
Molecular orbitals from linear combinations of basis functions
Iterations to minimize Hartree-Fock Energy (variational method)

Variational solution (≥ exact) for energy

Figure 1 Assumptions and approximations leading to the solutions
obtained with the Hartree-Fock method.
A problem is that the antisymmetry principle is not satisfied by the Hartree
product of separate wave functions. The antisymmetry principle is the
postulate that electrons are described by antisymmetric wave functions
regarding interchange of the coordinates of an electron pair, thereby also
imposing the Pauli exclusion principle. Therefore, a Slater determinant
based on one spin orbital per electron is used to satisfy the antisymmetry
and thereby also the Pauli principle. For energy calculations the HartreeFock wave function is used in the form of a Slater determinant. The next
step is to obtain the molecular orbitals (numerically) by integration over a
grid or as a linear combination of basis functions. A set of basis functions is
called a basis set, which is used in the Hartree-Fock method to represent the
electronic wave function with the aim to transform the partial differential
equations of the model into algebraic equations for the atomic orbitals that
can be solved numerically. Iterations with initial orbitals are required to
solve the equations by minimizing the Hartree-Fock Energy. This principle
of iterations and minimizing the energy from linear combination of a set of
basis functions is called the variational method, leading to the variational
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solution that is equal or greater than the exact energy. It is important
to realize that these obtained orbitals for multiple electron systems are
mathematical and thus only approximate reality.17-19

3.3 Software and calculations

Wavefunction Spartan’16 Parallel, in this thesis referred to as ‘Spartan’, is
a software package for molecular modeling calculations that can perform
the calculations based on different theoretical models in combination
with various basis sets and solvation models. This section provides a
short overview of the calculation options within Spartan. The basis of the
software is a graphical interface in which the molecules and structures can
be built after which MM calculations can be performed. Spartan software
is equipped with the Spartan Spectra and Properties Database (SSPD) in
which for an extensive collection of molecules the pre-calculated optimized
structures, energies, molecular properties and various spectra are stored.

3.3.1 Theoretical models available in Spartan

There are six types of theoretical models that can be applied in Spartan.
The simplest model is the molecular mechanics model that models molecules
based on classical mechanics. Then the semi-empirical models follow that
are based on the Hartree-Fock (HF) model but combine this with a series
of approximations required to solve the quantum chemical equations and
additional parameters from experimental data.8 In all semi-empirical models
empirically determined (additional) parameters are applied. Within quantum
chemistry ab initio methods are fully based on quantum mechanics, the
wave function and physical constants. The Hartree-Fock model itself is an
ab initio model with a quantum chemical nature, as described in section
3.2. Density Functional Theory (DFT) models are often considered to be
ab initio in nature, where instead of the traditional method based on the
wave function, the electronic system is calculated with an electronic density
equation by which the computational complexity is strongly reduced. Figure
2 shows an overview of the characteristics and options for the theoretical
models.
Recently developed ωB97X DFT methods,22 that generally outperform other
and older equations (e.g. the popular B3LYP), make use of a systematically
optimized function for the density function and one additional parameter in
a second optimization step. These methods depend on the electron density
behavior around the evaluation point, i.e. the location of the particle, instead
of only the behavior at the evaluation point. ωB97 is the name of the specific
long range function and the X indicates the use of an additional short-range
correction parameter. For the method ωB97X-D, the ‘-D’ indicates that
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an additional empirical correction is added for dispersion.23 This method is
a so called Range Separated Hybrid Generalized Gradient Approximation
(RSH - GGA), in which additional functions for the potential are applied.23
Other and more advanced models are MP2 (ab initio, the simplest version
of the Møller-Plesset involving the exact Hamiltonian instead of only the
Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian) and T1 (combining Hartree-Fock geometries,
and an approximation of the MP2 energy calculation based on an empirical
correction).8
Isodesmic reactions are reactions where the formal bond count remains
equal, such as proton transfer. For these isodesmic reactions, Hartree-Fock
was found to be able to calculate the relative energy (i.e. compared to a
different geometry, structural arrangement or the energy of the individual
reactants) within reasonable accuracy compared to higher level calculations.
Furthermore, HF is capable of accurately calculating conformational energy
differences compared to experimental data (for the absolute energy HF is
insufficient).18,24,25 For isodesmic reactions relative energy calculations may
result in larger errors when DFT is applied, whereas for non-isodesmic
reactions that involve net bond making or braking MP2 or density functional
models are required. In MP2 and DFT models additional wave functions are
applied to complement the Hamiltonian of the Hartree-Fock model.18,24,25 All
possible methods have in common that they are not able to (fully) describe
the intermolecular interactions and potential functions, which is in general
accounted for by applying force fields in the molecular modeling of chemical
process conditions, that also have their limitations in applicability and are
only available for selected cases.8
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Molecular
mechanics
Based on classical physics
Fast and easy calculations
Empirical parametrization or
additional calculation
Not for electronic properties

•
•
•
•

Ab initio
Hartree-Fock (HF) 6-31G*
•
•
•
•

Based on wave function
6 functions for description of each
core atomic orbital
Groups of 3 and 1 functions describe
valence-shell atomic orbitals
* = d-type polarization for all
non-hydrogen atoms (** = p-type
polarization for hydrogen atoms)

Solvation methods
CPCM (Conductor like Polarizable Continuum Model)
•
•
•

SM8
•
•
•

Continuum model
No specific interactions, no energy for solvation
Only solved exactly for one-particle system

Density Functional Theory (DFT)
ω B97X-D 6-31G*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total energy in terms of total electron
density, instead of wave function
Approximate Hamiltonian and equation
for total electron density
Various additional functions and
empirical corrections for potential
energy
Allows for conformational searching
More powerful CPU required
More accurate results
B97X = additional functions for
potential energy depending on electron
density around evaluation point
D = empirical correction for dispersion

Discontinuous model used for electronic system
Solvation for set of organic solvents using 6-31G*
Geometry optimization technically possible

Figure 2 Overview of characteristics and options for the calculation
methods.

3.3.2 Basis sets

There are several basis sets available within Spartan. Choosing more
advanced models with more equations can improve results but also increases
computation time. The simplest basis set available is the STO-3G basis set
(based on Slater Type Orbitals (STO), where each of the basis functions
is a contraction of three primitive Gaussian type orbitals (3G) to save
computational costs17). The basis set 6-31G* contains more flexibility and
polarization functions for all atoms except hydrogen and is a compromise
between calculation speed and accuracy of the calculation. This is the most
commonly applied basis set available in Spartan. The 6-31G* basis set implies
that six functions are used for the description of each core atomic orbital
and groups of three and one functions describe each of the valence-shell
atomic orbitals (the s and three p orbitals). Furthermore the '*' indicates
that d-type polarization functions are included for all non-hydrogen atoms
(and '**' would refer to p-type polarization functions that can be applied
for hydrogen atoms).8
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Increasing the level of the basis sets can add other functions to the
calculations such as polarization or diffuse functions.24 For geometry
calculations where no transition metals are involved the advantages of
larger basis sets than 6-31G* for Hartree-Fock models are small.8 All
calculations performed within Spartan are based on equations and models
that are applicable to components in the gas phase. To calculate the
energies for other conditions additional solvation models are available to
add the energies for solvation to the gas phase energies. These solvation
models will be described in section 3.3.3.

3.3.3 Solvation models

Within Spartan there are several options to incorporate solvation. In the
default option the Conductor like Polarizable Continuum Model (C-PCM) is
applied. Because this is a continuum model no specific interactions between
solvent and solute are taken into account and no energy for solvation is
reported. Other options for solvation are the SM5.4 model and MMFFaq
model (a solvation method based on the Merck Molecular Force Field)
derived from the semi-empirical SM5.4 model that is able to calculate the
energy for solvation in water. These models are fast since the solvation energy
is added after geometry optimization. SM8 and SM12 are solvation models
that can also incorporate solvation in a set of organic solvents using the
6-31G* basis set, for these models it is also technically possible to optimize
the geometry but this might be problematic due to the discontinuous nature
of derivatives in the field used for modeling the electronic system.24

3.3.4 Energy

The values for energy calculated by Spartan represent the total energy,
which is the heat of the reaction that would form the molecules from a
set of nuclei and electrons.25 As these values are very large, in most cases
the relative energy of the set of molecules is reported with respect to its
reactants. For the Hartree-Fock model it is assumed that electrons move
independently, which results in calculated values for the total energy that
are too large. This can result in Hartree-Fock reaction energies that are less
negative than experimental energies.25 For DFT and MP2 models this is not
the case.
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a

b
c
a.
b.
c.
Figure 3 Example of molecules built in Spartan’16 Parallel, with a)
tripropylamine, b) acetic acid and c) the hydrogen bonded (dashed line)
complex of tripropylamine and acetic acid.

3.3.5 Calculation tasks

After constructing the molecule in an initial geometry in Spartan, see for
example Figure 3, the software can be used to perform several tasks. In most
cases, first a geometry optimization is performed. Depending on the desired
level of calculation, this should be performed first at a lower level before
calculating at the desired level. There is a possibility of finding a local minimum
in the geometry optimization. For this reason multiple starting geometries can
be applied to compare the energy levels of the resulting geometries. Geometry
optimization can also be performed applying solvation. After the geometry
optimization the energy of the molecule(s) can be calculated. By comparing
the energy of reactants and products the reaction enthalpy can be calculated.
For the system in Figure 3, the calculated energy of the product in Figure 3c
can be compared with those of Figure 3a and b.

3.3.6 Energy profiles

Energy profiles can also be calculated with Spartan, in which the distance
between two molecules is constrained at a series of values and at each
distance the geometry is optimized and the energy is calculated. For
molecules that attract each other, an energy profile is shown in Figure 4.
For a large distance between the molecules there is no interaction, which
is in this case defined as an energy of 0. Reducing the distance results in
attractive forces between the molecules, caused by a decrease in potential
energy. At a certain point the molecules are too close and the potential
energy is increasing, resulting finally in repulsive intermolecular forces. The
depth of the energy-minimum indicates the bond-energy of the interaction
between the two molecules.
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Figure 4 Typical energy profile of two interacting molecules as a function
of their intermolecular distance.

Figure 5 Spartan’16 Parallel model of tripropylamine (top left) and acetic
acid (bottom right). The green flag indicates the constrained distance
between both molecules.
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3.4 Molecular modeling in the field of acidbase interactions for liquid-liquid extraction
3.4.1 Effect of chain length of the amine on
interactions in complexes

The higher the level of calculation that is applied, the longer the computation
time. In general, for geometry optimizations (except for transition metals)
and conformational energy differences in organic compounds the calculation
level of Hartree-Fock is sufficient.18 However, for specific cases, results
may be improved by applying higher calculation levels such as DFT.
Another option, as errors in the geometry only have a small effect on the
thermochemical calculations, is to apply a lower level equilibrium geometry
in the higher level thermochemical calculation. To reduce the computational
time, techniques based on optimizing the initial geometry, reducing the
degrees of freedom in the molecule and starting the calculation from a
lower level are applied.18,25 Often also the chain lengths of molecules can
be reduced to save computation time,26 since the first methyl groups in
a carbon chain are expected to affect the interaction more than the last
methyl groups of a chain. The first methyl groups of a carbon chain in
a tertiary amine have most likely also a strong influence on the angle of
the nitrogen atom and it is thus better to apply tripropylamine (TPA)
instead of ammonia or trimethylamine as a simplified amine. To validate
this assumption, several calculations were performed and compared for
a system of acetic acid and either trimethylamine (TMA), triethylamine
(TEA), tripropylamine (TPA) or trioctylamine (TOA) using the DFT
ωB97X-D 6-31G* level of calculation.22 For each of the cases, 2 local minima
were found for the geometry (and energy) of the system, see Table 1. The
first minimum is found at a smaller distance between the proton of the acid
molecule and nitrogen atom of the amine, with which a larger interaction
energy is associated. For further interpretation of the two minima that are
calculated, see Chapter 5 of this thesis. Comparing the different tertiary
amines, it is clear that all energies are in the same range and there is no
clear trend with increasing or decreasing carbon chain length. For TPA two
different geometries were applied (each related to a local minimum), one
with a more round geometry (directly from Spartan’s SSPD library based
on equilibrium geometries, see Figure 3a) and one with a more open or flat
geometry (see Figure 3c) that is also found in (larger) complexes, vide infra.
These differences between the geometry of the tertiary amine alone and in a
complex with the acids in larger complexes will be studied next.
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Table 1 Interaction energy (kJ/mol) of complexation of acetic acid and
tertiary amine, calculated with DFT ωB97X-D 6-31G* and CPCM with
a 'polar solvent'.
Amine

1st minimum

2nd minimum

TMA

-61.76

-56.1

TEA

-68.39

-61.88

TPA

-54.91

-46.25

TPA* (open geometry. vide infra)

-60.84

-54.74

TOA

-67.22

-61.46

In larger complexes with TOA, the first acid is interacting with a direct
bond between the acid and the amine, corresponding to an interaction
energy of 74 kJ/mol. The next two acids are interacting with the first acid,
corresponding to an interaction energy 65 kJ/mol. The 4th and the 5th acid
are sequentially bonded to the 2nd and 3rd acid with an interaction energy of
48 kJ/mol. This means that the interaction energy per acid decreases upon
binding of more acids. The bond length of the interaction between TOA
and the first acid decreases from 1.081 to 1.051 upon interaction with more
acids, indicating a stronger bond. At the same time the bond length from the
oxygen atom to the proton increases, indicating a weaker bond between the
acid anion and the proton. For interaction calculations of acetic acid with
TOA, there is a difference in the interaction energy of the acids compared
to TPA based calculations. For the first acid the interaction energy with
TPA equals 53 kJ/mol, for the 2nd and 3rd acid 60 kJ/mol and for the 4th
and 5th acid 43 kJ/mol. The calculated interaction energy with the 2nd up to
5th acid is similar to the case of TOA. For the first acid the energy is lower,
because the calculated energy level of the TPA in the complex is relatively
high as a result of a more open geometry that TPA has in the complex
compared to TPA without a complex. This difference between TPA and
TOA results from the molecule size and chain lengths in the final complex.
When the interaction energy with the first acid is calculated based on the
open geometry of TPA, an energy of 80 kJ/mol is found, similar to that
calculated for TOA. This indicates that for the modeling of this acid-amine
system TPA can be applied instead of TOA, if the open geometry is used.
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3.4.2 Density functional theory (DFT) versus
Hartree-Fock (HF) level of calculation

The energy profiles of the interaction between TPA and acetic acid for both
the HF and the DFT model are shown in Figure 6a for solvation in 1-octanol
and in Figure 6b for solvation in toluene. It can be seen that although
there are some differences between the two levels of calculation, overall the
interaction pattern is very similar. Analyzing the differences accurately,
it can be seen that the negative interaction energy is smaller (the energy
minimum is less negative) when the HF model is applied compared to the
DFT model, which is the result from the assumption that electrons move
independently. Comparing the two levels of calculation, differences can
be observed, e.g. for 1-octanol (Figure 6a) two minima are visible in all
calculations, although more pronounced in DFT calculations. The difference
between the minimum at a distance of proton transfer (1 Å) and hydrogen
bonding (2 Å) (see Chapter 5) is however less pronounced than with HF.
Also in the rest of the energy profile the spreading of the calculated points
is larger. For toluene (Figure 6b) DFT does not show an energy minimum
at 1 Å and only at 2 Å, whereas the HF based calculations do show a local
minimum at 1 Å, although it is very small relative to the absolute minimum
at 2 Å. Nevertheless, when the differences between 1-octanol and toluene
are compared for both models (excluding some outlying data points) the
results are similar, i.e. for interaction in toluene the energy is lower at an
intermolecular distance of 2 Å and for interaction in 1-octanol the energy is
lower at an intermolecular distance of 1 Å. Thus, both levels of calculation
show the main difference between 1-octanol and toluene, i.e. in 1-octanol
proton transfer is the more pronounced mechanism of interaction. This
implies that the effect of the diluent can be studied using both theoretical
models. The modeling with the HF model is advantageous, because of lower
computational intensity. When comparing the solvation models CPCM and
SM8 in Figure 6 only small differences are visible, especially in the case of
toluene (Figure 6b). For 1-octanol (Figure 6a) there is a difference in the
absolute value of the energy, not in the profile.
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a

b
Figure 6 Energy profiles for interaction of tripropylamine (TPA) and
acetic acid calculated with Spartan’16 Parallel using different levels of
calculation and solvation models in a) in 1-octanol and b) in toluene
( HF 6-31G* level with SM8 solvation, HF 6-31G* level with CPCM
solvation,
DFT- ωB97X-D 6-31G* level with SM8 solvation and
DFT- ωB97X-D 6-31G* level with CPCM solvation). The dotted lines
are added to guide the eye.
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3.4.3 Effect of water

In (most) liquid-liquid extraction processes from aqueous solutions, water
molecules are also present in the organic phase as a result of physical
extraction or co-extraction27 and these water molecules can also interact
with the acid-base complexes. The effect of the presence of water molecules
in the molecular modeling calculations was simulated for several systems
of interacting acetic acid with a tertiary amine, with five water molecules
around the interacting molecules in each of the calculations. For a system
comprising of TMA and acetic acid the characteristic proton transfer shows
a deeper energy valley in the presence of the water molecules, see Figure 7a.
(HF 6-31G*, CPCM 1-octanol). This is most likely a result of stabilization
of the acid-amine complex in the presence of water molecules. Similar results
of a larger energy valley in the presence of water molecules were obtained for
the same system of TMA and acetic acid in the CPCM solvation of water.
Figure 7a also shows the results for the same system (with and without
five additional water molecules) with SM8 solvation. The calculations
without additional water molecules are also in this case comparable with
those for CPCM solvation. However, when computing the model including
five additional water molecules, the geometry optimization with SM8
appears to be problematic as no optimized geometry was found for this case
(Figure 7a). The SM8 model is known for cases in which geometry
optimizations are problematic (see also section 3.2.3).
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a

b
Figure 7 Energy profiles calculated with Spartan’16 Parallel HF 6-31G*
level with and without additional water molecules using different solvation
models for 1-octanol for interaction of acetic acid and a) trimethylamine
(TMA) and b) tripropylamine (TPA) ( five water molecules and SM8
solvation,
no water and SM8 solvation,
five water molecules and
CPCM solvation and
no water and CPCM solvation). The lines are
added to guide the eye.
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Modeling of the interaction between tripropylamine (TPA) and acetic
acid was also performed with SM8 and CPCM solvation (both at HF
level) with and without water molecules present in the molecular
structure. Because of the increased chain length of TPA compared to
TMA, the degrees of freedom are increased, geometry optimization is
more problematic and the computational time is significantly increased.
Molecular modeling of the TPA - acetic acid interaction was also
performed at the CPCM level, see Figure 7b in which results similar
to those for TMA (see Figure 7a) are shown, i.e. the energy valley for
the model with five additional water molecules is deeper compared to
that for the model without the water molecules. Note that the absolute
values for the interaction energy, i.e. the depth of the energy valley,
are different for TMA and TPA. An attempt was made to also model
the TPA based system with SM8 solvation. For the model without
additional water molecules a clear energy profile was obtained (see
Figure 7b) that is similar to that in Figure 7a. However, for computation
with additional water molecules at SM8 level indeed a more problematic
geometry optimization occurred. For this system, either no optimized
geometry was obtained at all or the water molecules were not interacting
with the acid-base complex in the optimized geometry and are located
at increased intermolecular distance compared to the initial geometry.
Thus, for this system no energy profile was obtained. Apparently this
system of in total 7 molecules is too complex to obtain a converged
geometry and energy calculation with MM at the HF level of calculation
with SM8 solvation using a normal PC. The existence of local minima
in the system energy upon varying the geometry or position of any of
the identical water molecules can also impede convergence. Either a
lower level of calculation should be accepted, less water molecules should
be incorporated or more computational strength is required. Another
option is to model the acid-amine complex with MM and then apply
molecular dynamics calculations for the interactions with additional
water molecules.

3.4.4. Diluent effect on acid-base interactions
studied with molecular modeling
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The effect of diluent on the complexation of a tertiary amine and acetic acid
was also studied using molecular modeling, see Figure 8. For all solvents
there are two local minima in the total energy of the complex with
varying distance between the amine and acid. For 1-octanol the optimum
configuration is at the typical distance of proton transfer, the energy
minimum might even be lower when water molecules are incorporated
in the modeled complex. For all other diluents the total energy of the

complex is lower with a typical intermolecular distance that corresponds
to only hydrogen bonding, indicating that preferred state of the complex.
This stronger interaction between acid and amine in 1-octanol can
directly be related to the process of liquid-liquid extraction, as 1-octanol
is a diluent that strongly increases the acid distribution compared to
other diluents.28

Figure 8 Effect of diluent on the energy profile for varying the distance
between TOA and acetic acid, calculated with the HF 6-31G* wavefunction
with SM8 solvation in the active protic solvents 1-octanol, chloroform;
in the hydrogen bond accepting solvents
ethyl acetate and
MIBK;
and in the inactive solvents toluene and heptane, using Wavefunction
Spartan’16 Parallel. The lines are added to guide the eye.
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3.5 Molecular modeling for solvent
interactions in the field of extractive
distillation

Next to application in the field of liquid-liquid extraction, molecular modeling
can also be applied for interactions related to extractive distillation processes.
However, in the field of extractive distillation simulations and predictions of
the macro scale solvent effects are generally performed by Computer Aided
Molecular Design (CAMD) with software packages such as ProCAMD®,29-32
a tool within the ICAS® framework.33 These predictive methods are based
on the selectivity at infinite dilution and activity coefficients. For more
information, see Chapter 9. At the molecular scale of extractive distillation
processes, generally there are no strong interactions and true complex
formation such as the LLX-related acid-base interactions for which molecular
modeling calculations are successfully applied. It is however still possible to
study solvent interactions by using molecular modeling and for example
optimize the geometry of interacting molecules, study binding between
solvent and mixture (component), and also calculate the interaction energy
between the solvent molecules and mixture component(s). Pre-selection
based on the type of interaction, i.e. solvents that show no interaction,
solvents that interact through hydrogen bonding or solvents that show
very strong interaction (proton transfer) with the mixture component(s) is
thereby possible, using the calculation method presented in section 3.2.5.
It is also possible to include multiple molecules in these calculations, in
order to for example calculate the interaction energy between a molecule or
complex of molecules and (multiple) solvent molecules.

3.6 Conclusion
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Molecular modeling is potentially a powerful tool to study interactions
between molecules at a molecular scale. It has a strong potential of
application as a tool for process engineers in the field of interactions
related to liquid-liquid extraction, e.g. for acid-base interactions, as well
as for interactions between solvent and the mixture related to extractive
distillation. Simplifications such as decreasing carbon chain length are
required to minimize computational time and allow for the application of
molecular modeling on a standard personal computer. Nevertheless, the
results are related to the results for molecules without these simplified
geometries, as long as the geometrical shape is applied that can also be
found in the complex. For geometry optimizations, the existence of local
energy minima can result in multiple solutions for optimized geometries,
based on the initial geometry. To take this into account it is of importance
to apply a series of initial geometries for MM calculations. The diluent
effect can be modeled with the HF model, which has a strong advantage

with respect to computational costs compared to the DFT model. The
differences in the MM results with the solvation models CPCM and SM8
are only small and show similar profiles, although for the active diluent
1-octanol there is a difference in the absolute value of the interaction energy.
Moreover, geometry optimizations with larger molecules and especially with
an increased number of molecules are problematic for the SM8 model. The
expected increased interaction strength and complex stabilization as a result
of water molecules that are present around the acid-base complex could be
modeled by including five water molecules in the model.
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Solvent developments for
liquid-liquid extraction of carboxylic
acids in perspective

Abstract

The growing desire to produce organic acids through fermentation routes, as
a starting point for bio-based plastics, has revived the scientific attention on
carboxylic acid removal from aqueous streams. One of the main technologies
to recover carboxylic acids from diluted aqueous streams is liquid-liquid
extraction (LLX). In this review, solvent developments for LLX of
carboxylic acids are reviewed. In the past decades, a significant number
of research papers have appeared, describing completely new solvents such
as ionic liquids, as well as improvements of the traditional state-of-the-art
solvent systems comprising of amines and organophosphorous extractants
in diluents. The state-of-the-art technology for acid extractions has long
been using trioctylamine (TOA) — or Alamine 336, a commercial mixture
of trialkyl amines — as the complexating agent. However, with dropping
acid concentrations, the economic feasibility of the TOA based processes
is compromised. This review discusses three main categories of solvents,
i.e. composite solvents containing nitrogen based extractants, phosphorous
based extractants and ionic liquids, and includes a discussion on solvent
property models that may aid solvent selection. Furthermore, regeneration
strategies are discussed, aiming to provide direction towards regenerations
that do not further dilute streams that are already diluted before the LLX
process. The main conclusion with respect to solvent regeneration when
back-extraction is applied, is that solvent-swing strategies should be applied
that maximize the ratio between the acid distribution coefficient in the
forward extraction and in the back-extraction at minimal energy cost. This
appears to be through evaporation of a part of the diluent after the primary
extraction.

This chapter has been published as: Lisette M. J. Sprakel, Boelo Schuur,
“Solvent developments for liquid-liquid extraction of carboxylic acids in
perspective”, Sep. Purif. Technol., pp. 935-957, 2019.
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4.1 Introduction

Organic acids are important building blocks for a range of other chemicals
in industry, and are produced in considerable volumes. For example, the
production of acetic acid by petrochemical processes was 10.6 million ton in
2008.1 The acetic acid is, among others, applied in the production of acetic
anhydride, the feedstock to produce salicylic acid and acetaminophen,2
monochloro acetic acid3 and used as solvent for terephtalic acid production.2
Lactic acid is used as a building block for the synthesis of polylactic acid
(PLA),4 and as a precursor for acrylic polymers and polyesters.5 Another
example of organic acid used as a building block is succinic acid, used
for the production of polysuccinate esters and polyamides.6 Butyric acid is
used as food additive and wildlife repellent.7 Citric acid is also used in the
food industry, and one-third of the total production is used to substitute
phosphorous in detergents.8 Levulinic acid (4-oxopentanoic acid) is used
as a chiral reagent in the production of polymers and to produce methyl
tetrahydrofuran.9
The current industrial production routes vary from acid to acid, where
acetic acid is mainly produced from fossil feedstock through carbonylation
of methanol,10 and lactic acid is currently mainly produced through
fermentation.11-13 Also for the acids that are currently mainly fossil based,
there is incentive to produce them from renewable sources by green routes
through fermentation. Bio-based plastics, e.g. based on succinic acid or
adipic acid1 are important products for which recovery strategies of the acid
monomers are essential, because of the low concentrations after fermentative
production. Also for lignocellulosic biomass derived acid production, e.g.
levulinic acid14-16 and 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid,17 recovery from complex
streams is challenging.
Separation by distillation requires evaporation of a large water fraction.
Furthermore, several of the acids produced will decompose when exposed
to elevated temperatures for longer time. Suitable separation techniques are
based on the affinity of the solutes towards an affinity agent. Both liquidliquid extraction (LLX) and adsorption are examples of affinity separations
used for acid recovery,18,19 and LLX of organic acids from aqueous solutions
can be applied to recover the acids or to concentrate them from waste
streams, fermentation broths or leachates.20
LLX of carboxylic acids has been practiced for many decades, and over the
years various types of solvents have been applied, including physical solvents
such as ethyl acetate and methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE),21 and reactive
solvents that form complexes with the acids.22 Often reactive solvents are
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composite solvents, containing an extractant that forms complexes with the
acids, and a diluent facilitating the complexation.23-26 In the past decade a
third solvent class has appeared in the field of acid extractions, i.e. ionic
liquids (ILs). With the seminal paper by Marták and Schlosser27 it was shown
that phosphonium ionic liquids show extremely high distribution ratios
(the ratio of the acid concentration in the extract phase over the raffinate
phase, see eq (1)) at very low acid concentrations, which is beneficial for the
recovery from dilute streams. ILs may be applied in their pure form, but also
diluted with a co-solvent or diluent. Considering the (strong) intermolecular
interactions between the ions of the ILs and the carboxylic acids, ILs should
be considered as a new class of reactive solvents for carboxylic acids. In the
same time frame, also new reactive solvents have appeared,28-30 and other
acids have been extracted with more traditional solvents.20,31-36 An overview
of the recently reported solvents, i.e. extractants and diluents is presented
in Figure 1. All the carboxylic acids that are referred to in this review are
shown in Figure 2.
With all these parallel solvent developments, and the growing interest in biobased acids, a comprehensive review can provide a perspective on the field of
carboxylic acid extraction and future research directions. In the last decade,
several reviews have appeared on recovery of metabolites from fermentation
broths,19,37 and in 2005 a review on acid recovery through membrane based
solvent extraction and pertraction appeared,38 but in the recent years, no
comprehensive review focusing on solvents for acid extraction has appeared.
With this review, we intend to provide a comprehensive overview of the
strategies that can be followed for carboxylic acid extraction, and the review
of the literature on this topic includes a few important older papers such as
that of Barrow and Yerger39 published on the mechanism in acid extraction
in 1954, and some of the work by King from the late 1970s and early
1990s,23-26,40-44 but mostly spans the last few decades.
After a LLX unit operation, the acid is dissolved in the solvent, and in
recognition of the need to couple the LLX step to a solvent regeneration
step, understanding extraction mechanisms and approaches to facilitate
solvent regeneration are emphasized. In the following subsections, first
the theoretical framework is discussed. Then effects of solvent composition
and extraction conditions are discussed. In the last subsection, solvent
regeneration strategies are discussed, their energy requirements are
compared, and a perspective for future research is formulated.
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a. Extractants in reactive solvents

Trioctylamine (TOA)

Trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO)

Hexanoic acid

Aliquat 336

Tributylphosphate (TBP)

N,N-didodecylpyridin-4-amine (DDAP

b. Ionic liquids (ILs)

Trihexyl tetradecylphosphonium di-(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl) phosphinate

Trihexyl tetradecylphosphonium
chloride

Trialkylmethylammonium di-(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl) phosphinate

c. Physical solvents and diluents

Methylisobutylketon (MIBK)

Methyltertbutylether (MTBE)

Ethylacetate

Octane

Chloroform

Toluene

1-octanol

Figure 1 Chemical structure of a) extractants used in reactive extraction,
b) ionic liquids and c) physical solvents and diluents.
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Monocarboxylic acids

Formic acid

Acetic acid

Propionic acid

Lactic acid

Butyric acid

Dicarboxylic acids and tricarboxylic acids

Oxalic acid

Succinic acid

Fumaric acid

Maleic acid

Malic acid

Tartaric acid

Adipic acid

Itaconic acid

Citric acid

Figure 2 Structures of carboxylic acids reported in liquid-liquid extraction
literature.

4.2 Theoretical framework

Key LLX processes for carboxylic acids that have been reported in the
literature, include those for acetic acid,23,28,45-49 succinic acid,25,26,50,51 lactic
acid,52,53 propionic acid54 and citric acid.55,56 Most extraction systems contain
an amine based extractant because of the high distribution ratios that can
be obtained with tertiary amines. They exhibit a high extraction efficiency
and high selectivity at room temperature, allowing them to concentrate
the product at room temperature, after which the solutes can be backextracted, e.g. at elevated temperatures.57 The state-of-the-art LLX solvent
technology is based on complexation with TOA, or the commercially
available equivalent Alamine 336 (a mixture with C8-C10 alkyl chains), as
the complexating agent.5,20,23,24,26,33,41,43,45,47,48,53,58,59 However, other types of
extractants are also used for the extraction of carboxylic acids. Examples
include trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO),18 tributylphosphate (TBP) or
mixtures with TOA and TBP,60 quaternary ammonium salts61,62 and ionic
liquids (ILs).27,62,63 Most processes, especially for very diluted acids, face a
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challenging regeneration, e.g. TOA based25,41,45,64 but also TBP based.35 The
complexes between these extractants and acids are based on very strong
bonds, resulting in regeneration difficulty.45,65
Next to the extractant, the diluent is important for LLX of acids, and a
proper diluent choice can improve the physical properties of the solvent
such as the density and viscosity, and in addition promote extraction
by improving solvation of the acid-extractant complex.26,61 Although
scientifically of interest, some reported diluents are less suitable for
operation at a commercial scale. For example, chlorinated hydrocarbons
such as chloroform and dichloromethane (DCM) are (highly) toxic and
can have severe environmental impacts. Several ethers are either too
volatile, toxic and/or flammable, and MIBK (methyl isobutyl ketone) is
a non-biodegradable compound.5 Next to toxicity, the affinity for water
may complicate extraction processes, e.g. for solvents like MIBK and ethyl
acetate.47 Despite the fact that many of the reported systems are eventually
not desirable in industrial practice for above mentioned safety, health,
environmental and economic reasons, an overview of the vast number of
studies on extraction mechanisms and extraction performances using these
solvents certainly can assist in directing towards new solvents. Therefore, in
this section, key extraction and process parameters are described, as well as
the reported mechanisms in literature, also for less environmentally benign
diluents.

4.2.1 Key extraction process parameters

Although mass transfer rates can play a key role in LLX processes, these are
not only solvent dependent, but also largely dependent on equipment and
operational parameters. Because this review focuses on solvent developments,
the theoretical framework is limited to equilibrium extraction parameters. A
key parameter is the distribution coefficient, defined in eq (1) as the ratio of
the concentrations in the extract phase and the raffinate phase, where [HA]
is the concentration of HA in the extract phase and [HA] the concentration
in the raffinate phase (summed concentration of all forms, e.g. dissociated
and non-dissociated in the aqueous phase, and complexed and free acid in
the organic phase).
HA 

KD,a = 
(1)
HA 
HAfraction.

Commonly used units are mol/L and mass
The extraction efficiency
 ⋅ S ⋅ 100%
E(%)
= 
is defined in eq (2) as the ratio of the concentration
of a compound HA in
HA  0 F
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the extract phase over the initial concentration of HA in the aqueous feed
K
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the equilibrium partitioning, sometimes a single equilibrium equation
is defined that represents an average of multiple equilibria taking place
simultaneously.66 Alternatively, the multiple equilibria may be described
separately.48,67 The extent of complex formation is governed by the solubility
of the extractant in the diluent and the strength of the interaction between
the extractant and the solute. Two types of binding are mainly observed,
i.e. through proton transfer and hydrogen bonding.24,39,68 A combination of
these two interactions is also possible,24 and in the upcoming subsections, for
the individual solvent classes (amines, phosphorous based extractants, and
ILs), the mechanisms are discussed in more detail.
Organic Phase
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Also for TBP in hexane, no carboxylate signals were observed in FTIR60
spectra of various carboxylic acid extractions, indicating a hydrogen bonding
mechanism. Ingale et al.70 suggested Lewis base TBP complexes with acetic
acid and propionic acid based on FTIR spectral data. Kyuchoukov et al.73
fitted complexation of dicarboxylic acids (itaconic, maleic, malic, oxalic,
tartaric and succinic acid) with TBP in dodecane on LLX experimental data
and found a varying stoichiometry ((1,1) and (1,2)-complexes) depending on
the concentrations of both extractant and acid.
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4.2.2.2 Mechanisms for complexation with amines

The nature of the diluent is one of the key factors that influence the
mechanism of amine-carboxylic acid complexation. Diluents can be
classified as dissociating and non-dissociating, and as active and inactive.
Dissociating solvents reduce the interactions between the oppositely charged
ions through their high relative permittivity, and facilitate acid dissociation
upon complexation (see Figure 4 mechanism a), while solvents with a low
relative permittivity suppress dissociation,74 resulting in complexation
between the amine and non-dissociated carboxylic acids.39 Active diluents
can participate in complex formation, e.g. through hydrogen bonding, and
inactive diluents not. However, complexes in inactive diluents are seldom
1:1 in stoichiometry, and when the diluent is not stabilizing the extractantacid complex, typically a second acid is involved that stabilizes the complex
through hydrogen bonding (or even more acid molecules), see mechanism
b in Figure 4.24 Stabilization through active hydrogen bonding by the
diluent has been reported for chloroform and octanol,24,75 and is displayed
in mechanism d in Figure 4.39 IR spectra support the proton transfer in
this mechanism,68 and indicate simultaneous and competitive occurrence of
mechanisms c and d, e.g. for chloroform.39

a.
a.

b.
b.

a

b

c

dd.

c.
c.

d.

Figure 4 Mechanisms for the interaction between acetic acid and triethylamine, a) in dissociating solvents, b) in a completely inactive diluent,
c) in a non-dissociating solvent and d) in chloroform.24,39
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The nature of the binding between the amine and the first acid can thus
be ion pairing or hydrogen bonding, and the equilibrium constant strongly
increases with decreasing pKa.24,39 For higher order (2:1 and more) complexes,
the second and further acids are complexed mainly through hydrogen
bonding, and the equilibrium constant for formation of the (2,1)-complex
from a second acid with the (1,1)-complex is barely dependent on the pKa of
the acid. Due to the increasing level of organization in active diluents upon
complex stabilization by the diluent, the entropy decreases. Association of
another acid molecule to this complex requires breaking of the stabilizing
diluent-complex interaction, and therefore (1,1)-complexation is mostly
found in active diluents.24,43 For example, propionic acid-TOA complexes
are (1,1) ion pairs in 1-octanol,75 and for acetic acid-TOA next to (1,1) only
(1,2)-stoichiometry is reported in the proton-donating diluent propanol,59
while in the inactive diluents hexane, cyclohexane, toluene and MIBK also
larger (2,3)-complexes have been reported.59 Using only inactive diluents
may, next to lower acid distribution ratios, result in the formation of a
third phase.76 When aromatic compounds are involved, π -interactions can
occur that result in K1,1 values that are slightly higher than for systems with
aliphatic diluents.24
At very high acid concentrations, multiple acids may form a complex with a
single amine. Overloading of acids is especially likely in aprotic diluents. In
overloaded complexes, e.g. a (3,1)-complex, the third acid is cyclically bound
to the (2,1)-complex, see Figure 5. In this cyclic formation the protonated
amine can interact with the first and the third acid alternatingly, thereby
stabilizing this complex.24
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Two mechanisms play a role in the extraction of acids by ILs, i.e. the
formation of complexes between IL and the organic acid, and the formation
of reverse micelles that include the acid.63 The formation of reverse micelles
also increases the solubility of water, and also for water co-extraction, two
possible mechanisms exist, i.e. molecules of water can be part of a complex
between acid and IL, and water can be present in the reverse micelles.
When the acid is extracted, complexes between the IL and acid are formed,
breaking the reverse micelles. Complexes containing up to three lactic acid
molecules, 2 water molecules and the IL were suggested.27,85
A more detailed mechanism for the extraction of butyric acid with the
trihexyl tetradecyl phosphonium di-2,4,4-trimethylpentyl phosphinate
([P666,14][Phos]) IL was proposed by Marták and Schlosser.86 They considered
also IL diluted in dodecane next to pure IL. In their mechanism, they
included also complexes between acid and IL with up to 11 acid molecules,
next to physical extraction of butyric acid by the diluent and the apolar
domains of the IL. These complexes aggregate through hydrogen bonding
with water molecules. For water (co-)extraction they also suggest two
mechanisms: competition with acid molecules and co-extraction with butyric
acid. When dodecane was applied as a diluent, the dodecane molecules are
located near the alkyl chains of the IL and extracted water molecules are
localized in polar areas of the IL. This means that the solvent forms a
non-homogeneous, pseudo-binary phase.78,82
Reyhanitash et al.87 studied on acetic acid solutions in [P666,14][Phos] and,
using isothermal titration calorimetry, they measured thermal activity up
to an overall stoichiometry of 5:1 (acid:ion pair). With thermal activity
measured up to this stoichiometry, it is well possible that higher order
complexes are possible for both acetic acid and butyric acid. In contrary
to the suggestion by Marták and Schlosser,86 they found that not all acid
molecules are bound to the complexes through hydrogen bonding, but NMR
studies revealed that the first acid is also (partly) exchanging its proton
with the phosphinate anion, resulting in a complex ensemble of interactions
in which both proton exchange and hydrogen bonding interactions play
important roles.87

4.2.3 Solvent properties and implications
thereof on LLX processes
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In the previous subsections, mechanisms for extractions have been discussed,
including different mechanisms for the same solute, depending on the nature
of the diluent. In this subsection characterization of solvent properties and
implications thereof on LLX processes are discussed.

4.2.3.1 Solvent property models

In a solvent for LLX both the extractant and the diluent are of importance.
There are different types of extractants, and the type of extractant also
determines the mechanism of extraction. Since this review focuses on
extraction of acids, the basicity of the extractants is the key parameter in
the LLX process. Brønsted bases interact through proton transfer from the
acid, whereas Lewis bases interact with carboxylic acids through electron
pair donation to form an adduct. For the selection of affinity scales,
Laurence et al.88 suggest to classify acids on hardness and strength. The
hardness of acids distinguishes between the size, polarizability and type
of outer electrons. Carboxylic acids are hard acids with a small size, high
positive charge on the acceptor atoms and low polarizability, these acids
do not have outer electrons that are easily excited.89 Two affinity scales are
suggested for the scaling of bases for LLX of hard acids, the BF3-affinity
scale for strong acids or strong interactions and the pKBHX scale, which is
the hydrogen bond basicity scale for hydrogen bonding of weak acids.88 The
BF3-affinity is defined as the negative enthalpy of complexation with BF3
diluted in dichloromethane at 298 K (thus the value reported is positive
for an exothermic complexation). The pKBHX hydrogen bond basicity is
based on the Gibbs energy of hydrogen bond formation of the Lewis base
with 4-fluorophenol in CCl4 at 298 K. The scaling of the extractants TOA,
TOPO and TBP according to these scales is shown in Table 1.89
Table 1 BF3-affinity (kJ/mol) and pKBHX for trioctylamine (TOA),
trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and tributylphosphate (TBP).89
BF3-affinity (kJ/mol)

pKBHX

TOA

135.87*

1.57

TOPO

119.28**

3.59

TBP

84.75***

2.66

*based on triethylamine, **based on triethylphosphine oxide, ***based on trimethylphosphate

Next to the extractant, the diluent affects the equilibrium in LLX to an
important extent, i.e. being an active or inactive diluent has a significant
impact on the mechanism of complexation. In order to predict diluent
activity, the molecular properties should be understood. Several properties
can be used to describe the nature of the diluents used in LLX of carboxylic
acids, for example properties like polarity,29,45,61 the dielectric constant,74
proton affinities,90 hydrogen bond accepting and donating ability, 91,92
and parameters like the octanol-water partitioning coefficient log Po/w
Hilde brand’s solubility parameter,93 Hansen parameters,94 Schmidt’s
parameters DP and DP*,95,96 Kamlet-Taft parameters,91 acceptor and
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Another tool that has been developed in the past decades is the COnductor
like Screening MOdel for Real Solvents (COSMO-RS),107 which reduces
the labor intensity for the researcher, and predicts distributions based on
quantum chemical calculations and statistical thermodynamics. Predictions
are however only qualitative in nature and to be used with caution when
it comes to accurately quantifying extraction results.108,109 Comparison of
various solvents with COSMO-RS though, especially when from the same
family, often works satisfactory.110

4.2.3.2 Solvent dependent extraction phenomena

Next to acid - extractant complexes, also acid dimerization and water coextraction are factors affecting extraction. These are diluent-dependent and
discussed in this subsection.

Dimerization

With IR spectroscopy Fujii et al.111 found that dimerization constants of
acetic acid in organic solvents increase with decreasing solvent activity,
taking into account both dipole interactions and hydrogen bonding. In more
active solvents, dimerization is less pronounced due to competition with
diluent interactions, such as dipole-hydrogen bonding interactions.54 In the
inert diluent n-hexane, strong dimer complexes form by double hydrogen
bonds. Acid dimerization generally decreases with increasing temperature,
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especially in solvents with low dielectric constants, which is due to the
increasing entropy with increasing temperature. In solvents with higher
dielectric constants, also the effect of temperature on the dielectric constant
should be taken into account.112

Water co-extraction

The diluent also influences the water co-extraction that occurs in the
process of LLX. For the extraction of citric acid with TOA it was found
that water co-extraction increases in the order chloroform < aromatics
< dichloromethane < MIBK < 1-octanol.55 This order is described by
the hydration coefficients and the physical solubility of water in the
solvents. For succinic acid extraction with Alamine 336, a similar water
co-extraction trend was obtained, heptane < chloroform < dichloromethane
< nitrobenzene < MIBK < 1-octanol, following the diluent water solubility
trend.113 At low acid concentrations, monocarboxylic acids show less water
co-extraction than dicarboxylic acids, which is probably a result of the
association between the water molecules and the carboxylate groups.43
Active diluents increase acid distribution, which also results in increased water
co-extraction.113 Opposing trends have been reported for the temperature-effect
on water co-extraction. At low (<0.5 wt%) water concentrations in chloroform,
the co-extraction increased up to 50 °C for succinic acid extraction with a tertiary
amine while for the same system in MIBK there was no effect of temperature
on the water co-extraction.113 At much higher concentrations (5-10 wt%) in
hexanol no significant temperature-effect on water co-extraction was found for
gallic acid extraction using TOA, TBP and Aliquat 336,62 while increasing
extractant concentrations significantly increased water co-extraction.62
There is no single general parameter that can describe the effect of the diluent
on the water co-extraction. In most cases, a combination of parameters or
specific interactions plays a role, including structuring of solvents, which has
also been reported for ILs.114 Therefore, it is important to obtain more insight
into the different effects that the diluent has on the extraction mechanism.
For example, some very hydrophobic phosphonium ILs only dissolve in water
on a ppm level, but relatively large amounts of water are co-extracted.46,115
The co-extraction of water is due to the ionic charges, that allow creation of
local hydrophilic spots and depending on composition, micelle formation,82,84,86
occurrence of giant vesicles,116 or even formation of bicontinuous phases
with continuous hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains.117 Ananikov and coworkers118 showed that even with an IL that is miscible in all ranges with
water, on a microscopic level the system organizes itself in hydrophilic and
hydrophobic domains.
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114-11754

110.654

334.3

68.754

14754

131

9854

Toluene

Chloroform

Hexane

Kerosene

Chlorobenzene

Heptane

195

MIBK

1-octanol

54

TB (°C)

0.5 g/L

8 g/L

0.53 g/L54

19.1 g/L54

0.30 mg/
L54

Water
solubility

1.954

5.65

1.854

2.054

4.7127

2.37954

4.6654

2.84

3.7054

1.97

2.6954

1.31124

3.00

12.4
13.1123

54

54

54

10.3

Dielectric
constant log PO/W
(-)
ε (-)

054

1.54

0.3161

0.0854

1.0155

0.3654

2.81123

1.71
54

Dipole
moment
µ (D)

α= 0
β = 0.07126
α= 0
β = 0119

α = 0.70-0.82
β = 0.80 119
α= 0
β = 0.12125
α= 0
β = 0.11126
α = 0.20
β = 0.10126
α= 0
β = 0126

Kamlet-Taft
parameters
α (-). β (-)

-0.08119

0.6874

-0.04126

0.58126

0.54126

0.51125

0.4, 0.57
119

Kamlet-Taft
parameter
π* (-)

8.894

094

6.394

2.994

13.1
12.694
120

10.3
120

δp

30.34128

38.955

37.255

41.855

55

43.1

δ

24374

264127

235

303

130119

154126

7.9121

0122

3.3122
2.2121

0122

0
3.2121

129
13074

127

127

4126

0.1122
3.6121

32

122

-1.5255

0.0355

DN
(kJ/mol) DP (-)

23.1127

3.2121

33.1

121

AN (-)

164127

142126

16554

202
119

(MPa1/2
(MPa1/2
Z
Et
Hansen) Hildebrand) (kJ/mol) (kJ/mol)

Table 2 Diluent parameters for diluents commonly applied in liquid-liquid extraction.
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4.555

1.80

2.5055

DP*
(-)

bond

Cl-bond

Cl-bond

π-bond

1 HBA

1 HBA
1 HBD

4.3 Effects of solvent composition on
solute distribution

An important factor governing acid distributions in composite solvents in
both the primary LLX step and the back-extraction, is the composition of
the solvent. In this section, solvent composition effects on acid distributions
are reviewed for the three solvent classes, i.e. solvents based on phosphorous
based extractants, solvents based on nitrogen based extractants and ILs.

4.3.1 Composite solvents using a phosphorous
based extractant

Among the most used phosphorous based extractants are tributylphosphate
(TBP), tributylphosphine oxide (TBPO), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO)
and commercially available mixtures of alkyl phosphine oxides.18,35,60,129-131
TOPO and TBPO are solids at room temperature and require a diluent for
application in LLX, whereas TBP can be applied pure. Phosphine oxides are
stronger hydrogen bond acceptors than phosphate extractants.132

a

b

Figure 6 Effect of extractant composition on the distribution ratio of
acetic acid (HAc), for a) several phosphine oxides in several diluents
at room temperature.(tributylphosphine oxide (TBPO) in Chevron
25
([HAc]0 = 0.1 M), Chevron is a commercially available solvent
based on a naphtha distillate, a mixture of approximately C8-alkyl
aromatics),44 TOPO in a (2/1) mixture of heptane and hexanol ([HAc]0
= 0.1 M),44 TOPO in undecane
([HAc]0 = 0.17 M),133 and TRPO
(C6-C8 chains) in kerosene
(plotted against volume fraction extractant,
134
([HAc]0 ≈ 2.7 M), and b) TBP in several diluents at room temperature
in kerosene ([HAc]0 ≈ 0.7 M),134 toluene ([HAc]0 = 0.04 M ),135 MIBK
([HAc]0 = 0.04 M),135 dodecane
([HAc]0 = 0.16 M),72 and Chevron
Solvent 25 (plotted against weight fraction, [HAc]0 = 0.1 M).44 The lines
are added to guide the eye.
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The acetic acid distribution ratio as a function of the phosphine oxide
extractant concentration is displayed in Figure 6a for several phosphine
oxides in different diluents.44,133,134
Both TOPO and TBPO show an optimal extractant concentration around
a weight fraction of 0.2-0.4 in an active diluent. The optimum in the curve
for TOPO and TBPO with increasing extractant concentration is due to
the active role of the diluent in the complex formation. At a very high
extractant loading, thus low diluent concentration, less stabilizing influence
of the diluent results in less complexation, and hence, in a lower distribution.
Furthermore, because the phosphine oxides are solids, this causes solubility
problems at higher concentrations.44 In the case of TBPO, the diluent is
Chevron solvent 25, which according to the MSDS is based on a naphtha
distillate, containing C8-alkyl aromatics,44 and an unknown (trade secret)
compound. This most likely is a surfactant, as the solvent is used as a
cleaning agent for engine injection systems, and this is thus an active
diluent. The mixture of heptane and hexanol used for TOPO also contains
an active ingredient, whereas kerosene and undecane are inactive diluents.
For the inactive diluents, i.e. the mixture of C6-C8 chained phosphine
oxides (TRPO), and for TOPO in undecane, there is no optimum visible in
Figure 6a, and especially for TRPO, the trend looks continuously increasing
with increasing extractant loading, which may be explained by the absence
of stabilizing interactions of the diluent, which cause the optimum with
active diluents. The distribution coefficients in kerosene and in undecane
though, are lower than in active diluents.
For TBP the distribution ratio of acetic acid as a function of the extractant
concentration is shown in Figure 6b.44,72,134,135 TBP was only studied in
inactive diluents and MIBK with very low and continuously increasing
distribution ratios with increasing extractant concentration of 0.02 up to
2.1. Also compared to the phosphine oxides with 0.09 < KD < 4.5, the acid
distribution with TBP is low.

4.3.1.1 Effect of temperature

Figure 7 shows the effect of temperature on the acetic acid distribution
in TBP, TRPO and Alamine 336 with several inactive diluents for the
extraction of acetic acid. Although KD is low for all extractants because of
the use of inactive diluents, the sensitivity for a temperature increase can be
compared. Both phosphorous based extractants show a similar temperature
sensitivity; the temperature sensitivity of the tertiary amine Alamine 336 is
increased, especially around a temperature of 40 °C. Brouwer et al.136 found
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that for the complexation of levulinic acid and formic acid with 30 wt%
TOPO the effect of temperature on the complexation is larger in the active
diluent MIBK than in the inactive toluene.

Figure 7 Temperature-dependency of the distribution ratio of acetic
acid in
50 vol% TBP in kerosene134 ([HAc] = 3 M at equilibrium),
50 vol% TRPO in kerosene ([HAc] = 3 M at equilibrium),134
Cyanex 923 (TRPO, unknown concentration) in toluene129
([HAc]0 = 0.1 M) and
25 vol% Alamine 336 in xylene.45 The lines are
added to guide the eye.

4.3.2 Composite solvents using a nitrogen
based extractant
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Trialkyl amines are nitrogen based extractants most used for acid extractions,
usually TOA and Alamine 336 (a mixture of trialkylamines with C8-C10
chains),5,20,23,24,26,33,41,43,45,47,48,53,58,59 but also trihexyl amine5 and tridodecyl amine
(TDDA)34,100 have been reported. Recently, a tertiary amine containing
also a pyridine functionality, i.e. didodecylaminopyridine (DDAP) was
reported.29,66 The most reported active diluents are 1-octanol, chloroform
and MIBK, and the inactive diluents toluene, carbon tetrachloride (CCl4)
and hexane. In general, the distribution coefficients are lower for the inactive
diluents. Similar to the trends observed for phosphorous based extractants,
also for nitrogen based extractants the use of active or inactive diluents
results in a distinct solvent composition dependency, see Figure 8a and b.
With active diluents (Figure 8a) the distribution of acids is typically higher

than with inactive diluents, because of increased solubility of the acidamine complexes due to the interactions with the diluent. In addition, the
typical maximum in distribution at intermediate extractant concentration
is observed for active diluents, whereas for inactive diluents the maximum
in acid distribution with increasing extractant concentration is much less
pronounced, if present at all.

a

b

Figure 8 Effect of volume fraction of extractant in the solvent on the
distribution ratio of acetic acid, for TOA in a) several active diluents at
room temperature ( Alamine 336 in 1-octanol ([HAc]0= 0.5 M),45 TOA
in MIBK ([HAc]0= 0.2 M),49 in chloroform ([HAc]0= 0.1 M),44 in
decanol/dodecane ([HAc]0= 0.2 M),72 and
in 2-ethyl-hexanol ([HAc]0=
0.55 M)),47 and b) several inactive diluents at room temperature (triiso-octylamine (T-i-OA) in
toluene ([HAc]0= 0.2 M) and
hexane
137
49
([HAc]0= 0.2 M); and TOA in toluene ([HAc]0= 0.17 M)). The lines
are added to guide the eye.
In Figure 8b the effect of volume fraction of extractant in a solvent with
inactive diluent is shown. The continuously increasing trend with increasing
tri-iso-octylamine (T-i-OA) concentration is comparable to the trend using
TOA, although the acid distribution seems higher.49,137
For dicarboxylic acids in inactive diluents, the extractant concentration has
a more pronounced effect on the acid distribution than for monocarboxylic
acids, and at a high amine concentration the distribution decreases
pronouncedly,23,43 and presents an advantage for diluent-swing regeneration.
Also for aromatic acids, the diluent effects can be different than for aliphatic
acids. Athankar et al.31 showed that the extraction of benzeneacetic acid
with TOA exhibits comparable distributions for the three inactive diluents
benzene, toluene, xylene and for the active diluent hexanol, whereas
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The observed optimum can also be explained through changing
activity coefficients with varying solvent composition and by changing
stoichiometry of the complexes,95 resulting in a complex interplay of effects.
For example, in propionic acid extraction with TOA in 1-octanol, amineconcentration dependent proton transfer affects the (1,1)-complexation
constant K1,1 (concentration-based equilibrium constant), and for an acid
per amine loading of Z < 1, both the K1,1 and the loading decrease with
increasing TOA concentration, since at Z < 1 the (1,1)-complex is the
dominating complex.23,75 The decreasing K1,1 is accompanied by increasing
values for K2,1 and K3,1,75 which at Z > 1 results in an opposite loading
tendency. Furthermore, there is a decrease in loading with increasing
amine concentration for systems that include a diluent in the complex,
and a loading increase for systems that exhibit aggregation and formation
of complexes with a large number of acid and amine molecules.59 For
inactive diluents, increasing the amine concentrations above 1 mol/L will
increase the loading of acid on the amine due to the increasing polarity
(the amine is more polar than the diluent).48

4.3.2.1 Correlation of distribution with molecular
property parameters

Comparing acid distributions for various diluents, the distribution increases
in the order alkane < alkyl-subsituted aromatics < aromatic, benzene <
halogenated aromatic < ketones < proton-donating halogenated hydrocarbon
< nitrobenzene < alcohols.23 This order corresponds with increasing
Hildebrand solubility parameter and increasing acid-extractant solvation
strength. Aromatic diluents show higher distribution ratios than alkanes
due to complex stabilization by aromatic π -electrons.23,24 A comparison of
distribution coefficients in both inactive and active diluents was reported by
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a

b

c
Figure 10 Distribution coefficient for acetic acid ([HAc]0 = 0.6 M) for
extraction with 0.5 M TOA in several diluents with respect to a) the
Hildebrand solubility parameter δ of the diluents, b) the ET (30) parameter
of the diluents and c) the Kamlet-Taft polarizability parameter π* .48
Although direct parity with molecular property parameters is clearly
not always possible, Figure 11 shows that there are huge differences in
distribution coefficients with different diluents, and polarity does appear as
a major factor.29,45 In Figure 11a it is shown that decreasing the polarity by
addition of xylene clearly decreases the distribution coefficient. For other
diluents, the same trend is shown in Figure 11b and Figure 11c. For the
difference in polarity between chloroform and MIBK, not all parameters
show the same trend, as can be seen in Table 2. In this case the higher
distribution ratio using chloroform will be caused by the hydrogen-bond
donor abilities of this diluent.
In the extraction of lactic acid from an aqueous stream, Krzyzaniak et al.29
found that the distribution of lactic acid decreases with decreasing polarity
of the diluent (Figure 11d).
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a

b

c

d

Figure 11 Distribution coefficient of a) acetic acid ([HAc]0 = 0.6 M) in
liquid-liquid equilibrium with 0.5 M TOA in several diluents. (Data from
Marti et al..45) b) acetic acid ([HAc]0 = 0.6 M in the case of chloroform
and toluene, [HAc]0 = 0.42 M in the case of MIBK) in liquid-liquid
equilibrium with 0.5 M TOA in several diluents at room temperature.
(Data from Ziegenfuss et al..49) c) acetic acid ([HAc]0 = 0.6 M) in liquidliquid equilibrium with 0.5 M TOA in several diluents at 25 ℃. (Data from
Qin et al..48) and d) lactic acid (HLa) ([HLa]0 = 13 mM) in liquid-liquid
equilibrium with 0.5 M TOA in several diluents. (Data from Krzyzaniak
et al..29)
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The results by Qin et al.,48 are similar to those by Ziegenfuss et al.49 for
chloroform, but for MIBK Qin et al. report a significantly lower value,
explained by the lower acid concentration used by Ziegenfuss et al. for
MIBK.
In nitrogen extractant systems other than using a tertiary amine, also
trends for the effect of polarity are found. For the extraction of itaconic
acid (methylene succinic acid) using the quaternary ammonium salt Aliquat
336, Wasewar et al.61 found a higher extraction when a solvent with a higher
dipole moment was applied, caused by differences in self-association and
partitioning of the acids in these solvents.

4.3.2.2 Effect of temperature

Temperature affects several factors in liquid-liquid equilibria of acids with
amines, i.e. a small effect on the acid pKa,66,142 increasing acid solubility in
organic solvents, and even more in water with increasing temperature.142
Water co-extraction also increases with increasing temperature.113 The most
important temperature dependency is the decreasing acid-base complexation
strength with increasing temperature,43,66 and as a result, reactive extraction
with tertiary amines is much stronger temperature dependent than physical
extractions.5
Figure 12 shows the effect of temperature on the distribution ratio for
several solvents based on Alamine 336 and DDAP. It can be seen that
with active diluents, the distribution ratios are much higher compared to
the inactive diluents in Figure 7, and also that the temperature has more
effect on the distribution. This may be explained by the larger enthalpy
of complexation and larger K1,1. Krzyzaniak et al.66 studied the effect of
temperature on various variables in the extraction of lactic acid by DDAP
in 1-octanol. With increasing temperature the solubility of the acid in the
organic phase increases, the acid dissociation constant in the aqueous phase
decreases, and the decreasing complexation of acid and DDAP dominates.
There is a strong dependency of the distribution ratio on temperature
for DDAP. However, the distribution ratio is very high compared to the
results for Alamine 336 because of the low acid concentration applied
([HLa] = 0.4 mM at equilibrium).
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Figure 12 Temperature-dependency of the distribution ratio of acetic
acid ([HAc]0 = 0.5 M) in 25 vol% Alamine 336 in
1-octanol and
45
xylene; lactic acid ([HLa] = 0.4 mM at equilibrium) in 20 wt% DDAP
in 1-octanol66 and succinic acid ([HA]0 ≈ 0.3 M) in 0.29 M Alamine 336
in MIBK and in chloroform.43 The lines are added to guide the eye.

4.3.2.3 Effect of the nature of the acid

It was found that the acidity and hydrophobicity of the acid increased the
loading of acid on TOA,48 these trends are both straightforward correlations,
i.e. the more hydrophobic the larger the preference for an organic phase, and
the stronger the acid, the stronger the interaction with the base. In Figure
13, results of Qin et al.48 on the relation between the apparent complexation
constant K1,1, i.e. the biphasic equilibrium constant from eq (20) and the
hydrophobicity log PO/W of acids with similar pKa are shown. There is a
clear relation between the hydrophobicity and the apparent complexation
constant, which off course is due to the increasing partitioning to the organic
phase with increasing hydrophobicity.
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Figure 13 log K1,1 vs. log PO/W for complexation of 0.5 M TOA with acetic,
propionic, butyric and valeric acid in several diluents: in 1-octanol, in
MIBK and in CCl4.48 The lines are added to guide the eye.

4.3.3 Composite solvents based on ILs
4.3.3.1 Effect of composition

ILs can be diluted for practical applications to reduce the viscosity, modify the
solubility of solutes, or enable certain reactions to take place,143 reduce cost,
and decrease loss of solvent from the extract phase.144 Moreover, dilution of
the IL phase might prevent third phase formation that is observed in some
acid extractions by IL.63 Examples include the extraction of tocopherols
with imidazolium ILs using methanol as a co-solvent,145 and extraction of
tocopherol by amino acid imidazolium ILs from a reaction product mixture
with methyl linoleate.146 The co-solvent dimethylformamide decreased the
viscosity and increased the distribution coefficients and selectivity.146
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Dilution can be done with either polar or apolar diluents, and the molecular
property models described in section 4.2.3 have also been applied to
describe the effect of co-solvents on the physical properties of the IL. E.g.
for 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate,143 using the LSER with KamletTaft parameters as well as the Dimroth-Reichardt’s energy, it was shown
that even adding up to 80 mol% of the co-solvents water, methanol and
dimethylsulfoxide only had a small effect on the parameters. This was
explained by the cluster formation in the ILs that contain the co-solvent.
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Figure 14 Effect of volume fraction of IL in dodecane on the distribution
ratio of acid in equilibrium for
lactic acid (aqueous equilibrium
concentration of ≈ 0.2 M) with Cyphos IL-104,27 butyric acid (aqueous
equilibrium concentration of ≈ 0.12 M) with [CnCnCnC1N][BTMPP]
(Aliquat 336 cation with Cyanex 272 anion),84 and butyric acid (aqueous
equilibrium concentration of ≈ 0.11 M) with [C12C6C6C6P][BTMPP].150 The
lines are added to guide the eye.
Upon extraction, butyric acid was shown to reduce the viscosity of IL-104 in
systems with less than 50 wt% of IL-104 in dodecane, which is caused by the
formation of micelles of dodecane in the water saturated solvent, which was
determined by dynamic light scattering. The aggregates had a size below
100 nm and decreased in size with increasing concentration of the acid.151
In CO2-pressurized extraction of acetic acid, it was found that the CO2
behaves as a modifier of the phosphonium IL phase, increasing the distribution
coefficient up to seven times at CO2 pressures of up to 40 bar.46 For a
phoshphonium IL based extraction of carboxylic acids, the presence of salts
in the feed results in the extraction of acidic forms of anions originating from
the salts, thereby reducing the acid distribution. The acid distribution also
decreases because some of the salts increase the pH of the aqueous phase.115
Hydrophilic ILs diluted in water can help dissolve hydrophobic species
better by forming hydrotropes,152,153 whereas they may also form aqueous two
phase systems (ATPS) with aqueous salt solutions. These ATPSs have a
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faster phase separation, a lower viscosity, no use of volatile organic solvents
and more options for varying the polarity compared to ATPSs based on
organic solvents and polymers.154,155 Other possibilities to form ATPSs are
with carbohydrates and water, amino acids and water, and polymers and
water.154 Pratiwi et al.155 compared IL based ATPSs with traditional saltalcohol systems to extract succinic acid. Acid distribution ratios in the IL
based systems were generally better than in the salt - alcohol systems with
values ranging from close to zero for many salt - alcohol systems and 0.11
< KD < 3.5 for the IL based systems. Especially phosphate based aqueous
phases showed good acid distributions into imidazolium rich phases, which
is of interest because many fermentation broths contain significant amounts
of phosphate, and might be directly suitable for application in ATPSs with
an IL.

4.3.3.2 Effect of temperature

With increasing the temperature there is either no or only a small effect on
the distribution ratio of lactic acid upon extraction with a phosphonium
IL (Cyphos IL-104).27 The increased temperature did however decrease the
viscosity and the water solubility in the IL solvent, which may be a result
from less stability of the reverse micelles at elevated temperatures.27 For
25 - 40 °C, the temperature effect on imidazolium-IL extraction of ferulic acid
and caffeic acid could be described with a linear relation between the natural
logarithm of the distribution ratio and the inverse of the temperature, with
the slope determined by the (endothermic) enthalpy of complexation ranging
from 3 to 10 kJ/mol.156 For all types of imidazolium-ILs studied, an increase
of temperature had only a small but positive effect on the distribution
ratio.156 A small increase of distribution ratio with increasing temperature
was also found for the imidazolium-IL based extraction of phenols.157
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4.4 Solvent regeneration

There are several regeneration methods for the recovery of solvents and
acids after acid extraction. In the case of volatile acids, or volatile solvents
or both, the simplest option appears to be evaporation or distillation of the
acid directly from the solvent, or vice versa.22,158-160 When neither the acid
nor the solvent is volatile, other regeneration strategies are to be followed,161
such as reactive back-extraction or back-extraction using a diluent-swing
or a temperature-swing. Sometimes simple solutions appear, such as
precipitation upon removal of co-extracted water, e.g. for succinic acid,
fumaric acid, and adipic acid.42 In many processes, also raffinate treatment
is necessary to recover leached solvent, and sometimes raffinate properties
are tailored on purpose, e.g. to salt-out the carboxylic acid.162 Salting-out
with MgCl2 allowed for thermal decomposition to form MgO, which could
re-enter the process to basify the broth during fermentation.162

4.4.1 Regeneration by evaporation and stripping

Regeneration in the case of acids that are reasonably volatile might be performed
through direct evaporation of the acids from high boiling solvents. Recent
developments include molecular distillation applied for IL regeneration.163 In
the case recovery can be done simply by evaporation, the theoretical heat
duty corresponds with evaporation of the acid and the co-extracted water,
and subsequent distillation of the aqueous acid stream. Direct evaporation
may impose huge heat duties, such as the 31.5 GJ per ton levulinic acid as
calculated by Brouwer et al.,136 or even regeneration difficulties when the
affinity between solvent and acid is too high. Reyhanitash et al.87 found that
at low acid loading in the IL [P666,14][Phos], it is impossible to distill off the
acids from the IL due to partial proton exchange from the carboxylic acids
to the phosphinate anion of the IL, and strong hydrogen bonding leading to
(1,1)-complexes of the phosphinate anions with carboxylic acid/carboxylate.
At higher acid loadings, direct thermal recovery may be applied, but at loadings
of one acid molecule per ion pair and below, an alternative regeneration has
to be considered such as washing with an aqueous solution of a volatile base,87
preferably assisted by dilution of the IL with an inactive diluent, based on the
dilution-effect on the distribution shown in Figure 14.
Han et al.164 used inactive diluents to recover lactic acid from extract phases
with methylene chloride in a simple distillation process where lactic acid
is removed via the reboiler and methylene chloride was obtained from the
condenser. The efficiency of the process at a temperature of 50 °C was
approximately 70% for all inactive alkane diluents, except for the active
chlorobenzene (16.7%). The effect of the volume percentage of active diluent
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is significantly larger than that of the temperature difference. Especially at
low concentrations of active diluent (<40%) the effect of concentration on
the efficiency is high for the inactive diluents. The effect of temperature is
smaller for active diluents and those with a higher polarity and follows the
order chloroform < pentane < MIBK < chlorobenzene.164

4.4.2 Regeneration by reactive back-extraction

To maximize solvent regeneration, back-extraction with a strong acid
may be applied, e.g. HCl has been reported, that can be distilled off later
in the process.5,64,141 Because of the back-extraction with HCl, the solute
concentration in the back-extract is higher than in the feed. However, still
further processing is required to recycle the HCl and regenerate the solvent.
In addition, when using HCl-solutions for back-extraction, too low yields
for viable processes are obtained. Alternatively, bases may be used for
back-extraction to obtain higher yields, e.g. using sodium hydroxide producing
sodium carboxylate, and recovery using aqueous amines in distillation where
amides are produced,5 and with concentrated ammonia where ammonium
lactate was produced.165 For all non-volatile bases, additional treatment is
necessary to recover the carboxylic acid in pure acidic form, resulting in
by-product formation. Especially for the production of bio-based plastics on a
bulk scale, huge volumes of by-products (salts) are not desirable. The use of a
volatile amine for the back-extraction allows for subsequent decomposition of
the formed salt,5,61,87,141 which appears to be a sustainable solution. However,
additional recovery challenges might occur when the amine is leached into
the solvent phase. Back-extraction with trimethylamine (TMA) followed by
thermal cracking or esterification of the trimethyl ammonium carboxylate,
was shown to allow for full regeneration of lactic acid and succinic acid from
Amberlite LA-2 and Alamine 336 in different diluents.25

4.4.3 Regeneration by physical back-extraction

With physical back-extraction typically less difficulties are faced in the
regeneration stage after the back-extraction, but concentrations might
be limited. Some elegant solutions, e.g. using supercritical CO2, shown
by Kroon et al.166 to selectively recover a phenylalanine ester from an
imidazolium IL after extraction, may be applicable for acids as well, yielding
the final product after releasing the pressure from the CO2-rich phase.
When the extraction and back-extraction are done with the same solvent,
impurities may be removed from the system, but it is hard to increase the
concentration of the solutes, and when maintaining the same temperature
as in the extraction, the concentration of the solutes typically even reduces,
requiring a heavy heat duty to distill off the water from the back-extract.66
Methods to concentrate the back-extract are desirable.
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back-extraction column is increased to lower the complexation constants.
In a diluent-swing method, the composition of the extract-phase is
changed by removing an active diluent or adding an inactive diluent as an
anti-solvent. Especially when strong effects in acid distribution are observed
with extractant concentration, this approach is interesting, at the drawback
of needing extra operations to add and remove diluent.

4.4.3.1 Temperature-swing regeneration

The opportunity of temperature-swing regeneration is dependent on the
mechanism and strength of interaction. Various (hypothetical) isotherms are
drawn in Figure 15 (based on eq (6), (14) and (15)), for (1,1)-complexation
in Figure 15a, and for (1,1) and (2,1)-complexation in Figure 15b. Strong
(1,1)-complexation results in a stronger curvature, displayed for physical
partitioning with Km = 0.1. Decreasing K1,1 with temperature results in less
curved lines at higher temperatures.43 For higher Km values, higher organic
phase concentrations are observed, as well as less curved equilibrium lines
more close to each other. This effect is stronger with a higher enthalpy of
complexation.
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a

b

Figure 15 a) Effect of increasing K1,1 value on the equilibrium curve for
a system with an extractant concentration of 0.24 M, K1,1 ranges from
5 - 90, K2,1 is 0. The physical extraction Km= 0.1. The organic phase and
aqueous phase have an equal volume, and b) effect of increasing K2,1 value
on the equilibrium curve for the same system, K2,1 ranges from 0 - 40, K1,1
is 5.
Figure 15b shows typical equilibrium curves for increasing K2,1, and the
shape of these equilibrium curves can be compared with gas adsorption
isotherms where there is a difference between either Langmuir monolayer
adsorption or BET theory multilayer adsorption.136,168 The graph associated
with monolayer adsorption (Type 1) is more curved than the one associated
with the multilayer adsorption (Type II).113,136,168 In the case of complex
formation of different stoichiometry, type I applies to (1,1)-complex
formation and type II might indicate the formation of larger complexes. In
type II there is an increase in acid concentration in the organic phase for
higher aqueous concentrations of acid, which can be correlated with the
critical acid concentration as reported by Tamada.23 However, this is only
based on the complexation in the solvent phase, excluding diluent effects on
the physical extraction and solubility of acids and complexes.

Solvents with phosphorous based extractants

Figure 7 shows that for the phosphorous based extractants, the distribution
coefficient of acids decreases with increasing temperature. This can be
applied in a temperature-swing regeneration process. The effectiveness of
temperature-swing may be indicated by the curvature of the equilibrium
line between the aqueous and organic phase in the McCabe-Thiele diagram.
Substantially curved lines may result in a tangent pinch that complicates
back-extraction.43 Brouwer et al.136 showed that the effect of temperature
on the acid distribution ratio is even stronger when active diluents are
applied instead of inactive diluents. The combination of TOPO in MIBK
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resulted in a high distribution ratio of levulinic acid and a high selectivity of
levulinic acid and formic acid over sulphuric acid. Brouwer et al.136 applied
a double extraction-temperature-swing back-extraction to concentrate
levulinic acid and formic acid from aqueous streams using 30 wt% TOPO
in MIBK as solvent. Because of the more curved isotherm of formic acid at
lower concentrations (comparable to isotherms shown in Figure 15a for high
K1,1-values), in the first extraction step the concentration factor of formic
acid is lower than that of levulinic acid. After the second step, at higher
concentrations, the overall concentration factors of both acids become equal.

Solvents with nitrogen based extractants

For the complexation of TOA, the decrease in entropy and the exothermic
complexation enthalpy are larger for succinic acid than for lactic acid.
Therefore, according to Tamada and King43 temperature-swing regeneration
is more applicable for the extraction of succinic acid by Alamine 336 in
MIBK. This is because as a result of the larger enthalpy of complexation
the temperature effect on the distribution ratio is also larger, as can be
explained by eq (13). These differences in enthalpy and entropy may be
caused by differences between these acids in the partial molar heat of mixing
of either the complex in the solvent or the acid in the aqueous phase, or a
difference in the enthalpy of complexation.43 For extraction of lactic acid by
Alamine 336, San-Martin et al.52 reveal a larger enthalpy of complexation
for the (1,2) and (1,3)-complexes with toluene as the diluent, compared to
MIBK or chloroform. Therefore the temperature effect for the extraction
with toluene applied as the diluent is also larger. However, the distribution
ratios in this system are around 1, much smaller than typical values around
3 - 8 or even higher for the lactic acid distribution ratio in the case of active
diluents,23,29,43 increasing the S/F ratio and energy required.

Ionic liquid based solvents

For acid extraction with ILs there is either no effect of temperature or only a
very small (positive) effect of increasing temperature,27,156,157 which makes the
IL based solvent not a good candidate for temperature-swing regeneration.
However, a positive effect of increased temperature on the solvent is a
decreased viscosity and water solubility, which may be advantageous in a
process.27 Another positive effect of increased temperature and decreased
viscosity, reported for metal ion extraction, is the increased ion transfer
rate that can reduce the processing time.169 In the extraction of metals with
imidazolium ILs there is also a positive relation between the distribution of
metal ions and the temperature.170 When the temperature was decreased to
room temperature after equilibrating at elevated temperatures, the change
of metal ion distribution was slow and did not decrease to the expected
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value at room temperature. These phenomena are considered a result of
non-reversible temperature induced differences in the non-homogeneous
structure of the IL and its effect on parameters such as viscosity, water
solubility and therefore also on metal ion partitioning.170

4.4.3.2 Diluent-swing regeneration

Tangent pinches in temperature swing operations might be solved with a
diluent swing,113 yielding a combination of the two swings.43 The diluent
swing at isothermal operation may as well offer an opportunity to increase
the concentration, as follows from the solvent composition-dependent
distribution, which is observed in all three classes of composite solvents
(Figure 6, Figure 8 and Figure 14).
Especially at lower concentrations of solute, diluent-swing might be
advantageous because of a larger equilibrium shift for low concentrations
of solute.113 Literature examples of back-extractions using diluent-swing
mostly involve amine extractants. For example, Krzyzaniak et al.29 used
heptane as an anti-solvent to lower the distribution in the back-extraction
of lactic acid with DDAP in 1-octanol. The high volatility of heptane
allows for distilling off the anti-solvent after the back-extraction. In a single
stage back-extraction process, a three times dilution in heptane increased
the recovery from approximately 10-20 % to 60-70 %,29 and a maximum
concentration factor of 3.15-6.06 for 373 K in the back-extraction step was
calculated. The outlet concentration was only 0.041-0.078 M due to very
diluted starting conditions.66 Heptane was also applied to strongly decrease
the distribution of succinic acid, by promoting intramolecular hydrogen
bonding of succinic acid, and reducing acid-extractant interactions,171
making this a good strategy for back-extraction.
Another option is to use a gaseous anti-solvent, for example propane, which
reduces the need of distillation of the anti-solvent.172 In such processes the
anti-solvent is simply removed by releasing the pressure.
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KD, forward extraction step
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(28)

The goal of the comparison of the three regeneration processes is to obtain
a general insight on the influences of the parameters KD, KD/K’D and the
initial concentration of the acid on the energy requirements of regeneration
processes. In all of these processes there is an extraction column and an
extra column to regenerate the solvent. In the diluent-swing processes there
is an extra distillation column to evaporate a part of the solvent or the antisolvent.
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Feed (water + acid)

S/F =
1.5 · S/Fmin

Extract
(solvent, acid)

S/F =
1.5 · S/Fmin

Back-extract
(acid, water)

water

Counter-current
extraction
column

xout = 0.001

Counter-current
back-extraction
column

Evaporator

yin = 0

xout = 0.001

water

Solvent recycle
(solvent, acid)

Raffinate
(water, acid)

Concentrated acid

Figure 16 Flowsheet of extraction process with temperature-swing backextraction followed by evaporation. If applicable, the evaporator can be
replaced by a distillation column.
Extract
(solvent, acid)

Feed (water + acid)
S/F =
1.5 · S/Fmin

Extract
(acid, water)

70 vol% extractant,
diluent, acid

yin = 0.001

S/F =
1.5 · S/Fmin
water

Counter-current
extraction
column

Solvent
Distillation

Counter-current
back-extraction
column

Evaporator

yin = 0

xout = 0.001

water
Concentrated acid

Raffinate
(water, acid)

Recycled Solvent

xout = 0.001

Figure 17 Flowsheet of extraction process with diluent-swing backextraction by distilling of the solvent followed by evaporation. If applicable,
the evaporator can be replaced by a distillation column.
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Feed (water + acid)

Extract
(solvent, acid, water)

Extract
(solvent, acid, water)

Acid + water
Anti-solvent
Counter-current
extraction
column

Anti-solvent
distillation

Counter-current
back-extraction
column

Evaporator

water
Concentrated acid
Raffinate
(water, solvent, acid)

Solvent

Solvent + anti-solvent

Figure 18 Flowsheet of extraction process with diluent-swing backextraction by adding anti-solvent followed by evaporation. If applicable,
the evaporator can be replaced by a distillation column.
The following assumptions were made:
• The solvent-to-feed ratio (S/F) was set to 1.5 x (S/F)min, which was
calculated by eq (25) in combination with eq (26) for Yout,max.
• The weight fraction of the feed leaving the extractor xout was set to
0.001, for both extraction and back-extraction.
• 90 % recovery of the acid in the feed stream is assumed.
• Leaching of solvent or water co-extraction are not taken into account.
• The model solvent phase is 30 vol% TOA in octanol, with the
corresponding heat capacity and density.
• For ‘diluent-swing - evaporation’ the heat capacity and heat of
evaporation of octanol are used, and after evaporation there is 70 vol%
TOA in the solvent.
• For ‘diluent-swing - anti-solvent’ the heat capacity and heat of
evaporation of heptane are used, and a volume ratio of 1:1 is used.
• The evaporation process uses only 25 % of the energy that would be required
for evaporating the stream in a normal process by using a five effect evaporator.
• A temperature difference of 10 °C is used in the heat integration to heat
ingoing streams of the back-extraction units and the evaporators.
• Eproduct/Eevaporation, or E/E is the energy required for the process expressed
as a fraction of the energy that would be required for using evaporation
of the feed stream to reach the same concentration factor.
• A constant value of KD is assumed, but the shape or possible pinch
points of the equilibrium curve is not taken into account.
• The boiling point of the acid is assumed to be higher than that of the solvents.
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Figure 19 Effect of initial acid concentration, distribution coefficient
and ratio of distribution coefficients in back-extraction and extraction on
the concentration factor and energy requirements of three acid extraction
processes, based on temperature-swing (squares), based on diluent-swing
by evaporation (circles) and based on diluent-swing by adding an antisolvent (diamonds). Blue symbols represent an initial acid concentration
[HA]0 of 5 wt% and black symbols represent 1 wt%.
For all three processes, the initial acid concentration was varied between
1 and 5 wt%. For the distribution value of acid between the aqueous and
organic phase, either 2 or 8 was used. For KD/K’D, 2 and 2.5 were used. For
diluent-swing with anti-solvent, an additional factor of 2 for KD/K’D was
applied over the standard factor to account for the changing nature of the
diluent (decreased solvent polarity). For all combinations of variables, the
results for the obtained concentration factor, as defined in eq (4), and the
energy required compared to the energy of evaporation are shown in Figure
19.
In general, the influence of the initial acid concentration is small; a higher
concentration slightly decreases the obtained concentration factor and
increases the energy demand compared to that for evaporation. Also,
temperature-swing regeneration requires more energy than each of the
diluent-swing processes. Unlike for temperature-swing regeneration, the
relative energy demand decreases strongly with increasing KD for both
diluent-swing processes. For temperature-swing regeneration, the effect of
increasing KD/K’D on the relative energy required is larger than for increasing
KD, as was also found by Tamada.113
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The process of diluent-swing by evaporation yields the highest concentration
factors and has the lowest energy requirements compared to other processes.
For diluent-swing regeneration both by evaporation and by addition of
anti-solvent, the effect of increasing KD is stronger than increasing KD/K’D.
This is remarkable taking into account that for the anti-solvent process an
additional factor of 2 is added for KD/K’D. The effect of KD/K’D is similar
for regeneration by both temperature-swing and diluent-swing by addition
of anti-solvent.
Brouwer et al.136 calculated the energy requirements for a temperatureswing based regeneration process. In a double extraction–back-extraction
cycle for levulinic acid and formic acid the concentration factor for both
acids was 2.45, using a heater duty of 4.5 MJ per kg of lactic acid that is
produced.136 However, still a final distillation column is required to obtain
the pure products. After the pre-concentration by the double extractionback-extraction cycles, the distillation heat duty reduced from 31.5 MJ/kg
acid to 11.3 MJ/kg acid.136
Tamada113 studied the performance of both diluent-swing and temperatureswing processes to achieve 95 % recovery of succinic acid. The process of
temperature-swing is based on a binary solvent of Alamine 336 in MIBK
over a temperature range of 25-80 °C, and the diluent-swing process is based
on Alamine 336 in chloroform where half of the solvent was evaporated. The
concentration factor at a feed concentration of 0.1 M is approximately 9 for
diluent-swing and around 7 for temperature-swing, which is high because
the complexation of a tertiary amine is more temperature dependent than
the complexation of a phosphine oxide136 or aminopyridine.66 In the case
of 1.2 times the minimum solvent-to-feed ratio for a feed concentration of
0.1 M the temperature-swing process used approximately 9 MJ/kg acid
produced, which is only a third of the energy of the diluent-swing process
(26 MJ/kg acid produced), although resulting in lower concentrations of
the product (product concentration of 0.44 M instead of 0.64 M for diluentswing).113 For the temperature-swing regeneration process, a large shift in
equilibrium allows for the use of less water in the regenerator and therefore
a higher product concentration. For the diluent-swing the costs are mainly
determined by the required total diluent flow that dominates the costs of
evaporation in the regeneration. Higher distribution ratios can reduce this
solvent flow.113
Similar to the results presented in Figure 19, the results from Tamada113
also imply that not only the distribution ratio KD influences the energy and
amount of solvent required in a regeneration process, also the distribution
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ratio that is achieved at the changed conditions in the back-extraction step
K’D has a strong effect. This distribution ratio in the back-extraction step
was also incorporated by Krzyzaniak et al.66 in eq (27) as 1/KD.

4.5 Conclusions

Solvent developments for liquid-liquid extraction (LLX) of carboxylic acids
were described for three main categories of solvents: composite solvents
containing nitrogen based extractants, phosphorous based extractants and
ionic liquids. The mechanism of extraction is influenced by multiple variables.
Next to the characteristics of the acid and the extractant, the diluent plays
an important role in the mechanism. There are many parameters that
aim to describe the effect of the diluent on the liquid-liquid equilibrium.
However, there is no single parameter that can describe all effects. The
mechanism of complexation describes the various types of complexes that
are formed in the organic phase during LLX. The complexes that are formed
are also dependent on the diluent, and they determine the loading of the
organic phase. The diluent not only influences the extraction in terms of
polarity, solvation capacity and the dimerization constant of the acid in
a specific diluent, but active diluents also affect the extraction through
specific interactions and stabilization of complexes. Furthermore, the
diluent influences the enthalpy change of the complexation reaction which
determines the temperature effect. Reverse micelles are often present in IL
solvents. This specific formation of clusters is a result of the combination of
electrostatic and intermolecular forces. Two mechanisms play a role in the
extraction of acids by ionic liquids, formation of complexes between IL and
organic acid, and formation of reverse micelles that include the acid. Water
can also be extracted through these two mechanisms.
The effect on the loading differs for dicarboxylic and monocarboxylic acids.
For dicarboxylic acids, there is a decrease in loading with increasing diluent
concentration, while for monocarboxylic acids there is only a small effect
of increasing diluent concentration. The effect for dicarboxylic acids is an
advantage in the case of diluent-swing regeneration. The hydrophobicity of
the acids and the presence of additional functional groups are also important
factors in the mechanism of LLX. In general, more hydrophobic and stronger
monocarboxylic acids have a higher distribution ratio in TOA and also show
a higher loading of TOA. Systems other than amine based extractants are
also affected by the polarity and specific interactions of the diluent.
Using active, polar and proton donating diluents for the extraction of
carboxylic acids results in higher values of the distribution ratio compared
to inactive diluents. However, with such solvents the back-extraction of the
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acids is more complicated. Therefore, combining both active and inactive
diluents is a promising approach. Ionic liquids can be diluted to improve
practical applications by reducing the viscosity, thereby modifying the
solubility of solutes. Adding a polar diluent to an ionic liquid mixture can
also increase the distribution coefficients. An important advantage is that
an IL mixture with up to 80 mol% of co-solvent can still have the main
properties of the IL.
The most beneficial swing for regeneration is diluent-swing regeneration by
evaporation of a part of the diluent. This regeneration process increases the
concentration factor that is obtained and reduces the energy demand. This
means that not only a high KD is important, but so is the swing in KD.
Based on this, future work should focus on systems where KD/K’D is high.
This implies that, instead of improving the KD a good approach is to start
with KD values that are moderate. Since the affinity is lower in these cases,
a high KD/K’D might be obtained by using a binary diluent that consists of
both an active and an inactive diluent. Furthermore, in temperature-swing
regeneration processes, a higher KD/K’D is obtained for a higher enthalpy
of complexation. Therefore, research should focus on which combinations
of extractants and diluents result in the largest enthalpies of complexation.
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Improving understanding of solvent
effects on intermolecular interactions
in reactive liquid-liquid extraction

Abstract

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and molecular modeling (MM) were
combined with liquid-liquid equilibrium data to obtain a better understanding
of solvent effects on the complexation in reactive liquid-liquid extraction.
Two examples with ample extraction literature available were studied, acetic
acid extraction and phenol extraction. Interactions with binary solvents
were studied. Based on the insight and quantification of complexation with
MM and ITC, models describing the liquid-liquid equilibrium (LLE) were
formulated and validated with experiments, showing that ITC can predict
LLE. ITC together with MM can indeed yield additional insight in the
complexation behavior in reactive liquid-liquid extraction and may guide
solvent selection procedures.

This chapter has been published as: Lisette M. J. Sprakel, Boelo Schuur,
“Improving understanding of solvent effects on intermolecular interactions
in reactive liquid-liquid extraction with isothermal titration calorimetry and
molecular modeling”, J. Ind. Eng. Chem., pp. 364-373, 2019
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5.1 Introduction

Liquid-liquid extraction (LLX) is a commonly used technique with
applications in the petrochemical industry,1 pharmaceutical industry,2-4 nylon
industry,5 wastewater treatment6 and fermentation processes.7-9 For feed
streams where one of the components is present in very low concentration,
distillation is intrinsically inefficient.10 Affinity based separation processes
such as liquid-liquid extraction that address the dilute solute are promising
alternatives for such dilute solute streams. With the changing orientation
of the chemical industry towards more renewable feedstock, affinity
separations become much more important.11 The selection or design of the
most appropriate solvent is not straight forward, as the solvent should
preferentially have a high capacity and selectivity in the extraction step to
reduce the solvent-to-feed ratio, but regeneration should also be possible
to recycle the solvent and obtain the solute preferentially in concentrated
streams. Good understanding of the intermolecular interactions in solvents
that are typically reactive is required to find the best combination of a
good distribution in the primary separation, while allowing for proper
regeneration of the solvent.
For physical solvents a number of solvent screening approaches is available,
e.g. based on the linear solvation energy relationship (LSER) or the more
expanded Abrahams model.12 The drawback of these models is that new
solvents first need to be parametrized based on distributions of solutes with
known parameters, which is labor intensive. Alternatively, COSMO-RS
may be applied,13 a software package deriving its parameters from quantum
chemical calculations. This might still be time-consuming if the solvent is
not in the database. For reactive solvents, affinity scales describing the
interaction between extractants and solutes may be more applicable for
solvent screening.14 Examples of these scales are the BF3-affinity scale for
strong interactions and the pKBHX hydrogen-bond basicity scale for weak
interactions.15
All of these approaches may yield initial screening results, after which indepth studies are required, because typically conditions change between
the extraction and regeneration and the effect of the conditions on the
solvent is highly important information in the selection of a solvent and
design of an LLX process.16 Since this effect cannot be based on the affinity
scales or empirical linear relationships, a good insight in and understanding
of the mechanism and interactions of the complexation is required. We
aim to obtain this insight by combining theoretical and practical methods,
including direct homogeneous measurement of interaction energy through
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), and molecular modeling (MM).
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The studies are complemented and validated using liquid-liquid-equilibria
(LLE). With this approach, direct results are obtained on the complexation
behavior between solvent and solute, and interpretation thereof is aided by
MM. The extractions of acetic acid (HAc) and the less acidic phenol (PhOH)
serve as case studies that were selected because of industrial relevance,
resulting in ample literature being available, e.g. on the extraction of acids
from fermentation processes7,8 and other biobased streams17 and removal of
phenol from wastewater,18,19 that can be used for comparison.
A key factor in extraction processes is the ratio of the distribution coefficient
(eq (1)) in the forward extraction over the back-extraction.16 The effect of
operational parameters such as the choice of diluent and the temperature
on the intermolecular interactions between solute and extractant (and
thus indirectly the distribution ratio) was studied with ITC and MM for
extraction systems using tri-n-octylamine (TOA),19-21 trioctylphosphine
oxide (TOPO) and tributylphosphate (TBP).22-27 Extractant structures are
given in Figure 1. Based on the insights in the intermolecular interaction
behavior with temperature and diluent composition, future research can be
directed, not only with regard to solvent composition but also for extractant
design. With the upcoming biorefinery separations, development of new
LLX systems is highly important and may be aided using the combination
of ITC and MM reported here.

Trioctylamine (TOA)

Trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO)

Tributylphosphate (TBP)

Figure 1 Structure of extractants trioctylamine (TOA), trioctylphosphine
oxide (TOPO) and tributylphosphate (TBP) applied in this work.
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5.2 Theory

The distribution ratio of an acid HA as defined in eq (1) results from a set of
simultaneous equilibria displayed in Figure 2. The overbar indicates organic
phase compounds, and B is the extractant.

KD,a =

ca
ca

(1)

Organic Phase
K1,1

𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵 ↔ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
Kn+1,1

↔

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴 + 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵 ↔ (𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴)𝑛𝑛+1 𝐵𝐵
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
Km

Ka

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ↔ 𝐻𝐻 + + 𝐴𝐴−
Aqueous Phase

Figure 2 Schematic overview of reactions in a liquid-liquid equilibrium.
Next to aqueous phase acid dissociation (Ka) and physical acid partitioning
(Km), complexes with B in various stoichiometries can be observed depending
on the system and the conditions.28 E.g. for tertiary amines, next to direct
binding of the first acid to the amine, additional acid molecules can bind
sequentially to the acid amine complex through hydrogen bonding.28,29 It is
assumed that the interactions of all sequentially hydrogen bonding acids
are identical, but may be different from the interaction of the first acid
with the amine. The example in Figure 3a28 shows proton transfer from the
first acid to the extractant, whereas also extraction mechanisms in which
hydrogen bonding is the dominating interaction for the first acid have been
reported.22,28,30
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a.

a

b

b.

Figure 3 Complex of trioctylamine with a) three acetic acid molecules
and b) acetic acid and the active diluent 1-octanol.
To account for the difference in interaction of the first acid and following
c
acids with the extractant, a consecutive
KD,a31 = a reactions model can be applied in the
case of overloading of the amine. The
c a first reaction is described in eq (2).
HA + Bc
HAB
a

(2)

KD,a =

HAB  with reaction enthalpy ΔH1,1.
In this reaction the (1,1)-complex iscformed
a
K1,1 =
The equilibrium constant of this
 HAB
HAc +reaction
BHA
KB1,1 can be defined as:

a
  
HAB
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B
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additional fitting parameters K1,1,O and ΔH3.
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5.3 Experimental
5.3.1 Chemicals

Chemicals were used without further purification and commercially obtained
from Sigma Aldrich (acetic acid (HAc, > 99.7 %), phenol (PhOH, > 99
%), trioctylamine (TOA, 98 %), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99 %),
1-octanol (> 99 %), heptane (99 %), methylisobutylketon (MIBK, ≥ 99
%), chloroform (≥ 99 %), ethyl acetate (99.8 %)), from Acros Organics
(tributylphosphate (TBP, 99 %)) and from VWR International (toluene (>
99.5 %)).

5.3.2 Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)

Isothermal titration calorimetry was performed on a TA Instruments TAM
III Microcalorimeter, operated with the procedure previously published.31
For experiments with TBP a 1 mL sample vial was used that contained
about 0.65 mL of organic solvent. Unless mentioned otherwise, the
extractant concentration was 0.24 M. The injection volume was set between
5 - 20 µL and the injection interval was 75 minutes to ensure that the signal
was back at the baseline level. In the case of acetic acid, blank titration
measurements were performed to correct for dilution of the titrant. For the
experiment with 2.4 M TBP in heptane (> 50 vol%) the data were corrected
with the heat released from the last injection because the sample mixture is
much more polar than the pure heptane in the blank measurement. For the
experiments with phenol and TOA the data were corrected with the energy
released by the last injection because of the low K-value and heat release,
whereas for TOPO and TBP the data were corrected based on the results of
blank measurements. Previous work on a similar system of acetic acid and
0.24 M TOA with a parameter fit based on the sequential model of eq (2)-(5)
showed standard deviations of 11 % in K1,1, 4.2 % in ΔH1,1, 26 % in Kn+1,1,
12 % in ΔHn+1,1 and 1.4 % in n.31
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5.3.3 Liquid-liquid equilibria (LLE)

LLE experiments were performed by mixing 3 ml of an aqueous acid solution
with 3 ml of an organic solution in 10 mL glass vials. The initial acetic
acid concentration was 2.0 wt% and the initial phenol concentration was
1.0 wt%. Vials were extensively shaken by hand and vortex mixer, and
then placed into a shaking water bath with a shaking speed of 200 rpm for
4 hours. Thereafter the phases were allowed to settle for 1 hour, after which
samples were taken from the aqueous phase for analysis. The concentrations
in the organic phase were determined by a mass balance. The temperature
in the shaking bath was set to either 20 °C or 60 °C.

5.3.4 HPLC

The aqueous phase of the LLE experiments was analyzed with an Agilent
HPLC 1200 series equipped with a Refractive Index (RI) Detector (error ≤ 1
%). The columns used are an Agilent Hi-plex H+ Column (300*7.7 mm) or
a GROM Resin H+ IEX (250*8 mm) column, with a 5 mM H2SO4 solution
mobile phase and a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min.

5.3.5 Molecular modeling

Molecular Modeling of the intermolecular interactions was performed with
Wavefunction Spartan’16 Parallel software. The interaction between two
molecules can be described using the energy of the system of molecules
as a function of the intermolecular distance. To obtain these profiles
for the acids and extractants applied in this study, calculations were
performed with a constrained distance between the acid and extractant
modeled. For each distance, the optimized geometries and energy profiles
were calculated for the molecules with the Hartree-Fock 6-31G* level of
calculation, since higher order calculations showed no significant differences.
The calculated energies were normalized by referencing them to systems
with a very large intermolecular distance whose interaction energy was set
at zero. For solvation the SM8 model was used in combination with the
Hartree-Fock method, which is a parametrization for all atoms that treats
the solvent as a continuous field. The carbon chain length of extractants
with long hydrocarbon tails was shortened to reduce the computation time.
A comparison between complexes of trioctylamine (TOA) and tripropylamine
(TPA) with up to five acid molecules showed that the structures and relative
interaction energies of the complexes are not significantly dependent on the
carbon chain length of the amine. There is only an increase in the absolute
interaction energy for the complex of the first acid with TOA, a direct result
of the increased carbon chain length. This will however have a similar effect
for all applied diluents and extractants.
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5.4 Results and discussion

5.4.1 Typical ITC experiment

In Figure 4 the results of a typical ITC experiment are displayed, in which
acetic acid is titrated into the solvent comprising of 0.24 M TOA in toluene
at 20 °C. In Figure 4a the heat released by the reaction of the components is
shown. The ‘S-curve’ in Figure 4b is obtained by integrating the heat release
from Figure 4a. The first data point (at the lowest value of molar ratio) is
very high. A deviant first data point is seen more often in the experiments
and is probably caused by either air that is present in the injection line,
diffusive loss of titrant35 or an extra drop of titrant at the tip of the injection
line. This integrated curve is used to fit the thermodynamic parameters of
the system.

a

b
Figure 4 ITC results for a typical experiment, with a) heat flow of
periodical titration of acetic acid to trioctylamine (0.24 M) in toluene at
T = 20 °C, injection volume = 10 µL, and b) integrated ITC curve.
Figure 5 shows the integrated ITC-results and sequential reaction model
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fit for an experiment in which the accuracy of the first part of the curve is
improved by decreasing the injection volume of the first six injections. The
larger negative ΔH1,1 (-23.2 kJ/mol) than ΔHn+1,1 (-20.0 kJ/mol) results
from the double S-shape of the isotherm, and indicates that the first acid is
bound stronger than the subsequent acids.

Figure 5 ITC results for titrating acetic acid to trioctylamine (0.24 M)
in toluene at T = 20 °C, injection volume = 3 µL for the first injection,
5 µL for injections 2-6, 10 µL for injection 7-21 and 15 µL for further
injections.
experimental data, dashed line represents the sequential
reaction model fit based on eq (2)-(5).
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5.4.2 Solvent composition effects on complex
formation

For each of the three extractants studied for acetic acid complexation,
several diluents were applied. The results are displayed in Figure 6, with
0.24 M TOA in Figure 6a, with 0.24 M TOPO in Figure 6b, and with
0.24 M TBP in Figure 6c. In Figure 6a, different types of curves can be
distinguished. For TOA in chloroform, the heat effect is larger than for
the other diluents and the first measurement point is very low compared
to the rest, a typical problem with the first point that was also shown
for the typical experiment in Figure 4. TOA in 1-octanol results in the
second largest heat effect, also reducing strongly around a molar ratio
of 1. The other diluents all show the steep part at higher molar ratio.
Where toluene and heptane exhibit a flat region in the beginning of the
curve, MIBK and ethyl acetate show an increasing heat release.
The active and protic diluents chloroform and 1-octanol thus promote
complexation, indicated by the large heat release. Due to competitive
hydrogen bonding of these diluents, a 1:1 stoichiometry is observed. The
inactive diluents toluene and heptane exhibit a lower energy release,
but due to the absence of hydrogen bonding with the diluent, multiple
acids add to the complexes through hydrogen bonding. MIBK and ethyl
acetate are active hydrogen bond accepting diluents, and the loss of
hydrogen bonds between extractant and diluent results in a reduced net
heat release at low stoichiometry. Their hydrogen bonds are less strong
than the double hydrogen bonds between two acids, also resulting in
overloading.
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a

b

c
Figure 6 Effect of diluent on ITC ‘S - curve’ for the net heat of
complexation of the reaction of acetic acid and extractant in the active
protic solvents 1-octanol, chloroform, in the hydrogen bond accepting
solvents
ethyl acetate and
MIBK and in the inactive solvents
toluene and
heptane, with a) 0.24 M TOA, b) 0.24 M TOPO and c)
TBP (2.3 M in ethyl acetate, 1.1 M in MIBK, 1.8 M in toluene and 2.4
M in heptane).
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The effect of the diluent on the heat of complexation of acetic acid with
TOPO (Figure 6b), is different than for TOA (Figure 6a). For the active and
protic 1-octanol as a diluent the heat of complexation is almost negligible.
The other diluents all show a steep decrease in the heat of complexation
around a stoichiometry of 1 acid per TOPO molecule, indicating
1:1 stoichiometry. Apparently the nature of the complexes does not favor
additional interactions with acids. For the inactive diluents toluene and
heptane a larger heat of complexation is shown than for the hydrogen bond
accepting diluents MIBK and ethyl acetate. From this we can conclude that
the interaction between TOPO and 1-octanol is of similar intensity as the
interaction between TOPO and acetic acid. This effect might also be the
reason why the heat of complexation is lower for MIBK and ethyl acetate.
Similar trends were obtained for the heat of complexation of acetic acid
with TBP (Figure 6c) although with a much higher TBP concentration
because at 0.24 M it was not possible to obtain a proper ‘S-curve’. It should
be mentioned that from increasing the TBP concentration also a change
in the K-value is expected, as K depends on extractant concentration.24,31,36
For TBP no protic diluents were applied, since all other diluents already
showed a low heat of complexation and low complexation constants, visible
through shallow slopes in the ITC-curves.

5.4.3 Fitting of the data

The isotherms in Figure 6a were fit with the sequential binding model that
allows the formation of two types of complexes, described by eq (2) and
eq (4). The fitted parameters are shown in Table 1 for complexation at a
temperature of 20 °C.
Table 1 Fit parameters of ITC data on complexation of acetic acid with
0.24 M TOA in several diluents at T = 20 °C. Parameter fits are based
on the sequential model in eq (2) and eq (4).
ΔH1,1
(kJ/mol)

K1,1

ΔHn+1,1
(kJ/mol)

Kn+1,1

n

Toluene

-23.2

22.3

-20

68.5

1.6

Heptane

-17.9

22.5

-20.9

45.4

1.9

MIBK

-22.2

5.6

-20.4

47.5

1.5

Ethyl acetate

-24.6

5.9

-21.3

43.3

1.6

Chloroform

-50

15

-25.1

5

0.4

Water saturated 1-octanol

-38

97.1

-19.6

0.6

0.8

Diluent
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From Table 1 it clearly reads that in the protic diluents 1-octanol and
chloroform stronger 1:1 complexes are observed at higher ΔH1,1, whereas
n and Kn+1,1 are lower than for non-protic diluents. When 1-octanol was
saturated with water, the presence of water increased ΔH1,1 and K1,1.
For the hydrogen bond accepting diluents the typical signal showing initial
increasing heat of complexation with increasing stoichiometry is indeed
fitted with a higher Kn+1,1 than K1,1.
The fit results for TOPO and TBP are given in Table 2 and Table 3,
respectively. The parameters were fit using only the first reaction of the
model, eq (2), since clearly no overloading occurs and applying extra equations
decreases the accuracy of the parameter fit.31 Fitting of the data for the
diluents 1-octanol and chloroform appeared to be more difficult than for the
other diluents, because there is no flat part in the beginning of the curve for
the lower stoichiometry systems. Although the extractant concentration was
taken into account for the fitting, comparing the results directly is difficult
because of the influence of the concentration on K1,1. No fit was possible at all
for the energy of complexation with TOPO when 1-octanol was used, because
the measured energy is too low.
Table 2 Fit parameters of ITC data on complexation of acetic acid with
0.24 M TOPO in several diluents at T = 20 °C. Parameters fits are based
on the (1,1)-complexation in eq (2).
ΔH1,1
(kJ/ mol acid)

K1,1

Toluene

-18

57

Heptane

-28

13

MIBK

-16

11

ethyl acetate

-18

19

Diluent

1-octanol

Table 3 Fit parameters of ITC data on complexation of acetic acid with
TBP in several diluents at T = 20 °C. The concentration of TBP was
1.8 M in toluene, 2.4 M in heptane, 1.1 M in MIBK and 2.3 M in ethyl
acetate. Parameter fits are based on the (1,1)-complexation in eq (2).
ΔH1,1
(kJ/mol acid)

K1,1

Toluene

-7.9

2.9

Heptane

-22

0.3

MIBK

-6.2

3.7

ethyl acetate

-9.1

1.2

Diluent
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5.4.4 Binary diluents

Mixtures of 1-octanol and toluene were applied in varying composition as
binary diluents with the extractant TOA to study the diluent composition
effect on the complexation of TOA with acetic acid. The results are
displayed in Figure 7. For these experiments a high TOA concentration of
1 M was used to decrease the 1-octanol to TOA concentration ratio and
to improve the slopes of the curves for easier comparison. In Figure 7, it
can be observed that with increasing 1-octanol fraction in the solvent the
stoichiometry shifts down to favor more the (1,1)-complex being stabilized
by 1-octanol.

Figure 7 Effect of 1-octanol concentration in the binary diluent of
1-octanol and toluene on the ITC ‘S - curve’ for the heat of complexation
of the reaction of acetic acid with 1 M TOA (≈ 45 vol%) at 20 °C in:
0 vol% 1-octanol,
50 vol% 1-octanol,
75 vol% 1-octanol and
100 vol% octanol. Lines are based on the data fit with the model
parameters of Table 4.
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Using eq (2), eq (4) and eq (6), the ITC results of Figure 7 were also
fit to determine the thermodynamic parameters. The results are shown in
Table 4. Two trends are observed with increasing the volume fraction
of 1-octanol, 1) a decrease of ΔHn+1,1 that is most likely a result of the
competition between acetic acid and 1-octanol, and 2) a decrease of K1,1,
except for the 100 % 1-octanol diluent, where also a decrease in all ΔH
and K-values is observed. In the solvent where the diluent only consists of
1-octanol, there is a 1-octanol to TOA ratio of 4. An explanation for the
decrease in all parameters at this composition may be that this ratio of
1-octanol to TOA is too high for optimal complex solvation.
Table 4 Model parameters for complexation of acetic acid with 1 M TOA
(≈ 40 vol%) in binary diluent of 1-octanol and toluene at 20 °C. Parameter
fits are based on the three complex model combining eq (2), eq (4) and
eq (6).
Vol% 1-octanol

ΔH1,1
(kJ/mol)

K1,1

ΔH1,1,O
(kJ/mol)

ΔHn+1,1
(kJ/mol)

Kn+1,1

n

[O]/[TOA]

0

-20.5

10.4

-18

19

1.7

0

50

-20.6

0.1

-11.2

48.5

-16.2

855

1.6

2

75

-24

0.03

-13.8

58.2

-15.3

622

1.4

3

100

-18.4

0.067

-10.4

30.6

-11.4

288

1.7

4

K1,1,O

5.4.5 Effect of temperature

To study the effect of temperature on acetic acid complexation with TOA in
various diluents, ITC measurements were done at 60 °C and the determined
thermodynamic parameters were compared with those at 20 °C. These results
are shown in Table 5. In general all K-values are lower at 60 °C than those
at 20 °C (see Table 1). For the value of Kn+1,1 this effect is even stronger than
for K1,1. As a result, the average stoichiometry of the complexes is also lower
at an elevated temperature, which may be explained by reduced formation
of hydrogen-bonds at elevated temperatures. In contrary to the observations
for the other diluents, for 1-octanol that is not saturated with water, the
value of ΔH1,1 significantly increases with increasing temperature, whereas
ΔHn+1,1 reduces. This implies that in absence of water the interaction with
the first acid is stronger at 60 °C than at 20 °C and the interaction of
the following acids is weaker. This may also be explained by less favored
hydrogen-bonding at elevated temperatures. For the water-saturated
1-octanol there is no such effect since the presence of water can improve
hydrogen bonding.
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Table 5 Fit parameters of ITC data on complexation of acetic acid with
0.24 M TOA in several diluents at T = 60 °C. Parameter fits are based
on the sequential binding model in eq (2) and eq (4).
ΔH1,1
(kJ/mol)

K1,1

ΔHn+1,1
(kJ/mol)

Kn+1,1

n

Toluene

-25.4

11.8

-23.7

10.5

1.4

Heptane

-18.5

13.4

-25.4

6.2

1.5

MIBK

-23.3

2.2

-18.9

19.5

1.5

Ethyl acetate

-26.2

2.8

-23.4

6.8

1.5

Unsaturated 1-octanol (0.36 M)

-39.2

12.5

-12.8

2.2

1.4

Water saturated 1-octanol

-38.6

14

-14.5

2.7

0.7

Diluent

5.4.6 Extraction of phenol

The isotherms for the interaction of phenol with the three extractants
measured with ITC are shown in Figure 8, with the fit parameters in Table
6. For each of the extractants in the complexation with phenol there is
approximately a 1:1 ratio between phenol and extractant, therefore the
(1,1)-complexation reaction of eq (2) was used for fitting of the data. The
release of energy from complexation with TOPO is larger than for the other
two extractants. Compared with the data in Figure 6, the K-values are
clearly lower for the complexation with phenol than for acetic acid in the
case of TOA and TOPO. However, the K-values are difficult to compare
since larger complexes (n = 3) are formed with TOA and the applied
concentration of TBP is 0.36 M with phenol and 1.8 M with acetic acid.
The differences in affinity of acetic acid and phenol for the extractants are a
result of the ability of TOA to accept a proton from acetic acid, which is not
possible for phenol.37 Because the molecules of phenol cannot get ionized,
TOA is not a suitable extractant for phenol. The weak interaction that
is measured between TOA and phenol further implies that also hydrogen
bonding between TOA and phenol is not strong enough to compete with the
π - π interactions between phenol and the diluent toluene.
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Figure 8 Integrated ITC data for complexation with
TOA (0.25 M),
TOPO (0.21 M) and TBP (0.36 M) in toluene for phenol at 20 °C.
Table 6 ITC results for complexation of phenol with TOA (0.25 M),
TOPO (0.21 M) and TBP (0.36 M) in toluene at 20 °C, for ITC data of
Figure 8. Parameter fits are based on the (1,1)-complexation in eq (2).
Because of the low K1,1 the error for the parameters for these results is up
to a standard deviation of 20 % in ΔH and 8 % in K1,1.
ΔH1,1
(kJ/mol phenol)

K1,1

TOA

-20

5.7

TOPO

-55

8.7

TBP

-30

11

Extractant

5.4.7 Validation of ITC data with LLE

To predict the distribution in biphasic extraction systems on the basis of
ITC data, the acid dissociation constant of acetic acid (= 1.75·10-5)38 and
the physical distribution of acetic acid are needed, as graphically illustrated
in Figure 2. The physical distribution was measured for the applied diluents,
and the results are given in Table 7.
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Table 7 Physical extraction of acetic acid by several diluents: distribution
coefficients KD of acetic acid (c0 = 2.0 wt%) in a liquid-liquid equilibrium
with pure diluents at 20 °C and 60 °C.
KD,Hac (M/M),
T = 20 °C

KD,Hac (M/M),
T = 60 °C

Heptane

0.00064 ± 0.020

0.0019 ± 0.020

Toluene

0.013 ± 0.020

0.015 ± 0.020

MIBK

0.48 ± 0.030

0.46 ± 0.030

1-octanol

0.46 ± 0.030

0.51 ± 0.031

Physical solvent

The calculated distribution coefficients using the complexation constants
determined by ITC for acetic acid extraction with TOA in several diluents
at 20 °C and 60 °C, or KD,model, are compared with experimentally determined
liquid-liquid equilibria KD,LLE in Figure 9. It follows that overall, the model
based on ITC data predicts the value of KD for the diluents 1-octanol and MIBK
reasonably well, although at lower values of KD,LLE there is underprediction,
this might be an indication that dimerization in the organic phase should be
taken into account to improve the model, since there is more dimerization in
less polar diluents where also KD is lower. However, incorporating dimerization
as an extra equation in the fitting model for the ITC data also results in
fitting of more variables, thereby reducing the accuracy of the fit.

Figure 9 Calculated distribution coefficients of acetic acid, or KD,model,
compared with experimentally determined values KD,LLE for liquidliquid extraction of acetic acid (c0 = 2.0 wt%) with 0.24 M TOA in
several diluents: at T = 20 °C in
heptane,
toluene,
MIBK, and
(water saturated) 1-octanol; and at T = 60 °C in heptane, toluene,
MIBK, and (water saturated) 1-octanol.
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Compared to acetic acid, phenol is a much weaker acid and also for this
weaker acid the LLE was studied, and interactions with the extractants
were studied in 1-octanol and toluene with ITC. For the experimental
results in Table 8, the concentration of TOPO in the diluents is lower than
for the other extractants due to limited solubility. From these results it is
clear that higher values of KD are obtained in the active diluent 1-octanol
for the pure diluent and the TOA based solvent. For TOPO and TBP based
solvents toluene shows higher values of KD. Next to that, higher values
for KD are also obtained for phenol compared to acetic acid, which is due
to the more hydrophobic nature of this molecule. In the diluent toluene
π - π interactions between phenol and toluene contribute to the very high
values of the distribution coefficient.
In contradiction to the case of acetic acid extraction, for extraction of phenols
the tertiary amine TOA does not show the highest distribution, see Table 8.
Similar results are reported in literature.39-42 LLE experiments with TOPO,
TBP and even pure 1-octanol result in a higher distribution coefficient
than that in the case of TOA, although because of limited solubility the
concentration of TOPO is only 11 wt% (≈ 0.24 M), compared to those of
TOA (0.92 M) and TBP (1.46 M).
Table 8 Distribution coefficient KD for phenol (c0 = 1.0 wt%) and acetic
acid (c0 = 2.0 wt%) with different extractants at a temperature of 20 °C.
Solvent

KD,Hac
(M/M)

KD,PhOH
(M/M)

Solvent

KD,Hac
(M/M)

KD,PhOH
(M/M)

0.46 ± 0.030

32 ± 4.0

Pure toluene

0.013 ± 0.020

1.89 ± 0.058 Pure 1-octanol

TOA
(40 vol% in toluene)

0.73 ± 0.012

10.3 ± 0.23

TOA
(40 vol% in 1-octanol)

7.2 ± 0.17

30 ± 3.8

TOPO
(11 wt% in toluene)

0.86 ± 0.038

185 ± 23

TOPO
(11 wt% in 1-octanol)

0.75 ± 0.035

45 ± 5.6

TBP
(40 vol% in toluene)

0.89 ± 0.038

210 ± 26

TBP
(40 vol% in 1-octanol)

0.79 ± 0.036

117 ± 14

Comparing the ITC and LLE results (Table 1-Table 3, Table 6 and Table
8) with the BF3-affinity and pKBHX-scale,15 it can be concluded that for
extraction of phenol the pKBHX-scale is more applicable since it clearly
predicts a high KD for TOPO and TBP (taking into account the lower
concentration of TOPO). For extraction of acetic acid with TOA in toluene
the differences in KD are too small to compare it with one of the scales, while
for acetic acid in TOA in 1-octanol, where protonation of the extractant is
expected, the BF3-affinity scale clearly predicts the high KD for TOA.
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5.4.8 Molecular modeling

Aiming to understand the differences in mechanisms in the various systems,
molecular modeling was used. For the interaction of both acetic acid and
phenol with the three extractants TOA, TOPO and TBP energy profiles
were created using a solvation model with 1-octanol and with toluene, see
Figure 10.

a

b

c

d

Figure 10 Energy profile for varying the distance between the acid and
extractant in complexation with TOA, TOPO and TBP; calculated
with Hartree-Fock 6-31G* level of calculation with SM8 solvation in
1-octanol, using Wavefunction Spartan’16 Parallel, for a) acetic acid in
1-octanol, b) phenol in 1-octanol, c) acetic acid in toluene and d) phenol
in toluene. The lines are added to guide the eye.
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In the case of acetic acid interaction in 1-octanol (Figure 10a), for all three
extractants there is a (local) minimum visible at an intermolecular distance
of 2Å, characteristic for hydrogen bonding.43,44 In addition, for TOA there is
a minimum at a lower intermolecular distance around 1Å, which is around
the covalent bond distance for the N-H bond,38 which indicates a dative
bond implying proton transfer. A deeper energy valley could be expected
for proton transfer with TOA than for hydrogen bonding with TOPO and
TBP, as proton transfer is a stronger interaction. It might be that neglecting
interactions with surrounding water molecules influences the energy profile
significantly. To study the influence of water molecules in the near vicinity
of the complex, a simulation was run with five water molecules for a similar
system comprising of trimethylamine and acetic acid, indeed confirming that
in the presence of water the characteristic proton transfer shows a deeper
energy valley. In Figure 10c, the results are shown for interaction between
acetic acid and the extractants using toluene as a diluent. Here there is no
(local) minimum at the typical distance of the N-H bond that would occur
due to proton transfer, only at the distance for hydrogen bonding for all
three extractants, so no proton transfer takes place between acetic and TOA
when toluene is the diluent. The effect of diluent on the complexation of a
tertiary amine and acetic acid was also studied with MM for the diluents
chloroform, ethyl acetate, MIBK and heptane. Just as was the case for TOA
in 1-octanol and toluene (Figure 10a and c), for these diluents also two local
minima are visible in the total energy. All diluents except 1-octanol show
the lowest energy for hydrogen bonding, although for chloroform the local
minimum around a proton transfer distance is relatively strong, followed by
ethyl acetate and MIBK. Similar to toluene, for heptane the proton transfer
state is even less favorable than the reference state in which there is no
interaction.
With ITC (Table 1) it was also shown that for 1-octanol mainly the
(1,1)-complex is formed and has a large enthalpy of complexation, followed
by chloroform with a lower K1,1 value. The difference between chloroform
and the diluents MIBK and ethyl acetate is less clear in MM than in the
ITC-data. It may be concluded that with the exception of chloroform, the
findings of MM directly support the results from ITC (Table 1), where only
for 1-octanol and chloroform larger differences between ΔH of the first and
following acids were found, and only smaller differences in ΔH for the nonproton donating diluents as well as lower values for ΔH. No proton transfer
was calculated for interaction between acetic acid and TOA in toluene,
this is in accordance with the ITC results (Figure 6a and Table 1) where
TOA showed only a small difference in ΔH for the first and following acid
interactions.
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In 1-octanol, TOPO and TBP both only show an energy minimum at the
typical distance of hydrogen bonding, with a larger energy value than TOA
at that distance (Figure 10a). This could not be compared with ITC results,
since no isotherms could be measured for interaction of TOPO and TBP as
a result of a too strong interaction between extractant and 1-octanol. The
strong hydrogen bonding ability that is expected based on this interaction
with 1-octanol is indeed visible in the MM results, also compared to TOA.
In toluene (Figure 10c), for TOPO and TBP also no proton transfer was
calculated for interaction with acetic acid, which is in accordance with the
ITC results (Figure 6b and c and Table 2 and Table 3).
The liquid-liquid equilibria in 1-octanol in Table 8 show a very high KD
of acetic acid for TOA and a lower KD for TBP and TOPO, which is in
accordance with the proton-transfer that was only found for TOA using
MM (Figure 10a). The bond energy in molecular modeling is a bit higher
for TOPO than for TBP in both 1-octanol and toluene (Figure 10a and c).
This can be related to the liquid-liquid equilibria, since the values for KD
are almost equal but in the LLE experiments TOPO was applied at a much
lower concentration because of solubility limitations.
Figure 10b shows the interaction between phenol and the three extractants
TOA, TOPO and TBP in 1-octanol and Figure 10d shows the results in
toluene. There is no energy minimum visible in the region of proton transfer
in any of the graphs. For TOA there is also no energy minimum in the
region of hydrogen bonding for both 1-octanol and toluene. Moreover, for
both diluents the energy minimum is indicating a larger bond energy for
TOPO than for TBP. Equal to the case of acetic acid, interactions of phenol
with TOPO and TBP in 1-octanol could also not be analyzed with ITC,
therefore only the modeling results for toluene can be compared with the
ITC-results (Figure 8 and Table 6). In these ITC measurements very little
interaction with TOA was shown and TOPO showed more interaction,
followed by TBP. This exactly matches the molecular modeling results and
is also confirmed in the LLE results for the phenol-extractant system (Table
8), in which a low KD was found using TOA and high values of KD were
found for TBP and TOPO. Overall, it can be concluded that the use of
MM strengthens the interpretation of the heat effects measured by ITC and
together these two techniques can aid research on new solvents by allowing
for much better understanding of the intermolecular interactions that occur
in solvent systems.
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5.5 Conclusion

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was applied to directly characterize
the thermodynamics of complexation in the study of liquid-liquid
extraction of organic acids, and molecular modeling (MM) was used to
aid the interpretation of the ITC data. Complexations of acetic acid and
phenol with extractants TOA, TOPO and TBP were studied in various
diluents. It was found that the choice of diluent can affect the mechanism
of complexation, and that the interaction between TOA and acetic acid has
larger negative values of ΔH and larger complex stoichiometry than between
TOA and phenol. When protic diluents were applied the stoichiometry of
the complexes was reduced because of competition between the acid and
diluent, whereas inactive diluents resulted in more overloading of the amine.
At elevated temperatures, all K-values are lower, where especially Kn+1,1
decreases strongly as a result of less tendency towards overloading of the
amine at elevated temperatures. In contradiction to the case of acetic acid,
for phenol TOPO is a very suitable extractant, already at a concentration
of only 11 wt% in 1-octanol TOPO outperforms the other extractants. The
differences between the interaction with phenol and acetic acid could be
described using the BF3-affinity scale for acetic acid and the hydrogen bond
basicity pKBHX-scale for phenol, which was confirmed by ITC and MM.
The model based on ITC data can be used to predict LLE, and further
interpretation by MM showed two local minima for the tertiary
amine - acetic acid complex at typical distances for hydrogen bonding and
proton transfer. For active diluents such as 1-octanol proton transfer is
preferred and hydrogen bonding for the other diluents. This shows that
the combination of ITC with MM is a strong approach to study the
thermodynamics of intermolecular interactions in liquid-liquid extraction
processes and can help to improve the understanding of the interaction
mechanism. Improved understanding of the effect of molecular structure of
the extractant and diluent on the extraction and regeneration can help in
the design of new solvents to improve solvent based processes such as liquidliquid extraction.
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CHAP

6

Molecular design and engineering for
affinity separation processes

Abstract

A molecular design approach based on isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
and molecular modeling (MM) was investigated for the development of new
extractants in liquid-liquid extraction (LLX) systems. The molecular designs
were validated in LLX experiments. Key in the regeneration of a solvent by
a temperature-swing back-extraction is the temperature dependency of the
complexation equilibrium, which is related to the enthalpy of complexation
ΔH. The relation between the molecular structure of extractants and
the thermodynamics of complexation in LLX was studied for extraction
of acetic acid by basic extractants and 4-cyanopyridine by phenols. For
the basic extractants, longer alkyl chains and additions of rings decreased
ΔH, whereas for the phenols the acidity of the phenolic proton, and hence
the complexation enthalpy, could be increased by electron withdrawing
substituents.
Using ΔH as determined with ITC, the temperature dependency of the
liquid-liquid equilibrium could indeed be described. Also enthalpy-entropy
compensation (EEC) could be observed in the data obtained by ITC, i.e. for
extractants of the same family with a larger enthalpy of complexation, an
opposite effect on the entropy of complexation was observed.

This chapter has been published as: Lisette M. J. Sprakel, Boelo Schuur,
“Molecular design and engineering for affinity separation processes using
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and molecular modeling (MM)”, J.
Mol. Liq., pp. 312-324, 2019.
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6.1 Introduction

Liquid-liquid extraction (LLX) is an important separation technique in
industry, especially when solutes are present at low concentrations and
distillation is intrinsically highly energy inefficient.1,2 LLX is applied in
various fields in industry, e.g. for recovery of acids from fermentation
broths,3 and in the pharmaceutical industry,4 metallurgical industry5 and
the petrochemical industry.6 LLX always requires a solvent regeneration
step, with changing conditions between the forward extraction step and
the regeneration step.
Solvent and process improvements with the aim to increase the acid
distribution are widely reported in literature.7,8 Solvents consisting of a
complexing agent (extractant) and a diluent are mostly used. The use
of extractants improves the acid distribution by forming a complex with
the acid.9-14 Understanding of the mechanism of extraction is key to be
able to design processes with optimized extraction performance, while it
also allows for effective solvent regeneration.
An important factor in the mechanism is the molecular structure of the
extractant and its effect on the mechanism and extraction performance.
For some specific LLX cases, the effect of the extractant structure on
the extraction efficiency is reported, e.g. the effect of chain length of a
tertiary amine on the extraction of succinic acid15 and itaconic acid.16 In
another study polar diluents were reported to be the most suitable for
several amine extractants.17 For the extraction of lactic acid, Krzyzaniak
et al.18 showed that amongst a guanidine, proton sponge, tertiary amine,
toluamide and a bis-N-oxide, the highest acid distribution was obtained
with the tertiary aminopyridine N,N-didodecyl-4-amine-pyridine
(DDAP).19 Bokhove et al.20 report that for removal of 4-cyanopyridine
from aqueous streams the substituted phenol 3-bromophenol performs
best in liquid-liquid equilibrium (LLE) studies.
Ideally, an extractant would extract highly effective under extraction
conditions and release the target molecule again under regeneration
conditions, e.g. in a back-extraction. To optimize the back-extraction yield,
diluent-swing, temperature-swing or a combination thereof may be
applied.21-23 The simplest and least invasive approach to manipulate
affinity is by changing the temperature, thus performing extractions at
low temperature and then increasing the temperature for the solvent
regeneration. This requires a (preferentially strong) temperature
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dependency of the intermolecular interactions between solvent and
solute. This study focuses on the effects of molecular structure
on the thermodynamic parameters of the complexation between
extractant and solutes. Based on this understanding, extractant
structures may be designed and optimized, aiming at a strong
temperature-dependency of their interactions with solutes. The effect of
extractant structure on the temperature dependency of extractions was
studied for two industrially relevant cases, i.e. acetic acid extracted by
basic extractants and the base 4-cyanopyridine extracted by (substituted)
phenols (see Figure 1 for the structures of the applied extractants).
Carboxylic acids such as acetic acid are often dilutely present in product
streams from fermentation and industrial wastewater streams. These
acids are valuable and can be used as building blocks for other chemical
products such as polymers.24,25 Removal of pyridines from industrial
wastewater streams of low concentration is required because of their
toxicity.26,27
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Tertiary amines

Triododecylamine (TDDA)

Trioctylamine (TOA)

Triethylamine (TEA)

Aminopyridines

Dioctylamine pyridine
(DOAP)

Octylamine pyridine
(MOAP)

Didodecylamine pyridine
(DDAP)

Diphenyl dodecylamine pyridine
(DPMDAP)

Diphenyl amine pyridine (DPPA)

Phenol and substituted phenols

Phenol
(𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 = 9.99)

Nonylphenol
(𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 = 10.7)

2-methyl-didodecylamine
pyridine (2MDDAP)

2-Bromophenol
(𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 = 8.45)

4-Cyanopyridine

3-Bromophenol
(𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 = 9.03)

4-Cyanopyridine

Figure 1 Molecular structures of tertiary amines and aminopyridines for
extraction of acetic acid and molecular structures of phenol and substituted
phenols for extraction of 4-cyanopyridine.
For the design of a successful separation process by LLX, an efficient
regeneration of the solvent is key.28 The regeneration is often neglected in the
process of finding the optimal extractant,11,14,29-34 and only the highest acid
distribution is pursued which may even compromise regeneration feasibility.
Especially for high-boiling acids, back-extraction is essential to recover the
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acid from the solvent, but also in other instances where boiling off the solute
is not an option, back-extraction is often the preferred approach.
Ideally, using a relatively quick method, the influence of the molecular
properties on the temperature dependency of the extractant-solute
interactions can be understood, in order to identify the feasibility of a
temperature-swing back-extraction. With the typical solvent screening
techniques such as the linear solvation energy relationship (LSER),35
COSMO-RS software,20,36 and several affinity scales37 this is not possible. We
aim at quantification and understanding of the interactions responsible for
the extractability of the solutes by applying isothermal titration calorimetry
(ITC) combined with molecular modeling (MM), because this additional
insight in the interactions allows for understanding of the behavior with
varying conditions such as temperature.
MM can be applied to determine and validate the mechanisms of interactions
in complex formation38,39 and was also applied in solvent screenings for
LLX processes, e.g. the extraction of phenol40,41 and lactic acid.18 ITC is a
method that is widely applied to study thermal effects of intermolecular
interactions in the field of biomolecular research,42-45 but it is also a suitable
technique to study interactions for LLX.40,41,46 Recently, the accuracy of the
technique for quantification of complexation constants in LLX systems was
reported.47 When ITC is combined with MM the important mechanisms of
the extraction process can be determined.48 With this work the combination
of ITC and MM was studied as a suitable approach for investigating the
effect of the extractant structure on the LLX performance.

6.2 Theory

6.2.1 Equilibria in complexation

Reactive LLX includes complexation in the organic phase (see Figure 2),
distribution of acid over the phases as a result of physical extraction, and
dissociation in the aqueous phase, resulting in the overall distribution
as defined in eq (1), where [A] and [A] are the concentrations of acid A
in the aqueous and organic phase, respectively. Atot includes all forms of
A present in the specific phase, including dissociated acid and acid present
in complexes.

KD,a =

[A tot ]
[A tot ]

(1)

A+B
 AB
For complex formation between
acids
and extractants, the interaction
between the extractant and the first
acid
 AB
 is different from the next

 energy and bond type.10,49,50
acids binding to the complexK in =terms of
1,1
 B  B

  

AB + nA  A

B
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Therefore, complex formation between acid A and extractant B can be
best described with a model based on two sequential reactions,47 see eq (2)
and the sequential reaction of the AB complex with n molecules of A in eq
(4).40,51 The equilibrium constants for [A
these] reactions are defined in eq (3)
KD,a = tot
and (5), respectively.
[A ]

[A tot ]tot
KD,a
A += B[A

]AB
tot]
KD,a = [A tot
 AB
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] 
A +KB 
AB


= AB 
A + 1,1
B B
AB
 B 
K1,1 =  AB

 



A B 
K1,1 =  AB
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BackExtraction
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(4)

(5)

𝐾𝐾1,1

𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵 ⇄ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
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Fresh water

Solvent recycle

𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷
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(3)

𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚

⇄

Raffinate
(water + acid)

Solvent

(2)

𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷′
low

a.

aqueous phase

b

b.

Figure 2 a) Schematic overview of liquid-liquid extraction (LLX) process
of a mixture of acid A and water with a solvent containing complexing
agent B and an additional column for back-extraction of the acid and
regeneration of the solvent, and b) a schematic zoom in on the interface
between the aqueous phase and the solvent phase with equilibrium reactions
in the biphasic system. For simplicity, aqueous phase dissociation of the
acid is not displayed, but does take place.
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KD,a[A= [A
] tot ]
KD,a = tot[A tot ]
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A +[A
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6.2.2 Effect of temperature
K1,1 = AB
Given the relations for the Gibbs
energy
K1,1 =AB
B of
Bcomplexation in eq (6) and (7),
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6.3 Materials and methods
6.3.1 Chemicals

All aminopyridines (dioctylamine pyridine (DOAP, 99.2 %), octylamine
pyridine (MOAP, 99.7 %), didodecylamine pyridine (DDAP, 99.5 %),
2-methyl-didodecylamine pyridine (2MDDAP, > 99.4 %), diphenyl amine
pyridine (DPPA, 83.4 %) and diphenyl dodecyl amine pyridine (DPMDAP,
88.8 %) were obtained from Syncom BV and used without further
purification. All other chemicals were also used without further purification
and purchased from Sigma Aldrich unless indicated otherwise (acetic acid
(HAc, > 99.7 %), phenol (PhOH, > 99 %), triethylamine (TEA, >= 99.5
%), tributylamine (TBA, 99 %), trihexylamine (THA, 96 %), trioctylamine
(TOA, 98 %), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99 %), 1-octanol (> 99 %,),
heptane (99 %), methylisobutylketon (MIBK, ≥ 99 %), 2-bromophenol
(2-BrPhOH, 98 %), 3-bromophenol (3-BrPhOH, 98 %), 4-nonylphenol
(nonyl-PhOH, > 90 %)), Merck (tridodecylamine (TDDA, ≥ 95 %)), Acros
Organics (tributylphosphate (TBP, 99 %)) and VWR International (toluene
(> 99.5 %)).

6.3.2 Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)

The TA Instruments TAM III Microcalorimeter was used for isothermal
titration calorimetry (ITC). The apparatus and operation procedure were
previously published.47 With ITC the thermodynamic parameters ΔH, n
and K can be determined assuming ideal solubility, from which ΔS and ΔG
can be calculated using eq (6)-(7). For the ITC experiments a set of sample
and reference cells with equal volumes is used. For the experiments with
tertiary amines and aminopyridines the volume is 4 mL, a concentration
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of 0.24 M extractant in water saturated 1-octanol was applied (unless
mentioned otherwise) and pure acetic acid was titrated. For the experiments
with phenols the cell volume is 1 mL, the concentrations of the phenolics
were 3.0 M 4-nonylphenol, 5.0 M phenol, 3.1 M 2-bromophenol and 3.2 M
3-bromophenol dissolved in toluene, and a solution of 0.75 M 4-cyanopyridine
in toluene was titrated. For a higher density of data points in the lower
range of molar ratio the first injected amounts of titrant were smaller
than the subsequent injections. The interval between the injections was 90
minutes and the temperature was either 20 °C or 60 °C. For the experiments
with tertiary amines, phosphates and phosphine oxides the heat released by
the sample was corrected with the heat released in a blank titration. For
the blank titration the same titrant is used in combination with a solvent
without the reactive extractant that only contains the diluent. For the
experiments with the aminopyridines the heat released was only corrected
by the heat of the last injection, thereby taking into account the energy of
dilution of the titrant. For the experiments with bromophenols, with a very
low heat of interaction and equilibrium constant, the data were not corrected
by the heat released by the last injection, but by a fitted constant value to
also account for drifting of the baseline. In experiments with bromophenols,
this was much more important than with amines, based on the significance
of the heat effect relative to the heat of injection in these experiments. In
all cases the correction value was small compared to the total energy but
strongly improved the model fit, because it reduces the error in the heat
of injection at a high molar ratio that strongly influences the fitting of K,
whereas this region does not contain true information on the complexation.
A stoichiometry of n = 1 was imposed based on experimental data. A first
injection of 3 µL was performed to correct for diffusive loss of titrant and
this injection was not included in the data fitting.52 In general, for ITC
measurements an error of 1-5 % for the equilibrium constant K and around
1 % for the enthalpy of complexation ΔH can be assumed under ideal
conditions.52-54 However, more realistic values for the measurement error can
be obtained from a series of identical experiments. To investigate on this,
three sets of six identical experiments were performed for a similar reaction
model based on (1,1)-complexation followed by a sequential reaction.47 In
that study, we calculated a standard deviation of 11 % in K1,1, 4.2 % in
ΔH1,1, 26 % in Kn+1,1, 12 % in ΔHn+1,1 and 1.4 % in n for the sequential
reaction model of eq (2)-(5), and 12 % in Kn,1, 1.6 % in n and 2.5 % in
ΔHn,1 for a n:1 reaction model based on a single set of identical sites.47
These errors would induce an error of 6.5 % in ΔS1,1, 20 % in ΔSn+1,1, 3 % in
ΔG1,1 and 7 % in ΔGn+1,1, for the sequential model and 6.4 % in ΔSn,1 and
3 % in ΔGn,1 for the n:1 reaction model. For accurate ITC results the
product of the concentration of the sample and the equilibrium constant
should be sufficiently high so that an S-shaped curve is obtained.

6.3.3 Molecular modeling with Wavefunction
Spartan ’16 Parallel

For MM calculations, Wavefunction Spartan’16 Parallel software was used,
employing a Hartree-Fock 6-31G* level of calculation in combination with
the SM8 model for solvation of the molecules. The SM8 model applies a
parametrization based on a large set of experimental data and treats the
solvent as a continuous field, without incorporating specific interactions.55 At
first, the geometries of the extractant and the solute molecule were optimized.
If the molecules were present in Spartan’s SSPD database (a collection of
pre-calculated molecules with e.g. geometric structures and energy), those
geometries were used as the initial geometry. To reduce the computational
time the carbon chains of extractant molecules were shortened. The energy
profiles were calculated based on the total energy at a series of constrained
distances between the proton of the acid and the proton accepting atom of
the extractant molecule. At each intermolecular distance the geometry of
the set of molecules was optimized and the energy was calculated for the
molecules. All energies were referenced to the situation where the molecules
are far apart and zero interaction energy can be assumed.

6.3.4 Liquid-liquid equilibria

Liquid-liquid equilibria (LLE) were determined by mixing 3 mL of an
aqueous phase with either 4-cyanopyridine (4.8 mM or 95 mM) with 3mL
of the solvent consisting of 0.1 M (substituted) phenols in toluene, or acetic
acid (2 wt% or 5 wt%) with 3 mL of the solvent consisting of 0.24 M amine
extractant in the diluent water saturated 1-octanol. The applied 10 mL glass
vials were first shaken thoroughly by a lab vortex shaker after which they
were put in a shaking bath at a shaking speed of 3 Hz for at least four hours
at either 20 °C or 60 °C (4 hours was found sufficient to reach equilibrium).
After this, the shaking was stopped and the liquids were allowed to settle
for 2 hours. The aqueous phase was then analyzed by HPLC. For the HPLC
analysis an Agilent HPLC 1200 series was used with a RID-detector. The
column used was a GROM Resin H+ IEX (250*8 mm) at a temperature of
T = 50 °C or an Agilent Hiplex-H column at 65 °C. The mobile phase used
was a 5 mM H2SO4 aqueous solution solution at a flowrate of 0.6 mL/min.
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6.4 Results and discussion

Aiming to improve the understanding of the effect of molecular structure
of the extractant on the complexation with the solute, for acetic acid and
4-cyanopyridine a series of ITC-experiments were performed with extractants
having a variety of structure modifications. For the interaction of acetic acid
with tertiary amines and aminopyridines in 1-octanol the results for each of
the curves displayed in Figure 3a show an energy release upon interaction.
This indicates exothermic complexation. The complexation is slightly more
exothermic for the tertiary amines than the aminopyridines. The steep
part of the isotherms is located at approximately n = 1, after which the
interaction energy is strongly decreased. This indicates a 1:1 stoichiometry
and the data were therefore fitted with the 1:1 reaction model in eq
(2)-(3). The first data points in any experiment show some fluctuation,
which is likely caused by pending droplets, that do not properly fall of the
tip of the needle, but with a second drop do, and then a larger volume is
injected at once. To eliminate errors in fitting, the first data points were
omitted, for the overall results and conclusions, the effects are negligible.
The values of ΔH and K1,1 were calculated and listed in Table 1. Table 1
also shows the fitted parameters of other aminopyridines for which similar
curves were measured as those in Figure 3a. Based on the shape of the
curves, also these parameters were fitted with the 1:1 reaction model. For
DPMDAP and DPPA, the value of K1,1 is much lower than for the other
extractants, which is most likely due to the presence of benzene rings in
the structures of these extractants. The accuracy of these ITC results was
determined from standard deviations in the parameter fit in this work
and was related to the previously published values for a fit based on a
n:1 reaction,47 because in this work a 1:1 reaction is applied. Larger standard
deviations were derived, i.e. 13 % in K1,1, 6 % in n and 4 % in ΔH1,1 , versus
12 % in Kn,1, 1.6 % in n and 2.5 % in ΔHn,1, for the n:1 reaction model.47
The resulting standard deviations in ΔS1,1 and in ΔG1,1 were 13 % and 3 %,
respectively.
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Table 1 Fitted parameters based on eq (2)-(3) with n = 1 for ITC results
at T = 20 °C of the complexation reaction between (top) complexation
of acetic acid with 0.24 M tertiary amines and aminopyridines in
water saturated 1-octanol, and (bottom) 0.75 M 4-cyanopyridine with
3.0 M 4-nonylphenol, 5.0 M phenol, 3.1 M 2-bromophenol and 3.2 M
3-bromophenol dissolved in toluene.
ΔH1,1
(kJ/mol)

K1,1
(L/mol)

ΔG
(kJ/mol)

ΔS
(J/mol/K)

DOAP

-34.5

41

-9.1

-87

TOA

-37.3

78

-10.6

-91

DDAP

-34.2

57

-9.9

-83

TDDA

-37

84

-10.8

-89

MOAP

-34.7

89

-10.9

-81

DPMDAP

-19.9

2.9

-2.6

-59

2MDDAP

-32.3

61

-10

-76

DPPA

-20.9

6.5

-4.6

-56

Amine

d0
(kJ/mol)

Phenol
Phenol (5.0 M)

-24

1.3

-0.6

-81

0.487

2-bromophenol (3.1 M)

-26

1.4

-0.9

-86

-0.032

3-bromophenol (3.2 M)

-32

1.9

-1.5

-103

0.318

4-nonylphenol (3.0 M)

-7.8

5.1

-4.0

-12.9

-0.323
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a

b
Figure 3 ITC results for the complexation at T = 20 °C of a) acetic acid
with 0.24M TOA, TDDA, DOAP and DDAP in water saturated
1-octanol, b) 0.75 M 4-cyanopyridine with 3.0 M 4-nonylphenol, 3.1
M phenol
3.1 M 2-bromophenol and
3.2 M 3-bromophenol dissolved
in toluene.
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6.4.1 Acetic acid interaction with amines and
aminopyridines

Comparing the results for DOAP with those for TOA as given in
Table 1, as well as comparing DDAP with TDDA, it can be observed that the
replacement of an alkyl chain with a pyridine ring significantly reduces the
(negative) ΔH and K of complexation, indicating that the ring structure reduces
the hydrogen bonding ability. The clear (1,1)-stoichiometry for both the tertiary
amines and the aminopyridines in 1-octanol indicates that 1-octanol stabilizes
the (1,1)-complex.8 This means that there is competition between 1-octanol
and additional acid molecules for hydrogen bonding with the (1,1)-complex.
In each (1,1)-complex, only one of the two available nitrogen atoms of the
aminopyridines interacts with an acid molecule. Based on the ITC results it is
not clear whether the nitrogen atom of the pyridine or the amine is dominant,
or a combination of both. This is because the change in the thermodynamic
parameters cannot be associated with just one of the nitrogen atoms, since there
is not only an additional (pyridine) nitrogen atom available for interaction in
the aminopyridines, but also one of the carbon chains of the amine nitrogen is
replaced compared to the tertiary amines (without a pyridine ring). To further
investigate on the nature of the interactions between the aminopyridines and
carboxylic acids, MM studies were performed. The interaction energies between
acetic acid and either an aminopyridine or a tertiary amine, calculated with
MM, are displayed in Figure 4 as a function of the distance between the acidic
proton and the basic nitrogen atom in the extractant.

Figure 4 Molecular modeling of the interaction of acetic acid with
DEAP (interaction with nitrogen atom in pyridine ring) and TPA
in 1-octanol, using the Hartree-Fock 6-31G* level of calculation and SM8
model for solvation. The distance is the intermolecular distance between
the proton of the acetic acid and the nitrogen atom of the aminopyridine.
The lines are added to guide the eye.
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For the aminopyridine, both the interaction with the nitrogen atom of the
pyridine ring and the amine nitrogen were taken into account. Not shown
in Figure 4, is the interaction between the nitrogen atom of the tertiary
amine group of the aminopyridine, since no energy minimum was found
in the computation. Thus, the main interaction of the acid is with the
pyridine nitrogen. The weaker interaction of the amine nitrogen is a result
of withdrawal of electrons from the amine nitrogen through the conjugated
π -system of the pyridine.
For the interaction with the pyridine nitrogen, two minima are found. The
energy minimum at 2 Å (Figure 4), which is a typical distance for hydrogen
bonding,56,57 is deeper for the aminopyridine than for the tertiary amine
(without the pyridine ring), indicating a more favored hydrogen bonding
for the aminopyridines. The hydrogen bonding ability is strengthened
by the electron donating behavior of the amine nitrogen to the aromatic
pyridine ring. The energy minimum for interaction with HAc at 1 Å
(Figure 4), which is a typical distance for proton transfer,58 is similar for both
compounds. For the tertiary amine without a pyridine ring this minimum
is significantly deeper than the minimum for hydrogen bonding, indicating
that the mechanism including proton transfer is accompanied by a stronger
enthalpic effect. Overall, the stronger hydrogen bonding for DDAP will
result statistically in more hydrogen bonds than for TOA, and since the
hydrogen bonding energy is slightly less than the proton transfer energy,
the net result that would be expected is a lower enthalpy of complexation
for DDAP than for TOA. These findings support the ITC results in Table
1, and show that by combining ITC with MM insight was obtained in the
mechanisms of these extractant systems. Furthermore, it also explains the
trends in previously reported results, where a good extraction capacity was
reported, but limited temperature-swing possibilities for DDAP.19,23
Based on differences in the molecular structure it is expected that by decreasing
the rotational freedom around the pyridine nitrogen, the thermodynamics
(ΔH and ΔS) of interactions can be changed. Table 1 indeed shows that
for DPMDAP and DPPA these values are strongly decreased, as well as
the complexation constant which indicates a weaker affinity for interaction
with the acid. Also for DOAP and DDAP compared to TOA and TDDA,
respectively, smaller negative values for ΔH and ΔS are shown in Table
1. For a smaller negative value of ΔH, a weaker temperature dependency
is expected based on eq (8) assuming that the parameters ΔH and ΔS
themselves are independent of temperature, this will be further studied in
section 6.4.3.
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6.4.2 4-Cyanopyridine
phenolic compounds

interactions

with

The results of the ITC study on the complexation of 4-cyanopyridine with
several (substituted) phenols in toluene are displayed in Figure 3b. All data
were fitted with the model of eq (2) and (3), with a forced stoichiometry
of n = 1, because for none of the experiments with phenolic compounds
an S-shaped curve was obtained. The fitted parameters are listed in Table
1. Because of the relatively low heat of interaction for the (substituted)
phenols an additional fitting parameter d0 was required to account for
drifting of the baseline due to e.g. variations in sample viscosity or room
temperature during the experiment. The accuracy of these ITC results was
also determined and related to the previously published values.47 Since
no S-shaped curve was obtained, which is required for accurate ITC data
analysis, the standard deviations for the fitted parameters are relatively
large, i.e. 20 % in K1,1, 5 % in n and 7 % in ΔH1,1, leading to 17 % in ΔS1,1
and 5 % in ΔG1,1.
From the results in Table 1 it follows that substitution of a phenol
(pKa = 9.99) with an electron withdrawing bromide group increases
ΔH, which is due to the increased acidity of the phenol by the inductive
effect of bromide substitution (for 2-bromophenol the pKa = 8.45 and
for 3-bromophenol the pKa = 9.03) However, the differences in ΔH are
smaller than the 8 % statistical error that is expected because of the
shape of the isotherm. Substitution at the meta-position (3-bromophenol)
results in an even stronger increase than substitution at the ortho-position
(2-bromophenol). This cannot directly be explained by the difference in
acidity, since 2-bromophenol exhibits a lower pKa than 3-bromophenol.
The distribution of 4-cyanopyridine is also lower when 2-bromophenol in
toluene is used in a liquid-liquid equilibrium,20 which supports the finding
of a lower K-value and therefore ΔG in the case of 2-bromophenol. For
4-nonylphenol, the alkyl-substitution has a positive inductive effect and
thereby decreases the acidity of the phenol. This results in the very low ΔH
that was found for the complexation of 4-nonylphenol and 4-cyanopyridine.
Also for these components the effect of ΔH on the temperature dependency
of the equilibrium will be further studied in section 6.4.3.
Using MM, it was found that the energy minimum for the interaction of the
acidic proton of 3-bromophenol is deeper for interaction with the nitrogen
atom of the pyridine-group than with the cyano-group, see Figure 5a. This
implies that the interaction with the pyridine group of 4-cyanopyridine
is favored, although a statistical distribution between both interactions is
expected because of the small differences and also in case of overloading.
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Figure 5 Energy profile of the intermolecular interactions calculated
using the Hartree-Fock 6-31G* level of calculation and SM8 model for
solvation in toluene of n:1 3-bromophenol:4-cyanopyridine complexes.
The indicated distance is always the intermolecular distance between
the OH group of the nth phenol with the respective nitrogen atom of
4-cyanopyridine or (for sequentially interacting phenols) with the OH group
of the previously interacting phenol. a) 3-bromophenol with cyano-group of
4-cyanopyridine (closed symbol) and pyridine-N of 4-cyanopyridine (open
symbol), b) phenols with the pyridine-group of 4-cyanopyridine, phenol,
4-ethylphenol, 4-pentylphenol, 2-bromophenol and 3-bromophenol, and
c) 4-cyanopyridine with
3-bromophenol to the pyridine-N of
4-cyanopyridine, trimolecular complex with one 3-bromophenol molecule
to each of the nitrogen atoms in 4-cyanopyridine, tetramolecular complex
where the third 3-bromophenol interacts sequentially with the 3-bromophenol
on the pyridine-N-side of the complex and pentamolecular complex were
the fourth 3-bromophenol interacts sequentially with the 3-bromophenol on
the cyano-N-side of the complex. The lines are added to guide the eye.

For all types of phenols the interactions with the pyridine-group of the
4-cyanopyridine were computed by MM, see Figure 5b. Phenol, 4-ethylphenol
and 4-pentylphenol show almost the same curve, indicating a minimal effect
of the length of the para substituted alkyl group. Thus, for 4-nonylphenol
similar results are expected. Compared to phenol, 3-bromophenol shows
a deeper energy minimum and 2-bromophenol shows a smaller energy
minimum. These MM results only support the findings based on ITC data
that p-substitution of a phenol with a bromide group increases the acidity.
The energy minimum of 2-bromophenol is not as deep as that of phenol in
the modeling results, while a slightly stronger interaction was measured
with ITC and expected based on the decreased pKa of 2-bromophenol.
Apparently the effect of the steric hindrance of the bromine atom on the
energy level of the complex is overestimated in MM. Simulations may be
improved by incorporating water molecules in the complexes or including
complexes of larger stoichiometry.59 Simulations with larger complexes,
see Figure 5c, show an energy minimum for the interaction with the
second, third and fourth 3-bromophenol, although the energy minimum is
becoming less pronounced. This means that it is very likely that, although
depending on the concentrations in a specific liquid-liquid-equilibrium, also
complexes with a higher stoichiometry are formed. For the interaction of
the third 3-bromophenol, with the 3-bromophenol that is hydrogen bonded
to the pyridine nitrogen in a (2,1)-complex, lowering the distance below
1.8 Å resulted in replacement of the second 3-bromophenol by the third
(identical) 3-bromophenol, while the intermolecular distance between these
two 3-bromophenols remained 1.8 Å, therefore no lower values are shown in
the figure for complexations between 3-bromophenol and (2,1)-complexes of
3-bromophenol and 4-cyanopyridine.
The differences in the parameters determined with ITC are relatively small,
which may be (partially) caused by the low K and ΔH values. Nevertheless,
with the combination of ITC and MM it is possible to predict trends in
affinity and ΔH of complexation based on electron densities on the aromatic
ring, taking into account the effect of substituents. Calculations on steric
hindrance using MM are delicate and simple 1:1 complexations may be
oversimplified. Improvement of these calculations is possible by modeling
larger sets of molecules, and the possibility of complexes with a higher
stoichiometry should always be considered and examined.
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6.4.3 Temperature dependency of the liquidliquid equilibrium

The ratio KD/K’D, based on LLE at 20 °C (KD) and 60 °C (K’D) was calculated
to study the effect of ΔH on the temperature dependency of the equilibrium
that is expected based on eq (6)-(8).23 For the first case on tertiary amines
and aminopyridines at an initial acid concentration of 2 wt% in the aqueous
phase KD indeed decreases with increasing temperature, see Table 2. For the
different tertiary amines, TDDA shows a higher KD/K’D than TOA and also
DDAP with the longer carbon chains shows a slightly higher KD/K’D than
DOAP, although the differences are small. Moreover, TOA and TDDA show
larger KD/K’D than their carbon chain length equivalent aminopyridines
DOAP and DDAP, respectively. For TOA and TDDA, LLE measurements
at an initial acid concentration of 5 wt% showed both lower KD and KD/K’D.
Similar effects are calculated by Krzyzaniak et al.23 for DDAP.
Table 2 also includes the results for the temperature effect on LLE for the
case with 4-cyanopyridine and (substituted) phenols, as well as results of
Bokhove et al.20 based on an initial concentration of 4.8 mM 4-cyanopyridine
and a concentration of 0.1 M of substituted phenols in toluene. A higher
KD is obtained for 3-bromophenol than for phenol, and 2-bromophenol
shows a lower KD than phenol. The KD values found by Bokhove et al.20
(see Table 2) show deviations from those in this work, although they also
show the clear difference between 2-bromophenol and 3-bromophenol. Phenol
and 3-bromophenol show the highest KD/K’D at an initial 4-cyanopyridine
concentration of 4.8 mM. Extraction with pure toluene shows no significant
change in KD with increased temperature, which is expected when there is no
complex formation reaction and no critical solution temperature boundary
is observed. Also for these components, at a higher initial 4-cyanopyridine
concentration (c0 = 95 mM), both KD and KD/K’D are reduced and the
differences between the extractants are smaller, although 3-bromophenol
still shows the highest value for KD/K’D.
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Table 2 Liquid-liquid-equilibria at 20 °C and 60 °C and their ratio KD/K’D
of (top) acetic acid (c0 = 2 wt% and 5 wt%) with 0.24 M tertiary amine
and aminopyridine extractants in water-saturated 1-octanol and (bottom)
4-cyanopyridine (c0 = 4.8 mM and 95 mM) with a solvent consisting of
0.1 M (substituted) phenols in toluene.
KD (T = 20 °C)
In water
saturated
1-octanol

2 wt%

5 wt%

KD (T = 60 °C)
2 wt%

5 wt%

KD (T = 20 °C)/K’D (T = 60 °C)
2 wt%

5 wt%
1.05 ± 0.082

TOA

2.70 ± 0.074

1.18 ± 0.044 1.63 ± 0.053 1.12 ± 0.043

1.66 ± 0.10

DOAP

2.66 ± 0.074

1.84 ± 0.057

1.45 ± 0.087

TDDA

2.83 ± 0.077

1.13 ± 0.043 1.52 ± 0.051 1.05 ± 0.041

1.86 ± 0.12

DDAP

2.86 ± 0.078

1.84 ± 0.057

1.55 ± 0.093

MOAP

2.27 ± 0.066

1.91 ± 0.059

1.19 ± 0.073

2MDDAP

3.19 ± 0.085

2.27 ± 0.066

1.40 ± 0.080

KD (T = 20 °C)

KD (T = 60 °C)

1.08 ± 0.086

KD (T = 20 °C)/K’D (T = 60 °C)

Results from
Bokhove20
(c0 = 4.8 mM)

Results from
this work

Results from this work

c0 = 4.8 mM

c0 = 95 mM

PhOH

6.8

7.6 ± 0.86

5.8 ± 0.64

1.3 ± 0.17

1.1 ± 0.051

2-BrPhOH

6.9

6.0 ± 0.66

5.6 ± 0.62

1.1 ± 0.15

1.1 ± 0.051

3-BrPhOH

9

9.3 ± 1.0

7.1 ± 0.78

1.3 ± 0.17

1.2 ± 0.059

Pure toluene

5

6.0 ± 0.66

6.0 ± 0.66

1.0 ± 0.13

1.0 ± 0.046

In toluene

6.4.3.1 Acetic acid interaction with amines and
aminopyridines

The natural logarithm of the ratio of KD/K’D measured in the LLE experiments
for the forward (T = 20 °C) and backward (T = 60 °C) extraction step is
plotted as a function of the fitted ΔH from ITC measurements (T = 20 °C)
in Figure 6a, for the tertiary amines and aminopyridines in 1-octanol. Similar
results are displayed in Figure 6b for several combinations of extractants
(i.e. TOA, TDDA and the phosphorous based extractants tributylphosphate
(TBP) and trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO)) and diluents (i.e. toluene,
methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK), 1-octanol and heptane).
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b
Figure 6 Natural logarithm of the ratio of forward (T = 20 °C) and
backward (T = 60 °C) extraction distribution coefficients ln KD/K’D
versus the enthalpy of complex formation ΔH at T = 20 °C determined
by ITC for acetic acid with a) 0.24 M tertiary amines (see Figure 1) in
water saturated 1-octanol, and b) 0.24 M TOA, TDDA, TBP and
TOPO in toluene (open symbols), MIBK (half-open symbols), heptane
(closed symbols) and 1-octanol (cross symbols). The error in ΔH equals
2.5 %. The ratio KD/K’D was determined in liquid-liquid equilibrium
experiments with 2 wt% acetic acid in the aqueous phase and 0.23 M TOA
or TDDA, 1.1-2.4 M TBP, or approx. 0.22 M TOPO in the organic phase.
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The ITC data in Figure 6b were taken from Sprakel and Schuur.48 For the
inactive diluents, the low KD resulted in larger deviations in KD/K’D. Because
the model of just eq (2)-(3) is not suitable for complexes with a higher
stoichiometry or large differences in the interaction of sequentially binding
acids,47 for TOA and TDDA the extended model of eq (2)-(5) was applied and
the ΔH of the most dominant complex was plotted, i.e. ΔH1,1 for 1-octanol
and ΔHn+1,1 for the other diluents. In Figure 6 a negative trend of ln KD/K’D
is observed with reducing magnitude of ΔH, which is in agreement with the
linear decrease expected based on eq (8). This would imply that indeed a
larger negative ΔH is advantageous for LLX processes. However, the error
margins are too significant to allow for a direct conclusion based on only
these experiments. Moreover, for eq (8) temperature independent values of
ΔH and ΔS are assumed which is a simplification. To further study and
substantiate the complexation of acid and complexating agent, also ΔS and
the temperature effect on the thermodynamic parameters should be taken
into account, especially since enthalpy-entropy compensation (EEC) may
play a role,60-64 vide infra.

6.4.3.1.1 Effect of chain length

The (1,1) and (n+1,1)-complex formation between acetic acid and tertiary
amines with carbon chains of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 atoms in toluene and in
1-octanol at 20 °C is depicted in Figure 7a and b, respectively, by the fitted
enthalpy-entropy data. The lines for a Gibbs energy of complexation of
-9 and -12 kJ/mol complex, corresponding to a K of 40 and 140, are also
shown in the figure. The slope of these lines depends only on the temperature.
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Figure 7 Fitted ΔH and ΔS per mole of complex from ITC at 20 °C for
(graph a) and b)) acetic acid and TEA, TBA, THA, ★ TOA and
TDDA in toluene (open symbols) and 1-octanol (closed symbols) with
a) (1,1)-complex based on eq (2) and (3) and b) the (n+1,1)-complex
based on eq (4)-(5) and stoichiometry in 1-octanol of n + 1 ≈ 1.8 - 2.5
and toluene of n + 1 ≈ 2.5 - 2.6; and (graph c) and d)) ΔH1,1 and ΔS1,1
based on eq (2) and (3) for c) acetic acid and 0.24 M tertiary amines
and aminopyridines in water saturated 1-octanol and d) (substituted)
phenols with 0.75 M 4-cyanopyridine in toluene (3.0 M 4-nonylphenol,
3.1 M phenol, 3.1 M 2-bromophenol and 3.2 M 3-bromophenol). Straight
lines correspond to a Gibbs energy of complexation of -9 and -12 kJ/mol
complex, i.e. a complexation constant K of 40 and 140, respectively.
Figure 7a and b show clear differences for 1-octanol and toluene considering
the location of the data points around the lines with constant ΔG and
the visibility of the linear trend in the data points. For the less favorable
complexes for each diluent, i.e. the (n+1,1)-complex for 1-octanol and the
(1,1)-complex for toluene,10,48 lower K and ΔG are found, therefore these
points are located more towards the top of the figure. For toluene, all
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data points of the most favorable (n+1,1)-complex are within the area
between these lines (Figure 7b). The parameters belonging to the dominant
complexes for toluene, ΔHn+1,1 and ΔSn+1,1, are clearly larger negative for the
extractants with larger carbon chains, see Figure 7b. The increased chain
length induces a larger entropic penalty in the complexation, which could
have been expected from increased steric hindrance. On the other hand, for
the (1,1)-complex ΔH and ΔS tend to get smaller negative with increasing
chain length of the tertiary amine in toluene. This may be a result of weaker
hydrogen bonding of the first acid in toluene with increasing chain length. In
1-octanol, where a stronger interaction based on proton transfer is expected,
this effect is not visible.10 Also for 1-octanol all data points of the more
stable (1,1)-complex are within the area within ΔG = -9 and -12 kJ/mol
(Figure 7a), indicating that the differences in Gibbs energy of complexation
are small for varying the chain length of the tertiary amine. This effect
could be interpreted as enthalpy-entropy compensation (EEC).60-62,65
EEC is the phenomenon that entropic and enthalpic contributions to the
total binding energy vary in an opposite way when small changes to ligand,
protein or solvent are applied.60,61 EEC is a common topic in the field of
protein-ligand binding,60,65 but also related to other chemical reactions.62-64
Although there is still debate on the existence of EEC and whether there
is actual (full) compensation, there is experimental evidence that indicates
at least a weak form of EEC.60,64,66-69 EEC may also be (partly) induced by
experimental errors, since ΔG and TΔS are computed from the values for
K and ΔH that are directly obtained from fitting of the data, and thereby
the resulting error in TΔS is opposite to the error in ΔH.60 The standard
deviation of 2.5 % in ΔH1,1 (see also section 6.3.2) from a fit based on a
sequential reaction mechanism, for a system of tertiary amines similar to
those in Figure 7a and b, would induce an error of 6.4 % in TΔS1,147 and
the standard deviation of 4 % in ΔH1,1 (see also section 6.4) for the system
of tertiary amines and aminopyridines in 1-octanol (Figure 7c), would
induce an error of 14 % in TΔS1,147. Figure 7 shows EEC over a significantly
large range of ΔH and ΔS values. The phenomenon of EEC implies that
if the enthalpy of complexation is improved by molecular design, this will
always be interfered by (partially) compensating changes in the entropy of
complexation and therefore does not necessarily influence the Gibbs energy
of complexation and equilibrium constant K.60 This can be interpreted as
the reduction of the degrees of freedom of the complex as a result of tighter
bonding.
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6.4.3.1.2 Effect of addition of pyridine ring to tertiary
amine extractants

The relation between the thermodynamic parameters ΔH and ΔS for
the complexation of tertiary amines and aminopyridines with acetic acid
is shown in Figure 7c. Although DPPA and DPMDAP are far from the
line corresponding to ΔG = -10 kJ/mol, the other extractants are all
around the line of ΔG = -10 kJ/mol, showing the trend of EEC. From the
decreased ΔG for DPPA and DPMDAP it can be concluded that addition
of two extra benzyl-groups to the pyridine ring, either strongly reduces the
basicity of the extractant or results in formation of a frustrated Lewis pair
as a result of steric hindrance.70 Comparing the derived parameters for ΔS
(Figure 7c) it is clear that the effect of the molecular structure on ΔH is
also accompanied by compensating changes in ΔS. Comparing the results of
2MDDAP with DDAP (Figure 7c) shows that adding a methyl group next
to the nitrogen atom in the pyridine of DDAP does not significantly change
the thermodynamic parameters.
The trend in the relation between KD/K’D and ΔH in Figure 6 may also be
less clear than expected based on eq (8) because of the fact that ΔH and
ΔS are not necessarily constant with temperature. Therefore, the effect of
increasing temperature on ΔH and ΔS, and thereby on ΔG, was studied
with ITC experiments at an elevated temperature of 60 °C, see Figure 8.
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Figure 8 ΔH and ΔG of complex formation with acetic acid for
0.24 M TOA, TDDA, DOAP and DDAP; in water saturated 1-octanol at
T = 20 °C (closed symbols) and T = 60 °C (open symbols). Lines are
added to guide the eye and connect data points at 20 °C and 60 °C.

From a comparison of the results at 60 °C (open symbols) with those at
20 °C (closed symbols) in Figure 8, indeed ΔG decreases and therefore
the complexation constant decreases as well. Additionally, especially for
the amines without a pyridine ring ΔH is larger negative with increasing
temperature. The increase of ΔH is stronger for the extractants with longer
carbon chains, when comparing TDDA and TOA, as well as DDAP and
DOAP. The differences in the change in ΔH with temperature can explain
why the results in Figure 6 do not show a clear direct relation between ΔH
at T = 20 °C and KD/K’D. Thus, next to the ΔH at T = 20 °C, also the
change in ΔH with temperature should be taken into account when the
temperature effect on the complexation equilibrium and KD/K’D is studied.

6.4.3.2 4-Cyanopyridine interactions with phenolic
compounds

Also for 4-cyanopyridine with phenolic compounds the relation between
ΔH and ΔS of complexation and the temperature dependency of the
complexation equilibrium was studied in a combined approach using ITC
and MM. The ΔH that was found for interaction with phenol (Table 1) is
about 2 kJ/mol lower than that for 2-bromophenol, which better supports
the KD/K’D results for a higher initial concentration (Table 2). The ITC and
LLE results for phenol compared to 3-bromophenol (Table 1 and Table 2)
do not match, since compared with phenol the shift in KD is equal to that of
3-bromophenol although 3-bromophenol has a higher ΔH. MM does support
the LLE results and does show comparable ΔH for phenol and 3-bromophenol
(Figure 5b). For 3-bromophenol the ratio of KD/K’D (Table 2) is higher than
with 2-bromophenol which can be related to the higher ΔH (see Table 1)
that was found in ITC experiments and confirmed by MM (Figure 5b). This
would not be expected based on the lower pKa of 2-bromophenol, but may
be explained by increased steric hindrance in the complexation. However,
in this case also the negative ΔS calculated with eq (6)-(7) is smaller for
2-bromophenol, which means that there is no indication for additional steric
hindrance. The concentrations for the phenol titrant and 4-cyanopyridine
sample in ITC were both higher than applied in the LLE experiments which
was required for fitting of the data at these low K-values. Therefore it has
to be taken into account that increasing the concentration will in general
decrease K1,1,47,71,72 which may also result in a lower measured value of ΔH.
This emphasizes the importance of the concentrations applied in ITC in
order to link the results with LLE.47
Bokhove et al.59 included 15 different complexes in their study on the
complexation equilibrium of 4-cyanopyridine with 4-nonylphenol. The
dominant stoichiometry was found to depend on the aqueous phase
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concentration of 4-cyanopyridine. According to their results, at the low
concentration that was used in the current study, the (2,1)-complex between
4-nonylphenol and 4-cyanopyridine is dominant (± 35 % of the complexes),
but the (1,1)-complex (± 20-30 %) and (3,1)-complex (± 20-25 %) are
also present. For the samples with a high concentration that were applied
in the LLE, the (1,1)-complex is still dominant according to their results
(± 35-45 %), followed by the (2,1)-complex (± 35 %) and only low
concentrations of higher complexes are present (< 20 %).59
Also for the (substituted) phenols with 4-cyanopyridine, the relation of ΔH
and ΔS of complexation (see Figure 7d) appears to show EEC, however,
the differences in the parameters that are determined are small despite the
higher concentrations used in ITC. Based on the larger standard deviation
of 7 % in ΔH1,1, see also section 6.4.2, induced by fitting of the data without
a properly S-shaped isotherm as a result of low K-values and concentrations
limited by solubility, a standard deviation of 17 % in TΔS1,1 is obtained.
Nevertheless, it can be concluded that EEC is likely, based on the trend in
the ΔH1,1 and ΔS1,1 values for the complexation with (substituted) phenols,
of which for nonylphenol the difference in ΔH1,1 and TΔS1,1 with the other
phenols is larger than the standard deviation.

6.4.4 Implications for future directions in
solvent selection

Based on the rather constant ΔG in Figure 7, that is visible as a linear
relation between ΔH and ΔS, the presence of EEC for the extractant
families studied is likely. This implies that e.g. varying the amine chain
length has little effect on the forward extraction step, as ΔG and therefore
K are constant. On the other hand, ΔH and ΔS can be varied, which may
be used in the back-extraction step. To study the implications of EEC for
extractant families, and identify possibly achievable KD/K’D once the ΔG of
such a family of extractants is known, KD/K’D was calculated as a function
of ΔG for a range of ΔH and ΔS combinations. The calculations were done
using eq (2),(3) and (8) for the equilibrium constants, a solvent-to-feed ratio
of 1:1, assuming ΔH and ΔS are not affected by temperature, including only
(1,1)-complexes and for an initial extractant concentration of 0.24 M.
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Figure 9 Effect of enthalpy of the complexation reaction ΔH on the
relation between the ratio of the forward and backward extraction KD/K’D
and the Gibbs energy ΔG of complexation. Curves from bottom to top are
for ΔH = -10, -20, -30, -40, -50 and -60 kJ/mol and at a temperature
difference of ΔT = 40 K (left) and 70 K (right) between forward and
backward extraction, an initial acid concentration of 0.34 M (a, b, c, d)
and increased initial acid concentration of 0.84 M (e+f), and a Km of 0.4
(a, b, e, f) and an increased Km of 2.5 (c+d).
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For an initial acid concentration of 0.34 M, a physical extraction constant
(see Figure 2) Km = 0.4 and a temperature difference between forward and
backward extraction of ΔT = 40 K, see Figure 9a the ratio of the forward
and backward distribution coefficient KD/K’D increases with increasing
enthalpy of complexation ΔH, for a given value of ΔG. In Figure 9a, at low
ΔG the effect of ΔH is less significant and there is an optimum with respect
to ΔG in the curves. It follows that a higher equilibrium constant does not
always result in the highest KD/K’D. With hydrogen bonding the maximum
ΔH that can be obtained is around ΔH = -50 kJ/mol. This implies that
for these conditions the highest KD/K’D would be obtained for an optimum
ΔG of around -10 kJ/mol, a typical value for tertiary amine extractants,
see Table 1. Increasing the temperature difference between the forward
and backward extraction step to 70 K (Figure 9b) increases KD/K’D, which
can be expected based on eq (8). Moreover, the increased temperature step
shifts the maxima of the curves towards a more negative value of ΔG. This
implies that stronger complexing agents can be used when the temperature
step in the backward extraction is increased. In most of these cases the
loading of the organic phase is above one and only a complex stoichiometry
of n = 1 is taken into account, so the non-temperature dependent physical
extraction constant Km should play a significant role. Increasing the physical
extraction Km (Figure 9c for ΔT = 40 K and Figure 9d for ΔT = 70 K)
from 0.4 to 2.5, makes KD less dependent on the complexation reaction. As
a result the ratio KD/K’D indeed decreased significantly, accompanied by a
small shift of the optimal ΔG to a less negative ΔG.
A stronger effect on KD/K’D is observed when the initial acid concentration
is increased to 0.84 M (Figure 9e for ΔT = 40 K and Figure 9f for
ΔT = 70 K). The obtained values for KD/K’D are significantly lower
at the higher initial acid concentration, especially for the larger shift in
temperature, and there is a shift of the optimal ΔG to less negative values.
The effects of the increased temperature-swing and physical extraction on
the relation between KD/K’D and ΔG are small compared to the effect of
initial acid concentration. This implies that in the case of a multistage
extraction - back-extraction system in which also higher concentrations are
obtained, complexation reactions with a higher ΔG become less favorable.
For the design of the molecular structure of new solvents these findings
imply that it is important to aim for the most negative ΔH and not only
a high equilibrium constant or largely negative ΔG. Combining this with
the results from Figure 8 in which it was shown that ΔH is not (always)
independent of temperature, it can be concluded that for molecular design
the temperature dependency of ΔH itself should also be considered. This is
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especially of importance when only a small temperature step is applied or
when solute concentrations are higher, as in those cases a less (negative)
ΔG can be favorable.

6.5 Conclusion

An approach combining isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and
molecular modeling (MM) has been shown to be useful in the search of
compounds for complexation based extraction. It offers a way to carry out
molecular design and engineering of solvents for liquid-liquid extraction
(LLX) of polar compounds. Aiming at a maximum temperature dependency
for temperature-swing solvent regeneration, understanding the relation
between the molecular structure of the extractant and the temperature
dependency of the extractant-solute interactions is of great importance for
solvent design. For two cases, i.e. the interaction of acetic acid with tertiary
amines and of 4-cyanopyridine with (substituted) phenols, solvent-solute
interactions were studied.
It was confirmed that increased (negative) enthalpy of complexation as
measured by ITC and predicted by MM correlates well with the temperature
dependency of the liquid-liquid equilibrium, thereby showing that MM is
a perfect tool to engineer molecules, which can be checked by ITC. The
dependency of the enthalpy of complexation on the molecular structure was
found to pair with a compensating dependency of ΔS of complexation, i.e.
enthalpy-entropy compensation (EEC). Knowledge on EEC can aid in the
optimization of ΔH and thereby improve the temperature dependency by
making small changes to extractant structures. It was also shown that for a
typical system there is an optimum in KD/K’D with respect to varying ΔG
for every ΔH i.e. the largest negative ΔG is not necessarily the optimum for
a temperature-swing regeneration.
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START
CHAP

7

Swing processes for solvent
regeneration in liquid-liquid extraction
of succinic acid

Abstract

Solvent regeneration processes for liquid-liquid extraction of succinic
acid (HSuc) from aqueous streams were investigated. Tri-n-octyl amine
(TOA) and tri-n-octyl phosphine oxide (TOPO) in methyl isobutyl ketone
(MIBK) showed good extraction. For 20 vol% TOA in MIBK, addition of
pentane at an anti-solvent/solvent ratio of 1 (vol/vol) decreased KD from
10.2 to 0.46, whereas applying ethane at 30 bar decreased KD to 0.45 and
increasing the temperature to 60 °C decreased KD to 1.6. Evaporation of
MIBK from a solvent of 40 vol% TOA in MIBK decreased KD from 10.2
to 4.0. For these processes including regeneration, capital investments
and energy requirements were calculated for a production of 10 kiloton
per year at a concentration factor of 5. Costs of all processes to obtain
the product at maximum solubility are less than evaporation (2600 kJ/kg
product at maximum solubility). A combination of a swing in diluent and in
temperature results in higher product concentrations after back-extraction,
and reduces the energy input to obtain the pure HSuc to 19 MJ/kg. The
ethane based process is the most effective with 13 MJ/kg to obtain the pure
HSuc product. Although additional capital investments for compressors and
pumps are required, only 110 days of production are required for a return
on the additional investments.

This chapter is based on a manuscript that is submitted as: Lisette M. J.
Sprakel, Anouk F.M. Holtkamp, Rens Bassa, Boelo Schuur, “Swing processes
for solvent regeneration in liquid-liquid extraction of succinic acid”
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7.1 Introduction

Liquid-liquid extraction (LLX) can be an efficient, environmentally friendly
and economical process for the separation of acids from aqueous streams,1-3
e.g. to recover organic acids from aqueous waste streams and fermentation
broths.4 LLX can be an efficient alternative to distillation, especially in the
case of low solute concentrations, similar boiling points of components or
thermal decomposition of one (or more) of the components.
For an efficient process based on LLX, not only a good extraction but also
an effective and easy recovery of the solvent is required.5,6 The step that
can be made in the distribution coefficient KD between the extraction and
regeneration step is even more important than a high KD in the extraction
step.7 There are various options for solvent regeneration. Evaporation of the
acid would be the easiest solution in the case of an acid with a sufficiently low
boiling point. However, when the boiling point of the acid is too high, as is the
case for succinic acid (HSuc), other options for regeneration must be applied,
typically through back-extraction. In the case of HSuc this can be followed
by a crystallization step through evaporation of water to obtain the final
product. Two possible options to enhance the back-extraction are diluentswing regeneration and temperature-swing regeneration, or combinations of
these.5 Diluent-swing may be realized by either adding or removing (a part
of) a diluent, which results in a decrease of the acid distribution. Next to
adding a liquid diluent, also a pressure-swing regeneration may be applied,
in which a pressurized gas is applied as an anti-solvent. The addition of a
diluent aims at decreasing the polarity and solvating abilities of the solvent
mixture to decrease the acid distribution.
To study the use of diluent-swing or temperature-swing for solvent
regeneration, extraction of HSuc was selected as a case study, because
HSuc is an example of a carboxylic acid that can be produced via green
routes in a fermentation based process in which glucose is consumed.8,9
Next to that, being derived from renewable sources, HSuc is a potential
green platform chemical10-12 and it is an important raw material for several
products in industry, such as plastics, solvents and products for the food
and pharmaceutical industry.13 The price of HSuc is roughly 1500 € per
ton.14 Due to the low acid concentration in the fermentation broth,15 the
costs for the downstream processing of the HSuc product stream can be up
to 50-70 % of the total costs for the production,15 indicating the industrial
relevance of this example.
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In this research various solvent regeneration strategies have been
investigated, all resulting in aqueous solutions of HSuc that are to be further
purified by crystallization, and regenerated solvent that can be sent back
to the LLX process to recover HSuc from the aqueous feed stream. The
general process scheme, displayed in Figure 1, consists of the extraction
column, the regeneration column and the crystallization column to further
purify the concentrated acid stream. In this study the crystallization step
is left out of consideration as it will be the same for all processes, and in all
processes the final product is a concentrated acid solution that is ready for
the crystallization operation.
For several temperature and diluent-swing based processes the swing in
the distribution ratio between the extraction and back-extraction step was
studied by determining liquid-liquid equilibria (LLE) before and after the
swing in conditions. Processes based on the most promising solvent systems
with the largest swing in acid distribution were modeled with Aspen Plus
to compare their predicted capital investments and required energy input.
Feed (acid, water)

Concentrated
product (acid,
water)

Extract
(solvent + acid)

Water
Extraction
column

Solvent

Regeneration
column

Crystallization
column

Raffinate
(water + acid)
Solvent recycle

Fresh water

Crystallized acid

Figure 1 Schematic overview of a separation process based on liquidliquid extraction with an extraction column and a regeneration column. The
concentrated product of acid in water is further purified by crystallization.
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7.2 Theory

In liquid-liquid extraction (LLX) of acids, where the aqueous phase that
contains a low concentration of acid is contacted with a solvent phase, the
acid distribution KD between the solvent phase and the aqueous phase is
defined in eq (1), where the overbar indicates compounds in the organic
solvent phase.
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7.3.2 Experimental methods

7.3.2.1 Unpressurized liquid-liquid equilibria (LLE)

Unpressurized LLE experiments were performed in 10 or 20 mL glass vials.
The aqueous phase and organic phase were mixed in these vials for at least
6 hours in the shaking bath. After the equilibration, the phases were allowed
to settle and samples were taken from the aqueous phase and analyzed with
HPLC.
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7.3.2.2 Pressurized liquid-liquid equilibria (LLE)

The setup to perform LLE experiments under high gas pressures consisted
of a vessel (0.25 L, maximum pressure of 60 bar) with a heating/cooling
jacket and a mechanical stirrer. Before the experiment the aqueous and
organic phase were loaded in the vessel which was then closed. The vessel
was connected through a pressure regulator to a gas supply vessel within the
setup that can be refilled from the gas supply vessel that is located outside,
to maintain the pressure. Before a sample was taken, the mechanical stirrer
was stopped and the mixture was allowed to settle for 30 minutes. Samples
of the aqueous phase were taken through a tap that is connected to the
bottom of the vessel.

7.3.3 Analytical methods
7.3.3.1 HPLC

The concentration of acid in the aqueous phase was determined using HighPerformance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) on an HPLC Agilent 1200
series with RI detector (accuracy > 99 %) and a Hiplex-H column. The
mobile phase was an aqueous solution of 5 mM H2SO4 at a flowrate of either
0.6 or 1 mL/min.

7.3.4 Simulation methods

The modeled processes can be described with four types of process
configurations. For the process of temperature-swing regeneration no
additional equipment is required and this process can be described by the
process configuration in Figure 1. The process of diluent-swing regeneration
in which a part of the active diluent is distilled before the regeneration
column is shown in Figure 2a and the process in which an inactive diluent
is added to the solvent before the regeneration column and distilled off
after the regeneration column is shown in Figure 2b. In both diluent-swing
processes an extra distillation column is required to distill off a part of the
diluent.5 For the process of pressure-swing regeneration in which a gas is
applied as an anti-solvent, the conceptual process scheme is shown in Figure
2c. In this case the solvent regeneration column is replaced by a vessel to
reduce the pressure of the stream leaving the regeneration column to be able
to recycle the gas. For this process also additional compressors and a pump
are required for the pressurization of the streams.
.
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Figure 2 Schematic overview of diluent-swing based LLX processes with
a) diluent-swing by evaporation of a part of the diluent, b) diluent-swing
by addition of a liquid anti-solvent and c) diluent-swing by pressurized
gaseous anti-solvent.
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To evaluate and compare the processes, the required energy is calculated
relative to a base case in which the water is evaporated through a process
of quadruple-effect evaporation to increase the concentration of acid in the
product stream. The initial acid concentration c0 is assumed to be 0.012
in mass fraction and a commercial scale production of 10 kta is assumed.
The raffinate mass fraction of the extraction columns equaled 0.001.
If allowed by the acid distribution ratios, the product stream contained
the maximum concentration of HSuc that is soluble at 20 °C, i.e. a mass
fraction of 0.061.23 At 60 °C, the temperature in the temperature-swing, the
maximum solubility is a mole fraction of 0.042 (mass fraction = 0.22). These
concentrations were taken for the product streams of the designed LLX
processes.23 Further upgrading of the product is performed by crystallization,
which was not included in the modeling because crystallization is also part
of the reference process based on evaporation of the water. However, for
an equal final comparison of the energy required in each of the processes,
the energy requirement for evaporation and crystallization to obtain a pure
product (weight fraction of 0.995) from the product after extraction and
back-extraction is included in the economic evaluation.
The acid fraction remaining in the organic phase after the back-extraction
(and sent back to the extraction) was assumed to be 0.005. The ingoing
and outgoing concentrations of the streams of both the extraction and
regeneration columns were calculated as well as the minimum solvent-tofeed ratio (S’/F’)min, making use of short-cut calculations. (S’/F’)min of an
extraction process can be determined using eq (3)-(5) that were taken from
De Haan et al..24 In these equations Xin = (xin/(1-xin), with x the mass
fraction) is the weight ratio in the feed stream, Xout the weight ratio in
the raffinate and Yin the ingoing weight ratio of the extract stream. The
apostrophes indicate solute free phase flows. The number of theoretical
equilibrium stages Nts was calculated with the Kremser equation, eq (6),
assuming low concentrations and constant KD.24 In this equation the
extraction factor E is defined as E = KD* S’/F’.
For the reference case it is assumed that a quadruple-effect evaporator can
be applied to save 75 % of the energy duty for evaporation.25-27 For the
energy calculations no heat integration was assumed for these processes
and the price of a MWh of energy based on natural gas was estimated to
be 35 €,28 which is based on data from the year 2016 but still a reasonable
assumption for the current situation considering the low inflation of the past
two years.
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Aspen Plus V10 modeling software was applied to model the three processes
as well as the reference case in which the NRTL method was applied for
the calculation of the distillations and flash columns for the evaporators.
The required solvent flows, number of theoretical stages and product
concentrations of the extraction operations were calculated with the shortcut
calculations of eq (3)-(6) using the distribution ratios that were measured in
this work and not using Aspen Plus. The capital expenses required for these
extraction columns were estimated with the Aspen Plus Aspen Process
Economic Analyzer based on the calculated flows and required number
of stages in combination with a default packed column. Distillations were
simulated using RadFrac and the ‘bottoms-to-feed ratio’ was adjusted to
obtain the correct bottom flow that was calculated based on the measured
KD values and minimum solvent-to-feed ratios. For the modeling of the
distillation of water from the aqueous solutions of HSuc only 3 stages were
applied and no reflux (i.e. simple evaporation of the water), for the reference
case and the additional distillation required for upgrading of the product
in case a too low product concentration was obtained, i.e. the maximum
solubility was not reached after regeneration. For evaporation of MIBK
and pentane distillation was applied using a column with 10 stages and
a reflux ratio of 1.5. For the reference case of water evaporation from the
aqueous HSuc feed stream to obtain the concentrated product, multi-effect
four-stage evaporators were modeled. This process was modeled as a series
of flash columns (Flash2) and connected heat exchangers over a decreasing
pressure range from 1.7 to 0.3 bar. By defining the vapor fraction of the first
flash column, the fraction of water evaporating in the multi-stage evaporator
could be adjusted. Flash2 and Flash3 columns were applied for the splitting
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of the aqueous and organic phase in the modeling of the extraction and
back-extraction columns. The capital investments for each process were
calculated with the Aspen Process Economic Analyzer.

7.4 Results and discussion

7.4.1 Effect of solvent composition on succinic
acid distribution

Applications of long-chain tertiary amine mixtures in MIBK and 1-octanol
have been reported for the extraction of HSuc from aqueous streams,5,16,29
and also long-chain phosphine oxides, e.g. trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO),
are used for carboxylic acids extraction in general, including for HSuc.2,30
Therefore, the initial mapping of solvent effects to identify possibilities for
diluent-swing was performed with solvents based on trioctylamine (TOA)
and trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO). Some diluents commonly applied in
carboxylic acid extractions, such as chloroform and toluene, were avoided
because of their negative environmental impact. The effect of solvent
composition on the distribution of HSuc was studied with MIBK and
1-octanol.
For extraction of carboxylic acids, generally a maximum distribution of acid
is observed for solvents with a tertiary amine composition around a volume
fraction of 0.3,19,31,32 thus in this research the full range of compositions
was covered for the TOA based solvents. Since TOPO is a solid at room
temperature and therefore problematic solubility and third phase formation
can be expected at higher concentrations, experiments are performed at
mass fractions of TOPO of up to 0.4. The results for LLE experiments using
1-octanol as a diluent at 20 °C at an initial acid concentration c0 of 0.1 M
and a volume based solvent-to-feed ratio S/F of 1/3, are displayed in Figure
3a.
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a

b
Figure 3 Effect of composition of extractant on the distribution of HSuc
(c0 = 0.1 M) at (closed symbols) 20 °C and an elevated temperature (open
symbols) of 60 °C in figure a) or 55 °C in figure b), with a volume based
solvent-to-feed ratio of 1/3 for TOA (squares, based on vol%) and TOPO
(circles, based on wt%) in a) 1-octanol and b) MIBK.
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For TOA in 1-octanol (Figure 3a) high maximum distribution ratios of
42.6 and 42.1 were obtained at 20 and 40 vol%, respectively, similar to
distribution ratios obtained for lactic acid.16,33-35 For TOPO in 1-octanol
(Figure 3a) the distribution ratios were much lower, i.e. 0.5 and 0.8 at
20 and 40 wt%, respectively. The observed values for KD of HSuc for
TOA and TOPO in MIBK are displayed in Figure 3b. Also here there is
a clear maximum in the KD of HSuc with increasing TOA concentration in
MIBK and these values for MIBK are lower compared to those previously
discussed for 1-octanol. Previously reported KD-values by Tamada et al.16
are approximately 6, for HSuc extraction with the commercially available
long-chain tertiary amine mixture Alamine 336 (2-25 vol%) in MIBK at
a free aqueous acid concentration of 0.1 M. These values are comparable
to those in Figure 3b. A reduction in the KD was observed for increasing
temperature, which is in line with earlier work by Tamada and King,5 who
extracted HSuc (c0 = 0.3 M) with 13 vol% Alamine 336 in MIBK.
Based on the strong temperature and compositional dependency of the HSuc
distribution, and the knowledge that inert diluents strongly reduce the
distribution of acids, approaches were investigated for both a temperatureswing and two types of diluent-swing, i.e. evaporation of a part of the
diluent or addition of a second, inert diluent as an anti-solvent. The success
of a temperature-swing process is determined by the dependency of KD
on the temperature and similarly the success of a diluent-swing process is
determined by the dependency of KD on the volume fraction of extractant
in the solvent and the ease of evaporation of the diluent or anti-solvent.
Moreover, the existence of a maximum in KD with varying extractant
composition is important for the application of a diluent-swing process.
With a diluent-swing process by evaporation the volume fraction of TOA
is increased, therefore a solvent with an extractant concentration above
the maximum should be used as the starting solvent, e.g. 40 vol% TOA
in MIBK. Then, upon evaporation of a part of the MIBK, KD decreases as
can be seen for higher concentrations of TOA in Figure 3. This is a good
approach for a diluent-swing process and based on these results it can be
concluded that TOA in MIBK is a promising solvent for a process based on
evaporation of a part of the diluent.
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7.4.2 Diluent-swing by addition of anti-solvent

For diluent-swing by addition of anti-solvent, both addition of liquid antisolvents (section 7.4.2.1) and gaseous anti-solvents (section 7.4.2.2) have
been investigated.

7.4.2.1 Addition of liquid anti-solvent

The effect of the volume based anti-solvent/solvent ratio on the HSuc
distribution ratio for a solvent consisting of 20 vol% TOA in 1-octanol
is shown in Figure 4a. These experiments are performed at an elevated
temperature of 55 °C because it is expected that otherwise the distribution
ratios obtained with TOA in 1-octanol are too high to allow for a sufficient
step in KD in the regeneration step for a viable process.6,36 Based on Figure
4a it is clear that, even at this elevated temperature, the KD for 1-octanol
indeed only decreases from 10 to approximately 2 with the addition of an
anti-solvent to the solvent at a 1:1 volume ratio. The values for KD at 20 °C
are significantly higher (Figure 3a) and thus a regeneration process based on
a diluent-swing alone is not expected to be feasible for this system, in line
with statements reported for similar systems.6,36

a

b

Figure 4 Effect of anti-solvent/solvent ratio on the succinic acid
distribution of (initial acid concentration c0 = 0.1 M and volume based
solvent-to-feed ratio S/F of 1/3) for addition of the anti-solvent heptane
to a solvent consisting of 20 vol% TOA in 1-octanol (open symbols) and
MIBK (closed symbols) at 55 °C, with a) the succinic acid distribution KD
and b) the ratio of the distribution with and without anti-solvent K’D/KD.
Figure 4b shows the ratio of the acid distribution with and without antisolvent KD/K’D, from which it is clear that the effect of anti-solvent/solvent
ratio is stronger for MIBK compared to 1-octanol at an elevated temperature
of 55 °C, as for MIBK the KD is decreased from approximately 2.5 to 0.5
already at a volume based anti-solvent/solvent ratio of 0.5.
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To study if addition of an anti-solvent is a feasible regeneration process for HSuc
extraction with the diluent MIBK, distribution ratios were measured at 20 °C for
various (volume based) anti-solvent/solvent ratios and different compositions
of the MIBK based solvent. The results are displayed in Figure 5 in which the
absolute KD (Figure 5 a-c) and the ratio between the distribution coefficients
with and without the anti-solvent are shown (Figure 5 d-f). Especially for a
solvent consisting of 20 vol% TOA in MIBK there is a strong decrease of KD,
already at a low anti-solvent/solvent ratio (Figure 5a and d). The difference
between applying pentane or heptane is only small. For mixtures of TOPO
(Figure 5b and c), the absolute values of KD are lower and also the decrease
with increasing anti-solvent/solvent ratio is less strong than with TOA based
solvents (Figure 5e and f). In this case, a mass based composition is applied
because TOPO is a solid. The effect of anti-solvent addition on KD is similar for
solvents that contain either 10 wt% or 20 wt% TOPO.

a

d

b

e

c

f

Figure 5 Effect of anti-solvent/solvent ratio on succinic acid distribution
(c0 = 0.1 M) at 20 °C with heptane (open symbols) and pentane (closed
symbols) as anti-solvents, with in the top row (a, b and c) KD and in the
bottom row (d, e and f) the ratio of acid distribution with and without
an anti-solvent K'D/KD, for a solvent-to-feed ratio of 1/3 and the solvent
phase consisting of a+d) 20 vol% TOA in MIBK, b+e) 20 wt% TOPO in
MIBK and c+f) 10 wt% TOPO in MIBK.
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7.4.2.2 Addition of gaseous anti-solvent

Three types of gases were investigated as potential anti-solvents, i.e.
methane, ethylene and ethane. There is no data available for their solubility
in either TOA or MIBK so for an estimate of their solubility in the solvent
phase the solubility in the organic solvent 1-octanol as well as water based on
literature is shown in the first two columns of Table 1. Ethane and ethylene
show a significantly higher solubility in 1-octanol, but also an increased
water solubility which especially for ethylene may have a countereffect.
The composition of the liquid phase of 1-octanol and MIBK upon
pressurization with methane and ethane at 1 or 30 bar was predicted at
20 °C using Aspen Plus V10 and the UNIFAC model, see Table 1. The
calculated mass fractions for the gas solubility are overpredicted, compared
to the literature values for 1-octanol, but ethane clearly shows a larger
solubility for both methods and is thus expected to be more promising
as an anti-solvent. As expected, the calculated mass fractions for the gas
solubility in the diluent at the elevated pressure of 30 bar are significantly
higher than at 1 bar. For both methane and ethane the solubility in MIBK
is relatively similar to that in 1-octanol. The solubility of ethane of 634 g/kg
MIBK is comparable with an anti-solvent/solvent ratio of approximately 2,
and when related to the results of Figure 4, a significant effect of a diluentswing with the gaseous anti-solvent may be expected.
Table 1 Solubility and critical point of selected gases.37,38

Gas

Solubility
in water
(g/kg)
at 1 atma

Solubility
in
1-octanol
(g/kg)
at 1 atma

Modeled
solubility in
1-octanol
(g/kg)
at 1 bar

Modeled
solubility
in 1-octanol
(g/kg)
at 30 bar

Modeled
solubility
in MIBK
(g/kg)
at 1 bar

Modeled
solubility
in MIBK
(g/kg)
at 30 bar

Critical
temperature
(K)

Critical
pressure
(bar)

Methane

0.023

0.35

4.1

135

3.7

127

190.56

45.99

Ethylene

0.14

2.8

282.35

50.4

Ethane

0.057

4.1

305.32

48.7

12.6

565

11.4

634

LLE experiments were performed for each of the solvent mixtures based on
TOA and TOPO in MIBK with methane at a pressure of 30 bar as the antisolvent, see Figure 6. A sample of the composition of the aqueous phase was
taken directly after liquid-liquid equilibration, just before applying the methane
pressure of 30 bar (t = 0 h). Then, after t = 2, 4 and 6 hours of pressurization
the concentration of the aqueous phase was also determined. The measured
initial KD (7.9, see Figure 6a) for 20 vol% TOA in MIBK without an antisolvent is lower, than that reported in Figure 5 (KD = 10.2). This may be a
result of small differences in the solvent-to-feed ratio, room temperature or
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equilibration/settling time for the experiments with gases since all samples had
to be taken in the course of one day. The results in Figure 6 clearly indicate
that equilibrium was always achieved within 2h. The effect of methane on KD
is stronger for TOA based solvents (Figure 6a and b) than for TOPO based
solvents (Figure 6c and d). The relative change in KD is similar for 20 vol%
TOA in MIBK (Figure 6a) and 10 vol% TOA in MIBK (Figure 6b). When
ethylene was applied as an anti-solvent for the TOPO based solvent (Figure 6c)
there was no significant increase in KD compared to methane, while for the TOA
based solvent (Figure 6a) the effect on KD with ethylene pressurization was
significantly stronger than with methane. Upon applying ethane, the decrease
in KD is the strongest (Figure 6a) and even comparable to the effect of the antisolvents pentane and heptane (Figure 5a), when an anti-solvent/solvent ratio
based on the maximum solubility of approximately two (Table 2) is assumed.

a

b

c

d

Figure 6 Effect of applying a pressure of 30 bar of methane (closed
symbols), ethane (half open symbols) and ethylene (open symbols) on
the succinic acid distribution ratio (c0 = 0.1 M) in LLE at 20 °C and a
solvent-to-feed ratio of 1/3 with solvents consisting of a) 20 vol% TOA in
MIBK, b) 10 vol% TOA in MIBK, c) 20 wt% TOPO in MIBK (note that
the x-axis value is shifted for graph readability, the data points are at 0, 2,
4 and 6 h), and d) 10 wt% TOPO in MIBK.
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7.4.3 Combined effect of pressure-swing and
temperature-swing

In an attempt to improve the performance of the methane based pressureswing regeneration this process was combined with a temperature-swing in
which the temperature was increased from 20 °C to 60 °C in the regeneration
step, see Figure 7. The effect of temperature itself is strong (time = 0 h) for
both TOPO based and TOA based solvents, as was also seen in Figure 3
and the additional effect of the applied methane pressure is only very small
(time = 6 h). Therefore, it can be assumed that combining a pressure-swing
process with a temperature-swing based process is not worth the additional
investment costs required for pressurization.

a

b

Figure 7 Effect of temperature on the succinic acid distribution ratio
(c0 = 0.1 M) at 20 °C (closed symbols) and 60 °C (open symbols) at an
applied methane pressure of 30 bar (t > 0), a solvent-to-feed ratio of 1/3
and the solvent phase consisting of a) 20 vol% TOA in MIBK and b) 20
wt% TOPO in MIBK.

7.4.4 Process considerations

Four swing based LLX processes, i.e. one process based on a temperatureswing and three based on a diluent-swing, were modeled and compared
with each other and with the base case of water evaporation to concentrate
the feed stream. The first two diluent-swing processes are both based on
a diluent-swing by addition of an anti-solvent (see Figure 2b) and both
processes use a solvent consisting of 20 vol% TOA in MIBK in the extraction
step. In process 1, based on the results in Figure 5, the anti-solvent pentane
is added to the solvent mixture at a volume based anti-solvent/solvent
ratio of 1, before entering the regeneration column. After the regeneration
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column the stream of solvent and anti-solvent is distilled in order to recycle
both the solvent and the anti-solvent to the extraction and regeneration
step, respectively. In process 2, based on the results in Figure 6, the gaseous
‘anti-solvent’ ethane with a pressure of 30 bar is added to the solvent
mixture at a volume based anti-solvent/solvent ratio of 1 before entering
the regeneration column. After the regeneration column, the pressure of the
stream containing solvent and ethane is reduced to recycle the ethane that
will require repressurization. The value of KD = 7.9 (Figure 6) was applied
for the extraction step in the calculations of process 2, in order to have a fair
comparison with the measurements after applying ethane as an anti-solvent.
In process 3, based on the results of Figure 3, a diluent-swing is applied
by evaporating a large part of the MIBK (see Figure 2b) from the solvent
mixture that consists of 40 vol% TOA in MIBK in the extraction step, in
order to reach a TOA volume fraction of 80 vol% before the regeneration
column. In process 4, a temperature-swing is applied between the extraction
column and the regeneration column, based on the results of Figure 7. This
process is also based on a solvent that consists of 20 vol% TOA in MIBK.
For each of the processes the energy input and output was modeled as well
as the investment costs for a commercial scale production plant of 10 kta of
pure HSuc, with an HSuc mass fraction of 0.012 in the feed. The input data
and the modeling results are given in Table 2. The last column in Table 2
shows the reference case that is based on quadruple-effect evaporation of
water from the feed stream to obtain the same product. In case Yout,max was
larger than the maximum solubility of HSuc, the maximum solubility of
HSuc was applied in the calculations with the corresponding product flow.
This means that a lower amount of stages could theoretically be applied in
process 1 and 2. This has however only a marginal effect on the economic
evaluation.
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Table 2 Energy requirements and product specifications to evaluate the
four different processes and compare with the base case of evaporation.
The extraction factor E is defined as E = KD* S’/F’, for which KD was
converted to a mass fraction based ratio. Nts is the number of theoretical
stages in the column, see eq (6). All processes are based on a commercial
scale production of 10 kta of pure succinic acid and a succinic acid mass
fraction of 0.012 in the feed.
Unit
Process:

Process 1

Process 2

Process 3

Process 4

Base case
(evaporation)

anti-solvent ‘anti-solvent’ evaporation temperaturepentane
ethane
of diluent
swing
20 % TOA
in MIBK

20 % TOA
in MIBK

40 % TOA
in MIBK

20 % TOA
in MIBK

Extraction column
KD

Model
input

10.2

7.9

10.2

10.2

(S’/F’)min

0.076

0.099

0.077

0.076

Extraction factor E

1.45

1.45

1.45

1.45

Nts

6

6.2

6

6

1/KD

2.2

2.2

0.2

0.63

S (water) (kg/s)

6.91

6.91

16.7

13.3

Extraction factor E

1.52

2.24

1.5

1.5

Nts

8.6

5.4

11.7

10.3

Feed

4.5 kg/s
(TOA +
MIBK)
3.5 kg/s
pentane

Back-extraction column

Distillation column
4.5 kg/s
(TOA +
MIBK)

1 L/s water

Product details
Mass fraction
succinic acid

0.061

0.061

0.028

0.033

0.061

Flow (kg/s)

6.91

6.91

16.7

13.3

6.91

Equipment cost (installed)

Model
output
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Extraction column

470 k€

470 k€

470 k€

470 k€

Regeneration
column

140 k€

120 k€

165 k€

130 k€

Distillation column

830 k€

760 k€

Flash column

120 k€

Compressors

1900 k€

740 k€
(= total of 4
columns)

Unit
Process:

Coolers

Process 1

Process 4

anti-solvent ‘anti-solvent’
pentane
ethane

evaporation
of diluent

temperatureswing

20 % TOA
in MIBK

20 % TOA
in MIBK

40 % TOA
in MIBK

20 % TOA
in MIBK

75 k€

110 k€

155 k€

180 k€

895 k€

1600 k€

780 k€

1600 k€

19 k€

Total

1500 k€

Distillation

(anti-solv.
pentane)

(MIBK to
20 vol%)

(water)

4500 kW

3000 kW

1950 MW
(simple dist.)

3500 kW

1960 kW

1820 MW
(simple dist.)

Reboiler duty Qreb
Condenser duty
Qcond

Model
output

Base case
(evaporation)

Process 3

Pump

Process 2

2900 k€

Duty
(4-stage evaporator)

18 MW

Duty to incr. conc.
(4-stage evap.)

5525 kW

Energy input
Pump

75 kW

Compressor

0.65 kW

Recycle compressor

250 kW

Cooler/heater

960 kW

Flash vessel
Regen. column
Total energy input

270 kW

1050 kW

4800 kW

95 kW

74 kW

60 kW

800 kW

6085 kW
(with further
evaporation
11600 kW)

105 kW
12 kW
8970 kW

4900 kW

160 MW (18
MW based
on 4-stage
evap.)
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Unit

Process 1

Process:

anti-solvent
pentane
20 % TOA
in MIBK

Process 2

Process 3

‘anti-solvent’ evaporation
ethane
of diluent
20 % TOA
in MIBK

40 % TOA
in MIBK

Process 4

Base case
(evaporation)

temperatureswing
20 % TOA in
MIBK

Energy for production
Energy per kg
product at max.
solubility
(no heat int.)

1300 kJ/kg

120 kJ/kg

360 kJ/kg
(w. further
evap. 1680
kJ/kg)

Duty cost per ton
3.6 €
product at
13 €
1.10 €
(w. further
maximum
Energy
evap. 16 €)
solubility
calcu36 MJ/kg
13 MJ/kg
44 MJ/kg
lations Total energy per
kg pure acid incl.
(58 % of
(21 % of
(70 % of
crystallization
evaporation) evaporation) evaporation)
Production required for return
on investments
compared to
quadruple-effect
evaporator

50 kton,
2000 h, 110
days (80 %
production)

370 kJ/kg
(w. further
evap. 1230
kJ/kg)

2600 kJ/kg

3.5 €
(w. further
evap. 12 €)

26 €

35 MJ/kg
(56 % of
evaporation)

62 MJ/kg

-

From Table 2 it is clear that for process 1 and 3, as well as for the base case of
evaporation, the required capital investments are similar. For process 2 the
required compressors and pumps strongly increase the capital investments
for the process. For the temperature-swing process, process 4, no extra
solvent or equipment is required and the required capital investment is thus
lower than for the other processes. The energy input required for all unit
operations is low compared to the energy input of the distillation columns in
process 1 and 3 and extremely low compared to the energy input that would
be required if the evaporation would be performed by simple distillation,
with a reboiler duty of 1950 MW and a condenser duty of 1820 MW. For
processes 3 and 4 the product concentration is lower than that of the other
processes, and thus the required energy input for additional evaporation of
water to obtain the same product is also taken into account and shown in
Table 2. Based on all these results the energy per kg of pure HSuc product
was calculated in which the additional crystallization and evaporation of the
water was also included, showing that the energy input per kg product is
very low for the ethane based pressure-swing process (process 2), only 21 %
of the energy input of the quadruple-effect evaporation process.
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Although KD was reduced from 10.2 to 1.6 for the temperature-swing process,
process 4, (see Figure 3b) and thus a 1/KD of 0.63 is applied, this only resulted
in a product concentration of 0.033 at a production rate of 13.4 kg/s based on
a solvent-to-feed ratio of 1.5 times (S/F)min. In the temperature-swing process
there is no increased concentration in the solvent stream by evaporation.
This process therefore also requires additional evaporation of water and the
required energy input is similar to that based on evaporation, process 3,
although the required capital investments for process 4 are lower. The return
on investments was defined as the number of days of production required
at which the additional investments of capital required for compressors and
pumps compared to the quadruple-effect evaporation process are paid back by
the decreased operational costs. No depreciation was assumed as the return on
investment was reached within one year. For the diluent-swing regeneration
process with pressurized ethane (process 2) 50 ktons of production, i.e. 110
days based on 80 % operation, are required to fully return all additional
capital invested, making the other two cases more interesting for the shortterm as their capital investments are similar to that of the base case. However,
as industrial processes are not designed for operation of less than a year, the
ethane based process with the lowest price per kg of pure product has a high
potential as it will save a large amount of energy and operational costs on the
long-term. For processes 1 and 3 no significant additional capital investments
are required and process 4 requires less capital investments (see Table 2),
hence no return on investments was calculated.
As no study on solvent and anti-solvent losses in the process was performed,
the prices of solvents and gases are not included in the calculations.
Furthermore, the solubility of anti-solvent in the aqueous phase is very
low and therefore it was assumed that solvent losses do not influence the
comparison of the four processes as they will affect all four studied processes
in a similar way. For the base case of evaporation of a part of the water
to obtain the more concentrated acid solutions also no thorough study was
performed. The rough estimate that was calculated can however be used
to compare the other processes with, since this is just a reference case
and the advantage of the diluent-swing processes compared to the case of
evaporation is clearly shown.
All swing based regeneration processes are economically feasible and based
on these calculations the ethane based process is the most promising process.
Comparing the other processes, the process based on evaporation of pentane
seems more viable than those based on evaporation of MIBK and a swing
in temperature, as those processes result in lower product concentrations
and extra distillation or evaporation is required to obtain the same product.
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7.4.4.1 Opportunities for process improvement

There is an opportunity for improvement of process 3 and 4 by combining
both types of swing, since in these calculations process 3 is performed without
a temperature-swing in the regeneration. To improve this process, the heat
that is required to evaporate the MIBK can be kept in the system to also
apply a temperature-swing regeneration. With this increased temperature
in the regeneration step, which is basically obtained by less cooling of the
streams after the MIBK distillation, there is an increased 1/KD of 6.7 (the
inverse of the KD in Figure 3b) in the regeneration step, and a water feed
in the regeneration of 1.57 kg/s, resulting in a product with a HSuc mass
fraction of 0.22. The duty of the regeneration column is 585 kW and the
column has 3.8 stages. For the overall process there is a similar total energy
input of 6050 kW (17 MJ/kg pure HSuc) and the required equipment is
the same, except that there is no need for an extra cooler (95 k€) after the
distillation column. The advantage of production at a higher temperature is
that the maximum solubility of the HSuc is increased to a mass fraction of
0.22 and thus less water needs to be evaporated in the crystallization step.
Including the crystallization step, the energy requirement for this combined
diluent-swing and temperature-swing process is 6700 kW (19 MJ/kg pure
HSuc), which is 31 % of the energy input per kg of pure HSuc product
required for the benchmark process based on quadruple-effect evaporation.
Thus, combining the evaporation of diluent with a temperature-swing by
making use of the heat that is already applied in the MIBK distillation, does
increase the viability of the process. Nevertheless, this process still requires
more energy than the ethane based process that requires only 21 % of the
energy input of the quadruple-effect evaporation benchmark.
The process of diluent-swing by addition of pentane could theoretically also
easily be combined with a temperature-swing by increasing the temperature
of the anti-solvent and thereby the temperature in the regeneration column.
However, the improvement based on this will only be small and result in
similar process economics, since the KD of HSuc is already strongly decreased
by the addition of pentane.
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7.5 Conclusion

Swing processes using a temperature-swing and/or a diluent-swing for the
regeneration of solvents in liquid-liquid extraction processes were compared.
In the case of a solvent consisting of 20 vol% TOA the effect of addition of
pentane as an anti-solvent was stronger than for 20 wt% TOPO in MIBK in
liquid-liquid equilibria measurements for LLX of succinic acid (HSuc) from
aqueous streams, reducing KD from 10.2 to 0.46 already at a volume based
anti-solvent/solvent ratio of 1. Applying a gaseous anti-solvent is promising
because of the easy removal by reducing the pressure and no requirement of
an additional distillation column. Extra equipment in the form of compressors
and pumps is however required. Applying ethane at a pressure of 30 bar with
20 vol% TOA in MIBK decreased KD from 7.9 to 0.45. This is comparable to
the effect of the liquid anti-solvent pentane. An increase of temperature to 60
°C without a diluent-swing decreased KD to 1.6.
A temperature-swing based process and three diluent-swing based processes
were compared and their capital investments and energy required for
operation were predicted using Aspen Plus. All processes, based on either a
temperature-swing, evaporation of the diluent MIBK, or addition of pentane
or ethane as anti-solvents, were more promising than the benchmark
process based on quadruple-effect evaporation of the water. Combining a
temperature-swing with a diluent-swing strongly improves the process and
results in higher product concentrations and for this process the calculated
energy input per kg pure acid product is only 31 % (19 MJ/kg pure acid)
of that of benchmark process. The process based on an ethane pressureswing requires only 110 days of production to fully return the additional
capital invested for compressors and a pump. This is the most effective
process considering the reduction of the energy demand, since the energy
required for operation is 21 % (13 MJ/kg) of what would be required for the
quadruple-effect evaporation of the water.
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START
CHAP

8

Solvent selection for extractive
distillation processes to separate
close-boiling polar systems

Abstract

Solvent selection is key in extractive distillation process development and
solvent effects are often predicted based on the activity coefficients at infinite
dilution. For close-boiling polar systems with strong or specific interacting
species, standard simulation tools, e.g. using UNIFAC or COSMO-RS, often
predict poor as the activity coefficients at infinite dilution do not always
reflect the selectivity in the process. For these systems, a heuristic solvent
selection method in which molecular properties such as acidity, hydrogen
bonding and polarity are applied is desired as a first estimate in the solvent
selection. To explore the key parameters for such a first selection, solvent
effects on the relative volatility (α) were measured for three different
industrially relevant polar mixtures; valeric acid - 2-methylbutyric acid,
diethylmethylamine - diisopropylether, and 2-butanone - 2-butanol. For
each of the cases the effect of potential solvents on α was measured in an
ebulliometer. For the acids, the difference in pKa of 0.1 was too small to
separate based on acidity with a moderately basic solvent. Stronger basic
solvents resulted in thermal and chemical instability. Although the solvent
methyl-2-methyl butyrate is not suitable as a solvent because of reactivity,
this structurally similar solvent showed selectivity, indicating that also in
extractive distillation the like dissolves like phenomenon can be applied to
induce selectivity. A larger difference in basicity of the mixture components
(amine - ether mixture) and a difference in hydrogen bonding affinity between
the mixture components (ketone - alcohol mixture) allowed for increasing α
based on differences in acidity and hydrogen bonding, respectively.

This chapter has been published as: Lisette M. J. Sprakel, Peter Kamphuis,
Anna L. Nikolova, Dylan J. Keijsper, Boelo Schuur, “Solvent selection
for extractive distillation processes to separate close-boiling polar systems”,
Chem. Eng. Res. Des., pp. 123-134, 2019.
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8.1 Introduction

The climate target of the European Union for the year 2030 involves
40 % cuts in greenhouse gas emissions and a 27 % improvement in energy
efficiency.1 In 2016 roughly 25 % of the total energy within the EU was
used for industrial purposes.2 Hence, to reach the goals for 2030, reducing
the industrial energy demand has an enormous potential. Distillation is the
most widely applied separation process for homogeneous fluid separations,3
including many mixtures that are difficult to separate by distillation due to
pinch-points or close boiling points. Therefore, energy-saving opportunities
include improving these difficult distillation processes. Extractive distillation
is a technology that can potentially improve the separation of close-boiling
mixtures and enable separation of azeotropic mixtures.4-6 In extractive
distillation a solvent is applied that interacts with a preferred affinity for one
of the mixture components, by which the relative volatility of the mixture is
changed or an azeotrope is ‘broken’.6 For a wide range of mixtures from very
polar to apolar, extractive distillation has been used, e.g. ethanol - water
mixtures using either ethylene glycol (EG)7 or ionic liquids as entrainers,8,9
ethyl acetate - ethanol mixtures,10,11 mixtures of monochloroacetic acid and
dichloroacetic acid,12 mixtures of ethylbenzene and styrene13 and mixtures
of aromatics/aliphatics.14
The choice of solvent is key for the viability of an extractive distillation
process, and solvent selection can be an expensive and time-consuming
procedure. Next to manipulating the relative volatility in the extractive
distillation process, it is essential that the solvent is regenerated easily to
recycle the solvent back to the extractive distillation column. In apolar
systems the solvent typically induces positive deviations from Raoult’s law,
whereas in polar systems, such as monochloroacetic acid and dichloroacetic
acid,12 the solvent induces negative deviations. In this work the focus
is on polar close-boiling mixtures, and solvents that have an attractive
effect on the high-boiling component, thereby inducing negative deviations
from Raoult’s law. The combination of being effective in the extractive
distillation and being regenerable requires a certain affinity window that is
unfortunately not straight forward to define. Ideally, extensive experimental
screening of solvents is avoided, which might be realized by making use
of known solvent scales to characterize intermolecular affinity between a
solvent and the mixture constituents. An example is the proton affinity scale,
which is a scale that describes the basicity of solvents, where the proton
affinity is equal to the enthalpy that is measured during the deprotonation
reaction of the base in the gas phase.15 Stronger bases therefore have a
larger proton affinity. For this scale, as well as for other scales applied for
solvent characterization, the databases that are created list properties of
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the solvents based on their interactions with a (scale-)specific component.
Other scales often applied for solvent characterization are the BF3-affinityscale15,16 and the hydrogen bond basicity scale pKBHX.15,16 For most of these
scales the properties or interactions of solvents with the components need to
be determined experimentally, but also parametrizations based on the linear
solvation energy relationship (LSER)17,18 are applied, using solvatochromic
and/or Kamlet-Taft parameters.19,20
The direct prediction of the solvent effect on the relative volatility of
a mixture that is to be separated can also be based on infinite dilution
activity coefficients.21-23 These predictions are mainly applied on
apolar systems of alkanes/alkenes or alkane/aromatics, but also on
acetone/methanol mixtures24,25 and separation of hydrocarbons with ionic
liquids.26 Software for solvent selection and prediction of VLE behavior in
extractive distillation is also widely applied in which different types of chemical
calculations can be combined. Examples are COSMO-RS,27 UNIFAC28 and
Computer Aided Molecular Design (CAMD) on the basis of the selectivity
at infinite dilution with software packages ProCAMD®, a tool that is a
part of the ICAS® framework.29 These predictive methods based on activity
coefficients are successfully applied for solvent selection for separation of
various mixtures, including C8 - aromatics mixtures, C4 mixtures, aromatics
and non-aromatics, ethanol-water, ILs, acids, oxychemicals, and systems of
ketones, esters and alcohols.23,30-32
The consideration of thermodynamics, such as the selectivity at infinite
dilution, does however not always lead to selection of the right solvent as
the selectivity at infinite dilution is not in all cases related to the selectivity
at finite dilution and a comparison is problematic in case the distillate
product changes.24 The selectivity only focuses on the extractive distillation
column, but for a viable process the regeneration column, e.g. the enthalpy
of evaporation of the solvent, should also be included.24 Predictions based on
group contribution methods are also limited by the database their fits are
based on and therefore the design of new solvents is not straight forward.
There are also other cases in which application of methods based on infinite
dilution activity coefficients or group contribution methods is not straight
forward, especially in the case of very strong interactions and in the case
of specific interactions or formation of azeotropes, which are all common
in close-boiling systems of polar compounds. For these polar systems the
prediction of VLE behavior is challenging, although a first indication
for selecting the right type of solvent for a specific separation is desired.
Therefore, in this work an experimental study is described that focuses on
solvent effects in extractive distillation of close-boiling polar compounds.
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Three specific industrially relevant binary mixtures were chosen that cover
a significant part of the field of polar compounds in terms of functional
groups and each show different behavior regarding their relative volatility,
i.e. the mixture of a) diethylmethylamine (DEMA) and diisopropylether
(DIPE), b) valeric acid (HVal) and its isomer 2-methylbutyric acid (2MBA)
and c) 2-butanone (2-BuO) and 2-butanol (2-BuOH). Next to differences in
functional groups, for each case there are other differences regarding boiling
point Tb, melting point Tm, octanol-water partitioning coefficient log PO/W
and acidity pKa (or basicity) of the components, see Table 1.
Table 1 Physical properties (boiling point Tb, melting point Tm, acidity
pKa and octanol-water partitioning coefficient log PO/W of components of
the three binary mixtures applied in this study.
Substance

Abbreviation

Tb (°C)

Tm (°C)

Structure
O

Valeric acid

HVal

187

-34

O
O

O

2-methylbutyric acid

2MBA

177

O
O

-90

Density
(g/mL)

pKa

log
PO/W

0.938

4.71

1.39

0.936

4.8

1.05

0.72

3.65
(pKb)

0.958

0.725

≈17
(pKb)

1.52

0.806

≈16

0 683

0.805

≈20

0.29

O
O
OH
O
OH
OH
OH

O

OH
OH

OH
O

OH
O OH
OH
OH

Diethylmethylamine

Diisopropylether

2-butanol

DEMA

63 - 65

-196

DIPE

68.5

-60

2-BuOH

99.1

-115

N
N
N

OH

N
N
N

O
O
OH
O
O
OH
OHO
OH
O
OH
OH
O
O
O
O

O
O

2-butanone

2-BuO

79.5

-86.7

The case with HVal and 2MBA was chosen to study the limiting ΔpKa for
separation based on extractive distillation, in which results were compared
to the separation of monochloroacetic and dichloroacetic acid reported by
Jongmans et al.12 (ΔTb of 5 °C, and ΔpKa of 1.6). HVal is an important
industrial building block33 that is produced from 1-butene, where impurities
lead to the production of 2MBA.33-35 The components in the case with
DEMA - DIPE are widely applied in industry as building blocks36 and as
solvents.37 DEMA and DIPE involve an ether and an amine with therefore
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different acidity. This case was chosen because of the very low relative
volatility of the mixture which makes distillation infeasible. The case with
2-BuO - 2-BuOH (relatively large ΔTb) involves two components with
different functional groups (hydrogen bond donating and accepting for
2-BuOH, and only hydrogen bond accepting for 2-BuO).
For each of these cases solvents were selected from different classes and the
effect on the relative volatility was measured and related to the molecular
structures, interactions and activity coefficients of the components in the
mixtures. Aiming at further increasing the understanding of affinities in the
systems, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was applied to measure the
heat of interaction and excess enthalpies of mixing.

8.2 Materials and methods
8.2.1 Chemicals

Chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, unless mentioned otherwise,
i.e. acetic acid (≥ 99.5 %), Acetone Lichrosolv® (≥ 99.8 %, Merck KGaA), betacyclodextrin (≥ 98 %, Acros Organics), 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene
(Proton Sponge® 99 %), butanoic acid (HBu, 99 %), 2-butanol (2-BuOH,
> 99.5 %), 2-butanone (2-BuO, > 99.5 %), m-cresol (≥ 98 %), 18-Crown-6
(TCI-GR), cyclohexanol (≥ 99 %), cyrene (99.0 %), dibutylamine (DBA, ≥
99.5 %), dibutylether (DBE, ≥ 99.3), diethylene glycol (DEG, ≤ 100 %, Merck
KGaA), diethylene glycol dibutylether (DEGDBE, ≥ 99 %), diethylene glycol
dimethyl ether (diglyme, ≥ 99.5 %), N,N-diethylmethylamine (DEMA, ≥ 98
%, Acros Organics and TCI-GR), diisopropylether (DIPE, ≥ 99 %), DMSO
(99.9 %), dodecane (≥ 99 %), ethylbenzene (98 %, Fluka), ethylene glycol
(EG, ≥ 99.8 %), glycerol (99.0 %), n-heptane anhydrous (99+ %, Alfa Aesar),
isovaleric acid (isoHVal, 99 %), itaconic acid (≥ 99 %), 2MBA (≥ 98 %),
5-methyl-2-hexanone (5-m-2-one, 98.0 %), methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK,
≥ 99.7 %), methyl-2-methylbutyrate (MeMeBu, ≥ 98 %), methyl levulinate
(MeLev, 98.0 %), octanoic acid (HOct, ≥ 98), 1-octanol (≥ 99 %), oleic
acid (≥ 99.5 %, Fischer Scientific), phenol (PhOH, ≥ 99.5 %), 1,2-propane
diol (≥ 99 %), propylene glycol (PG, 99.0), tribenzylamine (TBzA, ≥ 99
%), tributylphosphate (TBP, 99+ %), 2,2,4-trimethylpentane (iso-octane,
≥ 99.5 %), trioctylamine (TOA, 98 %), HVal (≥ 99 %) and p-xylene (99 %,
Honeywell).
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8.2.2 Experimental methods
8.2.2.1 Ebulliometer

Fischer Labodest VLE602 ebulliometers were used for the VLE experiments.
The equilibrium temperature of the mixtures was measured with a
Pt-100 thermocouple after setting the pressure. For each experiment the
measurement cell was filled with 80 mL of sample. Equilibration required
between 30-90 minutes, depending on the mixture and the temperature of
the previous measurement. After equilibration, 1 mL aliquots were taken
from the liquid phase and the condensed vapor phase to determine the
compositions. Solvent regeneration was investigated by measuring binary
VLE data of the high-boiling component of the mixture and the solvent.
For each case, the measurement and analysis errors were determined as they
also depend on the temperature and pressure at which the measurement is
carried out.

8.2.3 Analytical methods
8.2.3.1 GC and GC-MS
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For the DEMA - DIPE mixture samples were analyzed with a Varian
CP-3800 GC with FID (accuracy > 98 %) and Agilent DB-WAX column
(60 m * 0.25 mm * 0.25 µm), using 100 µL sample and 100 µL internal standard
(dodecane), diluted in acetone to a total of 1.7 mL. The temperature profile is
as follows: injection and FID at 280 °C, initial measurement temperature of 40
°C with a linear ramp of 5 °C/min after 1 minute to 50 °C, and after 1 minute
at 50 °C, again a ramp in 3 minutes to 250 °C at which the temperature was
kept constant for 3 minutes. Analysis was also performed with 7890A Ms
5975C Agilent GC-MS with FID and helium as carrier gas (accuracy > 98 %)
and Agilent HP-5Ms, HP19191S-433 column. The sample concentration was
approximately 5 % in methylisobutylketone (MIBK). The injection and FID
were kept at 280 °C, the initial column temperature was 45 °C with a linear
increase after 4 minutes to 160 °C at a measurement time of 32 minutes, and
after 2 minutes again a linear increase to 250 °C at 47 minutes, after which it
was kept constant for 2 minutes. For the HVal - 2MBA mixture samples of
binary VLE experiments were analyzed with a HPLC 1200 series with RID
(accuracy > 99 %), with either an Agilent Hi-plex H+ Column (300 * 7.7
mm) or GROM Resin H+ IEX (250*8 mm) and a 0.6 mL/min 5 mM H2SO4
mobile phase. Samples of pseudo-binary VLE experiments were analyzed
with a Varian CP-3800 GC with FID (accuracy > 98 %) and VF1701ms
(60 m * 0.25 mm * 0.25 µm) column. The temperature of injection and FID
were 280 °C, initial column temperature 50 °C with a linear increase after 1
minute to 130 °C at 14 minutes, and after 1 minute again a linear increase to
180 °C in 1.3 minutes after which it was increased linearly to 190 °C in 3.3
minutes and then kept constant for 2 minutes. For the samples that also contain

octanoic acid (HOct) the procedure was extended with a linear temperature
increase from 190 °C to 235 °C in 1.2 minutes followed by a last linear
increase to 245 °C in 3.3 minutes where the temperature was kept constant
for 2 minutes. For the 2-BuO - 2-BuOH mixture samples were analyzed with
the previously mentioned method with the Varian GC, using heptane as an
internal standard in this case. The injection and FID temperature were at
280 °C, and the initial column temperature was 45 °C with a linear increase
after 4 minutes to 150 °C at 15.5 minutes, after which there was a second
linear increase to 250 in 4.5 minutes.

8.2.3.2 Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)

ITC was performed using a TA Instruments TAM III Microcalorimeter
with 1 or 4 mL stirred sample vials at 20 °C. The automatic syringe was
filled with 300 µL of titrant and connected with the sample cell through
a cannula. The titrant was injected periodically. For complex formation
between HVal and TOA, the sequential reaction model as described in
chapter 5 was applied for fitting of the experimental data from which the
stoichiometry, enthalpy and equilibrium constant of the reaction could be
determined. The experimental data were corrected with the heat of injection
of the last injection of a measurement series.

8.2.3.3 Error analysis

For the study on HVal, the error in the equilibrium temperature measured
was 0.4 °C. Based on results of experiments in triplo, standard deviations were
calculated for the composition of the vapor and liquid phase. At 300 mbar the
standard deviation in the liquid composition was 1.5·10-3 and 1.8·10-3 in the
vapor composition. At 900 mbar this was 2.1·10-3 and 3.1·10-3, respectively.
For the solvent screening VLE measurements the standard deviation of the
GC analysis that was performed in triplo was 3.2 % for α. For the case
with DEMA - DIPE, the standard deviation in the temperature equaled
0.4 °C at 1000 mbar and 0.7 °C at 300 mbar. For α the standard deviation
equaled 0.024 (GC) and 0.052 (GC-MS) at 1000 mbar and 0.013 (GC) and
0.060 (GC-MS) at 300 mbar. The resulting standard deviation based on
GC-MS experiments was larger since in GC a triple injection was performed
on each sample. For the 2-BuO - 2-BuOH mixture, the absolute error in the
equilibrium distillate temperature was 0.4 °C and 0.2 kPa in the pressure
of the system. The absolute error in α was calculated to be 0.2, which is
next to errors in the sample preparation (0.001 g error in mass) and in the
GC analysis (0.5 % in weight fraction), mainly a result of a significant error in
the solvent-to-feed ratio of ± 10 % that was calculated based on feed samples
that were also analyzed with GC.
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8.3 Results and discussion

8.3.1 The system N,N-diethylmethylamine
(DEMA) - diisoproylether (DIPE)
8.3.1.1 Verification of ebulliometry measurements

The equilibration and temperature measurement of the ebulliometer was
verified by measuring the pure component boiling temperatures of DEMA
and DIPE at various pressures, see Figure 1. From the figure it can be
concluded that the experimental data correspond well with the theoretical
values calculated with the Antoine equation.39

Figure 1 Pure component boiling temperatures for DIPE ( ) and DEMA
( ), lines are calculated with the Antoine equation and parameters for the
pure components.39

8.3.1.2 Binary mixture VLE measurements

Binary mixture VLE data measured for DEMA and DIPE at 300 and 1000
mbar are displayed in Figure 2, in which it is clear that α of this mixture
is very low. At 1000 mbar the average α of DEMA over DIPE equals
1.05 ± 0.024. A decrease in pressure increased the average α to
1.09 ± 0.013 at 300 mbar. An ideal equilibrium curve with α = 1.09 is shown
in Figure 2a. Furthermore, although no clear azeotrope can be observed
at this low relative volatility, there is a possibility of a minimum boiling
azeotrope based on the Txy-diagrams (Figure 2b and d). In this separation
case ΔTb is very small, but the difference in acidity (basicity) and molecular
structure between the components is large.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 2 Binary VLE data for DEMA and DIPE at 300 mbar a) xydiagram from Sprakel et al.,40 dotted line represents an ideal curve with
α = 1.09, b) Txy-diagram from Sprakel et al.,40 and at 1000 mbar c)
xy-diagram and d) Txy-diagram. In figure b) and d):
equilibrium
composition and temperature of the vapor phase and of the liquid phase.
The error in xDEMA, yDEMA equals 0.0027 at 300 mbar and 0.0056 at 1000
mbar, see also section 2.3.3.
For this case solvents are selected with the aim to achieve a high selectivity,
see eq (1). The solvent selectivity can be written as the ratios of the activity
coefficients of both components with and without the presence of the solvent.6
In this equation Pisat is the saturated vapor pressure of a component at a
given temperature, yi is the vapor mole fraction and xi is the liquid mole
fraction.
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(1)

For DEMA - DIPE, the separation is complicated due to α being close
to unity. In those cases, generally there are positive deviations from
Raoult’s law (i.e. both activity coefficients are greater than or equal to 1)
and the ratio of activity coefficients is larger than the ratio of saturated
vapor pressures. Thus, see eq (1), a solvent is desired that interacts ideally
with the high-boiling component and repels the low-boiling component
(or interact ideally with the low-boiling component and attracts the highboiling component).6 Next to improving α of the binary mixture, the solvent
should be chemically and thermally stable, non-toxic and non-corrosive,
inexpensive, readily available and not reacting with one of the mixture
components.5,6 Furthermore, it should be possible to regenerate the solvent
so it can be recycled to the process.12 For the regenerability of the solvent
moderate interactions are favored over very strong interactions.12 Also, the
solvent should not form an azeotrope with one of the components,6 which
can in general be achieved by keeping a boiling point difference of at least
30 °C and for the economic viability a relatively low heat of evaporation
is favored. For binary mixtures with a low α it is in general easier to
respect the natural difference in vapor pressure of the components and not
select a solvent that will invert the relative volatility of the low-boiling and
high-boiling component.6,22
Different types of solvents were applied, several solvents were selected based
on similarity and homologues (dibutylether (DBE), diglyme, dibutylamine
(DBA), dipropylamine (DPA)), others on acidity (acetic acid (HAc), HVal,
oleic acid), polarity or the potential of hydrogen bond formation. Hydrogen
bonding is expected to play an important role as both DEMA and DIPE
contain significantly different hydrogen bond accepting groups that will most
likely show different affinity with a solvent. This potential of differences in
hydrogen bond formation was also studied based on qualitative predictions
of deviations from Raoult’s law for interactions of different classes of
compounds, see Table 2.41 Ideally, the solvent shows a different effect on
the deviations of Raoult’s law to induce an increase in α, as is the case for
acids, alcohols, secondary amines, and paraffins. Solvents in each of these
categories were selected. Especially for the alcohols, positive deviations from
Raoult’s law are expected for interaction with the ether and ideal behavior
with the amine making this an interesting group of solvents. Also for glycols
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interesting solvent properties in terms of hydrogen bonding possibilities are
expected, and in addition they are cheap and commercially available on
large scales.
Table 2 Predicted qualitative deviations (positive +, negative - or none
(0)) from Raoult’s law based on functional groups and hydrogen bonding
interactions for the selected case of tertiary amine and ether, data are
adapted from Robbins.41
Solvent
Hydrogen bonding
donors

acceptors

none

Solute
Tertiary amine

Ether

Phenol

-

-

Acid

-

0

Alcohol

0

+

Ketones

+

+

Tertiary amines

0

0

Secondary amines

+

0

Primary amines

+

+

Ether, oxides

0

0

Esters

+

+

Aromatics and olefins

0

0

Paraffins

0

+

Pseudo-binary VLE data were measured for all selected solvents at a
S/F ratio of 1, the results for the effect on the relative volatility in the
system are displayed in Figure 3, based on only the fractions of the mixture
components and not the solvent. For the carboxylic acids the interactions
with the mixture of DEMA and DIPE were too strong and no equilibrium
could be obtained in the experiments. When m-cresol was applied as a
solvent, a miscibility gap was observed, so for this solvent no α could be
measured at S/F = 1. For all other solvents except when diglyme was
applied, the measured volatility of DIPE was larger than that of DEMA.
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a

b
Figure 3 Pseudo-binary VLE data for DEMA - DIPE, relative volatility
α of DIPE over DEMA at 300 mbar (black, data was previously reported
in Sprakel et al.40) and 1000 mbar (grey), with a) S/F of 1 and b) S/F
of 3.
The secondary amines, alkanes and ethers had no to little effect on α, indicating
that for these solvents the difference in affinity for the two components
is too small to have a significant effect on α. Secondary amines are
able to form hydrogen bonds, nevertheless it can be concluded that the
hydrogen bond basicity of the secondary amines is too weak to affect α.
The alcohols cyclohexanol, PhOH and propylene glycol (PG) each have
a positive effect on α. Interaction with each of these solvents is based on
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hydrogen bonding and the increased α confirms the positive deviations from
Raoult’s law that were expected for interaction with the ether and ideal
behavior with the amine (see Table 2). These differences are a result of the
difference in electronegativity between the nitrogen and oxygen atom. The
effect of PhOH is significantly larger than that of the other two solvents,
which is a result of the more acidic proton of PhOH.
The increased relative volatility of DIPE over DEMA indicates that there
is a larger hydrogen bonding basicity of the tertiary amine as compared to
the ether, which can be expected based on the nitrogen atom in DEMA.
Increasing the solvent-to-feed ratio (Figure 3b) also increases the relative
volatility, although based on that also for PhOH at 1000 mbar a higher
α would be expected. The α at increased S/F-ratio for PhOH may be
influenced by more pronounced self-aggregation of the PhOH at higher
S/F-ratios instead of hydrogen bonding with the amine. Moreover, at 1000
mbar the equilibrium temperature is increased, resulting in less strong
hydrogen bonding in general. Because of the possibility of a minimum
boiling azeotrope in the binary VLE data (Figure 2), for the three solvents
that successfully increased the relative volatility (cyclohexanol, PhOH and
PG), VLE data were also measured at xDEMA of 0.05 and 0.95 and all showed
a relative volatility above 1 (see Table 3, data was previously reported in
Sprakel et al.40). Based on this the presence of an azeotrope in the pseudobinary system could be excluded. Also in these results, the solvent effect of
PhOH is more pronounced. At a higher S/F-ratio miscibility gaps appeared,
because of which no equilibrium data could be measured. The most straight
forward method to test the regeneration is by measuring the binary VLE
data of the high-boiling component (DEMA) and the solvent. For all three
solvents a very high or infinite relative volatility was obtained as either no or
only a very small signal was obtained for DEMA in the GC chromatogram.
Based on this the recovery of the solvents is not expected to be problematic.
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Table 3 VLE data (relative volatility α) for the three most promising
solvents for separation of DEMA and DIPE. (n.e. = no equilibrium
achievable). Data was previously reported in Sprakel et al..40

α
1000

Pressure (mbar)
S/F
Solvent

xDEMA

300

1

3

0.05

0.95

0.05

-

1.3

1

Propylene glycol

3.7

n.e.

n.e.

Cyclohexanol

1.5

1.6

Phenol

7.6

3.6

1
0.95

3

0.05

0.95

0.05

0.95

1.1

1.1

n.e.

4

n.e.

n.e.

n.e.

n.e.

1.1

1.8

1.9

n.e.

1.8

8

n.e.

15

5

58

n.e.

From the results on DEMA - DIPE, it can be concluded that even for mixtures
of components with (almost) equal volatility, a large difference in hydrogen
bonding affinity offers opportunities for hydrogen bond donating solvents to
increase α. An advantage of a mixture of components with (almost) equal
volatility is that the natural difference in volatility is not important and
solvents may be selected to target either of the mixture components, based
on the most appropriate attractive or repulsive interactions.

8.3.1.3 Interaction between DEMA and DIPE

With isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) two different experiments were
performed with the aim to obtain more insight in the interactions between
DEMA and DIPE, as well as with the solvent HVal, because no equilibrium
could be reached in experiments with HVal. In the first ITC experiment
HVal was titrated to a mixture of DEMA in the apolar and inactive diluent
dodecane, whereas in the second experiment HVal was titrated to a mixture
of DEMA in DIPE as a diluent. The integrated ITC results are shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Integrated ITC data for interaction of HVal with DEMA (0.13
M) at 20 °C in diluent
DIPE and
dodecane, with the isotherms
fitted by the sequential reaction model (dotted lines, ····).38 Fitted
parameters for the sequential reaction model are: in dodecane
K1,1 = 21, ΔH1,1 = -19.5 kJ/mol, Kn+1,1 = 112, ΔHn+1,1 = -12.5 kJ/mol
and n = 1.58; and in DIPE K1,1 = 9.5, ΔH1,1 = -21.1 kJ/mol, Kn+1,1 = 11,
ΔHn+1,1 = -16.4 kJ/mol and n = 1.59.
Based on the integrated data and the sequential reaction model described
by Sprakel and Schuur38 the parameters that describe the interactions
and complex formation between the mixture components were fitted. For
interaction of HVal with DEMA diluted in dodecane the calculated fit
parameters are K1,1 = 21, ΔH1,1 = -19.5 kJ/mol, Kn+1,1 = 112, ΔHn+1,1 =
-12.5 kJ/mol and n = 1.58; and in DIPE K1,1 = 9.5, ΔH1,1 = -21.1 kJ/mol,
Kn+1,1 = 11, ΔHn+1,1 = -16.4 kJ/mol and n = 1.59. These parameters indicate
that the stoichiometry of the complexes is not affected by the choice of
diluent. Furthermore, the moderate (exothermic) reaction enthalpies
(< 25 kJ/mol) indicate hydrogen bonding, there is no indication of the
stronger proton-transfer in the carboxylic acid-amine complex.42,43 The
enthalpy of reaction is higher in the case where the complexes are diluted in
DIPE, indicating a more favorable environment for complexation in the polar
and hydrogen bond accepting DIPE and therefore suggesting interactions
between DEMA and DIPE. The experimental stability problems and not
obtaining a vapor-liquid equilibrium can therefore not be explained by too
strong interactions and may be a result of the formation of a second liquid
phase.
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8.3.2 The system valeric acid (HVal) and
2-methylbutyric acid (2MBA)

Figure 5 shows the binary VLE data for the system of HVal and 2MBA at
both 300 and 900 mbar. The average α is low and equals 1.35 ± 0.02 at 300
mbar and 1.30 ± 0.03 at 900 mbar. At all pressures the xy-diagrams (Figure
5a and c) show the typical shape of ideal binary data. The Txy-diagrams
(Figure 5b and d) show a narrow plateau in the region around an equimolar
composition, this effect is stronger at the lowest pressure of 300 mbar.

a

b

c

d

Figure 5 Binary VLE data of mixture of HVal and 2MBA at 300
mbar (standard deviation in x2MBA = 0.0015 and y2MBA = 0.0018) a) xy
diagram from Sprakel et al.40 and b) Txy diagram, and 900 mbar (standard
deviation in x2MBA = 0.0021 and y2MBA = 0.0031, see section 2.3.3. for
more information) c) xy diagram and d) Txy diagram. In figure b) and
d):
equilibrium composition and temperature of the vapor phase and
of the liquid phase. The lines added to guide the eye.
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The narrow plateau in Figure 5b may be caused by the dimerization of acids
in the vapor phase.44 In literature, similar xy and Txy-diagrams are reported
for binary mixtures of HBu and isobutyric acid, and as well for HBu and
isoHVal.45 Also in those cases, the relative volatility is low and the slopes in
the temperature profile are flattening close to equimolar compositions.
Also for this case, potential solvents for improving α were selected based
on different aspects, i.e. a group of basic solvents, acidic solvents, solvents
based on similarity with one of the components of the mixture and apolar
solvents. With both the acidic and basic solvents the aim is to induce
negative deviations from Raoult’s law by double hydrogen bonding or acidbase interactions, respectively. On the other hand, for the apolar solvents
and the solvents based on similarity that may induce steric hindrance,
the aim is to induce positive deviations from Raoult’s law. Because of the
structural difference between HVal and 2MBA also other solvents were
selected based on steric hindrance, e.g. for tribenzylamine (TBzA) that
contains three aromatic rings a difference in affinity is expected with the
linear HVal and the branched structure of 2MBA. A similar effect may
be expected for the Proton Sponge® where the cavity for interaction with
the solvent is also relatively narrow based on the molecular structure.
Pseudo-binary VLE experiments to determine the solvent effect on the
relative volatility of the system were performed with all selected solvents at
300 and 900 mbar, see Figure 6.

Figure 6 Pseudo-binary VLE data for HVal and 2MBA at 300 mbar
(black, data from Sprakel et al.40) and 900 mbar (grey), S/F = 1/1 for
all cases except 18-Crown-6 ether and Proton Sponge® (S/F = 0.2), and
tribenzylamine (S/F = 0.1).
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With both the acidic and basic solvents the aim is to induce negative
deviations from Raoult’s law by double hydrogen bonding or acid-base
interactions, respectively. On the other hand, for the apolar solvents and
the solvents based on similarity that may induce steric hindrance, the aim
is to induce positive deviations from Raoult’s law. However, most solvents
(Figure 6) have no or only limited effect on α. For the apolar solvents,
apparently the difference in affinity with HVal that has a longer carbon
chain is too small to increase α. Moreover, at 900 mbar the temperature is
increased which results in more ideal behavior, as the activity coefficients
with dodecane are expected to be > 1, a decreased α is expected at
900 mbar. The expected difference in hydrogen bonding ability between
the mixture components is also not strong enough for increased α with the
ether based solvents. For tribenzylamine (TBzA) that contains three
aromatic rings a difference in affinity could be expected based on differences
in steric hindrance with the linear HVal and the branched structure of 2MBA,
however α is not increased. For tributylphosphate (TBP) no color change
was visible, however additional peaks appeared in the GC chromatogram,
indicating decomposition or instability.
The two solvents increasing α are Proton Sponge® and MeMeBu. MeMeBu
was selected based on steric hindrance because of the structural difference
between HVal and 2MBA and also because of structural resemblance with
2MBA, which results in either increased interaction between the solvent and
2MBA or positive deviations from Raoult’s law for HVal. An effect based
on steric hindrance may also be expected for the Proton Sponge®, a solvent
that is also strongly basic, where the cavity for interaction with the solvent
is relatively narrow based on the molecular structure. For the experiments
with Proton Sponge® (as well as with trioctylamine (TOA)) the color of
the mixture significantly changed and after the experiments the sample
was completely dark, indicating a low thermal stability which is most
likely a result of too strong interactions with the acids, as was previously
also reported for monochloroacetic acid and dichloroacetic acid.12 Thermal
instability may also be the reason that no increased α was measured at
900 mbar for Proton Sponge®, as the equilibrium temperature is approximately
30 °C higher at 900 mbar.
Applying the solvent MeMeBu increased α to 1.84 ± 0.18 at 300 mbar.
Especially in the range of low relative volatility this is an increase that
can strongly reduce the heat duty in extractive distillation processes.46 The
solvent is an ester with a lower boiling point than the mixture components
and will therefore be leaving an extractive distillation process with the
distillate stream. Because 2MBA is also a product of the hydrolysis of
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MeMeBu additional validation was performed to exclude that the increased

α measured is not a result of that. The maximum water content in the

initial sample was 0.5 wt% and therefore the increased relative volatility
cannot be a result of the hydrolysis, since even if based on this all the
formed 2MBA would hypothetically end up in the vapor phase without
being a part of the equilibrium, the relative volatility would only increase
to 1.6. However, at 900 mbar at which the temperature is higher, which
results in more ideal behavior based on which no significant decrease in α
is expected, the measured value for α is lower for the solvent MeMeBu.
The decreased α is most likely a result of transesterification of the solvent
with HVal, which means that MeMeBu is not a good solvent because of
reactivity. Nevertheless, there is still an effect of MeMeBu on α, as the
additional 2MBA that is formed is simply part of the equilibrium and only
slightly decreases the S/F-ratio.
From the observations with the various solvents investigated for HVal and
2MBA, it can be concluded that the difference of 0.1 in pKa is too small
to induce a significant increase in the relative volatility through attractive
interactions by acid-base pairing or hydrogen bonding. Although applying
an even stronger basic solvent may possibly increase α, as observed with
the Proton Sponge®, the interactions with the mixture components are so
strong that in those cases thermal and chemical stability is compromised.
Jongmans et al.12 also report that solvents with the strongest interactions
with the mixture components could not be regenerated, but in their case
the difference in pKa (1.6) was large enough to apply moderately strong
solvents to increase the relative volatility by inducing negative deviation
from Raoult’s law. Further study of mixtures with differences in acidity
is required to determine the minimum difference in pKa that allows for
applying moderately strong solvents that can be regenerated.

8.3.2.1 Interaction between valeric acid and TOA

The heat of interaction in the system of HVal, 2MBA and TOA was measured
with ITC by performing titrations of the acids on samples with compositions
that resemble the sample composition in the extractive distillation process,
see Figure 7. Figure 7a shows the interaction of HVal with a mixture of
2MBA and TOA in a polar environment (1-octanol), where the molar ratio
is the ratio of total acid concentration over the amine concentration (and
since there was already acid in the sample, the curves do not start at
zero). The energy released upon interaction is between 10 and 20 kJ/mol,
which is a moderate interaction energy in the range of values typically
reported for hydrogen bonding interactions.38,43 In a second experiment, see
Figure 7b where the molar ratio is the ratio of total acid concentration over
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amine concentration, the stronger acid lactic acid (50 vol% in 1-octanol)
was titrated to a sample consisting of HVal, TOA and 1-octanol. This
type of experiment is called a displacement experiment, because the
acid-base interaction for the stronger acid is preferred over the interaction
of the base with the weaker acid, and complexes with the weaker acid are
displaced by complexes with the stronger acid. These experiments may be
used to distinguish plateaus in the isotherm, a method that can be applied
in ITC of higher affinity interactions.47 For this experiment however there
is only one step (two plateaus) in the measured energy instead of the three
expected plateaus that are expected as a result of 1) additional loading of
the complexes with acid titrant, 2) the replacement of acid that was already
present with acid titrant, and 3) the solvation of acid titrant in the sample
with fully loaded complexes. The single step indicates that there is similar
interaction energy of the stronger lactic acid and HVal upon interaction
with TOA. Moreover Figure 7b shows a steep decrease in the energy around
a stoichiometry of 2, indicating the formation of complexes with overloading
of acid, which also confirms the hydrogen bonding that was concluded based
on the results in Figure 7a. The spread in the first few data points is most
likely a result from errors in the injection volume as a consequence of the
high viscosity of the lactic acid - 1-octanol mixture. Thus, the interactions
in the mixtures are (mainly) based on hydrogen bonding and the formed
complexes are overloaded with acid compared to amine.

a

b

Figure 7 Heat of interaction at 20 °C, of a) titrating HVal to a sample
containing 2MBA (1.4 mmol), TOA (4.3 mmol) and 1-octanol (6.2 mmol)
and b) titrating lactic acid in 1-octanol (50 vol%) to a sample containing
HVal (0.49 mmol), TOA (0.91 mmol) and 1-octanol (0.92 mmol).
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8.3.3 The system 2-butanone (2-BuO) and
2-butanol (2-BuOH)

Figure 8 shows the binary VLE data for the system of 2-BuO and 2-BuOH
at 1000 mbar, with an average α of 1.9 at 1000 mbar. The xy-diagram as
well as the Txy-diagram have the typical shape of those of an ideal mixture
and the average α is not very low in this case. Because of this relative
volatility, distillation is an intrinsically feasible process for this separation
case, however the required energy input can still be significantly reduced if
α could be increased to above 3.48 Therefore the application of extractive
distillation is also potentially interesting in this case. The xy-diagram of
the VLE data (Figure 8a) measured in this study was compared with the
data of Miller et al.49 and Tanaka et al.50 that were not consistent with each
other, although measured at almost equal pressure of 1 atm and 1000 mbar,
respectively. The data in this study are in good agreement with the data
of Tanaka et al..50 The differences with the work of Miller et al.49 may be a
result of the presence of impurities in their system that affect the relative
volatility.
For this case there is a significant difference in functional groups as one of
the components is an alcohol and one a ketone. Although the average α is
already 1.9 for the case of 2-BuO - 2-BuOH, partly induced by the relatively
large ΔTb of approximately 20 °C, solvents were selected with the aim to
further increase α, in which the effect of different types of solvents could
be compared. In the mixture of 2-BuO and 2-BuOH, the activity coefficient
of 2-BuOH is around 1 and that of 2-BuO is larger than one 1.49 Thus, a
good solvent should increase the ratio of the activity coefficients of 2-BuO
and 2-BuOH to improve α. This is achieved by making the interaction with
the -OH group stronger or more probable and/or the interaction with the
>C=O group weaker or less probable.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 8 VLE data of the mixture of 2-BuO and 2-BuOH a) binary xydiagram this work, 1000 mbar data from Miller and Huang,49 1 atm
and data from Tanaka et al.,50 1000 mbar, b) binary Txy-diagram, data
from this work ( boiling points and
dew points), c) (pseudo-binary)
relative volatility α (± 0.2, see section 8.2.3.3 for more information) in
the presence of solvent (S/F = 1) at 1000 mbar, for x2-BuO of 0.4 (black
bars) and 0.6 (grey bars), and d) detailed VLE data for binary system
and pseudo-binary with
ethylene glycol and
DMSO. Dashed curves
are a guide for the eye.
Because of the –OH group in the higher-boiling 2-BuOH, the solvent should
have attracting interaction with this OH group (hydrogen bond acceptor),
therefore oxides (DMSO), alcohols (EG, PG, 1-octanol, glycerol), esters
(methyl levulinate (MeLev)), ethers (diglyme, DBE), acids (HBu) and
ketones (5-m-2-one, cyrene) were selected. Especially for the components
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with a larger functional group density a strong effect is expected, as for
example in the case of the di-alcohol EG the probability of hydrogen bonding
is increased compared to 2-BuOH itself, whereas for 1-octanol with a lower
functional group density the probability is decreased. DMSO and HBu are
expected to have strong effects as they are able to form stronger hydrogen
bonds with their C=O group in comparison to the oxygen atoms in 2-BuO
and 2-BuOH. The π-bond in aromatic rings creates a quadrupole that
interacts with the dipoles of the alcohol and ketone groups. Since the dipole
moment of 2-BuO is larger than that of 2-BuOH, a stronger interaction
between the aromatic ring and 2-BuO is expected. Therefore p-xylene and
ethylbenzene are predicted to show attractive interaction with 2-BuO and
in order to be suitable as solvents a strong difference in affinity is required
to invert the relative volatility of the binary mixture and have 2-BuOH as
the top stream (considering the relative volatility of the binary mixture).24
The effect on the relative volatility of the systems was tested for all solvents
in pseudo-binary VLE experiments of which the results are shown in Figure
8c, except for the solvent glycerol that appeared to be not fully miscible with
the binary mixture. As expected based on the interaction with the aromatic
ring, p-xylene and ethylbenzene decrease α. However, the difference in
solvent affinity with the mixture components is not large enough to allow
for a top stream of 2-BuOH, a result of the interaction between the aromatic
ring of the solvent and the alcohol group. A decreased α is also observed for
MeLev, diglyme, DBE and 5-methyl-2-hexanone, which means their affinity
towards 2-BuOH is not sufficiently larger than the affinity towards 2-BuO.
For 1-octanol and HBu there is no or only a very small effect, indicating
similar affinity with the mixture components. For 1-octanol this may be
a result of the low functional group density. The interaction of HBu may
be not specific enough because of the strongly interacting acid group. EG,
PG and DMSO all increase α, indicating their larger affinity for (hydrogen
bond) interaction with 2-BuOH than with 2-BuO. VLE data over the whole
range of compositions are required for a more detailed process design of
extractive distillation. To further explore the solvent effect on the relative
volatility of the mixture, the pseudo-binary xy-diagram was measured over
the whole range of compositions for EG and DMSO, see Figure 8d. Both
solvents appear to be successful and EG is suggested as the best solvent
because of price, availability and the larger effect on α compared to PG.
Solvents were selected with their boiling points between 130-200 °C with
the aim to ensure recoverability by having a boiling point difference of
more than 30 °C with the mixture components. The recoverability of the
solvent EG was investigated in the same way as for case b and full recovery
of EG is possible, as no solvent could be detected in the condensed vapor
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phase of the VLE measurements covering the range of (initial) EG volume
fractions of 0.19 - 0.93. By optimizing the solvent-to-feed ratio an even further
improvement of α can be expected compared to the α of approximately 3
that was obtained with EG at a volume based ratio of 1, although there
is a limitation as a two phase system occurred in experiments with a
5:1 solvent-to-feed ratio. For the industrial process the stream of 2-BuO and
2-BuOH that requires purification will most likely not have an equimolar
composition. For a more realistic feed stream with a larger concentration of
2-BuO the effect of the extractive distillation process on the energy input of
the process is expected to be smaller.
The results for this system indicate that improving α is possible based
on differences in hydrogen bonding affinity of the solvent and mixture
components. As the differences between the mixture components are larger
for this system and also the binary VLE data show a moderate relative
volatility, interactions with the solvent are required to be less strong.
However, another consequence is that the natural difference in volatility,
i.e. 2-BuO being the most volatile component, should be taken into account
in the solvent selection. Therefore attractive interactions with the least
volatile component and/or repulsive interactions with the most volatile
component are required.

8.3.3.1 Interaction between 2-BuO and 2-BuOH

As the interaction energy between the solvents that are selected for this
separation case and the mixture components is relatively low compared to
the acid-base interactions of the other cases, the mixing interaction of the
two mixture components was measured with ITC instead of their interaction
with a solvent. The heat of mixing of 2-BuOH and 2-BuO (Figure 9), is
relatively low and positive in sign, i.e. endothermic, which means that the
energy of intermolecular interactions is similar for both compounds and the
combination of compounds. This also implies that the components do not
(strongly) attract each other and a successful solvent may be found based
on moderate or even weak repulsion of 2-BuO or attraction of 2-BuOH. For
very large mole fractions of either of the two components, the heat effects
are more strongly endothermic.
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Figure 9 Energy of mixing interaction upon mixing of 2-BuOH and
2-BuO over the full range of concentrations at 20 °C, data represent
titrating of 2-BuO to 2-BuOH and titrating of 2-BuOH to 2-BuO.
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8.4 Conclusion

Solvent effects on the relative volatility were measured for three different
industrially relevant cases, that are separation of a) diethylmethylamine
and diisopropylether (ΔTb = 3 - 5 °C, α DEMA over DIPE of 1.05 ±
0.028 at 1000 mbar, α = 1.20 ± 0.036 at 300 mbar), b) valeric acid and
2-methylbutyric acid (ΔTb = 10 °C, ΔpKa = 0.1, α = 1.35 ± 0.02 at 300
mbar and 1.30 ± 0.03 at 900 mbar) and c) 2-butanol and 2-butanone
(ΔTb = 20, α = 1.9 at 1000 mbar). For each of the cases potential solvents
were selected based on different aspects, including acidity/basicity, structural
similarity, steric hindrance, polarity and predicted differences in hydrogen
bonding affinity.
For DEMA - DIPE, although ΔTb is very small, the difference in acidity and
molecular structure of the components could be used to find suitable solvents.
At a solvent-to-feed ratio of 3 and 300 mbar, PhOH (α > 5), cyclohexanol
(α = 2) and PG (α = 3.1) each increase α of the binary mixture. For
HVal - 2MBA the solvent MeMeBu increased α (α = 1.84 ± 0.18 at 300
mbar), a solvent based on structural similarity with the mixture components.
However, experiments at 900 mbar and thus at a higher temperature
showed reactivity of the solvent in the form of transesterification. The
difference of 0.1 in pKa in combination with the small ΔTb is too small
to allow for separation using a moderately basic solvent, and applying a
stronger basic solvent resulted in chemical instability. For this specific case
crystallization would be a promising alternative process. For the case with
2-BuO - 2-BuOH, ΔTb is relatively large and a difference in functional
group allowed for separation through hydrogen bonding with the solvent.
All successful solvents are hydrogen bond acceptors that show a larger
affinity for 2-BuOH than for 2-BuO.
Generalizing, for mixtures of very similar components in terms of acidity,
boiling point and structure, stronger interaction with the solvent is required
(e.g. complex formation, proton transfer), which may be problematic in
terms of chemical stability. Therefore, before applying a solvent in the
actual pseudo-binary VLE measurements, the thermal and chemical
stability with the mixture should be checked. For less similar components,
weaker interactions with the solvent such as hydrogen bonding are sufficient
to affect α. Solvents should be selected for which specific attractive or
repulsive interactions with the mixture components are expected, taking
into account the extent of the natural difference in volatility of the mixture
components. Knowing this, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) may be
applied for initial prediction of the solvent effects based on measurements of
the excess enthalpy of mixing.
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9

Predicting solvent effects on relative
volatility behavior in extractive
distillation

Abstract

A solvent screening approach for extractive distillation, combining isothermal
titration calorimetry (ITC) and molecular modeling (MM), was investigated
based on three close-boiling mixture cases. The investigated mixtures are
1) octanoic acid (HOct) and levulinic acid (HLev), 2) diethylmethylamine
(DEMA) and diisopropylether (DIPE), and 3) 2-butanol (2-BuOH) and
2-butanone (2-BuO). Solvent effects were predicted based on ITC and
MM, instead of a solvent screening based on a full set of time-consuming
vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) experiments. The correlation between the
interaction energy of the solvent and the constituents of the mixture was
shown, as well as the effect on the relative volatility α of the mixture. The
effect on α was validated with VLE experiments. For solvents that increase α
and are regenerable, moderate interactions of the mixture components with
the solvent were calculated using MM, i.e. an interaction energy between
the intermolecular interaction of the binary mixture and -60 kJ/mol). For
mixtures without strong intermolecular interactions, for example 2-BuO
and 2-BuOH, a preferential interaction with the high-boiling component
is needed, i.e. a larger exothermic interaction energy than with the lowboiling component. In ITC measurements successful solvents show a weak
exothermic heat of mixing (> -10 kJ/mol) with the preferred high-boiling
component, and a smaller exothermic or even endothermic heat of mixing
with the low-boiling component. Solvents with interactions too close to
0 kJ/mol lack effect on the relative volatility and exothermic interactions
larger than 60 kJ/mol compromise regeneration, and both should be avoided.
The developed method and solvent selection guidelines offer a reduced time,
labor and material approach for solvent screening when group contribution
methods and COSMO-RS are less reliable due to strong non-idealities.

This chapter is based on a manuscript that was submitted as: Lisette M. J.
Sprakel, Dylan J. Keijsper, Anna L. Nikolova, Boelo Schuur, “Predicting
solvent effects on relative volatility behavior in extractive distillation using
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and molecular modeling (MM)”
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9.1 Introduction

Extractive distillation is a promising separation technique in cases where
ordinary distillation is hindered by for example the presence of an azeotrope
or a close-boiling system.1 The solvent (entrainer) interacts with the
components in the mixture and may change their activity coefficients.
Thereby the relative volatility may be improved and/or it may lead to
breaking of an azeotrope. This may enable a separation or reduce the energy
demand of a conventional distillation process.1 Extractive distillation is for
example applied to separate close-boiling point hydrocarbons,2 non-aromatics
and aromatics,3 azeotropic mixtures of butanes, butenes and butadiene,4
and mixtures of acetone and methanol.5
The choice of applied solvent is key for a successful and viable process. In
the ideal case a type of solvent screening would be performed that avoids
extensive and time-consuming vapor-liquid equilibrium investigations with
a range of solvents for each mixture of components. Several scales and
methods have been developed for theoretical solvent screening approaches,
e.g. affinity scales such as the BF3-affinity and hydrogen bond basicity
pKBHX,6 and predictive software based on quantum-chemical calculations
such as COSMO-RS.7 Methods based on COSMO-RS for screening of
organic solvents and ionic liquids followed by modeling in Aspen Plus
were successful for the solvent screening for the process of dehydration
of tert-butanol by extractive distillation,8 and for separation of mixtures
of hydrocarbons and ethanol/water.9 Computer Aided Molecular Design
(CAMD) can also be performed with the software packages ProCAMD®,10
based on activity coefficients. This was successfully applied for solvent
selection for e.g. mixtures of C8-aromatics,11 separation of hexane - methanol
mixtures,12 separation of several binary mixtures of alcohols, acetone, esters
and water,13 separation of C4 and 1,3-butadiene as well as other hydrocarbon
systems and polar mixtures.2
Furthermore, predictions based on infinite dilution activity coefficients
defining the selectivity at infinite dilution2,14,15 and parametrizations based
on the linear solvation energy relationship (LSER) model16,17 have been
used. Preselection of possible solvents to reduce the number of experiments
can also be approached with computer-aided molecular design (CAMD), in
which potential solvent molecules are formulated based on building blocks
and functional groups, mostly based on the UNIFAC group contributions.2
Because in most cases multiple solvents are suggested based on CAMD
additional screening of the solvents based on other factors (e.g. availability,
toxicity) is required.2
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For solvent selection, straightforward requirements are related to availability,
price, stability, toxicity, flammability, reactivity, corrosivity, safety and the
possibility of azeotrope formation with one of the mixutres components.1,2,18
Moreover, for the overall process optimization, consideration of just
thermodynamics or the selectivity at infinite dilution, does not always lead
to the selection of the right solvent as these parameters mainly focus on the
extractive distillation step.19 For a viable process the regeneration efficiency
should be included which can be assessed through entrainer flow rate and
reflux or reboil ratio in the regeneration step.18,19 This was for example
successfully applied by Kossack et al.20 by evaluating the solvents based on
minimum flowrate and energy demand, followed by an optimization of the
flowsheet structure.
Nevertheless, none of the aforementioned methods are able to successfully
predict the solvent effects on the relative volatility for the complete range
of available solvents and all types of mixtures that are to be separated
in (industrial) applications. This is partially a result of the required data
for the solvent screening analysis, such as phase diagrams, equilibrium
data and other solvent specifications. In particular, non-ideality resulting
in azeotropes and the potential of a solvent to overcome the azeotrope
can be difficult to predict. For systems where the common approaches
are inaccurate due to significant non-ideality because of affinity between
the solvent and components in the mixture, measuring or calculating that
affinity may be a powerful approach to predict the effect of a solvent on the
relative volatility behavior in extractive distillations.
In this work we explore the applicability of the experimental technique
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), the theoretical molecular modeling
(MM) approach, and the combination of the two methods to predict solvent
effects on relative volatility behavior. It is possible to set up a typical ITC
experiment within half an hour per solvent, after which the measurement
time may vary from 6 to 24 hours, depending on the number of data points
required. Typical ITC experiments require only up to 2 mL of the solvent
and mixture components. Initiating the MM calculations typically takes
up to 5 minutes per solvent, after which the calculation time is strongly
dependent on the complexity of the molecular structure and may vary
from several minutes to several hours. Both techniques are thus not labor
intensive, reasonably fast (using commercial MM software) and do not
require large amounts of chemicals. Thermodynamics of interactions can
be studied experimentally with ITC. ITC is widely applied in the fields of
biomolecular chemistry and ligand-protein interactions,21 and also for the
study of solvent-solute interactions in separation processes.22-24 Examples of
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isotherms and an accuracy analysis of the thermodynamic data obtained with
ITC for extraction processes were published in previous work.24-26 Insights on
the effects of molecular structure on the thermodynamics of the interaction
for acid-base interactions in separation processes were published by Sprakel
and Schuur,26 based on which also solvent selection approaches may be
improved. Another application of ITC is that it can accurately measure
the heat of mixing of two liquids,27 which may be applied for interactions
of liquids that are applied in extractive distillation, also in cases where no
strongly bonding complexes are expected.
With MM the interaction energy of the interaction between a solvent and
solute can be modeled,22,25,26,28,29 and solvent selection can be based on the
strength of interaction. Furthermore, the geometry and interactions of
groups of solvent and solute molecules can be studied.22,26,28 For a full and
detailed analysis of the interactions based on quantum mechanics, additional
molecular dynamics simulations would be required in which large numbers
of molecules are involved and the computation time is extensive. This work
focuses on simulation as a quick screening tool and therefore it was chosen
to apply simple and fast MM calculations with a small number of molecules.
Three close-boiling binary mixtures were selected based on their polarity
and associating behavior, i.e. a) octanoic acid (HOct) and levulinic acid
(HLev), b) diethylmethylamine DEMA and diisopropylether (DIPE) and
c) 2-butanol (2-BuOH) and 2-butanone (2-BuO). Table 1 shows the most
important properties of the mixture components that are all different types
of polar components. The case of HOct - HLev (∆pKa = 0.4, ∆Tb = 6 °C)
was chosen because the extent of the difference in acidity is in between
that of the cases of monochloroacetic acid (MCA) and dichloroacetic acid
(DCA) (∆pKa = 1.6, ∆Tb = 5 °C) reported by Jongmans et al.30 and HVal
and its isomer 2-methylbutanoic acid (∆pKa = 0.1, ∆Tb = 10 °C) reported
in earlier studies by us.31,32 For the MCA-DCA case studied earlier by
Jongmans et al.30 moderate bases were found to be successful solvents that
both increase the relative volatility and are regenerable, whereas strong
bases were thermally unstable and unsuitable as solvents. However, for
separation of the valeric acids moderate bases did not have a significant
effect on the relative volatility.31,32 Valeric acids are less strong than MCA
and DCA, and in addition the smaller ∆pKa of 0.1 might have caused the
more difficult resolution. Applying stronger bases was problematic in terms
of operational stability and regeneration. This implies that for separation
of weak acids by extractive distillation a ∆pKa larger than 0.1 is required
to allow for a successful separation based on a difference in acidity. To
further investigate on the minimum ∆pKa for extractive distillation of weak
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acids using basic solvents, a further study was performed with the case of
HOct - HLev (∆pKa = 0.4). The mixture of DEMA - DIPE (∆pKa ≈ 14,
∆Tb = 3-6 °C) consists of an ether and amine base with a very low relative
volatility but a large difference in basicity and therefore there is a large
potential for extractive distillation, possibly with acidic entrainers. The
mixture of 2-BuO - 2-BuOH is industrially relevant since most of the 2-BuO
worldwide produced is through dehydrogenation of 2-BuOH, after which a
purification step is required,33 moreover with this case an alcohol and ketone
are added to the family of mixtures investigated, thereby covering a more
extensive part of the group of polar compounds. In this case, the hydrogen
bonding ability is the most pronounced difference between the compounds
in the mixture.
For all three cases, first the relevant intermolecular interactions were modeled
with MM, then ITC was performed and finally the solvent effects on the
VLE behavior were measured to validate the screening approach based on
MM and ITC. For comparison purpose, also traditional VLE predictions
were performed with the UNIFAC method using Aspen Plus software.
Table 1 Physical properties of the mixture components.
Acid

Diethyl
Octanoic acid Levulinic acid methylamine Diisopropylether 2-Butanol 2-Butanone

Tb (°C)

239

245

63-65

68.5

99.1

79.5

Tm (°C)

16.5

33

-196

-60

-115

-86.7

pKa

4.9

4.5

3.65 (pKb)

≈ 17 (pKb)

≈ 16

≈ 20

log P

3.05

-0.49

0.958

1.52

0.683

0.29

ρ (g/mL)

0.91

1.13

0.72

0.725

0.806

0.805

Functional
groups

Acid

Acid. ketone

Tertiary
amine

Ether

Alcohol

Ketone
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9.2 Materials and methods
9.2.1 Chemicals

All chemicals were used without further purification and purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (acetic acid (>99.5 %), butanoic acid (HBu, 99.0 %),
2-butanol (2-BuOH, >99.5 %), 2-butanone (2-BuO, >99.5 %), m-cresol
(>98 %), cyclohexanol (>99 %), cyrene (99.0 %), dibutylamine (DBA,
>99.5 %), dibutylether (DBE, >99.3 %), diethylene glycol dibutyl ether
(DEGDBE, >99 %), diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (diglyme, >99.5 %),
diisopropylether (DIPE, >99 %), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 99.9 %),
dodecane (>99 %), ethyl levulinate (EtLev, 99 %), ethylene glycol (EG,
>99.8 %), glycerol (99.0 %), glycol (99.8 %), heptane (99 %), hexadecane
(HexD, 99 %), isovaleric acid (isoHVal, 99 %), itaconic acid (>99 %),
levulinic acid (HLev, 98 %), 5-methyl-2-hexanone (5-m-2-one, 98.0 %),
2-methylbutyric acid (2MBA, >98 %), methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK,
>99.7 %), methyl levulinate (MeLev, >98.0 %), methyl-2-methylbutyrate
(MeMeBu, >98 %), methyl octanoate (MeOct, 99 %), octanoic acid (HOct,
>98 %), 1-octanol (>99 %), octyl octanoate (OctOct, >98 %), phenol
(PhOH, >99.5 %), 1,2-propane diol (>99 %), propylene glycol (PG, 99.0 %),
sulfolane (99 %), tribenzylamine (TBzA, >99 %), 2,2,4-trimethylpentane
(>99.5 %), trioctylamine (TOA, 98 %), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99
%), valeric acid (HVal, >99 % )), Acros Organics (tributylphosphate (TBP,
99 %), beta-cyclodextrin (>98 %), N,N-diethylmethylamine (DEMA, >98
%)), TCI-GR (18-Crown-6 (>98 %), N,N-diethylmethylamine (DEMA, >98
%)), Fischer Scientific (oleic acid (>99.5 %), tridodecylamine (TDDA, 95
%)), VWR International (toluene (>99.5 %)), Merck KGaA (diethylene
glycol (DEG, 99 %), acetone Lichrosolv® (>99.8)), Alfa Aesar (n-heptane
anhydrous (99+ %)), Honeywell (p-xylene (99 %)), BASF (Dehypon G162)
and Fluka (ethylbenzene (90 %)).

9.2.2 Molecular modeling

Molecular modeling (MM) was applied using Wavefunction Spartan’16
Parallel software to model the heat of interaction between the solvent
molecules and the components of the mixtures studied. The geometry
of the molecules or groups of molecules was optimized using the
DFT- ω B97X-D-6-31G* level of calculation and parametrization. A
conductor-like polarizable continuum model (CPCM) using a high dielectric
constant of 37 (default value for a polar component) was used to model
solvation in order to incorporate the effect of the polar environment.
By combining the molecules with individually optimized structures, and
minimizing the energy of their ensemble, the interaction energies were
calculated.
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It is unrealistic to assume that solvent molecules are always freely accessible,
and interactions on a 1:1 basis typically yielded large interaction energies
with the solutes for a range of solvents. Therefore, rather than basing solvent
selection criteria on 1:1 complexations, to distinguish between solvents
calculations based on the third molecule interactions with two solvent
molecule ensembles were used. Thus, next to a calculation of the interaction
energy between the solvent and each of the two components in the mixture,
the interaction energy of two solvent molecules was also calculated, as well
as the interaction energy of these solvent-solvent ensembles with a third
component, being either a solvent molecule or one of the molecules of the
mixture studied. The interaction energy of the solvent-solvent ensemble
with a third component from the binary mixture that is to be separated was
then determined relative to the interaction with a third solvent molecule,
as is schematically shown in Figure 1. Including even more molecules in the
model may possibly further improve the calculations, although at the cost
of a strongly increased computational time which is not intended for this
quick screening method.

+ mixture
component
+ solvent
2 solvent molecules

2 solvent molecules
+
mixture component

∆𝐸𝐸

3 solvent molecules

Figure 1 Schematic description of the MM calculation of the energy
of interaction of 2 solvent molecules (methyl levulinate, MeLev) with a
third molecule of a mixture component (octanoic acid, HOct) relative
to the interaction energy with a third solvent molecule. Calculations
were performed using Wavefunction Spartan Parallel’16 software with
DFT- ω B97X-D-6-31G* level of calculation and CPCM solvation with a
polar solvent.
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9.2.3 Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)

ITC experiments were performed in a TA Instruments TAM III
Microcalorimeter operated at 20 °C based on dynamic correction. In each
experiment a reference cell was used that contained water with a heat
capacity equal to that of the sample cell including sample. A total of 283 µL
of titrant was titrated in 20 subsequent periodical injections into the sample
cell. Golden stirrers operated at 1.33 Hz were used to mix the sample.
An injection interval of 55 minutes was applied to ensure that the signal
was back at the baseline. Interval injection was preferred over continuous
injection, because the measurement of the heat of mixing is subject to
several errors that are induced by temperature differences between sample
and titrant, variations of sample volume and viscosity affecting the heat
released from stirring and variations in the stirring speed itself.27 These
variations are expected to have less effect when ITC is operated with
periodical injections, as in that case the absolute signal is stronger and the
time intervals allow for baseline stabilization. The heat of interaction as a
result of each injection was measured for the combinations of solvents and
components of the mixtures studied, from which the accumulated heat of
mixing versus the mixture composition could be derived.

9.2.4 Vapor-liquid equilibria (VLE)

Vapor-liquid equilibria (VLE) were obtained using Fischer Labodest
VLE602 ebulliometers in which a magnetically stirred equilibrium cell is
present that is connected to a Cottrell circulation pump. The cell is heated
with an immersion heater. The pressure can be set between 100 mbar and
atmospheric pressure using either an Edwards E2M1.5 or Pfeiffer DUO 3
vacuum pump. The power supplied to the reboiler and the heating mantle
temperature can be set. The equilibrium temperature of the mixture as
well as the liquid temperature in the reboiler were measured using Pt100 thermocouples. For each sample composition, the equilibrium cell was
filled with 80 mL of sample (including the solvent). When the equilibrium
temperature was reached after 30-90 minutes, samples of both the liquid
phase and the condensed vapor phase were taken and analyzed.

9.2.5 GC and GC-MS

Samples from the VLE-experiments were dissolved in acetone and analyzed
in triplo by gas chromatography (GC) with a Varian CP-3800 with FID
detector (280 °C, accuracy >99 % for liquid phase samples and accuracy
>97 % for vapor phase samples of lower concentration) and an Agilent DBWAX column (60 m * 0.25 mm * 0.25 µm). For the DEMA - DIPE case the
internal standard of dodecane was applied, for the other cases heptane was
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applied as the internal standard. The temperature profiles of the GC oven
for the different cases are shown in Table 2. For the DEMA - DIPE case
some of the samples were analyzed with a 7890A Ms 5975C Agilent GC-MS
(accuracy >99 % and accuracy >97 % for vapor phase samples of lower
concentration) with FID and an Agilent HP-5Ms, HP19191S-433 column
with helium as the carrier gas.
Table 2 Oven temperature of GC and GC-MS for analysis of the liquid
phase and condensed gas phase composition of ebulliometer experiments
(only the plateaus are given, all intermediate temperature increases have
linear profiles).
DEMA - DIPE (GC)

DEMA - DIPE (GC-MS)

HOct - HLev

2-BuO - 2-BuOH

Time (min)

T (°C)

Time (min)

T (°C)

Time (min)

T (°C)

Time (min)

T (°C)

0-1

40

0-4

45

0-5

45

0-4

45

3-4

50

32-34

160

19-29

250

14.50-15.50

150

7-10

250

47-49

250

18-20

250

9.3 Results and discussion
9.3.1 Binary VLE data

Binary VLE data for the three studied cases are shown in Figure 2. For
the case of HOct - HLev (Figure 2a) the relative volatility is rather high
up to x = 0.8 considering the small difference in natural boiling points
(∆Tb = 6 ℃, see Table 1). The equilibrium line does however show a
tangent pinch, making it more difficult to obtain highly pure HOct, and
application of a solvent based separation can be beneficial. In contradiction
to what would normally be expected, at a lower pressure the relative
volatility is lower. This may be a result of non-ideal dimerization behavior
in the vapor phase, with the high-boiling HLev being the stronger acid
and therefore having a lower compressibility factor. For DEMA - DIPE
(Figure 2b) the relative volatility (average α = 1.05) is very low as most
of the points are almost on the y = x line. Based on this VLE behavior,
it is clear that ordinary distillation cannot be applied to separate this
mixture and a solvent based approach is suggested. For the case of
2-BuO - 2-BuOH (Figure 2c) the equilibrium line shows the shape of
ideally behaving liquids (average α = 1.9 at 1000 mbar). Based on the
VLE-behavior of the 2-BuO - 2-BuOH mixture, ordinary distillation is
certainly technically feasible. However, based on the work of Blahusiak et
al.34 energy efficiencies in distillation processes may be significantly reduced
upon increasing the selectivity up to α = 3. Thus also in this case, applying
a solvent may be beneficial for the overall economics of the separation.
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a

b

c
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Figure 2 Binary VLE data for a) octanoic acid (HOct) and levulinic acid
(HLev) at 500 mbar (open symbols) and 200 mbar (closed symbols), b)
diethylmethylamine (DEMA) and diisopropylether (DIPE) with an average
α = 1.05 at 1000 mbar, data from Sprakel et al.,31,32 and c) 2-butanone
(2-BuO) and 2-butanol (2-BuOH) with an average α = 2.0 at 1000 mbar,
data from Sprakel et al..31,32 The lines are added to guide the eye.

9.3.2 Initial solvent selection

A first selection of the solvents applied in each case was made based on a
variety of different solvent types containing different functional groups and
covering the full range of solvents, i.e. from highly polar and active solvents
that specifically interact with the components through e.g. hydrogen
bonding, to apolar and inactive solvents. In each of the cases the boiling
point Tb of the solvent was also considered as it should not be too close to
that of the mixture components. Table 3 shows the total list of solvents
applied in the three cases studied, including properties such as pKa/pKb,
the BF3-affinity and the hydrogen bond basicity pKBHX.6,35 However, as can
be seen in the table, the data available within these scales is far from
complete and although several solvents will have comparable values because
of structural resemblance, it is difficult to select solvents purely based on
these data. Therefore promising results in literature for related separation
processes were also used to form the group of selected solvents, as well
as qualitative functional group based predictions on deviations of Raoult’s
law,1 complemented with a selection of solvents based on different functional
groups, e.g. alcohols, acids, bases, alkanes and ethers.

9.3.2.1 Octanoic acid - levulinic acid

In the HOct - HLev mixture, HOct is the most volatile component, therefore
a high-boiling solvent should either attract HLev, or repel HOct more than
HLev in order to increase the relative volatility of HOct. In case a low-boiling
solvent is applied the opposite holds. Because of the difference in the pKa of
the acids, a group of basic solvents was selected (i.e. trioctylamine (TOA),
tridodecylamine (TDDA), tribenzylamine (TBzA), tributylphosphate (TBP),
trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO)), next to solvents with other functional
groups (i.e. alcohols (glycerol and Dehypon G162, a C16 Guerbet alcohol
with 2 ethylene oxide groups)), an alkane (hexadecane), sulfolane and an
ether (18-Crown-6). Because of promising results with applying esters having
molecular structures similar to the mixture components for separation of
valeric acid and its isomers,31,32 several esters were also investigated (methyl
levulinate (MeLev), methyl-2-methylbutyrate (MeMeBu), methyl octanoate
(MeOct), ethyl levulinate (EtLev) and octyl octanoate (OctOct)).
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Table 3 Solvent properties6,35 for solvents applied in the three separation
cases studied.
Abbreviation

Tb (°C)

pKa

Acetic acid

HAc

118.1

4.8

Butyric acid

HBu

Solvent

pKBHX

163

4.8

m-Cresol

203

10.1

18-Crown-6

438

1.2

Cyclohexanol

160

1.14

Cyrene

116

Dehypon G162

>350

Diethylene glycol

DEG

245

Dimethylsulfoxide

DMSO

190

Dipropylamine

DPA

110

Dibutyl amine

DBA

Dibutylether

DBE

(see PhOH)

16-18
105.34

2.54

11

(see TOA)

2

159

11

(see TOA)

2.11

142

≈ 17
(pKb)

78.57

0.88

(see DBE)

(see DBE)

Diglyme

162

Ethylbenzene

136

-0.36
0.97

Ethylene glycol

EG

195

Ethyl levulinate

EtLev

204

Glycerol
Hexadecane

25

(see MeOct)

(see MeMeBu)

290
HexD

286.8

MeMeBu

102.8

25

(see MeOct)

1.11
(ethyl-isovalerate)

Methyl levulinate

MeLev

193-195

25

(see MeOct)

(see MeMeBu)

Methyl octanoate

MeOct

194-195

25

75.55 (ethyl acetate)

(see MeMeBu)

Methyl-2-methylbutyrate

Iso-octane
1-octanol
Octyl octanoate
Oleic acid
Phenol
Propylene glycol

99.3
1-Oct

196

OctOct

306-307

25

HOl

360

5

PhOH

181.7

9.98

PG

187

Sulfolane

1.04

-0.07
51.32

1.47

135.87
(triethylamine)

1.57

84.75
(trimethylphosphate)

2.66

365-367

Tributylphosphate

TBP

289

Tribenzylamine

TBzA

380-390

Trioctylphosphine
oxide

TOPO

310
(50 mmHg)

Tridodecylamine

TDDA

>400

10

HVal

185.4

4.8

5-methyl-2-hexanone

10

-1.5
119.28
(triethylphosphine oxide)

3.59

(see TOA)

(see TOA)

138
5-m-2-one

(see MeMeBu)

285
TOA

p-xylene

(see MeOct)

(see EG)

Trioctylamine

Valeric acid
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BF3-affinity

144

-0.29
74.84

1.13
(heptane-4-one)

9.3.2.2 DEMA - DIPE

As neither DEMA nor DIPE is clearly most volatile, solvents were selected
based on expected differences in interaction with both of the components.31,32
Because of the basic nature of DEMA, acids were selected (acetic acid
(HAc), valeric acid (HVal) and oleic acid), but also bases were selected
(dipropylamine (DPA), dibutylamine (DBA)). DPA and DBA were also
chosen for their structural resemblance with DEMA and for structural
resemblance with DIPE the solvent diethylene glycol dimethyl ether
(diglyme) was chosen. Because of expected hydrogen bonding with both
DEMA and DIPE and predicted deviations from Raoult’s law,1,36 phenolics
and alcohols were selected (phenol (PhOH), m-cresol, ethylene glycol (EG),
diethylene glycol (DEG) and propylene glycol (PG)). Deviations from
Raoult’s law are also expected for the solvent iso-octane that was chosen.

9.3.2.3 2-BuO - 2-BuOH

Because of the hydrogen bond donating and accepting functional groups
in the mixture of 2-BuO and 2-BuOH several solvents were chosen that
can either accept a hydrogen bond (DMSO, diglyme, dibutyl ether (DBE),
MeLev, 5-methyl-2-hexanone (5-m-2-one), cyrene), donate a hydrogen bond
(glycol, 1-octanol, PG, glycerol) or both (butanoic acid (HBu)). P-xylene
and ethylbenzene were chosen based on promising results in the separation
of the alcohol-ketone mixture of methanol and acetone.20,31,32

9.3.3 Solvent interaction simulation with MM

The interaction energy between the solvents and the high-boiling mixture
component, i.e. HLev, DEMA and 2-BuOH, was calculated with the
DFT- ω B97X-D-6-31G* level of calculation and CPCM solvation using a
default dielectric constant for a polar solvent of 37. The solvents are sorted
from most exothermic to most endothermic interaction in Table 4 (first
columns for each case).
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23.6

-23

-21

-68

-62

-61

-57

-52

-47

-46

-42

-40

-32

-27

-26

-26

-25

Dehypon G162

TOA

TOPO

glycerol

TBP

EtLev

MeLev

OctOct

18-Crown-6

TBzA

MeMeBu

MeOct

sulfolane

HexD

13

-13

34

-22

-9.3

22

11.2

-28

-5.4

-8.7

-34

HOct

11

-16

32

14

12

-37

-5.5

-21

-3.8

8.2

-28

-22

-29

15

HLev

Interaction
with mixture
component

HLev

Solvent

Interaction
with

HOct - HLev

iso-octane

DPA

diglyme

DBE

DBA

DEG

cyclohexanol

EG

m-cresol

PG

PhOH

HVal

Solvent

-20

-24

-28

-30

-30

-50

-51

-57

-58

-58

-59

-69

DEMA

Interaction
with

DEMA - DIPE

4

3

21

9.6

-1.5

68

2.3

15

-11

-4.2

8.4

16

-0.85

10.2

27

36

21

91

-10

-25

7.4

-14

-42

16

DIPE DEMA

Interaction
with mixture
component
PG

-18
-13

sulfolane

-23

-25

-31

-32

-33

-37

-38

-40

-41

-44

-45

-46

-47

2-BuOH

glycerol

TPA

p-xylene

DBE

ethyl-benzene

diglyme

1-octanol

5-m-2-one

cyrene

MeLev

DMSO

EG

HBu

Solvent

Interaction
with

0.2

58

1.5

1

6.7

5.6

21

-18

11

650

12

-3.8

29

18

39

-20

-1.3

-5.9

2.1

12

6

19

-7.1

-5.7

640

-2.1

-22

-0.7

13

5.4

2-BuO 2-BuOH

Interaction with
mixture component

2-BuO - 2-BuOH

Table 4 Interaction energy calculated with Spartan Parallel’16 (DFT- ω B97X-D-6-31G* level of calculation and CPCM solvation
in polar solvent) for interaction between the solvents of each of the cases with the high-boiling component (first column) and the
interaction of the ensemble of 2 solvent molecules with a third mixture component relative to interaction with a third solvent molecule
(2nd and 3rd column, see Figure 1).

Based on prior work by Jongmans et al.,30 too strong exothermic interactions
should be avoided because of regeneration problems, and in general it is
assumed that solvents with an intermediate interaction strength may increase
α, without compromising the regeneration. The solvent interactions with
the high-boiling component should be stronger than the interaction between
the mixture components, i.e. -21 kJ/mol for the case of DEMA - DIPE,
-31 kJ/mol for the case of 2-BuO - 2-BuOH and -38 kJ/mol for
HOct - HLev. Figure 3a shows a schematic representation of the regions of
the calculated direct interaction energy with the high-boiling component
where solvent effects on α are expected, assuming that an exothermic
interaction energy of more than -60 kJ/mol is too strong. For moderately
endothermic interaction energies a negative effect on α is expected as a
result of repulsion of the low-boiling component, however no specific values
for this region were predicted in this work.

a

b

Figure 3 Expected solvent effect based on direct interaction energy
calculated with MM, with a) general representation of boundaries and
region for positive effect (less exothermic than -60 kJ/mol and more
exothermic than the interaction between the binary mixture components)
and negative effect (no specific boundaries were defined in this work), and
b) specific regions for expected positive solvent effects for the three cases
studied.
Assuming a maximum (exothermic) interaction energy of -60 kJ/mol, the
list of selected solvents based on the direct interaction energy with the
low-boiling component calculated with MM includes for HOct - HLev
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18-Crown-6, OctOct, MeLev, EtLev, TBP and glycerol, for DEMA - DIPE
cyclohexanol, m-cresol, EG, PG, DEG, DBA, DBE, DPA, diglyme and
PhOH, and for 2-BuO - 2-BuOH DBE, ethylbenzene, diglyme, 1-octanol,
5-m-2one, cyrene, MeLev, DMSO, EG, HBu and PG. The boundaries for
the solvent affinities that were considered for further studies are graphically
displayed in Figure 3b. To further study the effect of solvent properties
on the interaction energies using MM, also the interaction energy of two
solvent molecules with a third molecule from the mixture was calculated
and listed in Table 4.
Especially for calculations with multiple molecules and molecules with
multiple interacting sites there are various options of optimizing the geometry
and energy towards a local minimum. To minimize the chance of reporting
local minima, duplo calculations for each three molecule ensemble were
performed with different starting geometries and the standard deviations
in the calculated energies were determined. The deviations were stronger
for molecules with multiple interacting sites, e.g. glycerol and the larger
esters and ethers. Including all solvents studied, on average the standard
deviation in the differences of the duplo calculations equaled 13 kJ/mol.
This indicates the importance of performing the geometry optimization with
multiple initial geometries to avoid finding only local minima, especially in
the case of multiple or larger molecules. The effect of the increased number
or size of molecules could be addressed by applying molecular dynamics
simulations with large groups of molecules. These simulations would induce
strongly increased computational costs and are therefore not applied in this
quick screening method based on MM. To avoid the risk of not selecting
a suitable solvent, the guidelines for selecting solvents based on MM
calculations should not be applied too strict and it is therefore suggested
not to exclude solvents if the calculated values are not significantly out of
the desired range.
The values obtained for the solvent cyrene in the case with 2-BuO - 2-BuOH
are extremely high as a result of very strong (calculated) interaction energy
of two cyrene molecules with a third molecule. Theoretically, a good solvent
will attract a molecule of the high-boiling component over an additional
solvent molecule, and thus show a negative relative interaction with the highboiling component. Moreover, a smaller negative value for the interaction
of the low-boiling component (compared to the high-boiling) relative to
interaction with the solvent should be beneficial, indicating less affinity
with the low-boiling component. However, since most interactions between
the components take place in the liquid phase, this last assumption was not
taken into account in the selection of solvents.
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Considering the calculated values for interaction of the ensemble of two
solvent molecules with a third solvent molecule (relative to a third solvent
molecule), the solvent TBP could be excluded for the case with HOct HLev based on calculated exothermic interactions of the solvent ensemble
with the low-boiling component as a third molecule and endothermic
interaction with the high-boiling component as a third molecule. Thus,
the list of selected solvents for further studies by ITC and VLE includes
for HOct - HLev: 18-Crown-6, OctOct, MeLev, EtLev and glycerol, for
DEMA - DIPE: cyclohexanol, m-cresol, EG, PG and PhOH, and for
2-BuO - 2-BuOH: ethylbenzene, 1-octanol, 5-m-2one, MeLev, DMSO, EG
and PG.

9.3.4 Solvent interaction measurements with
ITC

For HOct - HLev, the heat of mixing measured with ITC for each of the
solvents and mixture components is shown in Figure 4a for interaction
with HOct and in Figure 4b for interaction with HLev. These curves are
accumulative, i.e. each point represents the total amount of heat taken up
or released by the sample as a results of all previous injections divided by
the total number of moles in the sample. Theoretically, the curve that was
measured by titrating HOct into solvent should exactly meet the curve
obtained by titrating solvent into HOct. The measured curves typically
meet each other but with small off-sets. These differences are a result of
experimental errors, enhanced by the accumulative nature of the curve
itself. The interaction with TOA and TBP is clearly exothermic and strong
for both acids, which is explained by the basic character of these solvents.
Also with Dehypon G162 a small exothermic interaction is observed, which
is not so obvious. From the organization of the three molecule ensembles,
a clear multiple interaction of the acid molecule with both the alcohol and
the ether functionalities in the Dehypon G162 was observed. Most other
solvents show a small endothermic heat of mixing for each of the acids. The
heat of mixing of MeLev and EtLev with HOct are two exceptions to this,
these show a more endothermic mixing enthalpy with HOct than the mixing
enthalpy of HLev with HOct. The interaction is more endothermic because
both MeLev and EtLev are esters and thus only hydrogen bond acceptors
with weaker hydrogen bonds than the acid-acid dimers of HOct and HLev.
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a

b
Figure 4 Heat of mixing (accumulative, per mole of sample including
titrant) of solvent for the HOct - HLev case at 20 °C with a) HOct over
the full range of HOct mole fractions and b) HLev over the full range of
HLev mole fractions.
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Comparing the absolute values for the interaction energy between solvent
and acid from ITC (Figure 4) with those from MM (Table 4), it is clear that
the heat measured in ITC is significantly lower than the direct interaction
energy calculated with MM. The direct interaction energy from MM only
involves interactions between one solvent molecule and one solute molecule.
When the relative interaction energy of a third solute molecule (relative to
a third solvent molecule) from Table 4 is compared with the ITC results
at low molar ratio, it is clear that the MM values are already more in
the same range of values and thus also more realistic. These values do
however not match exactly which may be explained by considering that in
the MM calculations a very limited ensemble of only three molecules was
calculated, whereas in ITC the net heat effect of all ongoing interactions
and restructuring in the solvent upon titration of the acid is measured.
Moreover, breaking of acid dimers in the titrant upon dilution through
titration reduces the heat measured in the ITC measurements. In the MM
calculations with three molecules, already some solvent-solvent interactions
and geometric rearrangements are taken into account, resulting in more
realistic energy values than MM calculations with only two molecules.
Considering regeneration problems with TBP and TOA (vide infra), a
maximum cumulative exothermic heat effect of 4 to 5 kJ/mol mixture can
be set as a guideline. Based on the ITC results in Figure 4 EtLev and MeLev,
showing moderately endothermic heats of mixing (up to approximately
1.5 kJ/mol mixture), are selected for further study in VLE measurements
and for the other solvents only a small or no effect on α is expected based
on the small heats of mixing.
The disadvantage of these measurements of the heat of mixing is that solids
(e.g. sulfolane, 18-Crown-6) cannot be taken into account as they cannot
be titrated and will show a melting energy or enthalpy of dilution. To
overcome this problem, it was attempted to perform a direct measurement
of the heat of mixing of HOct and HLev in the presence of each of the
solvents (Figure 5a), i.e. both titrant and sample are dissolved in the specific
solvent. However, from Figure 5a it can be concluded that in this case the
differences in the energy between the solvents are very small in terms of
endothermic/exothermic heat of mixing. Therefore, based on this type of
experiment, no solvent effects on the relative volatility can be predicted.
A possible option for screening of these solvents would be adjusting the
temperature of the ITC experiment.
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a

b
Figure 5 a) Heat of mixing (accumulative, per mole of sample including
titrant) of HLev and HOct at 20 °C in presence of solvent (≈50 vol%
in both titrant and sample cell) and b) Heat of injection per mole of
titrant for (symbols without vertical line) titration of HOct to solvent (not
accumulative) at 20 °C and (symbols with vertical line) titration of solvent
to HOct.
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Although the accumulative nature of the heat of mixing curves does not
allow for direct titration into solvents that are solid at room temperature,
it is possible to measure the heat of mixing at lower solvent fractions
without using the accumulated values. This was applied in another attempt
to incorporate solvents that are solid at room temperature. The nonaccumulative ‘heat of injection’ is shown in Figure 5b, in which each data
point only represents the energy released by the last injection per mole of
titrant (either the acid HOct (symbols without vertical line) or the solvent
(symbols with vertical line)). Because of the non-accumulative nature of
these curves, the lines starting at low and high HOct mole fraction are
not expected to match around a mole fraction of 0.5. Qualitatively, the
solvents in Figure 5b show the same order of the energy from exothermic to
endothermic as in Figure 4a, but now it is possible to include TOPO and
18-Crown-6. TOPO has a strong exothermic heat of injection with HOct
and the heat of injection with 18-Crown-6 is relatively small, thus both of
these solvents are not selected for further study in VLE measurements.
For the case of DEMA - DIPE the heat of mixing with the solvents was also
determined, see Figure 6a and b. After demonstrating the symmetric shape
in the curves of Figure 4, it was not considered necessary to repeat this,
and to limit labor intensity and use of chemicals, only the domain of high
solvent fraction was measured for this system. Cyclohexanol and PG show
the largest (endothermic) interaction in the range from -5 to +5 kJ/mol
mixture where reversibility of the intermolecular interactions is expected
upon titration with DIPE (Figure 6a). Therefore these two solvents were
selected for study in VLE measurements. EG and DEG were not tested as
results similar to those for PG are expected because of the strong similarity
in molecular structure. HVal and m-cresol show a too strong interaction
(≈ -10 kJ/mol) and the other solvents have only a small heat of mixing
with DIPE, therefore these solvents are all excluded from the list of selected
solvents for further study.
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a

b
Figure 6 (a/b) ITC measurements of solvents for the DEMA - DIPE
case at 20 °C, with the heat of mixing (accumulative, per mole of sample
including titrant) for a) DIPE and b) DEMA.
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c

d
Figure 6 (c/d) ITC measurements of solvents for the DEMA - DIPE
case at 20 °C with the heat of injection (not accumulative, per mole of
titrant) for c) DIPE and d) DEMA.
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For the DEMA - DIPE case the non-accumulative ‘heat of injection’ is
shown in Figure 6c and d, to be able to include PhOH in the screening.
Also in this case, the qualitative results in terms of endothermic/exothermic
energy relative to the ‘heat of injection’ with DEMA or DIPE and the order
of solvents are equal to the results of Figure 6a and b. The ‘heat of injection’
of the solid PhOH with DIPE was strongly exothermic and therefore PhOH
was not selected for further study.
For the case of 2-BuO - 2-BuOH (Figure 7) none of the applied solvents
show a strongly exothermic interaction and also none of the solvents show
a more endothermic interaction with 2-BuO than 2-BuOH. For most of the
solvents, i.e. HBu, MeLev, cyrene, ethylbenzene, p-xylene, 5-m-2-one and
diglyme, the interaction energy with 2-BuO is very low. Thus, none of these
solvents was selected for further study. The list of solvents selected based on
MM was reduced to 1-octanol, PG and EG based on the ITC measurements.

a
Figure 7 a) Heat of mixing (accumulative, per mole of sample including
titrant) of solvents for the 2-BuO - 2-BuOH case at 20 °C with BuO.
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b
Figure 7 b) Heat of mixing (accumulative, per mole of sample including
titrant) of solvents for the 2-BuO - 2-BuOH case at 20 °C with 2-BuOH.

9.3.5 Pseudo-binary VLE data

For validation of the solvent selection procedure based on MM calculations
and ITC measurements, the pseudo-binary VLE data were also measured for
the solvents that were excluded based on ITC and MM. For the case of HOct
- HLev VLE data were measured with the solvents at a solvent-to-feed ratio
of 1 at high HOct concentration, considering the shape of the equilibrium
line (Figure 2a). It appeared that TOA has too strong interactions, since
the mixture was not fully stable in operation with the ebulliometer and
a very strong complex was formed that dissociated very slow, because of
which an increase in the acid concentrations was seen in the samples after
a couple of days. Similar results were obtained for TDDA, where also other
peaks showed up in the GC chromatogram, indicating reaction products.
The mixture with TBP was also not stable in operation, a lot of undefined
peaks appeared in the GC chromatogram. The system with glycerol was
very unstable, and the possibility of the presence of two liquid phases could
not be excluded. Although sulfolane was stable in operation, up to 20 wt%
of sulfolane was detected in the condensed vapor phase samples, while the
boiling point is 40 ºC higher than the high-boiler HLev. Apparently there is
solvent non-ideality and sulfolane cannot be applied as a solvent.
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a

b
Figure 8 Pseudo-binary VLE data for levulinic acid and octanoic acid
with several solvents at a volume based solvent-to-feed ratio of 1 at
a) 200 mbar and b) 500 mbar. The error bars indicate the 1 % error in
the liquid phase composition and 3 % error in the vapor phase composition
that results from the GC analysis, see also section 9.2.5.
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Pseudo-binary VLE data for the remaining solvents are shown in Figure 8.
At both operating pressures (Figure 8) the application of the solvent MeLev
results in an increase of the relative volatility of HOct over HLev. At a
pressure of 500 mbar (Figure 8b), it can be seen that OctOct and MeOct have
a negative influence on α, followed by smaller negative effects of hexadecane,
MeMeBu, TBzA (showing some thermal instability indicated by a color
change of the mixture), Dehypon G162 (also some thermal instability) and
TOPO. There was no significant effect of EtLev and 18-Crown-6 on α. Only
MeLev showed an improvement of α. At an operating pressure of 200 mbar
(Figure 8a, Table 5 (left)), similar results were obtained. One of the exceptions
is OctOct, which has a less strongly negative influence in this case. There is
also a small positive effect on α visible when EtLev and 18-Crown-6 are
applied as solvents, whereas MeMeBu and TOPO have almost no influence.
For HexD and MeOct the addition of solvent resulted in HLev being the most
volatile compound. In specific separations, depending on feed and product
composition and the VLE data over the full range of compositions, these
solvents inducing inverted relative volatility may also be applied.
Table 5 Relative volatility α for different solvents applied in the studied
cases, from pseudo-binary VLE measurement with solvent (Data from
Figure 8 for HOct - HLev, and for DEMA - DIPE and 2-BuO - 2-BuOH
previously published in Sprakel et al..31,32).
HOct - HLev

DEMA - DIPE

2-BuO - 2-BuOH

xHOct ≈ 0.9, 200 mbar

xDEMA ≈ 0.5, 1000 mbar

x2BuO ≈ 0.4, 1000 mbar

S/F = 1
No solvent

1.2

S/F = 1
No solvent

S/F = 3

1.05

S/F = 1
No solvent

1.9

Relative volatility DIPE over DEMA
TOA

Not stable

carboxylic
acids

Too strong
interaction

TBP

Not stable

EG/DEG

MeLev

2.5

m-cresol

EtLev

1.5

PhOH
(pos. unstable)

6.7

18-Crown-6

1.4

PG

TOPO

1.3

cyclohexanol

MeMeBu

1.2

DMSO

2.9

Not fully miscible

EG

2.6

unstable

PG

2.2

8.6

HBu

2.1

1.8

2.8

1-octanol

1.8

1.5

1.1

diglyme

1.6

DPA

1

1

DBE

1.6

1

DBA

1

1.1

5-m-2-one

1.6

TBzA

0.88

DBE

1

1

ethylbenzene

1.4

OctOct

0.8

iso-octane

1

1

MeLev

1.3

HexD

0.62

Diglyme

0.9

0.8

p-xylene

1.2

MeOct

0.56

cyrene

1.1

Dehypon G162
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For DEMA - DIPE the carboxylic acids had too strong interactions with the
mixture components and m-cresol was not fully miscible with the mixture,
see also Sprakel et al..31,32 EG was excluded in the VLE measurements
because it was not fully miscible with the binary mixture. When diglyme
was applied DEMA was the most volatile component as it was in the
binary mixture, however for all other solvents DIPE was the most volatile
component. The majority of the solvents (i.e. amines, ethers and alkanes)
had almost no influence on the relative volatility (Table 5 (middle)).
The alcohols cyclohexanol, PhOH and PG have the most positive effect
on the relative volatility. For the solvent PhOH it should be mentioned
that although equilibrium could be reached during the experiments, there
was a significant color change of the sample mixture towards dark brown,
indicating thermal instability. For the separation of 2-BuO - 2-BuOH the
solvent glycerol showed limited miscibility with the mixture and no α could
be measured, the other results are shown in Table 5 (right), see also Sprakel
et al..31,32 DMSO, PG and EG result in the largest increase of relative
volatility. The effect of EG is stronger than that of PG, probably a result of
increased functional group density. In general, the less polar and less active
solvents have a negative effect on the relative volatility for this case.

9.3.6 Interpretation of MM and ITC results
with experimental VLE data

Solvents were selected based on MM calculations and with the ITC
measurements the list of selected solvents was further reduced to just a few
promising solvents of which VLE needed to be measured. For verification
of the developed method, all solvents were used in the measurement of the
pseudo-binary VLE data. For the case of HOct - HLev, based on MM and
ITC EtLev and MeLev were selected as solvents and their positive effect on
α was confirmed in the pseudo-binary VLE measurements (Table 5). For
the DEMA - DIPE case, the positive effect was confirmed for cyclohexanol
and PG, not for EG as it was not fully miscible in VLE experiments. For
the case of 2-BuO - 2-BuOH, DMSO, PG and EG showed increased α in the
pseudo-binary VLE measurements, which was not predicted for DMSO. This
means that 1-octanol was wrongly selected and DMSO wrongly unselected
based on ITC and MM. DMSO (as well as DBE) were excluded based on
ITC measurements because of a similar heat of mixing as the low-boiling
2-BuO upon titration with the high-boiling 2-BuOH, apparently solvents
should not be excluded based on this. For 1-octanol strong interactions were
measured and calculated with both ITC and MM, although the effect on α
is rather small which may be a result of the similar molecular structure of
1-octanol and 2-BuOH.
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Based on the measured pseudo-binary VLE data for the three cases of
binary mixtures and solvents studied with MM and ITC, several trends
based on both techniques can be derived. In MM calculations, interactions
between the solvent and the high-boiling component should be stronger
than the interactions between the mixture components and weaker than an
exothermic interaction energy of 60 kJ/mol. For the DEMA - DIPE case
there was no significant relative volatility. The solvents that increase α
showed exothermic interaction energies in the range of 50-60 kJ/mol with
DEMA, indicating that for this difficult separation, stronger interaction with
the components is required compared to the other studied cases. Moreover,
the calculated value for the relative interaction of an ensemble of two solvent
molecules with a third molecule of the high-boiling component (relative to
a third solvent molecule) should preferably be exothermic. Nevertheless, a
light endothermic effect could also work on the condition that there is a clear
difference in the interaction with the low-boiling component. Especially for
the cases with HOct - HLev and with DEMA - DIPE, this trend was clear.
The trend of increasing direct interaction energy and relative exothermic
interaction energy with the high-boiling component as a third molecule
(Table 4) with increasing effect on α (Table 5 (right)) is the least clear
for the 2-BuO - 2-BuOH case, possibly because of less specific interactions
with these mixture components. The solvent selection would have been
further improved for these cases with weaker intermolecular interactions,
i.e. DEMA - DIPE and 2-BuO - 2-BuOH, by considering that a positive
solvent effect on α is favored by a less exothermic interaction with the lowboiling component relative to interaction with a solvent molecule.
In subsequent ITC measurements, where lower absolute interaction
energies are measured due to more complex ensembles of interaction, the
interaction energy should be less exothermic than 5 kJ/mol of mixture in
the measurement cell. Furthermore, a very low heat of mixing with the
low-boiling component indicates minimum interaction between the solvent
and low-boiling component, based on which a large effect on the relative
volatility is unlikely. Moreover, when a larger endothermic heat of mixing
with the low-boiling component is measured for the solvent compared to
the heat of mixing of the mixture components, then more repulsive (less
attractive) forces between the solvent and low-boiling component are
expected and thus an increase of α. However, it was shown that solvents
should not be excluded solely based on this last guideline.
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9.3.7 Screening of solvent effects with Aspen Plus

As a comparison, a solvent screening with Aspen Plus software was performed
for the case of HOct - HLev. The NRTL model was applied to model the
VLE, in combination with UNIFAC since no binary interaction parameters
are available in the database. The modeling was performed with the pseudobinary system option with a solvent mole fraction of 0.5. This resulted in
negative expectations for the effect on α for TOA, HexD, OctOct, MeMeBu
and sulfolane. On the other hand, for MeLev, EtLev, MeOct and glycerol a
positive effect on α was predicted. The prediction of the pseudo-binary VLE for
the solvent TBP was not possible as UNIFAC experiences problems with the
phosphate group.
When these predictions are compared with the determined values for α for the
stable solvents (from Table 5 (left)), see Figure 9, the predicted values are far
from the values measured in VLE experiments for MeOct and also not close to
the values for the other solvents. Glycerol and TOA appeared unstable in the
VLE measurements. Only for MeLev and EtLev the prediction of a positive
effect on α is correct, although it is underpredicted.
Although MeLev and EtLev were successfully predicted as potential solvents,
solvent screening based on Aspen Plus was not able to predict on the minimal or
negative effect on α for the other solvents. Furthermore, screening of phosphate
group containing solvents is not possible as UNIFAC experienced problems.
These results on the separation of HOct and HLev lead to the conclusion that
a solvent screening for a large group of solvents with Aspen Plus is not effective
for this mixture that shows non-ideal VLE behavior.
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Figure 9 Parity plot of pseudo-binary relative volatility α of HOct
and HLev at 200 mbar predicted with Aspen Plus and NRTL based on
UNIFAC versus α measured in VLE experiments with several solvents
(mole fraction = 0.5).

9.4 Conclusion

An approach for solvent screening combining isothermal titration calorimetry
(ITC) and molecular modeling (MM) was developed and validated based on
three cases of mixtures of close-boiling compounds (octanoic acid (HOct) and
levulinic acid (HLev), diethylmethylamine (DEMA) and diisopropylether
(DIPE), and 2-butanone (2-BuO) and 2-butanol (2-BuOH)).
It was shown that for systems where standard predictive methods (e.g.
UNIFAC) are less reliable, initial predictions of solvent effects on the
relative volatility can be done using MM, and measured using ITC. The
interaction energy calculated with MM should be larger than the interaction
energy of the two mixture molecules and less exothermic than -60 kJ/mol.
Calculations of interactions based on ensembles of three molecules resulted
in interaction energies that are more in the range of those measured in
ITC. An exothermic (or a small endothermic interaction) of a two molecule
solvent ensemble with the high-boiling component (relative to interaction
with an additional solvent molecule) also indicated a positive effect on the
relative volatility. For the cases with weaker intermolecular interactions a
less exothermic interaction of the solvent with the low-boiling component
than with the high-boiling component indicated a positive solvent effect.
Heats of mixing can be determined experimentally in ITC, doing this
for selected solvents can further narrow down the list of solvents to be
measured in labor intensive VLE experiments. Using VLE, it was confirmed
that the cumulative mixing energy as measured by ITC should not exceed
+5 kJ/mol mixture or -5 kJ/mol mixture.
The developed and experimentally validated approach and guidelines for
solvent effect prediction based on MM and ITC successfully predicted the
solvent effects for each of the cases studied. No solvents with a positive effect
on the relative volatility were missed in the predictions. Using this approach
significantly reduces the time and material required for solvent screening
because only for a limited number of solvents labor and material intensive
VLE experiments are necessary. Additionally, MM allows for the design and
development of new solvents for separation of close-boiling mixtures.
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10
Conclusions & Outlook

10.1 Conclusions

The work in this thesis focused on affinity separations of close-boiling
polar compounds and various related aspects, from both fundamental and
practical perspectives. The applied mixtures include aqueous solutions of
(carboxylic) acids, phenol and pyridines, as well as non-aqueous binary
mixtures of acids, amines, alcohols, ketones and ethers. In the first part of
the thesis solvent-solute interactions applicable to liquid-liquid extraction
(LLX) processes were studied with isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
and molecular modeling (MM) in combination with direct measurement of
liquid-liquid equilibria (LLE). MM was applied using Wavefunction Spartan
’16 software, as a tool that is readily available for process engineers and
that can be used on a standard personal computer. In the second part of
the thesis these methods were used for the study of interactions and solvent
effects related to extractive distillation (XD) in combination with direct
measurement of vapor-liquid equilibria (VLE).
The goal of the studies was to improve insight into and understanding of
interactions, mechanisms and determining factors involved in extraction
processes, as well as to develop predictive methods for solvent effect
prediction and solvent selection to reduce the time, material and energy
required for these procedures.
Studies on acid - tertiary amine interactions showed that the mechanism
of complexation is best described by a sequential reaction model. Both
proton transfer and hydrogen bonding interactions play a role in acid-base
interactions, depending on the extractant, solute and diluent. Thermodynamic
parameters obtained with ITC appeared to be concentration dependent.
Thus ITC should always be applied at the concentrations applicable to
the process. Enthalpy-entropy compensation was observed with ITC for
small changes in extractant structure, showing the potential of optimizing
the enthalpy of complexation and thereby the temperature dependency of
the equilibrium for temperature-swing regeneration processes. Moreover, an
optimum in the Gibbs free energy of complexation was observed.
Solvent effects regarding the mechanism can be predicted empirically, based
on which, for example, the applicable affinity scale for solvent selection in
LLX can also be chosen. Next to that, LLE can be calculated based on
complexation constants determined with ITC. For solvents with too strong
interaction with the solute, regeneration is problematic, although stronger
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interactions (i.e. complex formation based on proton transfer) resulted in
a larger effect of both a swing in temperature and diluent. Thus, solvents
that result in moderate values of KD for which regeneration is expected to
be more feasible should be selected.
For prediction of solvent effects in XD, a method was developed based on
fast theoretical MM followed by experimental ITC. As XD is performed
at elevated temperature, thermal stability of the solvent is of importance.
For XD interactions between the mixture and the solvent should thus also
not be too strong and in general should be even weaker than interactions
applied in LLX. This is because issues with chemical or thermal stability
occurred for all XD related systems in which strongly interacting complexes
were formed (e.g. with TOA, whereas this solvent was perfectly applicable
in LLX processes). Solvents with a positive effect on the relative volatility
were successfully predicted, thereby saving time, material and money,
by strongly reducing the number of time-consuming solvent screening
experiments required. Another advantage is that based on the obtained
fundamental understanding of solvent effects and solvent selection, MM
allows for the design and development of new solvents.
In conclusion, the specifications of a good solvent, e.g. the required strength
of interaction, are always related to the interaction between the mixture
components and to the similarity of the mixture components. For both MM
and ITC, the optimal energy values obtained are related to the interaction
of the binary mixture. The more similar the mixture components, the more
difficult it is to separate them as they require a stronger interaction with the
solvent, which may be problematic in terms of chemical stability.
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10.2 Outlook

10.2.1 Roadmap for the Dutch Chemical Industry
towards 2050

The VNCI roadmap for the Dutch Chemical Industry towards 2050,
describes the chemical industry and the strengths, opportunities and focus
points regarding the goals of the Paris agreement1 in the year 2050. Amongst
others, the goal is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95 %.2 The use of
renewable energy strongly reduces the CO2 emissions that would be present
with fossil fuel power stations. This is mainly based on solar or wind energy,
not biomass.3 The change from fossil fuels to other sources of energy will,
however, become more and more expensive as it will require application in
processes with higher costs for transmissions, distribution and storage.4 Side
effects of attempts to reduce emissions by making use of more sustainable
raw materials and processes may include more efficient production, increased
efficiency, improved product quality and decreased energy usage.
The roadmap focusses on collaboration between different industrial sectors,
the financial world, research, manufacturing and government, as investments
are required.5,6 Process economics are important for a feasible sustainable
process and therefore a full life cycle of the materials and processes in industry
should be included in the assessment of sustainability.2,6-8 Although economy
is not a bad driver for green processes, as lower costs almost always imply
less energy, waste and material, for true sustainability more evaluations
are required, e.g. regarding toxicity and CO2 emissions.7 Unfortunately, the
government policy mainly focuses on current emissions and should focus more
on long-term implementation programs. The government can furthermore
increase the (financial) incentive for improvements by regulating the price
for CO2 or other toxic materials, supporting collaboration, improving the
(energy) infrastructure and increasing the company-level benefits of emission
reduction measures.2,6 Other measures than the mainly applied financial
measures include informative measures or working on barriers that hinder
investments, e.g. uncertainties, low priority, high transaction costs.5
The required investments are still lagging because not all non-energy benefits
are taken into account, e.g. increased efficiency, productivity, safety, positive
image.5,9 Furthermore, during the economic recession around the year 2007
production at lower capacity reduced the efficiency. This has a significant effect
on the overall energy use as the chemical industry accounts for about 20 %.9
The estimated capital investments required before 2030 are 5 billion euro and
25 billion euro up to 2050, of which about 50 % is for the use of alternative
feedstock and 3.3 billion for chemical recycling. Energy and feedstock costs
themselves are expected to increase as a result of the increasing use of biomass.2
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10.2.2 Opportunities for fluid separation processes

To reach the targets and successfully implement green and sustainable processes,
opportunities for (fluid) separation methods are related to chemical recycling,
miniaturization of equipment, renewable energy based on biomass, application
of bio-based feedstock, e.g. through fermentation, transesterification, waste-tochemical conversion, improving the energy efficiency, process intensification
and enabling of separations in general.2,5,6,8,10 In the roadmap presented by
TNO on a “Sustainable Chemical Industry”10 there is a large focus on flexible
use and application of biomass as a raw material in several refinery processes
with flexible production.10 For the application of biomass as a raw material,
affinity based (fluid) separation processes are required, since biomass contains
many thermally sensitive components and has a strongly varying composition,
for which the traditional distillation sequences in the petrochemical industry
are unsuitable. Another field of interest for affinity separations is the storage
of energy in the form of chemical energy instead of electrical energy, e.g. in
the form of methanol.8 When methanol is produced by reduction of CO2, this
is a good example of reducing emission and producing fuels simultaneously.4
As the produced methanol and other alcohols can be converted to other
chemicals, separation processes are required to obtain the final products.8
In industry and research, there is a trend of increasing complexity in
solvents from the conventional organic solvents to mixed solvents, as well
as ionic liquids (ILs), deep eutectic solvents (DES), natural DES, aqueous
two-phase systems (ATPS), supercritical fluids and other multicomponent
solvents or renewable solvents.7 There is a positive trend of increasing
attention for green and sustainable solvents and for the regeneration step
(e.g. switchable, responsive solvents).7,8,11 In addition to the environmental
impact of the solvent itself and its production, the application in the process
also determines the sustainability and requires assessment of the impact of
solvents on the process, including solvent losses and solvent removal.7
Process intensification for existing processes is promising, as this is already
applicable on the more short term.7,8 Biorefining is one of the four subjects
that attracted most attention within research related to sustainable
technologies in the recent years,8 in which fluid separations can be of essence
although according to Beller et al. solvent-free approaches are to be favored.
On the other hand, Clarke et al.7 suggest that one of the formerly announced
“Principles of Green Chemistry”,12 regarding avoiding application of solvents
in general, may not be valid for sustainable solvents and applications.
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Thus, on the short-term the efficiency of existing processes can be improved,
for which extractive distillation, in particular, may be a good candidate. On
the longer term there is opportunity for new functionalities and improved
quality of materials, where affinity separations may enable separations or
increase efficiency. Predictive methods for application performance such as
those described in this thesis and improved insight and understanding can
limit the risks, time span and costs associated with the application of new
techniques.6 Although important in all industrial fields, a complete assessment
of the process is key for affinity based separation in particular, since the
price in the form of energy and other losses is paid in the regeneration step.
Thus, all developments of solvents and fluid separation processes should aim
for moderate interactions with the solvent to allow for regeneration; with a
special focus on the shift in distribution in LLX processes and the solvent
stability in XD processes.
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Summary

There is a continuous incentive to improve industrial processes, not only
from an economic and energy point of view, but also from the increasingly
important perspective of green chemistry and bio-based production. The
demand for the production of chemicals based on renewable feedstock and
the design for energy efficiency is therefore increasing. For diluted aqueous
streams ordinary distillation would require evaporation of large amounts of
water and is therefore energy intensive. Also for mixtures of components
with a low relative volatility ordinary distillation is energy intensive and
in the case of azeotropes this separation process may even be impossible.
Furthermore, some components that are applied in industry may even
decompose at elevated temperatures. In these cases, affinity separations
such as liquid-liquid extraction (LLX), extractive distillation (XD) and
adsorption based processes are promising alternatives, as they improve or
enable the separation by adding an affinity agent.
In affinity based separation processes there is a second column, next to the
initial separation column, in which the regeneration of the affinity agent
takes place. This is an important step for the overall feasibility of the
process. In the case of LLX and XD the solvent is (or contains) the affinity
agent and is regenerated in this second column, after which the solvent is
recycled to the first column. Generally there is a trade-off between the LLX
or XD step and the regeneration step in terms of the required energy input
and other costs.
This thesis focuses on two main subjects. The first subject is liquid-liquid
extraction of polar components such as acids from dilute aqueous streams and
the second main subject is the separation of close-boiling mixtures of polar
components by extractive distillation. LLX is already applied in industry for
separation of carboxylic acids, which are polar components that are often
present in highly diluted aqueous streams. Carboxylic acids are building
blocks in the production of many bio-based plastics and other chemicals in
the pharmaceutical, food and chemical industry. As a consequence there is a
strong desire to produce these acids through fermentation, after which they
are present in (dilute) aqueous streams and separation processes are required.
Also in other diluted industrial (waste) streams a variety of valuable polar
components or contaminants is present for which separation processes are
required. Non-aqueous streams of polar components are studied for the second
main subject of this thesis. Also for these components industrial application
of affinity based separation can be of interest. For example in the case of very
low relative volatility or azeotrope formation, XD is a promising technique
instead of ordinary distillation.

Both LLX and XD are solvent based processes. There is a widespread
interest in solvent selection criteria and methods. Initial selection can be
based either on practical considerations, one of the several solvent scales
that have been developed, empirical data and predictions or calculations
based on activity coefficients. However, prediction of solvent effects on the
relative volatility or acid distribution is a challenging task, especially for
the (close-boiling) polar mixtures that are central to this thesis and in
which specific and strong interactions, azeotropes and non-ideality are all
common. Moreover, the feasibility of the regeneration should always be
taken into account, for which more research and data may be required than
only the solvent effects in the initial separation step.
Ideally, solvent selection should be simple, time-efficient and include
considerations on the regeneration. The development of such a procedure
requires fundamental understanding of the mechanisms and phenomena
involved in LLX and XD. The use of isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC),
and molecular modeling (MM) to characterize mechanisms, interactions and
the effect of extractant and solvent composition on liquid-liquid equilibria
(LLE) and vapor-liquid equilibria (VLE) were studied in this thesis. The
thesis consists of two parts that each deal with affinity separations of closeboiling polar compounds. In the first part (Chapters 4-7) the focus is on
LLX of acids and other polar compounds from aqueous solutions, while
the second part (Chapters 8-9) focuses on extractive distillation processes
of non-aqueous polar mixtures. The methods applied (ITC and MM) are
introduced in the Chapters 2 and 3.
The study on the use of ITC to analyze acid-base interactions relevant
for LLX is described in Chapter 2. The concentrations applied in LLX are
up to a factor thousand higher than those applied in the biotechnology
field where ITC is commonly applied. As complexation constants appeared
to be extractant concentration dependent, a thorough analysis of the
accuracy of ITC applied in the molar concentration domain applicable to
LLX, is presented. Standard deviations were determined for the calculated
thermodynamic parameters. Two different reaction models, based on either
a single reaction or sequential reactions were compared for their applicability
in acid-base interactions in LLX. The sequential reaction model is most
suitable to fit ITC-results for acid-base titration in the system of acetic
acid and trioctylamine (TOA) in toluene. Fitting of the sequential reaction
model was found to be sensitive to the initial values as local minima do occur
as a result of the number of parameters, indicating the importance of good
initial guess values. Chapter 3 describes the method and calculation options
of molecular modeling with Spartan’16 Parallel software. Furthermore, it

includes a validation of the calculation levels applied and the assumptions
related to molecular geometry and the incorporation of water molecules in
the molecular modeling calculations.
Chapter 4 is the first chapter in the part of this thesis focusing on LLX and
reviews solvent developments for LLX of carboxylic acids for three main
categories of solvents, i.e. nitrogen-based extractants, phosphorous based
extractants and ionic liquids. The mechanism of extraction is influenced
by multiple variables, including extractant type, solvent composition and
specific interactions with the diluent. Combining both active and inactive
diluents was shown to be a promising approach. No single parameter can
describe all solvent effects on the LLE. Based on a comparison of different
regeneration strategies for a typical LLX process, a diluent-swing based
process appeared to be the most feasible. For a viable process, focusing on
the change in acid distribution that can be achieved between the extraction
and regeneration step is more important than the absolute distribution ratio
itself. For temperature-swing regeneration processes this change can be
related to the enthalpy of complex formation between acid and extractant.
Therefore a study on the effect of extractant structure and composition on
the enthalpy of complexation (Chapter 6) can strongly contribute to design
of solvents.
Chapter 5 and 6 each focus on the understanding of mechanisms involved
in LLX and study implications thereof on the molecular structure of good
extractants. For these studies ITC was applied - supported by MM - on
various acid-base interactions directly related to LLX. Chapter 5 focuses
on the role of the diluent in the extraction mechanism for complexation
of acetic acid and phenol with extractants TOA, trioctylphosphine oxide
(TOPO) and tributylphosphate (TBP) in various diluents. With the help of
ITC it was shown that increasing the temperature decreases all complexation
constants and - supported by MM - that the diluent affects the mechanism
of complexation, e.g. in the case of protic diluents there is competition
between the acid and diluent, whereas inactive diluents resulted in more
overloading of the amine. The method of ITC was validated with LLE
experiments and the equilibrium model based on ITC data can also be used
to directly predict LLE. The differences between phenol and acetic acid that
were observed in the LLE experiments, and expected on the basis of ITC
and MM, could be described using the BF3-affinity scale for acetic acid and
the hydrogen bond basicity pKBHX scale for phenol.

The effect of molecular structure of the extractant on the enthalpy of
complexation and thereby the temperature sensitivity of the complexation
reaction is the focus point of Chapter 6. ITC and MM were applied to
two cases, i.e. interaction of 4-cyanopyridine with (substituted) phenols
and interaction of acetic acid with tertiary amines. A form of EntropyEnthalpy-Compensation (EEC) was shown for extractants with varying
side groups, which means that (small) changes in molecular structure hardly
affect the complexation constant, but affect both the enthalpy and entropy
of complexation. As a consequence, through optimizing the enthalpy of
complexation, the temperature dependency of the equilibrium can be
increased. The enthalpy of complexation itself appeared to increase with
temperature, an effect that was stronger for tertiary amines with longer
carbon chains compared to aminopyridines. For a typical system in LLX
there is an optimum in Gibbs energy of complexation for every value of the
enthalpy of complexation. Chapter 5 and 6 show that combination of ITC
with MM is a strong approach to study the thermodynamics of interactions
in LLX processes, by improving the understanding of the interaction
mechanism and the effect of extractant structure thereon.
Swing processes for solvent regeneration in LLX processes of succinic
acid based on temperature and diluent-swing were compared in the study
described in Chapter 7. Diluent-swing can be performed by either adding an
anti-solvent or evaporating a part of the (active) diluent. Solvents composed
of trioctylamine (TOA) in methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) showed the
largest swing in acid distribution. The application of a gaseous anti-solvent
has a high potential as regeneration can be performed by reducing the
pressure, although extra compressors and pumps are required. With the
gaseous ethane a swing in acid distribution was obtained similar to the swing
with the liquid pentane. An evaluation on required investments and energy
input performed using Aspen Plus showed that the ethane-based process is
the most profitable process as the energy required is only 21% (13 MW/kg
pure acid product) of what would be required for evaporation of water with
a four-stage evaporator. The return of the increased capital investments
required for this process requires 110 days of production. Combining both
diluent-swing and temperature-swing was also beneficial as it results in
higher product concentrations.
In XD of close-boiling polar compounds, strong interactions or azeotropes
are common and prediction of VLE data is thus not always straightforward.
Chapter 8 describes the study with the aim to find heuristics for a first
selection of solvents for XD, based on three different mixtures of close-boiling
polar compounds, i.e. a mixture of diethylmethylamine and diisopropylether,

a mixture of valeric acid and its isomer 2-methylbutyric acid, and a mixture
of 2-butanol and 2-butanone. Solvent effects were measured for solvents
selected based on e.g. acidity, structural similarity, steric hindrance, polarity
and hydrogen bonding affinity. For mixtures of very similar components
in terms of acidity, boiling point and structure, stronger interaction with
the solvent is required, although this is limited by the chemical stability.
Therefore, solvents can be initially selected based on ITC or MM. This was
further implemented in Chapter 9 in which a procedure was developed for
solvent screening, combining MM and ITC to predict solvent effects on the
relative volatility. The interaction energies of the mixture components and
solvents were calculated with MM and the heat of mixing was measured with
ITC and related to the solvent effect on the relative volatility. Guidelines for
desired values of these energies and heats were defined and experimentally
validated based on three cases; a) a mixture of octanoic and levulinic acid, b)
the amine-ether mixture of Chapter 8, and c) the alcohol-ketone mixture of
Chapter 8. With this solvent selection procedure the number of solvents, for
which extensive experimental screening on the basis of VLE measurements
is required, is strongly reduced.
Chapter 10 concludes this thesis by evaluating and comparing the results
obtained for both LLX and XD systems. Moderate interactions are favored
for both processes to allow for successful solvent regeneration and to avoid
chemical or thermal instability. For LLX processes, affinity agents that
form stronger interacting complexes with the mixture components based on
proton transfer were successfully applied, whereas this type of interaction
appeared too strong for XD processes where only interactions up to the
strength of hydrogen bonding could successfully be applied. In an outlook
regarding the international climate goals for 2050 opportunities for affinity
fluid separations are discussed and directions for further research and
applications are given.

Samenvatting

Binnen de industrie is er altijd een drijfveer geweest om processen te
verbeteren en dit zal ook altijd zo blijven, niet alleen vanuit een economisch
of energiebesparend perspectief, maar ook vanuit het steeds belangrijker
wordende perspectief van de zogeheten green chemistry, oftewel groene chemie,
en productie op basis van al dan niet gerecyclede biologische grondstoffen.
Hierdoor is er een groeiende vraag naar chemicaliën die geproduceerd worden
op basis van gerecyclede grondstoffen en het verbeteren van processen in
termen van efficiëntie. Voor processtromen die veel water bevatten vereist
traditionele destillatie de verdamping van grote hoeveelheden water, zodoende
is dit een energie-intensief proces. Ook voor het scheiden van mengsels met
een lage relatieve vluchtigheid is traditionele destillatie energie-intensief en
in het geval van azeotropen kan dit proces zelfs onmogelijk zijn. Daarnaast
zijn er ook componenten die ontleden bij de verhoogde temperaturen die bij
destillatie worden toegepast. In al deze gevallen zijn affiniteitsscheidingen
zoals vloeistof-vloeistof extractie (LLX), extractieve destillatie (XD) en
op adsorptie gebaseerde processen veelbelovende alternatieven. Bij deze
processen wordt de scheiding namelijk verbeterd of zelfs mogelijk gemaakt
door het toevoegen van een affiniteitsagent.
Bij scheidingsprocessen die op affiniteit gebaseerd zijn is er, naast de
scheidingskolom, een tweede kolom nodig waarin de affiniteitsagent wordt
geregenereerd en daarna gerecycled. Voor de totale haalbaarheid en efficiëntie
van het proces is dit een belangrijke stap. Bij LLX en XD is (of bevat) het
oplosmiddel de affiniteitsagent. Het oplosmiddel wordt dus geregenereerd in
de tweede kolom, waarna het kan worden gerecycled naar de eerste kolom.
In de meeste gevallen is er een compromis tussen de eerste scheidingsstap
en de regeneratiestap in termen van de benodigde energie en andere kosten.
In deze thesis ligt de focus op twee hoofdonderwerpen. Het eerste onderwerp
is vloeistof-vloeistof extractie van polaire componenten, zoals zuren, vanuit
waterige oplossingen van lage concentratie. Het tweede hoofdonderwerp is
de scheiding van mengsels van polaire componenten met een klein verschil in
kookpunt door middel van extractieve destillatie. LLX wordt in de industrie
al toegepast voor scheidingen van carbonzuren, dit zijn polaire componenten
die vaak in sterk verdunde processtromen voorkomen. Voor de productie
van veel plastics en andere chemicaliën die op biologische grondstoffen
gebaseerd zijn, zijn carbonzuren de grondstoffen die gebruikt worden in
de farmaceutische, voedings- en chemische industrie. Een gevolg hiervan
is dat er een grote vraag is naar de productie van deze zuren door middel
van fermentatie, waarna ze in verdunde waterige stromen aanwezig zijn
en scheidingsprocessen noodzakelijk zijn. Ook in andere verdunde procesen afvalstromen bevindt zich een grote verscheidenheid aan waardevolle

componenten of verontreinigingen, waarvoor scheidingsprocessen
noodzakelijk zijn. Voor het tweede hoofdonderwerp van deze thesis worden
niet-waterige oplossingen van polaire componenten bestudeerd. Ook voor
deze componenten kan industriële toepassing van affiniteitsscheidingen
interessant zijn. In plaats van traditionele destillatie, is extractieve destillatie
bijvoorbeeld een veelbelovende techniek als er sprake is van een erg lage
relatieve vluchtigheid of de aanwezigheid van azeotropen.
Zowel LLX als XD zijn processen op basis van een oplosmiddel. Er is vanuit
de industrie een algemene grote interesse in criteria en methoden voor de
keuze van een oplosmiddel. De eerste selectie kan gebaseerd worden op
praktische overwegingen, op verschillende schalen die ontwikkeld zijn voor
het vergelijken van oplosmiddelen, op empirische gegevens en op basis van
voorspellingen of berekeningen op basis van activiteitscoëfficienten. De
voorspelling van de effecten van oplosmiddelen op de relatieve vluchtigheid
of een vloeistof-vloeistof evenwicht is echter een uitdagende taak, zeker in
het geval van de polaire mengsels (met een klein verschil in kookpunt) die
in deze thesis centraal staan. Voor deze mengsels zijn specifieke interacties,
azeotropen en niet-idealiteit gebruikelijke fenomenen die de voorspellingen
compliceren. Daarnaast is het op basis van de effecten van een oplosmiddel
in de initiële scheidingsstap niet altijd direct mogelijk om de haalbaarheid
van de regeneratie van het oplosmiddel te bepalen. Daarvoor kan meer
onderzoek en data nodig zijn.
In het ideale geval is de selectie van oplosmiddelen eenvoudig, tijdsefficiënt
en worden overwegingen met betrekking tot de regeneratie meegenomen.
Het ontwikkelen van een procedure hiervoor vereist een fundamenteel
begrip van de mechanismen en fenomenen die betrokken zijn bij LLX en
XD. In deze thesis zijn het gebruik van isotherme titratie calorimetrie
(ITC) en moleculair modelleren (MM) bestudeerd, voor het karakteriseren
van mechanismen, interacties en de effecten van oplosmiddelen en de
samenstelling daarvan op vloeistof-vloeistof evenwichten (LLE) en gasvloeistof evenwichten (VLE). De thesis bestaat uit twee delen die beide
betrekking hebben op affiniteitsscheidingen van paire stoffen met een klein
verschil in kookpunt. In het eerste deel (Hoofdstuk 4-7) ligt de focus op LLX
van zuren en andere polaire componenten uit waterige oplossingen, terwijl
in het tweede deel (Hoofdstuk 8-9) processen met extractieve destillatie
centraal staan voor het scheiden van niet-waterige polaire mengsels. In de
Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 worden de methoden die gebruikt worden (ITC en
MM) geïntroduceerd.

Het gebruik van ITC om zuur-base interacties die relevant zijn voor LLX
te analyseren is beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2. De concentraties die in LLX
processen gebruikt worden zijn tot wel een factor duizend groter dan de
concentraties die gebruikt worden binnen de biotechnologie waar ITC veelal
wordt toegepast. Het is gebleken dat complexatie-constanten afhankelijk
zijn van de concentratie van het oplosmiddel. Daarom is er een uitgebreide
analyse gedaan van de nauwkeurigheid van ITC voor het molaire
concentratiedomein dat van toepassing is op LLX. Standaard deviaties
zijn bepaald voor de gemeten en berekende thermodynamische parameters.
Twee verschillende reactiemodellen, gebaseerd op ofwel een enkele reactie of
een reeks opeenvolgende reacties, zijn vergeleken op basis van de toepassing
in zuur-base interacties voor LLX. Het model op basis van een reeks
opeenvolgende reacties is het meest geschikt om de ITC resultaten te fitten
voor zuur-base titratie in het systeem van azijnzuur en trioctylamine (TOA)
in tolueen. Het fitten van dit model bleek gevoelig voor de initiële waarden
die gebruikt worden, aangezien lokale minima gevonden kunnen worden
als gevolg van het aantal gefitte parameters. Dit benadrukt het belang van
goede initiële waarden. Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de methode en de opties voor
berekeningen op basis van moleculair modelleren met Spartan’16 Parallel
software. Daarnaast bevat dit hoofdstuk de validatie voor de gebruikte
methoden en vergelijkingen bij het modelleren. Ook worden de aannames
beschreven met betrekking tot de moleculaire geometrie en het al dan niet
gebruiken van watermoleculen in de berekeningen.
Hoofdstuk 4 is het eerste hoofdstuk in het deel van deze thesis dat focust op LLX
en biedt een overzicht van de ontwikkelingen op het gebied van oplosmiddelen
voor LLX van carbonzuren voor drie categorieën oplosmiddelen, te weten
de oplosmiddelen op basis van stikstof, oplosmiddelen op basis van fosfor
en ionische vloeistoffen (IL). Het extractiemechanisme wordt door meerdere
factoren beïnvloed, waaronder het type oplosmiddel, de samenstelling van het
oplosmiddel en specifieke interacties met een eventueel verdunningsmiddel in
het oplosmiddel. Het is aangetoond dat het combineren van zowel actieve als
inactieve verdunningsmiddelen in het oplosmiddel een veelbelovende aanpak
is. Er is geen parameter die, zonder toevoeging van andere parameters en
factoren, alle effecten van oplosmiddelen op LLE kan beschrijven. Op basis
van een vergelijking van verschillende regeneratiemethoden voor een typisch
LLX proces, is gebleken dat een proces op basis van een verandering, oftewel
swing, in verdunningsmiddel het meeste potentie heeft. Voor een rendabel
proces is het belangrijker te focussen op de verandering in de zuurdistributie
bij het LLE die behaald kan worden tussen de extractie- en regeneratiestap, dan op de absolute zuurdistributie die behaald kan worden. Voor
regeneratieprocessen op basis van een swing in temperatuur kan deze

afname van de zuurdistributie worden gerelateerd aan de enthalpie van de
complexvorming tussen het zuur en het oplosmiddel. Om deze reden kan een
studie naar het effect van de molecuulstructuur en de samenstelling van het
oplosmiddel op de complexatie-enthalpie (Hoofdstuk 6) sterk bijdragen aan
de ontwikkeling van nieuwe oplosmiddelen.
Hoofdstuk 5 en 6 focussen beide op het begrip van de mechanismen
die betrokken zijn bij LLX en bestuderen de gevolgen daarvan voor de
molecuulstructuur van geschikte oplosmiddelen. Voor deze studies is ITC
toegepast – ondersteund door MM – voor het analyseren van verschillende
zuur-base interacties die direct gerelateerd zijn aan LLX. Hoofdstuk 5
draait om de rol van het verdunningsmiddel in het extractiemechanisme
voor de complexatie van azijnzuur en phenol met de oplosmiddelen TOA,
trioctylphospine oxide (TOPO) en tributylphosphaat (TBP) in verschillende
verdunningsmiddelen. Door middel van ITC is aangetoond dat het verhogen
van de temperatuur alle complexatie-constanten verlaagt en – ondersteund
door MM – dat het verdunningsmiddel het mechanisme van de complexatie
beïnvloedt, bijv. in het geval van protische verdunningsmiddelen is er
competitie tussen het zuur en het verdunningsmiddel, terwijl inactieve
verdunningsmiddelen zorgen voor het overladen van amine. De methode
op basis van ITC is gevalideerd door middel van LLE experimenten en er
is aangetoond dat een evenwichtsmodel op basis van ITC data gebruikt
kan worden om LLE direct te voorspellen. De verschillen tussen phenol en
azijnzuur die aan het licht kwamen in LLE experimenten en ook verwacht
waren op basis van ITC en MM, konden worden beschreven door middel
van de BF3-affiniteitsschaal voor azijnzuur en de waterstofbrug basiciteit
pKBHX- schaal voor phenol.
Het effect van de molecuulstructuur van het oplosmiddel op de
complexatie-enthalpie en daarmee op de temperatuursgevoeligheid van de
complexatiereactie is waar het in Hoofdstuk 6 om draait. ITC en MM zijn
hiervoor toegepast op twee cases, namelijk de interactie van 4-cyanopyridine
met (gesubstitueerde) fenolen en interactie van azijnzuur met tertiaire amines.
Er is een vorm van Entropie-Enthalpie-Compensatie (EEC) aangetoond
voor oplosmiddelen met variaties in zijgroepen. Dat betekent dat (kleine)
veranderingen in de molecuulstructuur de complexatie-constante nauwelijks
beïnvloeden, terwijl er wel een effect is op de enthalpie en entropie van
de complexatie. Een gevolg hiervan is dat de temperatuursafhankelijkheid
van het evenwicht kan worden vergroot door de complexatie-enthalpie
te maximaliseren. De complexatie-enthalpie zelf bleek toe te nemen bij
verhoogde temperatuur en dit effect was sterker voor de tertiaire amines
met lange koolstofketens in vergelijking met de aminopyridines. Voor een

typisch systeem in LLX processen is er een optimale Gibbs complexatieenergie voor elke waarde van de complexatie-enthalpie. Hoofdstuk 5 en 6
laten zien dat het combineren van ITC en MM een sterke aanpak is voor het
bestuderen van de thermodynamica van interacties in LLX processen, door
het begrip te vergroten van het interactie-mechanisme zelf en de effecten die
de structuren van de oplosmiddelen daarop hebben.
In de studie die beschreven is in Hoofdstuk 7 worden swingprocessen voor
het regenereren van oplosmiddelen in LLX processen van barnsteenzuur
vergeleken. Deze processen zijn gebaseerd op een swing in temperatuur
of in verdunningsmiddel. Een swing in verdunningsmiddel kan uitgevoerd
worden door ofwel een anti-oplosmiddel toe te voegen, ofwel een deel van
het (actieve) verdunningsmiddel te verdampen. Oplosmiddelen die bestaan
uit trioctylamine (TOA) in methyl isobutylketon (MIBK) lieten de grootste
verandering in zuurdistributie zien. Het toepassen van een gas als antioplosmiddel heeft grote potentie aangezien het regenereren in dit geval
uitgevoerd kan worden door de druk te verlagen. Wel zijn er in dit proces
extra compressoren en pompen noodzakelijk. Met het gas ethaan kon een
verandering in zuurdistributie behaald worden die vergelijkbaar is met het
gebruiken van de vloeistof pentaan als anti-oplosmiddel. Met Aspen Plus is
een evaluatie van de benodigde investeringen en energie-input uitgevoerd,
waarin werd getoond dat het proces op basis van ethaan het meest rendabel
is omdat de benodigde energie voor dit proces slechts 21% (13 MW/kg puur
zuur product) is van wat benodigd zou zijn voor het verdampen van water
in een vier-traps verdamper. Voor het terugverdienen van de verhoogde
kapitaalinvesteringen voor dit proces zijn 110 dagen productie benodigd. Het
bleek ook gunstig zowel een swing in verdunningsmiddel als temperatuur toe
te passen, aangezien hierdoor hogere product-concentraties behaald kunnen
worden.
Bij XD van polaire componenten met een klein verschil in kookpunt
zijn sterke interacties of azeotropen veelvoorkomende aspecten en is het
voorspellen van VLE data daardoor niet altijd eenvoudig. In Hoofdstuk 8
wordt de studie beschreven naar een methode en vuistregels voor het maken
van een eerste selectie van oplosmiddelen voor XD. Deze studie is uitgevoerd
op basis van drie verschillende mengsels van polaire componenten met een
klein verschil in kookpunt, namelijk een mengsel van diethylmethylamine
en diisopropylether, een mengsel van pentaanzuur en het isomeer
2-methylbutaanzuur, en een mengsel van 2-butanol en 2-butanon. De
effecten van oplosmiddelen zijn gemeten voor oplosmiddelen die geselecteerd
zijn op basis van bijv. zuurgraad, vergelijkbaarheid van structuur, sterische
hinder, polariteit en affiniteit voor het vormen van waterstofbruggen.

Sterkere interacties met het oplosmiddel zijn nodig voor mengsels van erg
vergelijkbare componenten in termen van zuurgraad, kookpunt en structuur.
De sterkere interacties zijn echter gelimiteerd door de chemische stabiliteit
en daarom kunnen oplosmiddelen eerst geselecteerd worden op basis van
ITC of MM. Dit is verder geïmplementeerd in Hoofdstuk 9, waarin een
procedure is ontwikkeld voor de initiële selectie van oplosmiddelen. Voor
deze procedure worden MM en ITC gecombineerd voor het voorspellen
van de effecten van oplosmiddelen op de relatieve vluchtigheid van een
mengsel. De interactie-energieën van de componenten van het mengsel en
de oplosmiddelen zijn berekend met MM en met ITC is de mengwarmte
gemeten en gerelateerd aan de effecten van de oplosmiddelen op de relatieve
vluchtigheid. Er zijn richtlijnen gedefinieerd voor gewenste waarden van
deze energieën en gemeten warmte, welke gevalideerd zijn op basis van
drie experimentele cases. Deze cases zijn a) een mengsel van octaanzuur en
levulinezuur, b) het amine-ether mengsel van Hoofdstuk 8, en c) het alcoholketon mengsel van Hoofdstuk 8. Met deze procedure voor het selecteren
van oplosmiddelen wordt het aantal oplosmiddelen waarvoor extensieve
experimentele VLE metingen nodig zijn sterk gereduceerd.
Hoofdstuk 10 is het afsluitende hoofdstuk van deze thesis, waarin de resultaten
voor systemen op basis van zowel LLX als XD geëvalueerd en vergeleken
worden. Gematigd sterke interacties zijn gunstig voor beide typen processen
wanneer gekeken wordt naar de regeneratie van de oplosmiddelen en het
vermijden van chemische en thermische instabiliteit. Affiniteitsagenten die
complexen vormen op basis van sterkere interacties met de componenten van
de mengsels, bijvoorbeeld op basis van protonen-overdracht, zijn succesvol
toegepast voor LLX processen. Daartegenover staat dat dit type interactie
te sterk is gebleken voor XD processen, waarbij alleen interacties met een
maximale sterkte van waterstofbrugvorming succesvol konden worden
toegepast. Als laatste worden de kansen en potentiële toepassingen van
vloeistofscheidingen op basis van affiniteit bediscussieerd in een vooruitblik
met betrekking tot de internationale klimaatdoelen voor 2050, waarbij ook
suggesties voor verder onderzoek en verdere implementatie zijn gegeven.

Abbreviations
2MBA

2-methylbutyric acid

2MDDAP

2-methyl-didodecylamine

2-BuO

2-butanone

2-BuOH

2-butanol

3G

three primitive Gaussian type orbitals

2-BrPhOH

2-bromophenol

3-BrPhOH

3-bromophenol

5-m-2-one

5-methyl-2-hexanone

Alamine 336

mixture of tertiary amines with C8-C10 carbon chains

Aliquat 336

N-methyl-N,N,N-trioctylammonium chloride,
a quaternary ammonium salt

ATPS

aqueous two phase system

BF3-affinity

BF3-affinity scale for extractant strength based on
enthalpy of complexation with BF3 (kJ/mol)

BP

boiling point

CCl4

carbon tetrachloride

Cit

citric acid

CAMD

computer aided molecular design

CF

concentration factor

C-PCM

conductor like polarizable continuum model

COSMO-RS

conductor like screening model for real solvents

Cyanex 923

commercial mixture of four trialkylphosphine oxides
based on C6 and C8 carbon chains

DBA

dibutylamine

DBE

dibutylether

DCM

dichloromethane

DDAP

N,N-didodecyl-4-amine pyridine

DEG

diethylene glycol

DEGDBE

diethylene glycol dibutylether

DEMA

diethylmethyl amine

DES

deep eutectic solvent

DFT

density functional theory

Diglyme

diethylene glycol dimethyl ether

DIPE

diisopropyl ether

DLS

dynamic light scattering

DMSO

dimethylsulfoxide

DOAP

dioctylamine pyridine

DPMDAP

diphenyl (mono)-dodecylamine pyridine

DPPA

diphenyl amine pyridine

DPA

dipropylamine

EEC

enthalpy-entropy compensation

EG

ethylene glycol

EtLev

ethyl levulinate

EU

European Union

F

feed

FDCA

2,5-furandicarboxylic acid

FID

flame ionization detector

FTIR

fourier-transform infrared

GC, GC-MS

gas chromatography (Mass - Spectrometry)

HAc

acetic acid

HBu

butyric acid

HexD

hexadecane

HF

Hartree-Fock

HLa

lactic acid

HLev

levulinic acid

HOct

octanoic acid

HSuc

succinic acid

HVal

valeric acid

IL

ionic liquid

IL-101

trihexyl tetradecyl phosphonium chloride,
[P666,14][Cl]

IL-104
IR

trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium
di-2,4,4-trimethylpentyl phosphinate [P666,14][Phos]
infrared

isoHVal

isovaleric acid

ITC

isothermal titration calorimetry

LLE

liquid-liquid equilibrium

LLX

liquid-liquid extraction

LSER

linear solvation energy relationship

MeLev

methyl levulinate

MeMeBu

methyl-2-methyl-butyrate

MeOct

methyl octanoate

MIBK

methyl isobutyl ketone

MM

molecular modeling

MMFF

Merck molecular force field

MOAP

(mono)-octyl amine pyridine

MP

Møller-Plesset

NMR

nuclear magnetic resonance

nonyl-PhOH

4-nonylphenol

NRTL

non-random two liquid model

OctOct

octyl octanoate

PG

propylene glycol

PhOH

phenol

Proton Sponge®

1,8-bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene

PEF

polyethylene furanoate

PET

polyethylene terephthalate

PhOH

phenol

Phos

phosphinate (di-2,4,4-trimethylpentyl phosphinate)

P666,14

trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium

pKBHX

hydrogen bond basicity scale for based on the
equilibrium complexation constant of complexation
with 4-fluorophenol (-)

RID

refractive index detector

RSH - GGA

range
separated
approximation

S

solvent

SAXS

small-angle x-ray scattering

STO

slater type orbitals

TBA

tributylamine

TBP

tributylphosphate

TBPO

tributylphosphine oxide

TBzA

tribenzylamine

TDDA

tridodecylamine

TEA

triethylamine

THA

trihexylamine

TMA

trimethylamine

TMS

trimethylsilane

TNO

Nederlandse
Organisatie
voor
Toegepast
Natuurwetenschappelijk
Onderzoek
(Netherlands
Organisation for applied scientific research)

hybrid

generalized

gradient

TOA or Alamine 336 trioctylamine
TOPO

trioctylphosphine oxide

TPA

tripropylamine

UNIFAC

universal (quasi-chemical) functional-group activity
coefficients

VLE

vapor-liquid equilibrium

VNCI

Koninklijke Vereniging van de Nederlandse
Chemische Industrie (Royal Association of the
Dutch Chemical Industry)

XD

extractive distillation

Nomenclature/Symbols
Symbol

α
α

explanation

Unit

Kamlet-Taft hydrogen bond donor parameter

(-)

relative volatility

(-)

LSER fit parameters

(-)

acceptor number

(-)

acid

(-)

deprotonated anion of acid

(-)

A, B

feed components

(-)

A, B

titrant molecule and sample molecule in
ITC-experiment

(-)

Atot

acid including all forms (e.g. dissociated and
complexed)

(-)

[A]

concentration of A in aqueous phase

(M)

A

acid in organic phase

(-)

[A]

concentration of A in organic phase

(M)

[A]syr

concentration of titrant A in syringe
(ITC-experiment)

(M)

[A]tot, final

final concentration of titrant A in cell
(ITC-experiment)

(M)

a, b and s
AN
A, HA
A

-

Aij, Bij, Cij

parameters of NRTL model

-

final ratio of [A]tot and [B]tot after ITC
experiment

(-)

(n,m)-acid-base complex

(-)

B

base

(-)

β

Kamlet-Taft
parameter

([A]tot/[B]tot)final
AnBm

hydrogen

bond

acceptor

(-)

[B]0

initial concentration of sample component in
cell (ITC-experiment)

(M)

[B]tot, final

final concentration of sample component in
cell (ITC-experiment)

(M)

Abraham’s solvent coefficients

(-)

concentration (of a) in solvent phase

(M)

concentration (of a) in raffinate phase

(M)

c0

initial concentration

(M)

c

Wisemen c-value

(-)

δ

Hildebrand’s solubility parameter

c, e, s, a, b
and v
ca,org, corg
ca,aq, caq

(MPa1/2)

DN

donor number

(kJ/mol)

δp

Hansen parameter

(MPa1/2)

DP and DP*

Schmidt’s parameters

(-)

ε

dielectric constant

(-)

E

flow of extract-phase in back-extraction

E

extraction factor, defined as E = KD* S’/F’

(-)

Abraham’s solute parameters

(-)

energy required for the process expressed as
fraction of energy for evaporation

(-)

E, S, A, B
and V
Eproduct/
Eevaporation
ET(30)
F

Dimroth-Reichardt parameter
feed flow

(L/s)

(kJ/mol) or
(kcal/mol)
(L/s)

ΔG, ΔGn,m

Gibbs energy change of a reaction, of
(n,m)-complexation

(kJ/mol)

ΔH, ΔHn,m

enthalpy change of a reaction, of
(n,m)-compexation

(kJ/mol)

H+

proton

(-)

HA

acid

(-)

[HA]

concentration of acid

(M)

concentration of acid in organic phase

(M)

(n,m)-acid-base complex

(-)

acid-dissociation constant

(-)

pKa

acidity

(-)

pKa of n-th acid group

(-)

Ka,BS

biphasic equilibrium constant of relative
basicity of extractant with respect to solute

(-)

pKa,BS

relative basicity of extractant with respect
to solute

(-)

basicity

(-)

hydrogen bond basicity

(-)

K

equilibrium constant

(-)

K0

equilibrium constant of reference (diluent)

(-)

[HA]
(HA)nBm
Ka

pKa,n

pKb

pKBHX

Kc, KE

KD,a, KD
K’D

complexation constant

(M-(n+m-1))

distribution coefficient of a

(M/M),(-)

distribution coefficient in
backward extraction step

(-)

KD/K’D
Km

Kn,m

ratio of distribution coefficients in forward
and back-extraction

(-)

physical extraction constant
(n,m)-complexation constant

(-)
(M

)

-(n+m-1)

µ

dipole moment

(D)

m

number of basis in acid-base complex

(-)

n

number of acids in acid-base complex, or,
in case of sequential binding, number of
sequentially binding acids to a (1,1)-complex

(-)

nbase

moles of sample molecule (base) in
ITC-experiment

ninj

number of injections in ITC-experiment

(-)

(n,m)-complex

complex with n acid molecules and m base
molecules

(-)

Pisat

saturated vapor pressure of a component

(Pa)

(mol)

log P

solvent-water partitioning

(-)

log PO/W

octanol-water partitioning

(-)

π

Kamlet-Taft polarizability parameter

(-)

heat of mixing

(kJ/mol)

Qtot

total heat released (in ITC-experiment)

(kJ/mol)

Qinj

heat of injection

(kJ/mol)

R

gas constant, 8.314

Rm

final ratio of concentrations of titrant and
sample components after ITC-experiment

(-)

R3N

tertiary amine with R representing the alkyl
groups

(-)

*

Q

ρ
S, Sa

density
selectivity of extractant towards a

(J/mol/K)

(g/mL)
(-)

S

solvent flow

S

solvent

(-)

Ss

concentration of solute in organic solvent

(M)

concentration of solute in water

(M)

Sw

(L/s)

ΔS, ΔSn,m

entropy change of reaction, of
(n,m)-complexation

S/F,
S/F-ratio

solvent-to-feed ratio

(-)

minimum solvent-to-feed ratio

(-)

standard deviation

(-)

(S/F)min

σ

(J/mol/K)

TOAHA
(TOA•HA)

complex of TOA and acid

(-)

T
Tb, Tboil

temperature

(°C)

boiling point

(°C)

Tm
Vinit

melting point

(°C)

initial volume (ITC-experiment)

(mL)

injection volume (ITC-experiment)

(µL)

Vtot

total sample volume (ITC-experiment)

(mL)

W
(W/E)min

flow of wash-phase in back-extraction

(L/s)

Vinj

minimum wash over extract ratio

(-)

Xin

acid fraction in feed of forward extraction
step

(-)

Xout

acid fraction in raffinate

(-)

x

intermolecular distance

(Å,
Ångström)

xi

liquid phase mole fraction of i

(-)

vapor phase mole fraction of i

(-)

yin

initial concentration of acid in extract

(M)

yout

remaining concentration of acid in extract
after back-extraction

(M)

Yout,max

maximum concentration of acid in extract,
based on KD

(-)

initial acid fraction in solvent phase

(-)

Y

property that is specific to compound and
proportional to Gibbs energy

(-)

Y0

property in hypothetical solvent with zero
values for α , β and π*

(-)

Z

extractant loading

(-)

yi

Yin

Z-parameter

Kosower’s Z-parameter

(kJ/mol)
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